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Dear Participants o(the Conference, 
We need your home addresses to be able to send you the final documentation of 
the Euro-Islam Conference and to be able to contact you in the future. The 
address list will also be distributed to all the participants to help mutual 
contacts. Please control your address, correct it and leave it with the secretariat. 

# Name Address 

1. Dr. Dorothea Rosenblad ( Sweden 
.Fax+ 46 (8) 7556586 

2. Dr. Thomas Hhunden The Swedish Institute 
Fax:+ 46 • 8210304 ' 

' 
3. Dr. Gulnar Baltanova Russia 420043 

' ' 
Kazen, Chehova str. 31-103 

- Fax: (8432) 38807 
or (1432) 311070 

4. Dr. Jorgen Nielsen Selly Oak Colleges 
996 Bristol Road 
Birmingham B29 6LQ 
U.K. 

Fax: 0121-472 8852 
5. Dr. Alexander Khatchatrian Armenia 

Marshal Baghromian Ave. 24G 
Institute of Oriental Studies 
Yerevan 375019 
Fax: 3743906867 

6. Dr. Tuomo Melasuo Tapri, Tampere Peace Research Inst. 
U niv. of Tamp ere 
P.O. Box607 
Finland 33101 

7. Dr. Smail Balic Austria 
A-2261 Zwerndorf 
Hanptsir 122 

8. Dr. Jan Myrdal Fagervik, Sweden 
S-64700 
Mariefred 
Fax:+ 46- !59- 10838 

9. Jon Ormur Halldorssom Iceland 
Dpt. of Politics 
Univ. oflceland 
Fax: 3S4 55 26806 

10. Dr. Bengt Knutssom Swedish Research Inst. 
Istanbul 
Turkey 
P.K. 125 Beyoglu 
TR- 80072 
Fax: +90- 212- 249 79 67 

11. Dr. Wadi Haddad 60 Burnwood Drive 
Bloomfield, CT 06002 
U.S.A 
Fax: 860 - 509- 9539 

12. Dr. Per Sorbom The Swedish Inst. 
P.O. Box 7434 
S-10391 Stockholm 
Fax: + 46 8 207248 
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13. H. B. V. Hagopian 20 Woodlands 
London SW4 ORJ 
U.K. 
Fax: 44- 171-4930743 

14. Dr. Farhan Nizami Oxford Centre for Islamic Studies 
George St. OX! 2AR 
Fax: (01865)248942 

15. Dr. Annika Rabo Dept. of Social Anthropology 
Linkoping University 
S-58183 
Sweden 
Fax: 46-13-281843 

16. Dr. Sigrid Kahle Utmyrby, Boglosh '&ogL6SA 
·74597 Enkoping t=:f.J\:::.0 (' lrV g 

S[{)EbE?J 0046- 171 - 89076 
17. Dr. Bassam Tibi Univ. of Gottingen 

Centre for Int. Affairs 
Dept. of Political Science 
Gottingen 37073 
Germany 
Fax: 0551 39 23 43 

18. Dr. Burhan Ghalion 4, Rue Auguste Perret 
75013 Paris 
Tel. 45 85 7954 

19. Dr. Jan Hjarpe Lund University 
Sweden 
Fax 46 - 46 - 222 4426 

20. Dr. Alexander Fodor 1011 Budapest 
Szalag U.6. 
Fax: 36-1-2665699 

21. Dr. Sami Angawi P.O.Box 877 
21421 Jeddah 
Saudi Arabia 
966-2-6516027 

22. Ms Gunilla Staaf The Swedish Institute 
Box 7434 
S-103 91 
Fax: + 46 08 - 20 72 49 

23. Dr. Jean Louis Michon 30 eh. des Cornillons 
CH - 12 92 Chambesy 
Tel: 41 (0) 22-758 23 85 

24. Manfred Haack Friedrich - Ebert - Stiftung 
Amman 
P.O. Box 926238 
Fax:696478 

25. Dr. Rahim Najafi Barzegar Vahdat Hall 
Hafez Ave. 
Tehran 
Iran 
Fax: 0098-21-673485 

26. Dr. Hishan Juait Nahj AI-Hadi Shaker 
Hay Al-Zahera 2076 
Al-Marsa 
Tunisia 
Fax: 501075 

27. Imam Mohamad Y akoubu Ascheberegsgatan 7 
41127 Gothengurg 
Sweden 
Fax:+ 46 31 13 89 55 
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28. Dr. Yusuf Al-Hassan Emirates Centre for Strategic 
Research 
U.A.E. 
Fax: 543011 

29. Dr. Abdurrahman Wahid Nahdatul Ulama 
Jakarta, Indonesia 
Fax: 62- 21- 390 8425 

30. Dr. Asghar Ali Engineer Institute of Islamic Studies 
India 
Fax: 022- 091-617 36 24 

31. Dr. Bengt Knutssom Swedish Research Institute 
Istanbul, Turkey 
Fax:+ 90- 2I2- 249 79 67 

32. Dr. ·Mahmood Sariolghalam 20 Suhail St. 
Keshavarez Blvd. 
Iran 
Fax: (9821) 659565 

33. Mr. Ghasan Tweini AN- Nahar 
Lebanon, Beirut 
Tel: 340960 

34. Dr. Alunad Sodqi Cairo 
Al-Dajani Tel. 246 9783 

Fax: 00202/469783 
35. Dr. Ahmad Mousalli American University, Beirut 

E-Mail: asmouss D layla. aub. edu.lb 
Fax: I (212) 478- 1995 

I ( 212) 444- 5814 
36. Dr. Saud Al-Mawla Lebanon, Beirut 

Fax: 9611823111 
37. Dr. Mohanunad Al-Sammak American University, Beirut 

C/0 Dr. A. Mousalli 
Fax: I (212) 444- 5814 

38. Dr. Sorush Abdulkarim Society for Philosophy 
Tehran, Iran 
Fax: 0098 21 8839674 

39. Dr. Laura Guazzone Istituto Affari Internazionali 
Fax: 39/6/3224363 
Roma 00186 

40. Dr. Abdul Jaleel Fondation Temimi Pour la Recherche 
Al-Tamimi B.P. 50 (1118) Zaghouan- Tunisic 

Fax: 002162676 710 
41. Mr. Samir Boutani Voice of Scandinavia 

Sweden 
Oden Gatan 88,511322 
Stockholm 
Fax: + 46 8 346272 

42. Dr. sulejman Rejpi Cairska 52 
Skopje, A'lbanta 1\~t, 
Fax: 0038991117883 

43. Amb. Lucie De Mvttenaere Ministry ofF oreign Affairs 
2 Rue Quatre Bras. 
Brussels, Belguim 
Fax: (322) 660 14 72 

44. Mr. Luuckx Marc Europen Commission 
Forward Studies Unit 
A 25/9/12 1049 Burssels 
Fax: (322) 2959305 
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45. Asaf Ht1ssain Leicester LE2 2YH 
P.O. Box 139 
Fax: (0116) 270 6714 
U.K 

46. Dr. Sune Persson Dept. of Political Science 
Univ. of Goteborg 
Sprargkullsgatan 19 
S-411 23 
Sweden 
Fax: 46-31-7734599 

47. Ehsan Naraghi UNESCO 
I, Rune Miollis 
75015 Paris 
Fax: 43-06-27-03 

48. Mariannc Laanatza Sjallandsgatan 142 
S-16445 KISTA 
Sweden 
Fax: + 46 (0) 87516684 

49. Mahmmd Al-Mili Tunisia 
ALICSO 
Fax: 21651784965 

50. Mrs. Bitte Hammargen Svenska Dagbladet 
s- 105 17 
Stockholm 
Sweden 
Fax: +46 8 13 50 50 

51. Dr. Ekmclcddin Ihsanoglu Research Centre for Islamic 
History 
Yildiz Sarayi 
P.O. Box 24 Besiktas 
80692 Istanbul 
Turkey 
Fax: (212) 2584365 

52. Dr. M. Khalid Masud Islamic Research Institute P.O. Box 1035 
Faisal Masjmid 
Islamabad - Pakistan 
International Islamic Univ. 
E-mail, mkmasud @ Sh atibi. Sdnpk. UNDP. Org 

53. Prof. Ekmeleddin Ihsanoglu Research Centre for Islamic History, Art and Culture Yildiz Sarayi, 
Barbaros Bulvari 
Besiktas 80100 Istanbul 
Fax : (90-212) 258 4365 
Turkey 

54. Dr. Peter Bstch Turken Str. 3/302 
A-1090 Wien Austria 
Fax: 31784 704 

55. Mohmnmad Mohsen Jeddah 
P.O.Box 178 
Fax : 6873568 
Saudi Arabia 
Organisation of the Islamic Conference 

56. Ghassan Hassan Al-Zain Assafir 
Hamra-Mouneimneh st. 
Tel: 350080 -1-2-3 
Lebanon 
Fax: ++961-1-861800 
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57. Rev. Dcsmond Sinnamon Taney Rectory, 6 Stoney Rd. 
Duwdrum, Dublin 14 
Ireland 
Fax: 353-1-2985491 

58. Hysen Cobani A. Kasemi P.69/l 
tirana-Albania 
Fax: +355 42 320 85 

+355 42 266 64 
59. Ahmad Baidun Beirut, Lebanon 

Fax: +961-1-347031 
CIO Dr. Nawaf Slam 

60. Sarnir Salha Dicle Univesity 
Fukuk Falcultesi 
Diyarbakir I Turkey 

61. Mohammed Faouzi Skali Rue Mimosas I 0. T Gotef No I 
Route d'Imouzzer 30000 FES 
Morrocco 
Fax : (5) 60 08 96 

62. Ahrncd Versi 8 Verwood Road 
North Harrow, Middlesex Ha 26 LD 
U.K. 
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'· MUSLIM CONTRIBUTIONS TO WESTERN I EUROPEAN 
CIVILIZATION: 

e; WAYS AND MEANS OF ACQUAINTING EUROPEANS WITH 
THIS LEGACY. 

" Wadi' Z. Haddad 
Abstract of Paper 

To embark on our task of acquainting Westerners, and particularly 
Europeans, with Muslim contributions to their civilization, we need to be 
clear about two things : the purpose of such an endeavor and the type of 
audience or audiences to be addressed. Furthermore, in planning a strategy 
for action, serious thought must be given to the obstacles to be overcome. 

One obstacle is due to the historical interactions and encounters 
between Muslims and the West, which though led the West to benefit from 
Muslim contributions, left deep scars on both sides. Westerners, for the 
most part, have deep-rooted fear of Muslims, a fear that has led to hatred 
which disallowed them to acknowledge any beneficial contributions to 

~ their society. 
A second obstacle is that western historians (with a few exceptions, 

~· e.g. Toynbee) have been parochial in their presentation of their history. For 
an example, the Renaissance and later the enlightenment emerge as a leap 
in civilization without significant analysis of the antecedents of the 
development of thought or its sources. 

Hence, to begin the attempt of acquainting westemers with Muslim 
contributions, efforts must be directed at changing attitudes and 
overcoming, at least, the two obstacles of fear or the perception of Muslim 
threat, and the inclination towards presenting a self-centered, provincial 
history. On the other hand, one observes that some western scholars begin 
to credit the acquisition of Muslim learning in the emergence of Western 
Renaissance, and more Western scholars writing after World War II were 
inclined to acknowledge the link. Furthermore, there has been recently a 
movement among Western historians calling ft)f a global history that 
delineates the interactions with other cultures in the same historical context 
- a concept to be espoused and encouraged. 

The recent openness to Interfaith dialogue and to cultural pluralism 
lead me to suggest that the university departments, such as faculties of 



Middle East Studies, Centers for Christian-Muslim Understanding, and 
Departments of Islamic Studies, are the first channels that should be 
utilized in this endeavor (acquainting the West with Muslim contribution). 
These faculties and their graduate students could be encouraged, through 
endowment of university positions and study grants to students, to pursue 
subjects that enhance the goal of this endeavor. This is could be 
strengthened by establishing a program of exchanging faculty and students 
between Western and Arab World Universities. This endeavor would serve 
to enlighten academic person and the intelligencia. 

Moreover, it is this cadre of scholars who, I suggest, can provide in 
addition to the scholarly findings, material which is appropriate for use by 
the media (films, videos, newspaper , articles, etc.) . This serves to 
sensitize and inform another segment of society, namely :the public. 

Furthermore, University and college professors specialized in Islamic 
Studies and I or Muslim civilization would serve, as has happened in the 
US context, to evaluate and correct misinformation and stereotypes of 
Muslims and their civilization embodied in current books, and slowly 
begin to write textbooks by objective scholars for use by. Middle and 
Secondary school students. This would contribute to the formation of a 
generation free of erroneous information and prejudice. 

This endeavor will need patience, good will, and sufficient funds to 
carry out the program. 
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EUROPE AND THE ARAB/MOSLEM WORLD 
BRIDGING THE HOSTILITY GAP 

SARI NUSSEIBEH 

This presentation will attempt to investigate some of the salient 
points of friction in the conceptual model each side has of the other, with a 
view to determining effective procedures for minimizing their significance 
in the overall picture. It will also attempt to investigate the effective means 
of fostering the development of positive images 
The main argument will therefore first attempt to: 
(a) distinguish between objective and subjective elements of friction, 

. (b) explore means of transforming objective elements of friction into 
accepted differences, 
(c) define means of adjusting misconceptions on the subjective level, and 
(d) define means of reducing genuine subjective points of friction into 
accepted differences. 

This part of the argument will therefore be a damage containment 
part. The second part of the argument will address possible avenues of 
constructing favorable images. 

The reasoning applied in the argument will be of a universal 
character, that is it will be of a kind that can be applied to any two 
conceptual models with points of friction, thus reinforcing the underlying 
assumption that the gap in question is not unique; or therefore, especially 
inscrutsable. 

Nonetheless, while the argument-form will be of a general character, 
obviously the argument-content will draw specifically on the Europe
Christian/Arab-Moslem example. 

----------- ·--
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A DIALOGUE OF RELIGIONS OR PEOPLE? 

Abdol Majid Al-Khoei 

There is a clear need to review some of our assumptions that are implied in the 
general theme of Dialogue. Most people share their understanding of Dialogue in its 
broad terms but there are clear differences in opinion when we tackle specific themes . 

In particular, there are important differences in our dealings with the theme of 
'Dialogue of Religions' in comparison to 'Dialogue of States' or 'Peoples'. 

Religions are established on a set of given assumptions, some of which clearly 
discredit other religions. To judge other religions seems to be a necessary statement of 
faith to establish legitimacy of one religion over another, and without which the religion 
itself would lose its raison d' etre. 

Does this mean that our attempted dialogue ·is a superficial attempt or a useless 
exercise? 

Whilst recognizing the differences between religions, some argue that Dialogue 
can still be established on those things religions have in common , such as their belief 
in one God and their shared values. All religions share the sanctuary of human life and 
the Abrahamic religions, in particular, share in great detail many other aspects of faith. 

Since Dialogue is between people, some emphasize that it should be between the 
followers of religions rather than between the religions themselves. The real emphasis 
should therefore be primarily concerned with the overlapping interests in communal life. 
The world. has become a global village and driving force towards Dialogue is found in 
the mutual needs of people on one hand, and their need to avoid conflict on the other. 
Different communities can be brought together on their shared desire for preserving 
peace and human dignity. 

The diversity of backgrounds, interests, opinions and positions among 
communities is an · inevitable human phenomenon. Differences are found not only 
between Muslims, Christians and others, but also within each separate community . 



ISLAM AND CHRISTIANITY; FROM CONFRONTATION TO 
COOPERATION 

(THE EXAMPLE OF CZARIST RUSSIA) 

Dr. Said Kiamiley 
Moscow Institute 

Of Islamic Civilization 
(Summary) 

The experience of the Russian Empire, some of which rather essential to our mind and 
very instructive features unjustly has been deliberately or unintentionally forgotten, 
displays an attempt of building a rather harmonious relationship between the Christians 
and the Muslims. Of course the social and religious structure of the Czarist State was 
not perfect, but its legacy should be considered in any case for the better comprehension 
of our present times. 

The beginning of the relations between Islam and Christianity in the Moscovian State, 
the prodocessor of the Russian Empire, was unfortunately hostile. After the 
subordination of the Khanates ofKazan and Astrakhan in the middle of the XVI century 
the dominant frames of mind and aspirations of Russian authorities (mostly and first of 
all - the local ones) consisted in the rather obvious eagerness of turning the Muslims 
into the Christians. That is why a considerable damage was inflicted upon the Muslim 

'•' culture. Such a policy continued until the seventies of . the XVIII century under the 
Empress Catherine II, due to pragmatic, as well as romantic motives. 

• 

At that time the first Administrative Board of the Muslims was established (which still 
is being kept as the principal model of a Muslim Administrative institution in.the 
countries of the Commonwealth of the Independent States in the post-Soviet geo
political space). The mullahs were included in the structure of the gcncrnl gowrnmcntul 
service and the Muslim aristocracy was granted the status of the Russ'ian nobility. 

Later similar systems were also organized in the Caucasus and Central Asia, but of 
course having local peculiarities. The Government was promoting the Hadj .and 
materially supporting the mosques and Muslim educational establishments. 

A policy like that differs considerably from the present-day position of the young 
political democracy at the Russian Federation, which, Jet us say, due to the lack of 
socio-political experience makes a swing towards only one confession, though legally 
the Russian state is lay one. Anyway the Muslims of Russia supported the Czar during 
the World War I, and many ofthem bravely fought in the ranks of the Russian Army 
during the World War II . 



Surely, which is deplorable, the Czarist government committed wrong doing against the 
Muslims, and the greatest of them is the Causian war, bul even this disastrous action did 
not bear an anti-Muslim character on the part of Russia: Islam has really become a 
considerable and rather important part of the all-Russian culture, influencing different 
branches of creativity in the Empire of Russia as a whole. Due to this fact this State 
became one of the most authoritative world's centers of Islamic studies, as there 
appeared deep-rooted scientific schools in St. Petersbourgh, Kazan, Kharkov, Moscow 
and other cities. 

There is a hope that a newly organized in Moscow (after the dissolution of the former 
USSR) the Institute of Islamic Civilization (IIC), would be able to continue such a 
fallible tradition of Islamic studies , as well as of the propagation of the values of the 
Muslim culture in the very important field for now-day Russia .. the field of broad and 
positive Enlightenment the domestic population regardless of its confessional or 
national adherence - as well as in the domain of restoring and further strengthening the 
ties and contacts between scholars from the former USSR and their colleagues abroad. 

IIC has proved such an ability through its recent initiatives on organizing some of 
international academic gatherings of Russian and CIS scholars which have been 
successfully held in Moscow (1992, 1995) under the aegis of UNESCO, ISESCO, 
Russian Academy of Sciences and in cooperation with a number of domestic and 
foreign scientific and cultural organization. 
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WESTERN MEDIA COVERAGE OF ISLAM 
COVERAGE OF ISLAM IN THE WESTERN MEDIA HAS 

OFTEN BEEN CONTROVERSIAL. 
Yousif A. Abualqassim al-Khooi 

In general, the media in the West is not confident with its ability to 
deal with Islamic/Muslim issues. This paper argues that there are a number 
of historical, political, cultural and religious reasons for this. Often, sheer 
ignorance towards Muslim issues has been a significant cause of negative 
coverage of Islam in the Western media. Stories relating to Islam are 
usually based on the premise that what is being reported is inherently alien, 
both in culture and dogma. 

This has often given rise to cultural, religious and racial bias against 
Muslims and Islam. Is this just a question of misunderstanding, or could 
there be more sinister reasons behind this attitude? Perhaps more 
importantly , how do such attitudes augur for the future? As a case study, 
the coverage of the Oklahoma City bombing will be dealt with in detail. 

This paper will also cover the issue of women, terrorism, the use of 
terminology and ask why prejudice in this sphere persists, and also why 
some Muslim stories can make for good television. 

The paper will also discuss how negative attitudes, perpetuated by the 
media in the West, can be countered. The newly emerging Muslim 
communities in the West can play an important role in participating in the 
mainstream media and forming pressure groups. Programme
makers/editors in the West need to increase their general awareness of 
Islamic issues. One solution is for a complete reassessment of existing 
prejudices by building lines of communication with the Muslim media and 
understanding the many hues and colours that operate in that sphere of 
influence, for instance, a regard for Muslim sentiments on lines similar to 
those engendered by the media towards the Jewish community (sensitivity 
towards anti-semitic programmes, articles, etc) may be a constructive base 
upon which to build a more balanced and responsible approach . 



ARE THE NEW EURO- MEDITERRANEAN 
AGREEMENTS USEFUL TOOLS? 

Marianne Laanatza 

ABSTRACT 
The new Euro -Mediterranean agreements are presented as a new platform for 
cooperation and Liberalization between Europe and the Middle East, regions 
dominated by Christian Values and Islamic Values respectively. The platform shall 
also function as a forum for exchange of thoughts and ideas. If these targets are to be 
reached the Euro-Mediterranean dialogue will get more tangible contents. 
The possibilities to implement the above mentioned ambitions are examined in the 
paper. Are really the formulas given in the agreements open - minded, flexible and 
democratic? 

.c 



'THE PLACE AND THE ROLE OF RELIGIONS IN THE 
EUROPEAN UNION POLITICS ' 

Dr. Tuomo Melasuo 

ABSTRACT 
European Union is a result of a long and slow development started in the 1950's. 

Since the fall of the Berlin Wall and the joining of the new Nordic member countries in 
the Mid-1990's the EU has started a new phase in its development. The aim of this 
contribution is to study how the attitudes of the EU towards the religions is developing 
in the 1990's. 

The EU is a secular State run organization . Officially the churches and the 
religions do not have any singular or particular role in the EU . Still in the beginning the 
Roman Catholic countries were in majority , and the questions of religions were no 
issue in the EU political debate . Now the situation is changing. The new members , the 
Nordic countries and Austria are strengthening the Protestant and Lutheran aspects. The 
developments in former eastern Europe, including the war in ex-Yugoslavia, itre making 
Orthodox Christian church more present in the EU political debate . 

And Islam, with the emigration and the growing-up of the 'second generation' is 
also much more visible in Europe than before. EU tries to be more active in the 
Mediterranean scene and in the Middle East, especially in the peace process , than 
before. 

Does all this mean that EU is taking a more explicit position towards religion 
than before? Is it stressing the organization's character of secularism and Iaicite? Or 
does the EU try to develop a more comprehensive attitudes towards the religions by 
taking into the consideration the cultural specificities of each religious community? 
Will the EU develop a common stand towards the place and the role of religions within 
it or does it leav·e each member State to handle it with their own singular tradition? 
What kind of importance does the traditional European and hopefully, tolerant approach 
towards religions have? Or is the EU' s religion policies determined by day to day 
political campaigns in and outside the European Union? 

These are some of the questions this communication aims to deal with. They 
have a signification on how the schools teach about Islam, how the mass media 
approaches Islam and what will be the dialogue of religions . 
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ISLAM AND THE UNIVERSAL ORDER 

DR. SAMI M. ANGAWI 
AMAR CENTER FOR ARCHITECTURAL STUDIES 

JEDDAH, SAUDI ARABIA 

In this age, we are witnessing a beginning of a revolution In communicatio'n 

and expansion of knowledge in scientific discovery about ourselves and the 

· universe. The ideas presented in the full text of this paper are an attempt to 

open channels of fruitful mutual dialogue and build cultural bridges between 

• human societies and nations living on earth. it is hoped that through these 

dialogues peoples will develop a better understanding of each other and will 

have an opportunity to discuss and exchange their views and beliefs. A new 

type of relationship based on respect, open minds and frankness should be 

born, in complete harmony and conformity with the universal order set by the 

ONE God when He created the universe . 

All elements and components existing in this universe operate and function 

according to this Godly order. Mankind, being one of the creations existing in 
I 

the universe and part of the natural order, perform their living functions 

according to its system. Our human relationships should also be organized 

within this order so that we may advance harmoniously and peacefully in 

equilibrium into the future reaching new horizons of prosperity. 

A common and serious drawback in the relationships between human 

commun itles is the existence of dangerous areas of conceptual 

misunderstandings resulti~g from Ignorance of each other's culture. it is 

through direct frank open-minded discussions, fruitful face-to-face dialogues 

and awareness educational programs presented within an atmosphere of 

mutual respect that better understanding can survive and flourish. 

. -- .. ~--·-------
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Creating the conditions for a constructive Dialogue: 
Lessons for the Future 

Dr. Peter Wallensteen 

Believing in God, the creator of the universe, the relationship between the created mankind 
and their Creator has been specified by him through religion delivered by consecutive 
prophets and messengers starting from A dam, the father of all mankind, to Abraham, the 
father of all prophets, then Isaac, Jacob, Moses, Mohammed and others. They all delivered 
one and the same message coming from ONE GOD to all mankind. No differences exist 
among these messages as they were originally delivered. Muslims recognize this basic 
essential fact and their faith is nullified if they do not believe in all prophets and 
messengers who preceede Mohammed. In fact, Islam is the religion of Abraham, and many 
of the religious practices performed by Muslim, especially in the annual pilgrimage to 
Makkah, trace back to Abraham as the first house of worship. Muslims in every place all 
over the world face towards the Kaabah in their daily prayers, and those visiting the Holy 
Mosque in Maakah express their respect by circling around the Kaabah seven times. This 
ritual is known as circumambulation or Tawaf, in Arabic. 

If the relationships among all human communities and nations are re- shaped in accordance 
with the Godly universal order set by the ONE Creator, and are allowed to develop within 
an atmosphere of mutual understanding, respect and frankness, all barriers of fear leading to 
struggles and wars will disappear and a new era progress and prosperity for all mankind 
will emerge. 
Is this an impossible objective to achieve? It may be difficult in the beginning but with 
sincerity, dodicution. puticncc und stmng !hit h. it cun hu I'CUii~.cd. Scv<.'l'lllttppn>n~hc•s, wnys 
and means leading to this goal will be discussed in more detail in the full text paper and 
viewed in the slide presentation. 
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MUSLIM COUNTRIES & THE WEST 
Summary 

Dr Laith Kubba 

Islam & the West, a theme debated publicly in articles and 
conferences, implies serious misconceptions about the nature oflslam, as 
it confuses Islam with a geographical region and it reasserts the 
misconception that Islam is limited to the heritage of Muslims. Islam is 
neither the exclusive property of Muslims, nor should it be presented as a 
threatening weapon of angry nations against the western powers. Muslims 
believe Islam is needed by humankind in both western and eastern 
societies, and it should not be manipulated for narrow political agendas nor 
should it be an additional weapon in national struggles. 

There are past, present and possible future conflicts as the majority of 
Muslim countries continue to challenge western supremacy and influence. 
These conflicts are of a complex history and have a political and economic 
nature which normally occurs within Muslim countries, as well as conflicts 
with non Muslim countries. 

The mass media' of both Muslim countries and that of Europe & 
•. America are playing an important role in shaping up the debate and often, 

the media plays into the hands of radical groups of both sides. Statements 
by Islamists and Westerns are used to project Islam whole .is projected to 
the Muslims as being the symbol of immorality and the mother of all 
illnesses. 

One specific issue of dialogue is the debate on modernization and the 
cultural interaction between the nations of the world. For many years this 
has been debated on moral and traditional grounds where the main concern 
was about the preservation of culture and identity without addressing the 
real issue of problems related to the inevitable integration of the human 
experiences. Substantial development programmes can not take place in 
abstract and there will always be real interaction with the developing 
world. No one yet has called for the Muslim nations to opt out of the world 
system since one fifth of the world population are Musi·ims who are in 
desperate need to bring their countries in line with the rest of the 
developing world. 

The political agenda of the debate is also having a direct and strong 
impact on the Muslims living in non Muslim countries. The majority 



distance themselves from the confrontational agenda which is promoted by 
radical parties, as this fuels racism against Muslims. Calls for hate and 
antagonism towards th~ western countries are perceived by the majority of 
Muslim communities as suicidal, illogical and incompatible with their 
future. 

There are many other factors that can be critical in the rise or decline 
of civilizations and hence there will always be the need for a healthier and 
broader integration with the world. What is needed is a Prologue of people 
at all levels and not simply a dialogue of two abstract Ideals. It is often 
said that democracies do not go to war and it can also be claimed that 
civilizations always cooperate and seldom clash. 
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Alexander Khaichatrian 
(Summary) 

Among the world religions Christianity and Islam are the most conspicuous from the 
point of view of both their ethical-moral concepts and number or their followers. 
Besides, these two religions are, without doubt, the closest to each other among the 
religious ideologies of the world. Notwithstanding a series of outward differences 
between them, the fundamental concepts, confessional perceptions and credo of 
Christian and Muslim ideological substratum are almost the same, at least, they are very 
similar (e.g. Monotheism-touhid, etc.). 

Nevertheless, there is a considerable amount of prejudices in the West towards the 
Muslim world and Islam as a whole which impede the better understanding ofislamic 
traditions and culture of ·the East having even an obvious impact on political 
interrelations between Christian and Muslim countries. 

The main task of mass media and intellectual circles of both sides, I see in singling out 
and due representation of common features of both ideologies Muslim and Christian, in 
tracing parallel topological tendencies in religious and cultural traditions of both areas 
and giving a comprehensive history of the humanistic traditions ofislam and Arab 
World. All prejudices and .hostilities between human beings are conditioned with 
ignorance. The main role of intelligentsia and , first of all academics and journalists is to 
show clearly that religious, confessional, ideological and racial differences are indeed a 
God grace but not a plague for humanity. We must be guided by principle "Unity in 
diversity". Most of the hot areas of contemporary World (e.g. Yugoslavia, Armenia and 
Azerbaijan, etc.), conflict situations arisen in various parts of the globe, I am sure, in 
their roots conceal incomprehension of opposite side, its inner essence, moral and 
ethical strivings. 

I think, for the better understanding of the stereotype images of Arab World and their 
comparative investigation in close genetic and typological correlation with the Christian 
concepts of moral, democracy and justice, we have to appeal in the first place, to the 
sacred literature - Holy Qur'an and Euangelium and Bible, etc. I do not mean the 
exegetic interpretation of these religious texts, or their pure academic scrutiny, but to 
attempt to reveal the universal human concepts hidden in these monuments. 

For the working out of a real programme of East - West confidence & reciprocal 
approachment, there is a good example- the Oriental Christians (Armenians, Georgians, 
Syrians, etc.) living during the centuries; in close contact with Muslim peoples, within 
the Muslim cultural and religious environment. They have preserved a long and 
standing tradition of mutual tolerance and understanding. 
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ISLAMIC FUNDAMENTALISM AND PLURALISM 

AHMAD S. MOUSSALLI 

Department of Political Studies and Public Administration 

American Unviersity of Beirut 

Islamic fundamentalism is seen by a majority of Western 

media and scholars along with a majority of their Middle Eastern 

counterparts as exclusivist by its nature and definition. Some 

fundamentalist groups are indeed exdusivist and adhere to 

radical programs and revolutions. Major fundametalist groups 

are however inclusivist and pluralistic. Fundamentalism is an 

umbrella term for a wide range of opinions ranging from a high 

level of pluralism to extreme radicalism. This paper argues that 

state inclusive and exclusive policies in the .tvliddle East prompt 

radical and moderate fundametnalist responses. 

This paper shows why fundamentalist theoreticians 

develop either a pluralistic ideology or radical one. It begins by 

briefly con textualizing the general academic discussions on 

pluralism and radicalism in the West, using the USA as an 

example, and the Arab world, using Egypt as an example. Then 

the body of paper explains the theoretical origins and 

development of pluralism and radicalism. The paper ends with 

outlining the prospects of fundamentalism and pluralism. 
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I. The World ben"een Inclusion and Exclusion 

In New Perspecrive Quaner(v< Islam is dealt vV i th 

sensationally, when it is asked who wants to travel "From Beirut to 

Sarajevo ... " to fight "Against Cultural Terrorism" or to witness 

"Galileo ivleets Allah."\ However, the editor of the journal says that 

Islam remains monotheistic and will inevitably be faced with a host 

of challenges that will pit "the word" not only against the mere 

language of Western literature, like Salman Rushdie's novel, but also 

against non-dogmatic and free style tolerance of Europe and America. 

He asks, "Will Islam turn toward pluralism and the West back 

toward faith? 2 

In his "The Islamic-Confucian Connection" as well as his 

more celebrated article "The Clash of Civilizations" Huntington 

argues that "the cultural division of Europe among Western 

Christianity, Orthodox Christianity and Islam has re-emerged."3 

.. 

Disregarding any diversity in historical and modern Islam, -. 

Huntington proclaims that Islam "is a militant religion in which 

there is no distinction between what is religious and what is 

secular. The idea of "render unto Caesar's what is Caesar's, render 

lNew Perspecrive Quarrerly, Vol. I!, No. 2, Spring 1994, pp. 20-37. The 
complete titles of the articles are: 
-From Beirut to Sarajevo: Can Tolerance be Born of Cruelty? By Kanan 
Makiya 
-Laughing at God in North Africa, by Hahar Ben Jelloun 
-When Galileo Meets Allah, Farida Faouzia Charfi 
-Justice is the Strife by Tariq Aanuri 
-Against Cultural Terrorism, by Naguib Mahfouz~ 

2Jbid., p. 3. The editor is Nathan Gardels. 

3"The Islamic-Confucian Connection," Ibid., p. 19. See also, "The Clash of 
Civilizations", Foreign Affairs, Vol. 72, No. 3, Summer 1993, pp. 22-49. For 
similar attitudes see "Will Democracy Survive in Egypt? Reader's Digesr 
(Canadian Edition), Dec. 1987, Vol. 131, No. 788, p: 149 and "The Arab World 
where Troubles-for the US Never End," US News and World Report, Feb. 6, 
1984, Vol. 96, p. 24. 
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·unto God what is God's" is totally antithetical to Islam. This 

theocratic proclivity makes it extraordinarily difficult for Islamic 

societies to accommodate non-~viuslims. It makes it very difficult 

for l\luslims to easily fit into societies where the majority is non

iVI uslims." 4 

Along the same line, judith iV!iller advocates a non

democratic exclusivist attitude towards the Muslim world since 

Islam is incompatible with the values of pluralism, democracy and 

human rights. This means that Western policy-makers should not 

support democratic elections since they might bring about radical 

Islamic fundamentalists to government. She exhorts the American · 

administration and others to reject any sort of conciliation with or 

inclusion of radical political Islam. s 

While the above-mentioned attitude seems to be the 

dominant view towards the Islamic world, there is another 

emerging attitude that is more objective and accommodating in its 

analysis of the fundamentalismt phenomena. Augustus R. Norton, 

for instance, argue in his "Inclusion Can Deflate Islamic Popuiism" 

that democracy and Islam are not incompatible, for the people are 

calling for political participation. While skeptics deny the 

usefulness of democracy for the people, because the regimes are 

inefficient and suffer from legitimacy claims and the 

fundamentalist political movements are anti-Western, anti-Israeli 

and anti-democratic, Norton pins down the claims against the 

4 Ibid., p. 21. 

5 Judith ~ller, "The Challenge of Radical Islam," Foreign Affairs, Vol. 72, 
No. 2, 1993, pp. 54-55 and see the complete article, pp. 43-55. In the same 
vein see, Bernard Lewis "Islam and Liberal Democracy," The Atlantic 
Monthly, February 1993, pp. 89-98. This article is used by Miller to support 
his argument. · 
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skeptics by saying that" to argue that popular political players are 

irremediably intransigent and therefore unmoved by tenets in the 

real world is at best naive, and. at worst. racist."G 

William Zartman argues that the two currents of political 

Islam and democracy are not necessarily incompatible. The 

Qur'an might be interpreted to support ·different political 

be ha viors. A synthesis might emerge belween Islam and 

democracy where constitutional checks can be employed. He 

suggests five measures to democratize and make sure that 

democracy will triumph, including "to practice the forms of 

democracy whenever scheduled, let the most popular win, and let 

them learn democracy on the job."7 Again, in "Democratization and 

Islam," John Esposito and jarnes Piscatori argue that the process of 

liberalization and democratization in the Muslim world requires, 

as happened in the West, a process of reinterpretation of the 

divine texts. Wnile Islam lends itself to different interpretations, 

some important fundamentalist thinkers have already started the 

process of accommodating Islam with democracy and liberalism s 

--itself an inclusionary process. 

While the aforementioned scholars are aware of a new 

fundamentalist tendency to include some principles of Western 

civilization, namely, liberalism and democratization, it is also clear 

that there is the influential tendency among Western politicians 

6 "Inclusion Can Deflate Islamic Populism," Ibid., p. 50. 

7 William Zartman, "Democracy and Islam: The Cultural Dialectic," ANNALS, 
AAPSS, 524, November, 1992, p.19L 

8 John Esposito and James Piscatori, "Democratization and Islam," Middle 
East journal, Vol. 45, No. 3, Summer 1991, p. 434. Along the saine line of 
arguments, see Gudrun Kramer,. "Islamist Democracy," 1'v1iddle East Report, 
Number 183, Vol. 23, No. 4, July-August, pp. 2-8. 
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and scholars alike to reject the Islamization of democracy and 

liberalism. The dominant tendency·, which fears ascendancy of 

func.iamentalism through c.iemocracy, supports cWthoritarian 

regimes for the sake of maintaining a non-existent democracy. 

The argument against the fundamentalists outlined above 

has been implemented in the ivliddle East. For instance. the 

moderate Muslim Brethren in Egypt are not legally allowed to 

form a party, although allowed to participate informally for a 

short period by the regime. While the regime is incapable any 

more of relying on repression, the Egyptian government has 

decided to intellectually counterattack the current tide of political 

Islam by having the General Egyptian Institute for Books publish 

a series of books under the general title "confrontation" (al

J\!fuwajahah). The series focuses on republishing books of 

Egyptian scholars and intellectuals that have in common the goal 

of refuting the doctrines of radical groups by using the moderate 

religious and political thought that spread in Egypt in late 19th 

and early 20th centuries such as jamal al-Din al-'Afghani, 

Muhammad 'Abduh, 'Ali 'Abd al-Raziq, Taha Hussein,. 'Abbas al

'Aqqad and others. 9 

This ''intellectual" governmental activity is only a belated 

and subsidiary supplement to the doctrine of confronting the 

fundamentalists, i.e., "security confrontation" doctrine. The 

9 Al-Hayat; 24 April, 1993, p. 19. Some of the Books that have been 
resurrected include Freedom of Thought by Salame Musa, Islam and the 
Fundamentals of Government by 'Ali 'Abd al-Razzaq, the Future of Culture 
in Egypt by Taha Hussein, and The Liberation of Woman by Qasim i".min, 
and The Nature of Tyranny by 'Abd al-Rahaman al-Kawakibi and many 
others, incl)lding briefs for. modernist polWcal thinkers such as 'Abduh 
and al-'Afghani See also on the war of ideas and political control, 
Alexander Flores' article "secularism. Integralism and Political Islam," in 
!vliddle East Report,No. 183, July-August, 1993, pp. 35-38. 
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solution, ro be developed through reinforcing security 

apparatuses, comes first and foremost, followed, secondly, by· a 

religious confrontation that should be launched by religious 

officialdom, and, surprisingly and thirdly, by the legislative which 

must produce a state-of-the-art law against terrorism. lO 

The most prestigious religious center, the Azhar, plays with 

the tacit approval of the government, the role of a modern "court 

of Inquisition." Naguib Mahfouz, a Noble Prize winner, has 

announced his readiness to rescind his book, Awlad Haritna (The 

Children of our Neighborhood) if the Azhar convinces him that it 

contains some blasphemous remarks against Islam. Althouah 0 

Ri'aft al-Sa'id, a secular leftist intellectual, condemns the 

fundamentalists for the banning of the book-- in fact it was 

banned 33 years ago by the Azhar under 'Abd al-Nasir 
I 

Presidency-- he f'Sks the government to face "the terrorists" not 

only by security measures but also by curbing their media. As an 

"enlightened thinker"-- a term used by Sa'id to describe himself 

and his intellectual colleagues-- he calls for the suppression of 

whatever media freedom left to Islamic thinkers because 

radicalism starts initially as an idea.ll The case of associate 

Professor at Cairo University Nasir Hamid Abu Zayd was brought 

to a "secular" and not fundamentalist court in Egypt shows how 

the government. fights not only intellectual "terrors" of 

fundamentalism but also those of modernism. The charge focused 

lOAJ-Safir, 2 April, 1993, p. 8. 

11 For details on this issue see Al-Safir, 10 June 1993, p. 1 & Al-Safir, 16 
June, 1993, pp. 1 & 10. On the views of the Mufti of Egypt on violence, see 
AJ-Wasat, 11 November, No. 94, 1993, pp. 29-21. 
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around his books which showed "animosity to the texts of the 

Qur'an and the Sunnah." non-belief' and recanting lslam.12 

While the government uses its legal apparatus to exclude 

major modernist figures and trends, it uses it as well to exclude 

fundamentalism, moderate and radical. The Egyptian newspaper, 

Al-Sha 'b, published an article on capital punishment and stated 

that the Egyptian government has moved from civil and penal law 

to emergency laws that allow the employment of the "iron fist" for 

the containment of the fundamentalists. Such a policy has 

resulted during Mubarak Presidency in the political execution of 

over 50 individuals, almost more than the executions that took 

place in a centuray and under different regimes. 13 

When the Egyptian government wanted to conduct a 

national dialogue, it basically launched it with itself. Thus, twenty 

six of the forty individuals who were "appointed" by President 

Mubarak as a preparatory committee to set the agenda for the 

conference on political dialogue were from the ruling party, al

Hizb al-watani. Worse then this, two hundred thirty seven of the 

two hundred seventy nine of conferees were from the ruling 

party; major political blocs were excluded. Though one might 

understand the exclusion of the radical groups that rejected 

"inclusionary" policies, one cannot really understand the 

government exclusionary policies towards the Muslim 

Brotherhood, which has exhibited both intellectually and 

politically inclusionary tendencies by accepting pluralism and 

12 Al-Safir, 10 July 1993, p. 10. 

13 Ibid. On the latest figures, see Al-Wasat, 25 July 1994, pp. 4-5. All 
sentences are not given by the regular courts. 56 of the 58 death sentences 
are taken by martial courts; the other two by the higher courts of national 
security (emergency court), 
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democracy as well as the legitimacy· of the regime. The 0-Iuslim 

Brotherhood has been trying to be. included in the much 

publicized national dialogue for l C)C).1. While the government 

refused the official representation of Jvi uslim Brotherhood in that 

dialogue, the Brotherhood is trying to be included through its 

unofficial representatives in professional unions such as the 

lawyers, the medical doctors. the engineers. The Muslim 

Brotherhood's view on the dialogue can be represented by what 

Ahmad Sayf al-Islam Hasan al-Banna, the general secretary of the 

Lawyers' Union and the son of Hasan al-Banna, says about the 

organization's ;villingness to participate in the political dialogue if 

the government includes them. Later on the government rejected 

their participation and pressured political parties to disassociate 

themselves from the Brotherhood. The Brotherhood's view is that 

though excluded as a political party, it can still be included as a 

representative of civil society. Instead the government now has 

included the Brotherhood in sweeping security measures that 

resulted earlier in th~ death of a pro-lkhwan lawyer while under 

arrest. This act produced a strike of the Lawyers' Union and direct 

confrontation with the security forces in 1994; the consequences 

of this act are still unfolding.l4 

Ma'mun al-Hudaybi, the spokesman for the Egyptian Muslim 

Brotherhood, said in an interview that the exclusion of the Muslim 

Brotherhood from the dialogue along with independent 

fundamentalist thinkers such as Muhammad al-Ghazali was an 

14 Al-Hayat, 4 February, 1994, p. 7. See also the five long and diversified 
articles and dialogues that Al-Hayat has serialized, from August 2-August 5 
under the title "Civil Society in Egypt and the Arab World. On interest in 
democracy in the Arab world and the resistance of the governments· to 
such a society, see for instance, Al-Hayat, August 4, 1993, p. 19, and 25 
September 25, 1993, 14 & 17. 
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example of the exclusion of those who did not adopt or conform to 

governmental views. While the government permits some 

thinkers to attack religion, it does not allow responding to the 

slanderers. He characterized the cause for violence in Egypt as 

being the result of the government's policies; for when the 

individual "finds no door open, he will destroy the wall [to get out 

of prison]. The one who thinks of destroying the wall is the 

prisoner. But those who find the door open but try to break the 

wall are very rare." ln other words, being excluded from peaceful 

participation in. the political and public affairs, some groups are 

turned into radicals, because of "the closed-door policy." He 

expresses the Brethren's opinion that they feel oppressed because 

of the governmental prohibition of holding public meetings, an act 

which is considered by the government as a mutiny against the 

state.lS 

ll. Radical and Pluralist fundamentalist Discourses 

A. Moderate Discourses 

Hasan al-Bannna developed the political discourse of the 

Muslim Brotherhood, Hasan al-Banna. He sets up the possibility of 

a pluralistic interpretation of the doctrine divine governance or 

haldmiyyah. While it has been used at times historically and now 

to exclude whatever is considered un-Islamic, al-Banna makes it 

a source of both legitimacy and compromise. Taking account of 

the circumstances of Egyptian society in the first half of this 

century, and given the relative freedom that Egyptians had 

therein, the question of forceful seizure of power was not on the 

agenda of the Brotherhood. Though interested in the Islamization 

15 Al-Shu 'lah, No. 26, March 1993, p. 38 & see pp. 39-40. 
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of gov-ernment. state, and society, al-Banna aimed essentiallv to be 

.included in the then existing political order and competed as well 

with other politiGll parties. 

Al-Banna himself ran twice for elections along wich his 

party, the Brotherhood. Some of the Brotherhood's founding 

members were simultaneously members of other political parties: 

and the same applies to contemporary Brethren. The peaceful 

involvement of the Muslim Brotherhood in the political life of 

Egypt cannot be denied. It was involved in the struggle of the 

Azhar during the twenties and thirties and it has sided the with 

the King against the government. Al-Banna during that period 

cooperated at times with lsma'il Sidqi, the on and off prime 

minister, and involved himself in teaching and lecturing. The 

Brotherhood built its headquarters from voluntary donations, then 

it built a mosque and schools for boys and girls. In 1946, the 

government provided financial aids and free books and stationery 

to the Brotherhood schools, then the Ministry of Education paid all 

its educational and administrative expenses. Al-Banna 

established as well holding companies for schools, and this became 

a success since most of the Brotherhood's membership was 

composed of middle class professionals and businessmen. Only a 

year after the establishment of the Brotherhood in Cairo, it had 50 

branches all over Egypt. Concerned with the spread of missionary 

schools in Egypt, the Brotherhood called on King Faruq to subject 

this activity to governmental supervision. But after a meeting 

with a father in the church, al-Banna wrote on the necessity that 

men of religion should unite against atheism .. During the same 

year, the Brotherhood decided to set up a press and publish a 

10 
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weeklv al-JkhH'an al-Musjjmun. Other civil institutions were 
~ , 

set. 1 G 

During l 9-+8, the membership of its scouts reached over 

-+0,000 and spread all over Egypt and worked to eliminate 

. illiteracy, cholera and malaria epidemics. In l 9-+8, the 

Brotherhood· had set up 500 branches for social. services and 

established as well medical clinics and hospitals and treated about 

51,000 patients. Again, al-Banna set up a woman organization in 

the forties whose membership in 1948 reached 5000. It played a 

central role during what is referred to as al-mihna al-'ula (first 

ordeal) 1948-50 when it cared for the family of the thousands of 

Brethren who were jailed. The active membership of the 

Brotherhood was around half a million, and the supporters, 

another half, and had by the time of its dissolution, one thousand 

branches in Egypt.l 7 

In politics, the Brotherhood did not originally resort to 

violence but played the game as long as it was allowed, and then 

played with violence when it became the name of the game. Not 

only did the Brotherhood establish secret apparatuses, but that · 

was a common denominator with other parties as well as the state 

which used. political assassination to resolve many problems. This 

16 Rifa'at al-Sa'id, Hasan al-Banna, Mu'assis Harakat al-Ikhwan al-Muslimin 
(Beirut: Dar al-Tali'ah, 4th ed., 1986), pp. 93-94, 99-100 & 112-16. On the 
active involvement of al-Banna and his organization in civil society and 
their cooperation with other civil segments, see, for instance, Ishaq Musa 
al-Husseini, Moslem Brethren (Beirut: Khayat's College Book, 1956), Richard 
Mitchell, The Society of i'vfuslim Brothers (London: Oxford University Press, 
1964), and Charles Adams, Islam and Modernism in Egypt (N.Y.: Russell and 
Russell, 1986). See also the views of 'Umar al-Tilmisani in Rifat Sayyid 
Ahmad, Al-Nabiy al-Musallah: Al-Rafidun (London: Riad al-Rayyis Books 
Ltd., 1991), pp. 199-200. On ai-Banna's ideology, see ."..hmad Moussalli, 
"Hasan al-Banna's Islamist Discourse on Constitutional Rule and Islamic 
State," journal of Islamic Studies, vol. 4, no. 2, 1993, pp. 161-174 

17 Said, Hasan al-Banna, pp.101-107, 112, 117 & 122-124. 
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violence mG"tnifested itself against the Brethren in jailing 

thousands of them as well as dissolving the organization and 

liquidating its assets anci in assassinating al-BanncL 

Before that, the Brotherhood played by the rules. !vlore 

importantly, the Brotherhood has always accepted the legitimacy 

of the existing regime, and al- Banna described King Faruq as the 

legitimate ruler. Al-Banna developed his organization into a 

political party with a specific political agenda in order to compete 

with other parties that were corrupt in his opinion. In 1942, al

Banna along with other Brethren ran for elections, but the then 

prime minister persuaded him to withdraw. He was supposed 

instead to receive more freedom for his organization and a 

promise from the government to shut down liquor stores and 

prohibit prostitution. But later that year, Premier al-Nahhas 

closed down. all of the Brotherhood branches, except the 

Headquarters. Again in 1945, al-Banna and five other Brothers 

ran for elections, but lost. The Brotherhood competed with the 

Wafd and the communists and others. Al-Banna became a 

powerful player; for instance, he was called to the Palace in 1946 

for consultation on the appointment of a new prime minister. At 

the time the Brotherhood was especially encouraged in order to 

stand against the communists and the Wafd. Again, his 

condemnation of Egyptian parties was based not on religion but on 

their widespre~d corruption and the collaboration with the British. 

His denunciation of Egyptian pre-Nasir parliamentary experience 

was therefore a rejection of the Egyptian party life and not of the 

principle of constitutional life and multi-party politics. He 
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expressed his belief that Egypt's constitutional life had failed and 

was in need of reorien tation.JS 

During the sevenries the Brethren have been used by Sadat 

in order to add legitimacy to his government, though still not 

allowed ro form their own political party. They broke with him 

over his trip to Jerusalem in 197/ and the Camp David agreement 

and its aftermath.l9 Their protest led to the imprisonment of 

hundreds of Brethren in addition to the radical groups--discussed 

below. But the Muslim Brethren have not officially sanctioned or 

used violence to achieve any political or religious objective. Since 

1984, the Brotherhood in Egypt and elsewhere, and similar 

movements like al-Nahdah in Tunisia and the Islamic Salvation 

Front, have been trying to be included in the political process and 

have been involved in setting up civil institutions. Because in 

Jordan the Brotherhood has functioned since the fifties as a 

political party, some of its members became well placed in the 

government and the parliament. 

For the Brotherhod, the hakimiyyah has become a doctrinal 

organizing principle of government and a symbol of political 

Islam, all the while allowing pluralistic interpretation. Al-Banna's 

emphasis on the proper grounding of political ideology does not 

exclude individual and collective social and political 

18 Ibid., pp. 129, 132-39 &169-179. Banna, Majmu'ar Rasa'il al-Shahid Hasan 
al-Banna (Beirut: Dar al-Qur'an al-Karim, 1984) (hereafter cited as Rasa'il 
al-Imam), pp. 48 &56-60; Banna, Majmu'ah, pp. 14, 169,309,331-322 &335-
337; Banna, Kalimat Khalidah (Beirut: n.p., 1972), p. 45. 

19 Henry Munson, Islam and Revolution in r:he Middle East (New Haven: 
Yale University Press, 1988), pp. 78-79. See also Dilip Hiro, The Rise of 
Islamic Fundamentalism (New York: Routledge, 1989), pp. 69-72. 
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reformulations of Islamic political doctrines in accordance with 

modern society's needs. aspirations, and beliefs.20 

While Islam contains basic legal substance, its denotations 

and connotations can not be restricted to or derived from past 

historical conditions only. !'-·lore importantly, al-Banna attempts to 

show that Islam must account for and deal with modernity as a 

worldview, not only as a law. Both the law and worldview must 

deal with the real world, not in abstract terms, but essentially in 

practical terms and therefore must take into account and include 

other interpretations, political ideologies and philosophies. 

Because Islam is both religion and society and a mosque and a 

state, it must deal effectively with religion and the world by the 

inclusion of diverse substantive and methodological pluralistic 

interpretations, while maintaining the basic doctrines of religion.21 

Because the shari'ah is viewed as a social norm, al-Banna 

frees its application from past specific methods and links its good 

practice to the maintenance of freedom and popular authority 

over the government, and the delineation of the authorities of the 

executive, the legislative and the judiciary. Western constitutional 

forms of governments do not contradict Islam if grounded in both 

constitutionality of Islamic law and objectivity. Constitutional rule 

is turned into shura or consultation by a subtle reinterpretation in 

20Hasan al-Banna, Din wa-Siyasab (Beirut: Maktabat Huttin, 1970), pp. 40-
45; and Banna, Majmu'ar Rasa'il al-Shahid Hasan al-Banna (Beirut: Al
Mu'assasah al-Islamiyyah, 4th. ed. 1984) (hereafter cited as Majmu'ar 
Rasa'if), pp. 161-165. On al-Banna's biography, see, for instance, Memoirs 
of Hasan al-Banna Shaheed translated by M. N. Shaikh (Karachi: 
International Islamic Publishers, 1981), and Rifat al-Sa'id, Hasan al-Banna, 
Mu'assis Harakar al-Ikhwan al-Muslimin. 

21 Banna, Majmu'ar Rasa'il, p. 165, Banna, Majmu'ah Rasa'il aJ-jmam al
Shahid Hasan al-Banna (Beirut: Dar al-Qalam, n.d.) (hereafter cited as 
Majmu'ah), pp. 304 & 343-47; and Banna, Din wa-Siyasah, pp. 57-59. 
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light of modernity and in a spirit not comradictory to the Qur'an. 

Shura as the basic principle of government and the exercise of 

power of society becomes inclusionary by definition and 

employed to empower the people to set the course of its political 

actions and ideology. If the ultimate source of the legitimacy of 

shura is the people, its representation cannot be restricted to one 

party that may represent only a fraction of the people. 

Continuous ratification by the community is required because 

governance is a con tract between the ruled and the ruler.2 2 Al

Banna's theoretical acceptance of political pluralistic and 

inclusionary interpretations implants the future seeds for further 

acceptance of the Muslim Brotherhood of political pluralism, not 

withstanding its link to tawhid and its political connotation, unity. 

This acceptance does not exclude even the existence of many 

states. Party politics and political systems developed along basic 

systematic differences, such as those that exist between Marxism 

and Islam, do not preclude for al-Banna acceptance of substantial 

differences in ideologies, policies and programs. For an Islamic 

state does exclude parties that contradict the oneness of God.23 

Again, al-Banna's systems includes different social and 

religious groups such the Christians and Jews who along with the 

Muslims are united by interest, human good, and belief in God and 

22 Banna, Majmu 'at Rasa'il, pp. 160-161 & 317-318; and Banna, Al-Imam 
Yarahadath ila Shabab al-'Alam al-Jslami(Beirut: Dar al-Qalam, 1974), p. 99; 
and, Banna, Majmu'ah, pp. 99 & 332-337. 

23 Al-Banna, Majmu'ar Rasa'il, pp. 95-96,165-167,317,320-323,325 & 328-
330; al-Banna, Minbar al-]um'ah (Alexandria: Dar al-Da'wah, 1978), pp. 78-
79 & 136; al-Banna, Al-Da'wah, No. 7, 1979, p. 9. On centrality of this 
demand, the Islamic state, in the fundamentalist thought, see Bruce 
Larwrence, Defenders of God: Tbe Revolt against the Modem Age (San 
Francisco: Harper and Row, 1989), pp. 187-226. 
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the holv books. \Vhere religion is acknowledged as an essential 

component of the state. political conflicts ought not to be turned 

into religious wars. anci mustbe resolved by· dialogue. Individuals 

enjoy as well religious. civil, political, social, and economic equal 

rights and duties. This principle of individual involvement, to 

enjoin the good and forbid evil, is the origin of pluralism leading 

to setting up political parties or social organizations.24 

Muhammad S. Al-'Awwa, a prominent Egyptian member of 

the Brotherhood, follows in al-Banna's footsteps. He argues that 

while Islamic political institutions were historically despotic, this 

despotism is not due to the nature of Islam that advocates the 

legitimacy of religious and political freedom. However, the 

alternative to despotism is not exclusive, unpopular imposed 

restructured state institutions. For al-'Awwa, if pluralism views 

all sorts of differences as natural then Islam is far superior than 

Western pluralism in its acceptance of pluralistic identity. 25 

Al-'Awwa develops al-Banna's rationalization for freedom, 

the choice of the ruler by the people through shura, as being equal 

24 Al-Banna, Al-Salam fi al-Islam (Beirut: Manshurat al-'Asr al-Hadith, 
1971), pp. 27-29. On his acceptance of pluralism, see Abd al-Khabir 
Mahmud "Ata, "Al-Harakah al-Islamiyyah wa Qadiyar al-Ta'addudiyyah," 
Ai-l'<~Jajallat al-'Arabiyyah li al-'Ulum ai-Siyasiyyah, Nos. 5 & 6, April, 1992, 
pp. 115-116; on al-Banna's own declaration of accepting equal rights and 
pluralism, see A!-Islam aw ai-Saiam, p. 37 and passim. For .similar views in 
Jordan, see Taqiy al-Din al-Nabahani, Al-Nabahani, Al-Takaful al-Hizbi 
(Jerusalem: n.p., 2nd ed., 1953), pp. 23-57 and Nizam ai-Hukm (Jerusalem: 
Matba'at al-Thiryan, 1952), pp. 56-59. · 

25 Muhammad S. al-'Awwa, Al-Hayat, August 3, 1993, p. 19. See also 'Awwa, 
"Al-Ta'addudiyyah min Manzur Islami," Minbar ai-Hiwar, Vol. 6, No. 20, 
Winter 1991, pp. 132-136. On the Islamic movement in Egypt, see 
Muhammad A. Khalafailah' s article in Al-Harakab al-Islamiyyab fi ai
Watan ai-'Arabi, pp. 37 and passim. See also Rislan Sharaf al-Din, "Al-Din 
wa al-' Ahzab al-Siyasi)')'ah al-Diniyyah," Al-Din fi al-Mujtama' al-'Arabi 
(Beirut Center for the Studies of Arab Unity, 1 990), p. 180 and passim. 
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to direct and free election. and, political freedom becomes a 

derivative ofreligious freedom. 26 

B. Radical Discourses 

Radical Islamic fundamentalism builds its sytem on radical 

exclusion of what it perceives as non-lslamic, included is 

pluralism and democracy. The central discourse that most radical 

fundamentalist follow is that of Sayyid Qutb--and to a lesser 

extent of Abu al-'Ala al-Mawdudi. If one studies the thought of 

Sayyid Qutb, the founder of radicalism in the Arab world, one can 

understand, and not necessarily approve of, why these groups 

have become radical and uncompromising. Sayyid Qutb was 

transformed under 'Abd Al-Nasir's regime from a very liberal 

writer in Egypt to the most radical fundamentalist thinker in the 

Arab world. His imprisonment and ferocious torture are reified 

into a radical political theology of violence and isolation. May be, 

this was his psychological compensation for the violence of the 

regime. 

Qutb, born to a middle class family, received, like al-Banna, 

his B.A from Oar al-'Ulum. Then he worked in teaching and 

journalism and was associated with Taha Hussein and 'Abbas 

Mahmud al-'Aqqad and other liberal thinkers. Since he started 

26 'Awwa, "Al-Ta'addudiyyah," pp. 133-136 & 152-153 and 'Awwa, Fi al
Nizam al-Siyasi, p. 77. For a summary of the historical acceptance of 
pluralism by the scholars such as Ibn Taymiyyah and authoritative 
exegesis of the Qur'an such as Tafsir al-]ilalayn, see pp. 136-152. On an 
independent source for the views of the scholars who accepted people's 
choice as the legitimate means of government, see Abu Bakr al-]assas, 
Dirasa fi Fikratihi: Bab al-Ijtihad, edited and introduced by Zuhayr Kibi 
(Beirut: Dar ai-Muntakhab, 1993), pp. 29-41; on those who rejected i~ such as 
the generality of Shiites, see 75-86. On the relationship between actual 
politics anq the development of religion and ijtihad, see Isma'il, Sociolojia, 
pp. 139-138. 
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writing in journals and magazines, he showed a general tendency 

to be in opposition to the government and critical of the state of 

affairs in Egypt. He was very daring in his opposition to the 

government and in his 'radical liberalism' manifesting in writing 

free love stories and calling for nudity. His earlier writings 

showed existential, skeptic and liberal bents. ·Because of his 

opposition to the government he was first sent away to the 

countryside; and the two journals he became their editor-in-chief, 

al-'Alam al- 'Arabi and al-Fikr al-}adid, were closed down. Then 

in 1948 he was sent by the Ministry of Education to the United 

States of America to continue his studies on education. 27 

His first book that adopted fundamentalism as a way of life 

along with a political agenda, Al-'Adalah al-'Ijtima 'iyyah fi al

Jslam (Social justice in Islam), which appeared while he was still 

in the United .States, was far removed from radicalism and closer 

to al-Banna's discourse. His stav in the United State, 1948-51, 

made him review his previous attitude and adoption of 

Westernization. His dislike of the materialism and racism and the 

pro-Zionist feelings of the West that he personally experienced in 

the United States seems to be the beginning of his alienation from 

the Western culture and the return to the roots of the culture that 

he was brought into. Upon his return to Egypt, that is after the 

death of Hasan al-Banna and the First Ordeal of the Brotherhood 

mentioned-above, he joined the Brotherhood and became very 

active in its intellectual and publishing activities and wrote 

numerous books on "Islam as the solution." However, until that 

27 Ahmad l'vfoussalli, Raclical Islamic Fundamenralism: The Ideological and· 
Ponrical Discoutse of Sayyid Qurb (Beirut: American University of Beirur, 
1992),pp.l9-24andpassim. 
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opposition to the government he was first sent away to the 
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along with a political agenda, Al-'Adalah al-'Jjtima 'iyyah fi al-
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to al~Banna's discourse. His stay in the United State, 1948-51, 

made him review his previous attitude and adoption of 

Westernization. His dislike of the materialism and racism and the 

pro-Zionist feelings of the West that he personally experienced in 

the United States seems to be the beginning of his alienation from 

the Western culture and the return to the roots of the culture that 

he was brought into. Upon his return to Egypt, that is after the 

death of Hasan al-Banna and the First Ordeal of the Brotherhood 

mentioned-above, he joined the Brotherhood and became very 

active in its intellectual and publishing activities and wrote. 

numerous books on "Islam as the solution." However, until that 

27 Ahmad Moussalli, Radical IslaJillc Fundamentahsm: The Ideological and 
Political Discourse of Sayyid Qutb (Beirut: American University of Beirut, 
1992), pp. 19-24 and passim. 
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point no radicalism and violence were involved. His priority was 

to rewrite a modern understanding of Islam and the solutions that 

Islam provides to the basic political. economic, social and 

individual.problems of Egypt, the Arab world and the Islamic 

world. 28 

In 1953 Qutb was appointed editor-in-chief of. the weekly 

Al-Jkhwan al-lvfuslimun which was banned along with the 

dissolution of the Brotherhood in 1954 after the fall-out between 

the Brethren and the Free Officers' regimes. He was put in jail 

then released. In fact, the Brotherhood in general, and Qutb in 

particular, were instrumental to the Officers in paving the way for 

the Revolution of 1952. But the Brotherhood refused to accept the 

absolute power of the Officers and called for a referendum that 

would show the kind of constitution that the people want. 

Furthermore, it supported General Najib against Colonel 'Abd al

Nasir. After major disagreements between the Brotherhood and 

'Abd .al-Nasir, the Muslim Brethren were accused of cooperating 

with the communists to overthrow the government. Their 

Movement was again in 1954 dissolved and many Brethren were 

jailed, including Qutb. He was released that year and arrested 

again after the Jvfanhshiyyah incident where an attempt was made 

on 'Abd al-Nasir's life, and Qutb and others were accused of being 

from the secret military section. In 1955, Qutb, who was 

sentenced to 15 years in prison, along with thousands of the. 

Brethren and their supporters were subjected to ferocious torture 

that left unhealed scars up till today. 

28 Ibid., pp. 24-30. See also Sayyid Qutb, Nahwa Mujrama, Islami (Beirut: 
Dar al-Shuruq, 5th ed., 1982), pp. 11-12, Al-Musraqbal li Hadha al-Din (Cairo: · 
Maktabat Wahbah, 1965), pp. 71-90, Al-Islam wa jllfushkilat al-Hadarah 
(Beirut: Dar al-Shuruq, 8th ed., 1983), pp. 77-78 & 83-87. 
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In this context, he moved to radical fundamentalism and 

exclusiveness. His most important books or the gospels of 

radicalism, Fi Zilal al-Qur'an, ivfa 'alim fi al-Tariq, Had ha ill-Din and 

AHvfustaqballi Hadha al-Din and others, were written because of 

and despite of the torture that he and others tolerated for year 

after year. Qutb was released in 1966, then arrested with charges 

to overthrow the government and was executed that year. Again, 

isolated from the outside world, under daily ~antalizing pressures 

such as witnessing the slaughtering of tens of the Brethren in a 

jail hospital, Qutb could not but blame those who were free 

outside the jail but would not defend the unjustly imprisoned and 

ferociously tortured; they became for him accomplices in the 

crimes of the regime and therefore, like the regime, infidels.29 

In order to tolerate his pain and poor prison conditions, he 

reified his discourse into an exclusivist discourse so that it was not 

the state and society that were excluding him, he, as the leader of 

the believing vanguard, was excluding the individual, society and 

the state from true religious salvation: The whole world became a 

target of his condemnation and isolation. The State's vengeful 

exclusion and repressive intolerance to any sort of even popular 

opposition was counterbalanced by his desperate spiritual, moral, 

social and political exclusion and intolerance This is a clear 

contextual and historical example of how the parameters of 

radical fundamentalism developed. From there on and from his 

cell, he starts developing his exclusivism. 

29 Moussalli, Raclical Islamic Fun dam en ralism, pp. 31-3 :;J. See ?vlitchell, The 
Sociery of Muslim Brochers, pp. 103 & 187-189. Badrul Hasan, Jvlilesranes, 
(Karachi: International Islamic Publishers, 1981), pp. 7-13 & 30-31; Asaf·· 
Hussain, Islamic lvfovemenrs in Egypr, Pakisran, and Iran (Great Britain: 
Mansell Publishing limited, 1983), pp. 7-11 & 91 
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He argues that divine governance or hakimiy}·aJJ. the 

essential political component of rawhjd, must be upheld at all 

times. wl1en forming a virtuous and just society or proviciing 

personal or social freedom and. under all conditions-- inside the 

prison or outside of it. Freedom is perceived in a negative way, 

the people are free insofar as the choice of social and political 

systems does not violate divine governance and does not hinder 

religious life. The state is perceived as the moral agent for 

creating and maintaining morality, both individually and 

collectively. Because of the divinity of legislation, individuals,. 

societies and states cannot legitimately develop normative rights 

and duties whether related to political freedom, pluralism, 

political parties or even personal and social freedom. Universal 

divine laws as outlined in the Qur'an must be viewed as the bases 

· for all sorts of freedom and relationships. In other words, all 

people, Muslims and non-Muslims alike, must link their views of 

life with the Islamic world-view, and Muslim countries and non

Muslim countries must finally submit to the divine laws without 

exceptions. State and civil institutions and also individuals may 

only codify legal articles if needs arise. 30 

Though this perspective postulates communal precedence 

over state's control, the legitimacy of both is linked to applying 

divine prescriptions. Again, though obedience to government is 

neither limitless nor timeless, because its violation· of Qur'anic 

prescriptions nullifies its legitimacy, people should, according to 

Qutb, disobey and even revolt. Thus while ultimate sovereignty is 

30 Qutb, Hadha al-Din (Cairo: Maktabat Wabbab, 4th. ed. n.d.), pp. 32 & 123; 
and Qutb, Ma'rakat al-Islam wa al-Ra'simaliyyah (Beirut: Dar al-Shuruq, 
4th. ed. 1980), pp. 49 & 60. 
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reserved to God, its human application is a popular right. This 

leads Qutb to argue that state authority is not based on any divine 

text, but must be popularly sought. Only free popular consent 

makes social, political and intellectual institutions legitimate. 

Adherence to Islamic law must be applied from a popular 

viewpoint, not by an official interpretation. For it is the people 

who represent the divinewill.3l Qutb's view of jurisprudence as a 

practical discipline severs it from its past golden and theoretical 

pedestal and links it to contemporary needs. People are then 

freed to reconstitute modern Islamic political theories and 

institutions. His rejection of historical normative compendium of 

Islamic disciplines leads him to uphold people's freedom to 

restructure their systems and lives. 

While Qutb's discourse may allude to some sort of 

democratic freedom, it however excludes pluralism, free civil 

society and multi-party systems in particular, or simply liberal 

democracy. For the basis of freedom, the command to enjoin the 

good and forbid evil, must be subjected, according to Qutb, to 

general communal interests such as unity, and to whfch political, 

social or personal interests such as elitism and monopoly, must be 

subjected. Personal freedom tuned to communal interests and 

united in broad unitary ideological orientations are the source of 

social peace. A religiously good society cannot rise on 

31 On the necessity of the choice of people, see Ma'alim fi al-Tariq (Beirut: 
Dar al-Shuruq, 7th. ed., 1980), pp. 50 & 71-77; and Qutb Al-'Adalah al
Ijrima'iyyah fi al-Islam, Cairo: Dar al-Shuruq, 7th. ed. 1980), pp. 73 & 107-
108, 206-207; Qutb, ivfa 'rakar al-Islam wa ·aJ·Ra 'simaliyyah, pp. 6 7, 85 & 75; 
Qutb, Fiqh al-Da'wah (Beirut: Mu'assasat al-Risalah, 1970), p. 61. 
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ideoloaicallv and reliaiouslv conflictual bases, but reouires good V ~ W ~ ·1 ~ 

will, solidarity, security, peace, and equalit;. 32 

For Qutb, self interest weakens communal solidarity, while 

mutual responsibility (takaful) strengthens it. While this 

responsibility is civil in nature, Qutb turns it into '' political 

responsibility carried out by the state. While the state's actions 

are of supplementary nature, they· ultimately replace as well as 

exclude the institutions of civil society. Interest groups are 

allowed only if their objective are broad such as caring for the 

poor or the sick. Others such as women liberation movemen.ts 

along Western models are not welcomed or included. Because 

political Western systems to Qutb are false both practically and 

theoretically, he excludes them and prohibits group formation 

along Western models. A good society is then composed of groups 

of close political orientations.33 Qutb excludes not only the 

legitimacy of multi-party systems, but also of one-party system 

and replaces the two with a religious vanguard whose job is 

salvational in the first place. While minorities are included 

religiously, they are excluded politically since they are not given 

any right to form political parties or even a 'vanguard.' All those 

societies and parties that do not conform to such an understanding 

are described as jahili or paganist.34 Thus, only an Islamic 

32 Qutb, Al-'Adalah, pp. 66-68 & 111; and Qutb, Al-Salam al-'Alaml wa al
Islam (Beirut: Dar al-Shuruq, 7th. ed., 1983), pp., 102-118. 

33 Qutb,Fi al-Tarikh, Flkrab wa Mlnbaj (Cairo: Dar al-Shuruq, 1974), pp. 
· 23-36 & 76; Qutb, Al-'Adalah, pp. 35, 59, 73-80, 86 113 & 119; and, Qutb, Fi 
Zilal, Vol. 2, p. 689. On his view on women and family structure, see Qutb, Fi 
Zilal, Vol. 1, Part 1, p. 235, Part 2, p. 234, Part 4, 587; Qutb, Al-'Adalah, pp. 60-
65. 

34 Qutb, Hadba al-Din, pp. 11 & 91; Qutb, Ma'alim, pp. 64-67 & 162-163; Qutb, 
Al-'Adalah, pp.107, 198, Qutb, Nahwa Mujtama ',pp. 62, 92-99, 102-120, 123 & 
134, and Qutb, Al-Salam, pp. 161-165. 
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ideology may be represented in a political party (the vanguard or 

tali'all). 

Qutb's implementation of this vanguard program ended in 

his execution by hanging in l CJGG. Once out of jail in l 9G4, he 

started forming a "party" that adhered to the above-mentioned 

rationalizations and included the following principles. 

1- All human societies were far removed from 

Islamic ethics, svstem and sllari'all. Hence, there 

was a need to re-educate people in the true essence 

of Islam. 

2- Those who responded to this education were to 

undertake a study of the Islamic movements 

throughout history in order to set a course of action 

against Zionism and colonialism. 

3- No organization was to be set up except after this 

highly ideological training had been applied.35 

Most of the radical fundamentalist groups in the Arab world 

and specifically in Egypt have been influenced both directly and 

indirectly by this Qutbian radical exclusivist discourse and by his 

notions of paganism of the 'other' personally; socially and 

politically as well as culturally and philosophically. For example, 

Mustafa Shukri, an inmate with Sayyid Qutb, accepted Qutb's 

views and established the exclusivist ]ama'at al-Muslimin (the 

community of the Muslims), notoriously known as Al-Takfir wa 

al-Hijra, as a fulfillment of the Qutbian vanguard. Shukri denies 

35 On these issues and his life, see Muharnmad T. Bara.kat, Sayyid Qutb: 
Khulasat Hayatib, ]vf.i.n.bajuhuh fi al-Harakah wa al-Naqd al-Muwajah ilayh 
(Beirut: Dar al-Da'wah, 197?), p. 19; Salah A. Khalidi, Sayyid Qutb, al-Shahid 

. al-Hay (Amman: Dar al-Firqan, 1983), pp. 147-149; Qutb, "Limadha 
"'A'damuni?" Al-Muslimun, March, No. 4, pp. 6-9; Moussalli, Radical Islamic 
Fundamentalism, Chapter One. · 
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the legitimaC)' of pluralism and calls on people to adhere to only 

the Qur'm and the sunnah. 3G 

AJ-]ama'aJJ :11-!slamj}yalJ aJ-]jhadjyyah, a branch of T.mzjm 

aJ-]jhad in upper Egypt, headed by 'Umar 'Abd al-Rahman who is 

know in jail in the United States, is another example. 'Abd al

Rahman looks even at the Muslim Brotherhood as illegitimate and 

does not accept pluralism and democracy. Also, in line with Qutb's 

argument, he describes any system that adopts foreign principles 

as belonging to kufr and the jalJiliyyah and legalizes its 

overthrow. 37 

IIL Theoretical Assessment 

It is important to draw a distinction between a radical view 

from a moderate one and to see Islamic "fundamentalisms" within 

the diverse contexts of the countries in the Islamic world. One 

should not endow the similarity of the fundamentalist 

terminology with one exclusive interpretation. Two formulas 

have been outlined: one which is based on conceptual exclusion 

and the other on inclusion Because radical fundamentalism 

perceived its own real and imagined isolation as a result of social 

36 On the prison experience see Rif'at al-Sa'id's article in Qadayah 
Fikriyyah: al-Islam al-Siyasi: Al-'Isus al-Fikriyyah wa 1- 'Ahdaf, p. 15 and 
passim. See also, Moussalli, Radical Islamic Fundamentalism, pp. 34-36, . On 
a first hand and sympathetic account of the torture that Shukli, Qutb and 
others were subjected to as well as the movement itself see, Muhammad 
Mahfuz AlladlJina Zulimu (London: Riad alcRayyis Books Ltd., 1988), pp. 7-
141. On Shukli's thought as put forward in his trial, see Rif'at Sayyid 
Ahmad, Second Document in Al-Nabiy al-Musalab: Al-Rafidun, pp. 53-57. 
This book contains the basic documents, testimonies, trials, etc., written or 
said by radical fundamentalists. 

37 Fifth Document, Al-Rafidun, pp. 150 & 160-164; and 'Abd al-Khabir, 
"Qadiyyat al-Ta'aduddiyah," pp. 118-120. See also Sa'id, Qadayah Fikkriyyah, 
pp. 30-31. Sixth Document, Al-Rafidun, pp. 165, 169 & 173-174. On the 
organization itself, see Rif'at Sayyid Ahmad, Al-Nabiy al-Musallilh: Al
Tha'irun (London: Riad al-Rayyis Books Ltd., 1991), pp. 185-186. 
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disunity and exploitation, the political violence and illegitimacy of 

regimes, and personal impiety and corruption, it has transformed; 

mostly under severe conditions of tonure and mishandling. \ts 

political discourse into purified theology of politics. Without its 

political contextualization, Islam cannot, from its point of view, 

socially and politically survive. The establishment of an Islamic 

state becomes for radicalism the fulfillment of this divine will, and 

again individuals and groups are consequently subordinated to 

the state. The formal legitimacy that the state acquires makes it 

in fact unaccountable to anyone but God. Thus individual 

religiosity is transformed into communal public will, itself 

transformed into state control, both moral and political. Parties, 

associations and other civil institutions have no intrinsic validity. 

The absence of a pluralistic civil society and of democratic 

institutions are cited by the moderate trend as the real cause for 

violence. While this trend has for long been excluded from 

political participation, it still calls for its and others' inclusion into 

politics and formal institutions. Its involvement in civil society 

and its call for pluralism are still seen as the road to salvation of 

the community and individuals. Their inclusionary views do not 

postulate an eternal and divine enmity between Islam and its 

institutions and systems, and the West and its institutions and 

systems. Properly grounded, what is Western becomes indeed 

Islamic. Conflicts between the East and West are then primarily 

political and economic. Popular liberating democracy, grounded 

in Islamic law, is a political bridge between the East and the West. 

The moderate trend adopts an Islamic interpretation of liberal 

. democracy. 
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It is very important, therefore, that moderate 

fundamentalist movements are allowed to participate in the 

political game and not be e.\Cluded. Exclusion of the moderate 

fundamentalists will increase the appeal of radical 

fundamentalism. Regimes should open up and democratize the 

political process. As things are turning now, most of the Islamic 

regimes are excluding the moderates and are preparing the 

ground for a radical revolution that will turn moderate Islamic 

fundamentalism into a radical force that might erupt at any time. 
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llln'lfli''Kil\'C; ,JIJIAH 

lUuhanunad Khalid l'Uasud 

IslaDl is a religion of peace and security, but sine<> jib ad is deiined as 

war (qital), it has not only oh.•wured tloe N>ncept of ,Jihnd but has alsit 

painted the picture of Islmn as an aggre..<iisiwl and militant civilization. In fad 

this seDlarttic change, namely limiting the meaning of jihad to war, reilecL<ii the 

early history of Islarn when series of wars were continuously iUIJ>OSL-il on 

MusliDl UD1Dlah. Consequently Islalllie. political system came. to be conceived 

on a war paradigm. The Musli01 jurisL<ii divided the whole world into Dar al· 

IslaDl and Dar al·llarb. This division also dflfined the relationshiJ• betwemi 

MusliDls and others as a perJtetual war. Tlw finance<;; of Islamic state were 

also related 'vith wars, as tlwir spoils were d•,.,lnred a major source of 

revenue. The result of all these developrnents was that Islamic Law not only 

defined jihad in ter01s of qital but also made it a basis of International 

relations (siyar) between nations. Under tlw,<iifl drcunistaJWC..<ii which continued 

for cerlturies , it was natural that jihad and war were regarded ns 

synonYDlous, and other meanings of jil•nd were generally forgotten. 

In the beginning, we find jihad as one of the fundamental and essential 

Islalllie obligations. In its acquired rnenning that we· have discussed above, 

this obligation was reduced to be a "Fard Kifayah" a general duty which was 
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obligatory for eada and every !Uu.slhn only under Slt<'dnl dr.,umstan"'"'· 

(;radually it was redu.:ed to b'' a duty for J>rofessional soldiers only. 

In lslami.: history only suiis alluded to th<! original meanings of ,Jihad, 

but they also interiorized it to the cxttmt thnt it be.:anw totally se1u1rated from 

11 qitnl". 

In re.:f!nt history, during da<!ir struggl., for ind<!J>endNwe from the 

.:oloninl rule, Muslim reviv<!d the original .:on.:eJ>i of jiland in the meaning of 

struggle. llowever, very soon it be~anw again nsso.:iated with militan.:y. 

ltluslims bud to invoke nguin the old pnrndigm of wnr and Jihnd engulfed in 

the trnditionnl theologi.:nl dodrine. The .:olonial powers SJ>okc nbout 

liniversnl human values but used violence to subjugnte other nntions. JUuslim 

.:ommunities us well us Muslim rulers were compelled to invoke .lihnd to 

justify their wnrs again.•.t their enmnies . 

The semnntic .:ontext of jiliad wus nlso extended to war agninst modernity, 

st~it_~nt.ifit~ Jtrogrt~s.s, i1uio~'.ldiou.s unci lt~t·.bnolo~,. us lhc~,. n·t~rc~ c~on.sidt~~•·c~d lo be~ 

instruments of dae western power und dominance. Although genernlly 

suspi.:ioias of science and technology, Muslin• jurists, however, perniitted 

technological innovntions with reference to jilind, with the provision that they 

were useful to defend ugainst the enemy. Science nnd· technology became, 

therefore, ussociated with power and accepted or rejected only in terJns oi war 
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utility. This princiJ•Ie of justification was extmuled •~•·c.• to things and matkrs 

jurists if tlwy promoted war objeetiv•~s. 

Modern technology, therefore, was introduced to ltlusli1n Nnninunitif>s 

in forn1 of weapons. Scientific innovations and social J•ractices were exa1nined 

from the point of view of war. For instance sport.'i were •~onsider"d indulgence 

in pleasure Oahw·o•la'b). They were howevf>r allowed as a physical training 

for war. Woman were not allowed to tuk" 11ny J•rofession going out of their 

homes but they were allowed to take up war duties, such as nursing. 1 

This mode of thinking had a serious impact on Muslim attitude towards 

science and technology, as well as their ethical standards in dealing lvith 

other nations. ltelations •vith others, S)Jeeially •vith non• Muslinis were not 

determined on the basis of rutivf>rsal moral 1•rineipks but on· the basis of 

Clllllity and war. 

Tlte Qur'an does not regard war as a basic and independent principl.,. 

It is accepted only as an unavoidable necessity. Islam allows war \vi thin tlw 

framework of jibad, and only rutder '~"rtain conditions and qualifications. 

1 Jamia al-Azhar, Al-Fatawa al-Islamivva (Cairo, 1983), 
vol. 10, p.3464 
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First of all Islam eliminated the elements oi wanton ~iolence by subjecting it 

to jihad and justice. lslarn ga~·e the ld"a oi a controlled and limitml war. 1t 

provided tlud war should be lirnit"d to only thost~ p<>rsons who wt~r<> taking 

part in it. Gmreral puhlit> and cornrnon dtizmrs should not bt> tht> targ<>t of war. 

St>condly Islam prohibitt>d violenc" and aggression. Tht> two principles of 

"iiluited wariare 11 nnd "non-nggre...4ision 11 ''"'(~r•~ J•r~seribc~d by lsl.tun to rcduc~c~ 

the atrocitit>S of war. In fact, tht>Se two principles emJthasize tlw Islamic 

concept oi jihad as a principle of peace and security. 

The Prophet (peace be upon him) oi Islam is presmded in tlw f,tur'an 

(2I: I 07) as a Prophet of mercy for the universe. The Prophet did not wag<> 

war and never took the path of violeru<> in the early I ,'i years of his rnission 

even though he and his followers were subjected to h11111iliation and 

perse<>ution. He· lnigrated to Medina when lw found the persecution by 

Meccaus Ullbearable. !Ueccans however did not let him live in peace in 

Medina. Consequently he was allowed to wage war against his enemies. 

To those against whom War is nmde, 1•ermission is givtm (to fight), 

because They are wronged; and verily, Allah is Most Powerful For their 

aid: 

(They are) those who have been exJ•elled from their homt>S. In defiairce 

of right,•Hor no cause) except that they say, "Our Lord is Allah" . .Did not 
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Allah check one sc~t of 1•eo1>1e .,,, nwans of another, there> would surdy 

have been1tulled down tnonush>ric>s, dntrclws, syna~:ogues, and mosq1ws, 

in which the natne of Allah is cmntnc>~noraic>d in abundant nWI;,,..,r.,, 

Allah will Certainly aid thmw who aid llis (.,nusd; for ''"rily Allah i.s 

Full oi Strength, Exalted in Might, (Able to enforce llis \Vill),(22: 39·401 

These verses for qital, read with the other relevant verses oi the Qur'an, 

ntake it clear that qital (war) wa.!i only one form of jihad . The original 

obligation oi jihad is defined in the following two verses of the Qur'an. 

0 Prophet! strive hard against The Unbelievers and the Hypocrites, and 

be iirm against them. Their abode is Dell,· An evil refuge indeed. (9: 73) 

Tltereiore listen not to the Unbelievers, but strive against thent 'vith the 

utmost strenuousness, with the (Qur'an)• (25: 52) 

The general context oi the Qur'auic verses about jilaad tells us that 

jiltad makes it clear that meaning of Jihad are much wider than qitaL 

The above quoted verses oblige Muslims to wage jihad against non· 

Muslints "with it",. The word "it" menus the Qur'an. Most oi the 

translators and coDWtentators have stressed on this nteaning. In sotne 

ntodern translations one e''cn iinds the verses translated as "Fight 
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against non·l'Unslims with the Qur'an'". Apparently jihad with Qur'ai1 

does not 1nean war but rather an intell..c,tual ddtate. 

Lilniting qital within the frame work of jihud the Qur'an nutk<'~'i it w>r'' 

clear that qital is allowed onl,· in defence 1utd not us an aggrt'-'ision. Tlw 

iollo.wing ''erse..'i oi tlw Qur'an SUJtJtort tlw JHtint we are making: 

• 

Fight In the cau.ow of Allah those who figlat you but do not transgre..'is 

liuii~; for Allah lovetl• not transgressors. • 

And slay thmn wherever ye catclt thent, and turn thent out front wlwre 

they have turned you out; For Persecution i-worse than slaughter; Bnt 

fight them not at the sacred ltlosque unless they (first) fight you there; 

but if they fight you, slay them. Such is the reward of those who reject 

faith. But if they cease, Allah is Oft-Forgiving, Most Merciful . 

.. • And fight them rmtil there is no IDOr(\ t•ersecution, and the 

religion becoutes Allah's But if tlwy c<'_;lse, l(>t there be no hostility 

except to .those who practice oppression. 

The prohibited month for the· prohibited mouth. And so for all things 

prohibited, there is the law of equality, If then any one transgresse..'i the 

prohibition agailtst you, transgress ye likewise against hiln. But fear 
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Allnh, and know that Allah is with ihos., who r"strain ilwnts<>h·<>s.(2: 

190-94) 

The tertn "Aggr"'-'iSion" or ".,rossing tlw lint it" used in the (htr' ani., vers.,s dt.,d 

above tnay be interpreted to lll()an to waging war only in d<>ien.,.,, or to adlt<lN' 

to the pr<lst>ribed lintit..<~ defined in th., Sunnalt oi ilw Proplwt. In his 

instrudions to soldiers, the Prophet emtthasized on limiting war to only ilw 

partidpanis. According to Abdullah ibn Umar the Prophet prohibited killing 

oi women and childrmt.2 The hadith lit.,rature rutder tlw beading of jiluul 

reports prohibition against killing of cltildren, old peot•le, wonten, farmers 

and lterutiis. There are also instrudions against felling of tre"'-'i and 

destrudion of fields during war. 

In the Islntni., Law text book., ihe jurists lune discu.••st..'tl about sud• 

enemy populntion who are not directly involved in war. 1'hese rul.,_., ar<l 

discussed under such tecltnicnl terms ns Ghayr Magatilin (non-Combatant 

population) Asii (dependenis, employees) and • Iliyad (neutrnO. The lslmnic 

inw does not allow killing tbem even during the war. These dodrines clenrly 

indicate that Islam gives utmost signiiicnncc to the doctrine of "limited war". 

2 Bukhari, Sahih (Bayrut, 1987), vol. 3, p.l098. 
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Another tnenning or 11 aggrt>-......_<lision 11
. or "crossing the lintil-" in lshunic~ 

literature refers to the atrocities oi' war. Th<l Jlro1•h~>t i•rohibiiA!fl us<l oi' i'ire as 

punishment. Several traditions in luulith literature aHirm that althoujlh 

some forts and citadels were destroyed , . .,t they were nev~>r JJUt on fire to burn 

any person alive. Uukhari records it tradition narrated by lkrnntnh ibn i\.hlms 

in his Snbih. lie reports that Ali Jmnishecl some apostates by burning· tlwm 

alive. \Vhen lbn Abbas heard it he said I would lutv<l not done it bet~llmm th" 

Prophet used to say, " Do not pm1i.'ih peOJJie with the J•nnislnnent of (;od"" 

Conunenting on this lmdith the Maliki jurist lbn ai·Arabi adds that these 

injunctions also include pWlislnnent by poison. Decaa'ie JJOison 'is a fire that 

burns a bmnan body fron1 inside.' Thc..'ie traditions raised for Itlodern 

Muslim jurist questions about the legal position oi poisonous weapon nnd fire 

arDIS. 

The third principle tbut emerges from the Qnr'nnic tendtings is that war 

must bnve a purpose • The objective of war is to ·establish 1•eace. Uenc•> H 

enemy, even if by trick offers to surrendflr Mn.slitns arc obliged to make pence, 

even if they were winning. 

3 
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I bid 

Ibn al- ·Arabi, Ahkam al-Qur'an (Cairo, 1958), vol. I, 
p.ll3. 
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But ii the enemy incline towards Jteace, do thou (also) inclin•~ towards 

peace, and trust in Allah: ior n,, is the One that lwareth and knowdh 

(All things). 

Should they intend to deceh·e tlwe, •·erily L\llah su.iiiceth tlwe: lit> it is 

that bath strengthened thee with Jlis aid nnd with (tlu~ "'"nJJIUt'' on tJu, 

Believers.(8:61·62) 

We have so iar discussed a few verses oi the Qur'an and lladith. Thfly 

suiiiciently explain that use oi lethal weapons employed in modern wariare 

cannot be justified according to Islamic principles of jihad. 

Although ltlusliin jurist have generally sanctioned the U!ie oi iirt~nrms, 

but one notices reluctance in their Jter•nission in view oi their destructive 

nature. 

Shihabuddin Malunud Alusi (d. I n5:n !Uuhi oi llagbdad haN diNCUSNed 

the legaiJtOsition oi fire arnts in lslant but his argunwnt reflects an a1wlogetic 

manner of reasoning. 

· "You know that these days an arrow cannot compete with a ntissile 

against enemy. They are·using cannons and rifles which make arrows 

useless as a weapon. Since there was no equal competition the Muslint 

suiierings increased, atrocities grew more and n10re. Consequently the 
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standard bearers oi deviance and infidelity conquered tlw whole world. 

In my opinion therefore, and God knows better the truth, !Uuslim rulers 

and defenders of the rdigion wc•re obliged to c'ontpnre tlw mc,rits oi 

the old Mnslitn wea(tOns. l•erlutps the..•w tnerits also UJtply to the nC'>l' 

weapons because' they are also u"eiul in protecting Oar nl-lslmn like old 

weapons. Since their iiring quality is acc'c'pted as n necf'~'isary '"'il. lt is 

hoped that their fire will be tneans ior entering into Jlllradis<>. llowever, 

the Qur'anic verses(AI·Anfal, verse 60) 

Missiles" 5 

Tlte verse of Surah al·Anfal, to which Alusi reiers rends as follows: 

"Make ready for thein all you enn of (artned) force tind oi hors<'-" 

tethered, that thereby you may di,'imay the enemy oi Allala und your 

enemy, and others beside them whom you know not"(8:6tH. This verse 

has generully referre,..I to justify acloption of science and technology in 

Muslim societies. 

Alusi permitted fire arms reluctantly. He allowed them as an inevitable 

necessity ltecausc otlterwise otlter nation.'i would subjugate Muslims. lie 

however, did not .collllt lethal weapons a•nong those which the Qur'un 

prescribes MusliiJIS to prepare in suralt al·Anial. Most modern Muslim 

5 Mahmud Alusi, Ruh al-Ma'ani (Cairo, n,d,), vol. 10·, p,25 
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thinkers have allowed 1nodern weaJ>Ons or even consider then• 

obligatory for the purp0 se of war. 

Rashid Uida (d.l H3.'i) Clriticlizcs 1\lusi and finds his aJtologc,ticl 

explanation Winecessary .. According to hiln 1nodern weaJHtns like guns, riile-" 

and fighter planes were analogues to arrows. Quoting l'akhruddin al·Razi he 

says that every weapon that ensured snt•remacy o,·er the enemy was lawful. 

Rashid Rida wondered why Alusi had to seek help ol' ljtihad and Tawil to 

justify the use of fire arliiS. lie surmised that "Jtrobably in Ala<ii's 1wriod 

so1ne people Inight have considered use of fire ar1ns ttrohibited because they 

were synonymous with punishment by fire that Jsla•n forbids. 6 

Rashid Rida discusses this aspeci..'i further. lie argues that undoubtedly 

lslan1 is a religion of mercy and forbids punishment by iircl. lint this 

prohibition doe.'i not aJ•t•ly to rircl•arnts bcwaus" Qur'au tlnjoins to r<ltaliatc' cwil 

by evil (Situra: 40) and to take revenge against aggression (An·Nahl : 1 Ofj). 11' 

enemy uses iire•arliiS it becomes obligatory for Muslims to confront it with the 

saDie weapons.7 Uashid Uida e:q>lains that enemy does not de.'ier,·e justice 

during the war. It is Diore than justice t.o take revenge in the same Uieasure 

against enemy's aggression. Ra.<ihid llida's argument is not at all dil'ierent 

6 

7 

Rashid Rida,· Al-Manar (Cairo, 1368 H), vel 10, p,71 

I bid 
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fro1n the jurist_'i in the 1nedieval 1wriod. llowe;ver, tlw w'rs'""' that lw has cited 

. in this rf'~<ipeet do not SUJtJtort his ar~:um<mt. In tlu>se vers<'-'i revenge is allow<>d 

only as a necessary evil or as an allowance, but not in princiJtle. In faet these 

verses require very clearly to follow univ<,rsal moral JtrinciJtles . The 

following is the full «'ontext of these two ve•·ses. 

The recompense for an injury is an injurr equal ihereto(in degred: but 

if a person forgives and ntak<'-<i recoucilintions, his reward is dtw from 

Allah: for (Allah) loveth not those who do \Vrong. (42:40) 

Any one who, after accepting Faith in Allah, utters unbdi•>f, exce1•t 

under compulsion, his heart re1naining firm in Faith but such as OJten 

their breast to unhelief,• On thmn is wrath from Allah , And theirs •vill 

be A dreadful 

Chastisement.( 16: I 06) 

If •ve contentplatc, iiJ<'-'ie vers<'-'i do not ai1n J>er se; at Jterm ission oi rewmge but 

rather to qualify and liinit the re•·eng .. , b,· certain r<'-drictions. Th<'-<ie verses 

prescribe truce and patim1ce as far as JtOSsible. Thnt is why nlthough Alusi 

referred to these verses, he excluded fir<> ar1ns irom th<> meanings of tlwse 

injunctions. Differing with Alusi, Rnshid Rida argues that: 
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"The lnjunetions about 11reparing wea11ons old the eondition that theJ 

frighten the enmny, in faet tneau.s to prevent war. The verse._'i ask 

Muslints to prepare for war so that enetny is Jtrevenk'tl iron• war. This 

is exactly tlw sante doetrine that nutdern nutions call "1\rnwd I•,,a.,e". 

Weakness invite._" the powerful to attaek the weak. In faet however, this 

dodrine and elaint by the eolonial nations about it are not true. E,.,,.. 

though they claim that Jtr«'Jtllration for war aims at securitJ ior 

universal pence, we are however, afraid that they mean a litnited peaee 

wbieh only eoncerns European nations and aiuts only to protect them 

from the impact oi war. This objedive however failed during the last 

world war. This war was the tnost horrifying in hutnan historJ. It has 

SUrpassed all previous facts and figures about destruction and killings"" 

Although Rashid ltida WlL.'i r"-'iltonding to Alusi's commmlts against tlw 

permission oi fire arUJS, yet in fact he admits tlte ltorrors of war, de._'ltrudion 

of the modern arUJS, and the failure oi 'arnted Jteace' or ·cold war'. It has 

exposed the hollowness oi doctrines that say that war could be prevented by 

eollectiug lethal weapons. 

Wahbah Zultayli, a well known modern Jtluslim jurist, has written a 

book Athar ai·Darb ii'l Figh ai·Islami on lslautic laws oi war. He argue..'l tluat 

8 Rashid Rida Al-Manar vol. 10, p.72 
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lslaiD regards war as an evil in principle. n., explains that Islam 1•crmits war 

against injustice and Kuir.lle aL<io argues that majority of IUaiiki, llanaii and 

Hanbali jurists IUaintain that the causfl for the !termis._<iion for qital is not 

infidelity but it is ltiglt-way robbery, aggrc.'ision and injustice.9 According io 

Waltbah Zultayli modern wars cannot be jusiiiied acNtrding to lslami.: conce1•i 

of jihad. 

"Contparing the high Ideals of jihad in Islam with modern wars waged 

by the non·MnsliJns aiiDing at destruction of ene~ny, 

killings ••• sultjugating others ... at 1•lunder 1•roteeting their own et,.tnon•ic. 

politi.:aland ntilitary interests. Jnodern war in every sense of the word, 

IDeans humiliation, injustice, barbarism, ttersecution and ruthle..'isness. 

The previous two wars have caused entire utankind to suffer. Now 

preparation for the third world war are already foretelling most 

horrible impact of future wars. If this war breaks out it 'rill de...,troy the 

entire planet of earth in a way that hutnan beings lun·<> not even dreaiUt 

of.nlO 

10 

Wahbah Zuhayli, Athar al-Harb f:L'l Figh al-Islami 
(Damascus , 1962), p.69. 

Ibid p.ll2 
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Comntenting on the above ren•arks, Zulmyli explains further that wnr 

today is completely different from tlw wnrs in early days. The scope of future 

wnrs will be wider nnd their · tnrgets will be n11111erous h11111nn beings. The 

doctrine of 'total wnr' practiced to dny bus rendered all previous rules nnd 

.regulntions about war useless nud nil hunian values Ineauingless. The use of 

nuclear weapons which is now n part of the doctrine of total wnr means 

unprecedented destruction." 11 

We have only dwelt on the aspect of the horrors of modern war to argue 

that this war cannot be considered analogous to the· wars allowed under jihnd 

by the Qur'an , Sunnab and Fiqh. It is, therefore, essential for Muslims to 

begin rethinking jihnd in the light of the modeJrll developments of the warfare. 

Islam bad initinted the doctrine of limHed warfare. It is again the 

responsibility of Muslims to tnke into serious consideration the destructive 

aspect of warfare nnd armament and suggest solutions within the conceptunl 

framework of jihad. Jihad. should be revived as a doctrine of peace and 

security against prevailing cmicept of violence and aggression. 

11 
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Reappreciating Muslim approaches towards the world as creation of God 

Dr. Petrus Bsteh 

Oversimplifying the biblical of issue of creation Illuminism has presented a Divinee 
Creator who would transfer all his authority and power to man as sovereign master and 
responsible ruler of all things above, in and under him. Reckless liberalism and totalitarian 
atheist materialism have led to a barely instrumental and industrial exploitation of human 
and material resources in the world. By the influence of East- Asian Religions and by 
seeing the result of such conceptions and practices in the ecological destruction of the earth 
as livingspace for all beings, human intelligence and responsibility have been challenged to 
find their place amongst creatures, respecting their proper dignity and worth. 

In fact, biblical theology has a far more complex interpretation of divinee creation. The 
harsh criticism in context with the attempts of modernity to subjugate, as it were, to the 
arbitrary will and power of man the dignity and entire realm of things, particularly of all 
living, met actually its own oversimplifying presuppositions. Let us remember that it was 
the church which tried to defend a geocentric rather than a heliocentric view in the uprise of 
modern science( ef., the case of Gallilei) which meant in her language nothing else than 
anthropocentrism" with all the world of life and natural beauty preserved vis a vis a world 
extraposed to cool calculations and purely scientific methodology. To take up the full 
meaning of biblical thought the doctrine of creation(protology) follows the expectation of a 
divinee consumation of creation( eschatology) which was proclaimed by prophets as a topic 
for the conversation of man in his over present situation. This means also, that as the 
consumation of creation is absolutely reserved to the merciful God as ultimate judge, so 
also is its origin: no human imagination is allowed for either and this makes the very 
contents of the absolute prohibition to present God in pictures. His activities as consumator 
and creator can but expressed by analogies, parables and symbols. 

Nature as nature, body inasfar body was never abstract a topic for biblical exploration and 
investigation. They were far more seen as means to reveal Gods partnership to mankind. 
They were in turns interpreted as instruments to praise and glorify the wisdom and power of 
the Almercifull. So it remained throughout the history of the church- the famous hymn of 
the sun, as king of all creatures sung by St. Francis of Assisi is purely mystical and never 
yields to romantic naturalism. Faithful tradition kept what vulgarising emancipation had 
lost. 

Islamic faith 'underlines the beauty and meaningfullness of creation reflecting the wisdom 
and power of God. Never should human skills or arts dare to present God the creator and 
consumator of the universe. This is why no presentation of living entitcs is allowed to come 
near to places of worship. No decorations, nor ornaments may show living things for fear, 
they might tempt man to be distracted from adoring the sole living God. With a very 
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profound naiveness early Muslims started to observe, use and enjoy nature admiring God in 
his creation under, on · and above this earth. They did not hesitate to integrate the 
achievements of natural sciences, industrial skills and human arts from sources they could 
find when invading the civilisations and cultures of the countries around. With all the rich 
results of Hellenistic, Iranian and Indian discoveries and values they also tried to integrate 
their theoretical presuppositions and methods. So medicine, architecture, mathematics were 
highly cultivated in early muslim cultures. Admirable technical skills were introduced to 
irrigate the fields, to develop their cities and to raise their life standards. This also helped to 
sustain and proliferate their religion. Aristotelism a scientific and metaphysical method 
found its way in practically all fields. It also gave rise to higher schools in which sacred 
jurisprudence and coranic texts were studied and taught beside these sciences. The 
influence of Islamic achievements in practically all major fields did not fail to exercise its 
vigour on modem Europe. The foundation of universities was occasioned by institutions of 
Muslim learning and spread all over the accident very fast. The methods of Aristotelsim 
gained ground likewise in almost all the fields: Not only in theology, but also in natural 
sciences a method of purely objective observation gained ground. It was not any more 
analogy and symbolism which occupied the citizens(students!) of the new urban 
foundations, but the strict law of uncovering the ever next reasons of beings and events. 
Whereas the bare belief in God of Muslims kept clear from mysticism sciences and their 
systems, Christians on the contrary used their natural insights with mystical thrive. Albert 
the Great was such a mystic who is counted as one of the first systematic scientist in the 
west. Froin this moment onward the rational scenery of ecclesial faith fell apart and became 
more and more resistant, if not obstructive, to any integration into symbolism and analogy 
of faith. Partly the accidental church herself gave reason for ever deeper a gap by defining 
ecclesial constitutions( canonical law) and visions of things on their own in contrast to the 
world. We know the deplorable drifting apart of the two entities church and secular state. 

Islam kept its own visions and skills rather in context with arts as special gifts of God and 
not at a service of independent realities. Medicine, mathematics, architecture remained 
integrated in faith and in the service of religion. Thereby scientific methods as autonomous 
dynamisms were in danger to be overwhelmed by supervising religious authorities. 
Meanwhile products as invented and traded by purely western secular states were used to 
promote the cause oflslamic religion and institutions. 

It seems as if there emergeda providential possibility for the two religions to complement to 
each other to overcome their own crisis with regard to modernity, and to what has been 
termed as the "clash of civilisations". Christianity gave room to scientific pluralism 
focusing on proper methodology for the ever next reason to solve a problem or question 
prescinding from the ultimate for fear of introducing unjustified, incredible and even 
blasphemous anthropomorphies. This methodological abstention must not be confounded 
with an atheistic interpretation of a respective discipline; moreover ethical values, religious 
background and motivaton for disciplinary efficiency, interdisciplinary responsibility and 
religious accountability must excercise concrete influence in all the proceedings of modem 
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men. Pluralism will remain the only justifiable realism with regard to the world of today. 
On the other side the everpresent conscience of Muslims of the divine providence, 
intervention and order in creation must refrain from thinking, that the interpretation and 
application of the will and laws of God is of divine infallibility. All human instance 
particularly the religious ones must be aware of their own defectibility and their frailty: 
only in fragments and attempts divine wisdom and justice can be applied to concrete 
situations and matters. This holds for religious pluralism as well as for a professional, social 
and political one. What is understandable in former circumstances must not equally be 
valuable for later different spaces and times. 

Christians should learn to revere the everpresence of God by abstaining from divinising 
modernity with its cult of humanism and cursing modernity for its want of overcoming the 
chaos of morals. They could do so by experiencing Muslim spiritual values and religious 
attitudes. Muslims should learn the critical discernment in any translation process from 
divine to human and human to divine: too high is the price oftheir religious credibility in a 
free world of plural sciences, system of values and religions competing peacefully, too 
awful is the danger of misusing the divine revelation for selfish (also religious) purposes. 
Religions recently have been called'communities of learning': Christian and Muslim realms 
meeting could set an example 
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The Relationship Between Religions in Albania 

Dr.Hysen Cobani 

Tirana- Albania 

Albania is a small Balkanic country. lt has a surface of 28,000 square km and 
a population of 3.5 million inhabitants within 97% clean. Since 1913, more 
than 3.5 million other Albanians have remained out of the borders and spread 
in 4 states: Montenegro, Serbia, Macedonia and Greece. Today they are the 
only people in Europe who are separated and this is no coincidence. 

The Albanian people are one of the oldest in Europe. Due to the geographical 
position of its territory between East & West, they inherit a great richness in 
the field of belief. This comes as consequence of the Roman, Slavic and 
Osman invasions. 

The Albanians are one of the first people in Europe who embraced the 
Christian belief. The cult object of the first and second century after Christ and 
especially the Cod ice of Berat written in gold which belong to the fifth and 
sixth century testify it. Today they are preserved as one of the most valuable 
inheritances of our national culture. But as consequence historical, 
economical and psychological factors, today Albania has the religions 
structure that follows: 

70- 75% Moslems (Sunni & Shite) 
10- 15% Orthodox 
8- 10% Catholic 

The Albanians out of the statu a I borders are 90% Moslems and 8 - 10% 
Catholic. This structure brings two characteristics which attract attention 
1. lt is not similar to that of the neigh boring countries who are 100% Christians 

even though they submitted to the same invasion, the Osman one. 

2. How could the Albanians preserve an understanding between religions to 
be taken as example, by fully avoiding interligions crisis or wars, even small 
ones, while other European countries are still suffering because of these 
wars and rivalries between different religions, (Bosnia, Northern Ireland 
etc.). 

Naturally the change in Islam makes it special in all our religion inheritance 
because it took place only between the Albanias comparing to all the other 
European countries invaded from the Turkish imperatory, Why this exception? 

lt is known that the Albanians with their National Heroes-athelete of Christ- as 
the Vatican of that time.overnamed him, fought against the Turks for 25 years 



protecting themselves and the European culture from this invasion. it is also 
known that the albanains became Moslems not during the flourishing of the 
Osman imperatory but during its decadence in the 17th I 18th century, while 
Russia with Peter I became a world leading power and pushed the Slavs of 
South and the Greeks to instrumentalize the orthodox belief in way to 
assimilate the Albanians. If they were fighting with weapons against the Turks, 
against this new danger the only way of safeness was to convert to Islam. If at 
the beginning of the 17 century there were only 12% Moslem Albanians, at the 
end of this century they have become 75%. The change to Islam seperated 
the Albanians from church which was under the Slav and Greek influence, 
interrupted the marriage with them and stopped the assimilation. They found 
in Islam a belief near their nature, psychology and their national interest. Islam 
saved them from the assimilation by becoming a basic element of the 
Albanian nationalism, function which can only be explained this way, not 
mentioning other factors that we cannot analysis for absence of time. 

If the change to Islam makes the special, the excellent understanding between 
religions is the amazement, the secret of the Albanian psychology. it has 
astonished many foreign scholars as Celebia, Bayron, Durham etc. because 
when an Albanian is asked who he is, he never mentions his belief but always 
answers that he is an Albanian. The Albanians have learned a lot from 
Christianity and Islam, but overall, that we are all sons of Abraham and that 
we should believe in the Holy Books. They consider tolerance as the greater 
inspiration taken from the Holy Qu'ran. This tolerance is multidimensional not 
only between Albanians of different beliefs but also with other nationalities. 
There are many historical facts showing this and here we have some 
examples: 

a. In the national plan- The speech of the head bishop of Albania Kristofer 
Kisi on the death of the Chairman of the Albanian Islamic Community 
Haxhi Hafiz Vehbi Dibra (1933), defining him as one of the greatest 
man of all times in the history of Albania was considered monumental. 

b. 

Also fantastic is considered the act of Gjergj Fishta- Catholic priest and 
great poet, who in the case of the celebrations of Easter and Bajram, 
tied the church and the mosque with a line of electrical lamps. 

it is a popular habit that during religious celebrations, the Albanians 
make visits of congratulations to each other independent from their 
religious beliefs. Easter is a holiday for the Moslems and Bayram for 
the Christians. 

In the international plan- During the 11 World War hundreds of families 
of Jewish origin were accommodated in Albania but not one of them 
was denounced to the German nazi's while 28,000 Albanians were 
killed. During the same war thousands of Italian catholic soldiers were 
trooped in Albania and as the Germans, their former allies were 
catching and killing them in a massive way, the Albanians took them to 
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their houses, hid them and when they went out, they were dressed in 
national Albanian clothes so as not to be distinguished. They protected 
and fed them as members of their families till the end of the war. 

This extraordinary acknowledgment of our people brought the great 
Albanian scholars Sami Frasheri to formulate, 100 years ago, the first basic 
principle of the religion politics for the · Albanians, principles which 
have brought our people to a social interreligions understanding which till now 
has not been broken by any external factor. They are: 

The nation and then the belief. 
The beliefs should be independent from out. 
The beliefs should be independent from the state. 
No violence for converting from one religion to another. 
No one belief should be proclaimed official. 

* ** ** ** * 

As it is known, after World War 11, a communist regime was installed in. 
Albania. For 47 years the religion was fought in all forms and for 25 years it 
was proibited by law, proclaiming Albania by constitution as the only atheist 
country in the world. But the belief in God never vanished. lt was the voices of 
the ezans and the bells of the churches that advertised the democracy. Today 
the religions beliefs are free and the Albanians enjoy them. 

Regardless of these solid foundations inherited from the past, after the fall of 
the communism there is a stream of missionaries of all beliefs coming and 
between them exist groups that try to infect us with the bacillus of religious 
quarrels through economical corruption etc. as if Albania were a country 
without traditions. These forces, supported also by native unformed elements 
are presented with four tendencies: 

The first tendency is that of conversion from the Moslem belief to the 
Christian. There are thousands of Albanian emigrates in Greece who change 
their names because that is one of conditions to be employed. In this 
campaign are also included well-known people using the excuse that Europe 
does not want Moslems. 

The second tendency is to fractionate the religious beliefs, especially the 
Christian one in sects and minisects which bring with them quarrels and 
misunderstanding of the basic doctrine becoming dangerous social nucleus 
with potential dissolving energy. 

The third tendency and the most dangerous is the sawing of religions 
intolerance accusing the Moslems of Islamic fundamentalism. 
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The fourth tendency is to transform Albania in to a ground· for useless 
discussions by publishing and distributing literature containing accusation 
against one or another religions belief. 

Because of this situation we have proposed the following to the Albanian 
state: 

• To compose as soon as possible a law for the religious beliefs where the 
principles of Sami Frasheri should serve as a base. 

• To introduce in the medial schools - changing their basic characters- as 
obligatory subject" The history of the religious beliefs in Albania". This 
should be done in way that the new generations learn it from competent 
professors and teachers and not from the street and unprepared people. 

• lt should be given as much space as possible by the radio and television to 
the introduction of the ideas of the Qu'ran and the Bible. 

• The state should subventionate the interreligious organizations of a 
character maybe unique as 'The cultural tribune the Nation and Religion" 
Where clerics and intellectual of the three Albanian religious beliefs take 
part and as whose representative I am here today. 

The religious belief should invest for the education of the clerics, in a way to 
create a staff of honest and cultured preachers in way to give on end forever 
to the inherited routine, the epoque that stinks of peasant mediocrity and that 
often is source of the contempt of intellectuals towards religious principles. 

This is shortly the mosaic of the beliefs and their relationship within our 
nations. lt is old like the songs of the people, like the rising of the sun that with 
all its cosmic monotony brings something wonderful and unique for the soul of 
the people everyday, I wish that this understanding between Islam and 
Christianity in Albania will bring something useful for other people of the 
Europe and the Islamic World. 

Thank You 

Prof., Dr. Hysen COBANI 

Tirana 1/6/1996 
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.. EUROPEAN COMMISSION 
FORWARD stUDIES UNIT 

Marc LUYCKX 

PATHS TOWARDS A DIALOGUE BETWEEN RELIGIONS 

Al-al BAYT UNIVERSITY Arnman 10-13.6.96. 

The author, Mf Marc Luyckx, Is a member of the Forward St~dies Unit of the F:uropean 
Commission . This memo is based on his own research and he does. not speak for the 
Commission. 

1. Intra-cultural dialogue is more important ... and nwre difficult to solve. 

In the summer of 1993 Professor Samuel Huntingtoni published . an article entitled "A 
clash of civilizations", in which he claims: "The most important conflicts of the future wiil 
occur along the cullural fault lines separating ctvilizations from one another." His article 
had the merit of attracting the world's attention to a new problem: the growing importance 
of culture and religion as factors affecting world politics and security. 
Most analysts follow the fashionable trend, which is to surround Islam with a negative 
image, i.e. '!'fundamentalism" (or "integrisme"). This concept, which was originally used as 
a comparative term; gradually gained -Mder currency and was assigned specific attributes. · 
Subsequently, it was taken over by certain Islamic thinkers and given a meaning which has 
thrown up even 'more barriers against the West (cf Dr.Prof Antes, Hanover). From both 
sides, therefore, there bas been a ~ymmetrical reinforcement of the "unfriendly" image. 

Other writers, such as James Davison Hunte?, and others m advance the theory that in the 
years to come the co'nflicts within individual religions will be more significant. In the 
United States conflicts -MU be not so much between Catholics and Protestants as, for 
example, between the "liberal-secular" wing (be they Catholics, Protestants, Jews or 
Muslims) and the advocates. of a return to old values· and school prayers 
We iend to prefer Hunter's hypothesis. Conflicts will be not so much between different 
cultures and religions (as suggested by Huntington) as -Mthin each culture, i.e. as between 
different views of the world (cosmologies) and different views of religious and political 
authority, time, the sacred and the profane, man-woman relations, etc., within each 
religion. 
And so dialoglle must be intensified mainly betweeri the interpretations, inside the 
main religions (intra-cultural dialogue). 

1. But the chQ:I'acteristics of the interpretations in conflict are simi~(lf in ~ery religion. 
What i~ striking, is that it appears that there is a great similarity between the arguments 

and the·way to see life of Protestant, catholic, Muslim or Jew so called "fundamentll]ists". 
They have for example the same approach of women problems, of the divine character of 
authority, of the State-Church relation, etc ... This has been clear at the United Nations 

Rue dele Lol200, B-1049 Bruxellos/We!&lrllat 200, S·1049 Brussel· Belgium· Offioe: A<25 Q/12.. 
Telephone: direct lino (+32·2)ZII5.03.44, eJCOhange 200.11.11. l'ax: 296.z.J.OO, 
Telex: COMEU B ~1an. Telegraphlo address: COMEUR Bru...,IG. 
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meetings of Cairo and Beijing, on population problems and the status of women. ~ 
informal alliance has been forged· between certain sectors of the Catholic Church, certam 
Islamic groups, and some Protestant and even Jewish "fundamentalists". 
But this is also the case between so called "modern thinkers" in all four religio11s. There is, 
for example, a problem-free dialogue between "modem" Islamic theologians and 
"modem" Christian or Jewish theologians, since they all share the same view of the world. 
". What is In dispute is not so much religion or culture as the way they are 
interpreted. 

$. We propose the concept of "COSMOLOGY" or "paradigm" as a tram"Versal 
approacl! tuwards religions and religious conflicts. · 
Our working hypothesis is that religions are like other bodies in society, permeated by 
change, in the working conditions. When people work mainly in the fields, they have a 
strong notion of the transcendence of God, source and fundament of. all values, for ever. 
Time and spaces have sacred value.' The world is "sacred". Religious authority is the 
highest one. Truth is not disputable : it comes directly from· God. Epistemology is 
exclusive: "Out of my truth, there is nothing else". I call this cosmology agrarian. 
But when people work in a factory, the landscape is changing drastically. Time and space 
are perceived differently : they are "desacralized" and cut in pieces, Authority is given to 
the "peuple souveraln" (French revolution). So the whole society is "desacralised" or 
"secularised". Modernity has "disenchanted" the world. Modem State is secular ahd 
there is a separation between secular-public and religious -private. Truth is not disputable. 
Modernity is . a victory against "clericalism and obscurantism" of the Middle Ages. 
Epistemology is also exclusive. I call this cosmology modern-industrial. 
But there is a third vision. People who live in the actual information society are not 
anymore satisfied with the "modem" cosmology., Modernity is in crisis. Women are 
numerous in this category. They are leading the movement, and do not accept anymore 
what they call "patriarchal stroctures", in every Cl,l)ture and religion. People look also for 
reasons to live, tbr a deeper sense in their lives than consumirtg. goods. They look, often 
unconsciously, (or a spiritual deepness in their lives. 
We could go towards a "post-secular" society, and a resacralisation of our civilisations. 
Or to put it otherwise towards a "reenchantment of the world". But "reenchantment is 
an big challenge and a great danger. Because fascism, nationalism, religious extremism, 
and crude violence can be false attempts of reenchantment. 

4. Description of the three different and equally valid cosmowgies 

No value judgement can be passed on a cosmology. It is a container, rather than the 
contents. In order to be as clear as possible let us describe again the three different 
cosmologies. 

AGRARIAN : is vertical-authoritarian, exclusive . Under wd there is a strict hierarchy: 
religious·heads, political authority, men and, lastly, women! But the world is enchanted 
and everything has its place: the heavens sing to the glory of God. Time, places, events, 
life and death, a symbolic-religious layer. Life has a meaning, given by the eternal God. 
"Ntbil novi sub sole" (There is nothing new tinder the sun). 
According fo this cosmology, there is only one Tru:th. Other ways of thinking must be 
subordinated to this one Truth.. · 



AGRARl.AN COSMOLOGY 

------------ . . 

----~ ;/{7~~ 
lone Truth I .. 
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INDUSTRIAL -MODERN: with the expansion of scientific knowledge (Newton, Galileo) 
and the cultural revolution of the Renaissance western civilisation felt the need to rid itself 
of the oppressive clericalisrn which was stitlit)g th(;mght (trial of Galilee). The Renaissance 
used reason to do aw~y with clericalism. It ''disenchanted" and secularised the world 
(''secular" = definable without reference to the existence of a god). It made a salutary 
distinction between the religious and the profane, which rapidly led to a §eparation 
between the serious-rational-masculine-economic"scientific pole and the religion-intuition
aesthetic-feminine· pole, which was relegated to the private sphere. Under the industrial 
cosmology, religions are assigned their place m the private. 

INDUSTRIAL MODERN COSMOLOGY 
\ 

Closeg eQistemo1ogy 

-1Public - secular PRIVED f 

~ONETruth. -rat!onal!ty .. religions 
-EconOIDy -women 
-Mo:n Politic•. -arts, culture 

. - ~ -feelings 
intuition 

~-

POST-INDUSTRIAL: the working hypothesis (open to debate, of course) is that basic 
change in the tools of production (agriculturaj, to industrial, and later to information
creativity), transform production relatitJflS. The White Paper of the European Commission 
on GTowth and employmt,Jnt dec.J994. tells us that because of the changeover from 
ilidustrial tools to knowledge-related tools we are faced with a major change in society. 

In the · present crisis, indeed, ·one of the main developments has been the 
questioning of· the radical separation between religion and politics. Distilictions are still 
made but there is no longer any opposition between the religious and secular worlds, 
between ethics and political life ot between male and female. Diversity is accepted ·as a 
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dynamic state rather than as a transitional phase. Analytical logic, which is linear and 
"modern", has been called into question by the new complexity and non-linearity and by 
the possibility of horizontal communication or networking. Although reason is not being 
discarded, its hegemony (and, in the words of Max Weber, its "disenchanting" function) 
are on the way out. the quest for meaning is being extended into areas until now reserved 
for reason. One might therefore be heading towards the "re-enchantment" of the world. 
The epistemology is actively tolerant. Nobody owns the Truth any more, but it does exist 

Post-industrial cosmology : envisages thus a "post-secularised world" in the sense that it 
is open to the transCendental but opposed to any authoritarian or vertical imposition of 
religious authority. It acknowledges that it is in1portant for all civilisations to be receptive 
to that which is alien, whatever fomi this may take. · 

POST INDUSTR.JAi COSMOLOGY 

0 0 
0 

0 

0 
D 

0 .0 
0 

0 

-Post -industrial cosmol<>gy puts aro11rtd the same 
table cltlun of t~ wodd WOME;N and MEN ·to 
decide about t~lr common future. 
-IncR'ell~ing importance of · cultural identities, 
religions, ethics and spiritualliy. 
- Distinction but Not Sepnration between Religion~ 
md Politics. 
- Post-scculatised world. Re~acru.lization How? 
-Increasing importance of intuition, fectings, llrl, 
and Beauty. 

Post-industrial epistemology is inclusiv~: the Tmth is at the centre, with each 
individual converging towards' it along his own path and via his own culture. 

Nobody owns the Truth. There is 
active tolerance 

• The truth Is In tbe centre· BUT the Centre is 
EMPTY1 Lllql in the experie~ces of 
many my!tlcs in the •eve.-al reliJ,<iom 

·Nobody owns the Truth. No "<Mtt mit Uns". 
- DOGMA TIC walls become more thin when 
one goes towards ihc ccntr.c. 

5 .. The worst conflicts are betwe.en the two jiT'St cosmologies: 

5. 1. The "modems" refer to the "agrarians" as "fundamentalists" 

The above analysis situates us all in relal"ive tenns. Nobody st'IJlds in a purely objective or 
universal context, contrary to certain conceptions of Human Rights. We in the West are 
also situated in cultural terms. Following. the Renaissance and the Enlightenment, we are 
the ones who invented modernity and built .the intellectual and political attitudes which 
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currently dominate the world and the United Nations. But this view of things is itself · 
cultural. We see the "agrarians" 'as "ftmdamentalists" (or "integristes"), depending on 
whether our background i~ Protestant or Catholic. We give them this name because they 
frighten us ·and because they are increasingly calling into question our (modem and 
westerq) scheme of civilisation. 

5.2. The "agrarians" refer to the "modems" as "decadent atheists" 

. Until only a few years ago, other cultures had an enonnous inferiority complex vis-a-vis 
the dominant western culture. All was calm and the other cultures were cndeavowing to 
"catch up" with the West. 

The "modem" myth of "development", which the Americans jnvented after the war, was a 
powerful factor for forty years, but this i~ np longer the .case. The great hopes for 
development have pass~d away. Despair now reigns among the silent majority in the Third 
World, for whom there seems to be no future in modernity. Some·ofthese other cultures 
are therefore returning to their "agrarian" cultural roots to finrl a new justification for their 
existence, since the West can no longer provide them with this. Other intellectuals in. other 
cultures (Asian, Muslirn,Africans), are beginning to 'look closely at what we are unable to 
see ourselves. What they ,see is the crisis of modernity now raging in our midst. 

From the "agrarian" point of view, modern society has lost its way, its meaning, for it is a 
society which has been built up witho\,\t any transcendent authority. Its· values have no 
basis other than reasqn. This is basically why it is a decadent society. Current events in 
western society seem to bear out this point of view, since the status of reason is now 
being redefined_ Moreover, world society is being made even more inhuman by the 
predominance of an excessively rational and materialistic logic. 

THUS ; As we Cllll see, the positions of the two cosmologies are wide apart and in 
conflict. The main difficulty re.'lides in organising any dialogue between these two 
positions, since the epistemologics on both sides are intolerant and exclusive. But 
the difficulty fs worsened because of the invisibility of the conflict. 

5 3 Conflicts between oo$mologjes u(Q lmisihlc;_; jt is lll\e u cq!lisjon of juobon,;~ 

Cosmologies are by nature implicit. As a rule, we do not see the glasses through which we 
observe reality. The true reasons for intra-cultural conflicts (arising from implicit 
interpret&tions of the world) are not therefore openly stated, nor are they consciously 
explained_ 
T:he major difficulty is that' neither t!1e "modems" nor the "agrarians" are aware of the 

·implicit cosmology which underlies their thinking. The fact that conflicts are 
"underground" simply maJ<;es them all the more acute. lt is as if two icebergs. were 
colliding without the· observer understanding what is happening. It is jn fact the 
submerged parts of the icebergs which collide whilst the parts above water never come 
into contact. 
Moreover, since these cosmologie~ are not consciously acknowledged, the cause of the 
co'nflict ·cannot be pinpointed and the "agrarian" oosmo1~~ of this or that .Islamic group is 
identified with the religion of Islam itself. This is, of course, easier than recognising that 
the same kind of conflict exists within one's own culture/religion. 
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6.!. Let us stop telling people to "modJlrnise". otherwise we will provoke reliciou~ 
wars 

Politicians are inistaken to tell the agrarian poor, both in the West and in the Third World, 
to "modernise" instead of saying "let us move together towards a post-industrial society". 
Without wishing to do so, we are confirming the validity of Huntington's analysis, i.e. the 
theory that the conflicts of the future will be between cultures or even between religions. 
We are exacerbating the conflict between the "agrarians" and the "modems" because, as 
we have seen, the "agrarians'' are increasingly reluctant to undergo modernisation and 
development, which is interpreted as an attack by the West on I slam or Orthodoxy, for 
example. We are thus providing all the ingredients for future wars of religion. If we 
continue to tell the Orthodox, Catholic, Muslim or Jev:ish "agrarians" that they must 
"modernise", we will create a conflict, we will receive a negative response because they 
understand this to mean that they must "secularise", i.e. give up that which constitutes 
their very essence: the link with their God, the transcendental dimension of life. The only 
possible response from their point of view is NO. That is why they reject the modern 
world and turn to what they know, the philosophy of their ance~tors. 

6.2. Man does not live by bread alone 

The secoo.d mistake in the Western approach is that it is too materialistic. It is wrong to. 
think that people, even when starving, think of nothing but food. On the contrary, having 
nothing more to lose (excluded and proletarian), all they have left is their dignity, their 
cultural identity and their belief in the transcendental. Thus, if our plans for their 
development and modernisation give them the impression (sometimes rightly) that they 
must "sell their soul" in order to modernise, we are going to encounter resistance from 
their leaders, to whom only one path is left open: a return to their "agrarian'' values. They 
are forced into a choice between their soul and modernisation. That is when they return to 
the church, the temple, the synagogue, the mosque. 

6.3. Do not underestimate the importance of women 

Those who have most to gain from modernisation are certainly the women: for them,· what 
· is at stake is 1\11 improvement in their status in relation to men, the enhancement of their 
rights (e.g. family rights), better relations with the man they love, a place for their children 
in the society of tomorrow (rather than that of yesterday), relief from domestic drudgery, 
etc. 
But women cannot accept the modern way of life if they must give up their God. The 
majority will not sell their souls. That would not be !' good example for their cbi)q,ren. 
Faced witll the choice between modemisation-secularisation (breaking with, 't&~ 
background) and a return to the agrarian way of life (stability and symbiosis witl-r th~ 
environment), most of them will opt for the latter . 
.Tn the di8.logue of religions and cultur~s w~w,w, ~~l,\ ~Wd will p~ll)' a very important 
role. A special emphasis must be given to' tbeir voices tbelr networks and their 
theologies. · 
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• CONCLUSION: 

TOGETHER TOWARDS A :NEW POST-SECULARISED SOCIETY? 

Why not speak the truth and teU our partners outside Europe, belonging to the other great 
cultures of the world: "We. for bur part, are products of a secularised industrial society 
and we realise that one can no longer discuss political issues without also discussing the 
questions. of meaning, spirituality and cultural identity. We are therefore asking you to 
join us in a debate concerning the foture of our societies. To do so we must set aside our 
superiority complexes and our "rational" itttolerance. We all must also abandon our 
dream (which is cleri,·al rather than mystic) of imposing our view ro the world" 

MarcLuyckx 

i Samuel HUNTJNGTON: "A cla>h ofCivllisationx? "foreign AffaJn;, Summer !993. 

'James D•vison HUNTER: "The cui1Ur1: wars: tl1e sU:uWe to redefine America", New York Basic Books, 1991. 

ill See for example Richard John NBUf!AUS &. Micbael CROMARTIE "Piety and politics, Evangelicals 
and timdamentqUs4' confront the world", Washington 1987, Elltics and Politics policy CcnLcr, 
Washington DC. (202) 682.!200, 
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Relations between the Muslim World and Europe 
at AI al-Bayt University, Mafraq, Jordan, 

by Professor Dr. Christopher Toll, 
Stockholm and Copenhagen 

Your Royal Highness, Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen! 

Regretting to be unable to attend this conference in person, I am grateful 
for the opportunity to address you on the important issue of the relations 
between the Muslim world and Europe. I shall do that, as requested by the 
organizers, in my personal and in my academic capacity: as president of an 
international foundation presenting a biennial award for efforts, in the 
cultural field, to further peace and understanding in conflict areas, and as a 
scholar interested in Islamic and Arabic culture. 

The international Hiroshima Foundation, of which I am the president, 
presents awards to people, who in a cultural field have made efforts to 
further peace and understanding in conflict areas. 

Among earlier award winners are a Palestinian doctor, who together with 
Israeli and Palestinian intellectuals has worked for mutual cultural 
understanding: an Israeli women's peace organization which has worked 
together with Arab women's organizations for peace in Israel/Palestine, 
and the late Aziz Nesin and professor Dr. Mohammed Talbi, a Turkish 
secularized writer and a Tunisian pious and practicing Muslim who have 

·fought for peace, freedom of expression and respect for others and thus 
have shown that fundamentalism, fanaticism and terrorism are opposed no 
less in Islamic countries than elsewhere. 

Since all efforts towards understanding and respect between people of 
different cultures are always made by individuals, within organizations or 
without them, the rewarding of such individuals, encouraging them to 
continue their efforts and facilitating their work economically, is one way 
to further mutual cultural and religious understanding. Also the conference 
in Stockholm last year expressed the wish to fight mutual misconceptions, 
fanaticism and terrorism. 



But although these menaces to mutual understanding and respect are 
creating headings in the newspapers, I do not think, as a scholar, that they 
are what separates our cultures, since instances of fanaticism and terrorism 
can be met with under any culture and are, on the whole, not 
overwhelmingly numerous. What separates us, in my view, is rather the 
conception that the western world is on the height of its culture while the 
Islamic culture had its heydays a long time ago. This conception creates a 
feeling of superiority in the western world, earlier expressed in colonialism 
and missionary activities, and today in aid, and a feeling of inferiority in 
the Muslim world, expressed either in imitating or in rejecting everything 
European or American. 

Let us instead imagine that the western cultural supenonty is only 
apparent, that in reality western culture has also declined, so that culturally 
Islam and the west are in the same boat and have the same problems to 
struggle with. This idea could lead to a reduction of the tensions and to an 
increase of the understanding and the will to cooperate among Europeans 
and Muslims. This is an alternative to the Huntingtonian prediction of a 
clash of the two civilizations. 

Which were the prerequisites of the rise oflslamic culture? 

The Hellenistic culture of the countries surrounding the Arab peninsula has 
had an immense importance, shown in the influence of the famous schools 
in Alexandria, Beirut, Antioch and Edessa and the Persian Gondeshapur, in 
the translations of scholarly work from Greek, Aramaic and Persian into 
Arabic and in the many Greek, Aramaic and Persian loan-words in the 
Qur'an and in the pre-Islamic poetry. There was a layer of bilingual people 
who made administration and scholarly discussions possible. The meeting 
of the Arabs with Hellenism and the Arabs' obligation to compete 
culturally with their _neighbors was thus one reason for the rise of the 
Islamic culture. 

Another reason was that the Arabs had a language well fitted for cultural 
and scholarly productions, or which was made to fit by eminent authors 
and able translators. 
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But these factors, the Hellenistic culture and the Arabic language, had 
existed before without any of an Arab culture. What had been added? The 
religion Islam which put its imprint upon the culture to the extent, that we 
are used to call it the Islamic culture. The Qur'an encourages curiosity and 
stresses the importance of the search for knowledge, an importance that it 
kept in the Muslim community so that the Orientalist Franz Rosenthal is 
able to speak of a "Knowledge Triumphant" which distinguishes Islam 
from all other cultures. Another reason for the interest in scholarship was 
the practical use of sciences such as medicine, astronomy, astrology and 
alchemy. The usefulness of Nature is taken for granted in the Qur'an and 
thus, Scien<;;e became a means to understand and to use Nature. 

But the spread of Islam did not only spread Arabic as a language of culture 
and scholarship and a new mentality on the basis of the Qur'an, with a 
spirit positive towards im1ovation. The most important condition of the rise 
of Islamic culture was the free and common market established by the 
Arab conquests. 

Within a hundred years all frontiers in the Near East and North Africa had 
been opened for commerce, the high custom wall ( 12,5%) along the 
Eastern frontier of the Byzantine empire, with export prohibitions and 
commerce dircted to certain cities, was broken down. The heavy taxes 
disappeared which had seized the gains in order to finance the wars 
between Emperor Herakleios and King Khusrov. Now the money remained 
in the country to support the Arab soldiers and to be reinvested, 
stimulating the increased productivity, i.a. the building boom caused by 
the Arab immigration and resulting in the cities Fustat (old Cairo) in 
Egypt, and Kufa and Basra in Iraq, all three old army camps. 

An enormous common market had been created. Not even wars could stop 
the commerce - safe-conduct was granted the caravans by the fighting 
armies, e.g. in the war between the Fatimids in Egypt and the Abbasid 
Caliphs after 969 or in the wars with the Crusaders. 

When the frontiers disappeared, old and new goods, old and new 
technology was spread, and production increased and gave rise to 
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After a last prosperity under the Buyids (AB. 950-1 050) and the Fatimids 
(969-11 71) the Near East came under the Seljuks who introduced taxes 
and customs. The deterioration of the coins shows that economic 
conditions had worsened. Despotic regimes confiscated the riches. The 
introduction of guilds from the 12th century limited free enterprise. The 
prosperity in Egypt was destroyed in the 15th century by state monopoly, 
taxes and customs. As Ibn Khaldun had said in the 14th century: when 
taxes become high and the expected profit is not forthcoming, the 
mainspring of cultural activity disappears. Another economical factor 
causing the decline of culture was that riches were tied up in pious 
foundations, i.a. to protect the heritage of the merchants from confiscation. 

An often mentioned cause of decline is the dogmatic influence of religion, 
badly understood, and the cult of authority within the different sciences 
which stifled new thinking. This explanation can be combined with an 
economic one: originality and creativity flourish in a free society, where 
they are supported by independent people whose income and wealth are 
the result of creative work. In a society with an extended bureaucracy, as 
already in the Byzantine Empire, where most people are dependent on the 
state, private initiative, originality and creativity are stifled. Thus the 
Byzantine Empire had fallen, and thus also Islamic culture became rigid, 
adhering to what had once been obtained without power to add anything -
with the exception of a few brilliant cultural figures during the following 
centuries. But they were neglected by their contemporaries and had no 
followers. Was that so, because they were isolated, because they lacked an 
opposite party, a patron who could have committed himself to their work, 
paid for its diffusion and helped to make it famous? 

Thus the Islamic culture was born: the meeting with Greeks, Aramaeans, 
Persians and Indians; with Christianity and Judaism, contributed the 
matter, which was present already before Islam. Islam contributed the 
mentality, encouraging creativity and commerce. The Arabic language 
provided a common cultural language, replacing Greek, Syria and Persian. 
And a common market and rich patrons provided the necessary economic 
conditions. 
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One condition for culture is, of course, the existence of people with a 
creative imagination and an obstinate curiosity and an energy strong 
enough to realize what they have visualized and to search for answers to 
the questions they have put to themselves. But these people do not create 
in a vacuum: their creativity has to be supported by people who are 
interested in what the artists, the authors and the scholars bring about, and 
who are able to pay for the results. The creators of culture have to live 
someone has to pay them. 

But what is needed is not only rich buyers of. culture needed are also 
cultured buyers, who know what they want to have and are competent to 
judge the value of what the artists produce, to demand something from 
them, and to stimulate and to encourage them. Nobody is incited to do his 
best if he is forced to cast his pearls before swine, and criticism has no 
value if the critic is not competent. The best encouragement for the creator 
of culture is that a critical patron is willing to pay for the created work in 
order to live with it. 

This is also shown in the cultural history of Europe. Italian and Flemish art 
was created by artists, but a condition of its creation was that the works 
were ordered and paid for by rich and cultivated merchants, merchant 
princes and aristocrats, who knew what they wanted and saw to it that got 
it, and thus supported, criticized, stimulated and encouraged the artists. 
The factors behind the fall of the Islamic culture could be summarized 
thus: the meeting with the Europeans gave no new substance: the mentality 
was changed towards dogmatism: the disintegration of the caliphate, the 
introduction of taxes and customs and of guide and pious foundations 
prevented riches from coming and remaining in the hands of individuals. 

Arabs and other Muslim peoples, while looking back on their rich culture, 
are painfully aware that it is past, and Orientals and Occidentals alike have 
the feeling that the western worid for a long time has, culturally, been 
superior. But maybe there is a cultural decline in the Western world too, so 
that the peoples ofthe Near East and the peoples of Europe actually are in 
the same boat, although in the west one is not as aware of the fact. In 
science and technology the west may still be superior, but it is a superiority 
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which will soon be caught up with. And science and technology are only 
part of a culture. 

Maybe there is in the west too a certain dogmatism: science ought to be 
useful, universities are places of education rather than of learning, art 
ought to serve a purpose, to express a message, the state, not the 
individual; is to plan and to pay for the culture. 

The disintegration of Europe since World War I, the establishment of 
frontiers, customs and taxes, have radically changed the conditions for the 
users of culture also in the west. Nationalist, socialist and national socialist 
dogmatism and terrorism which have overshadowed anything similar in 
the Islamic world, have afflicted Europe with great catastrophes - the 
revolutions in France and Russia, several dictatorships and the second 
World War and has physically and economically eliminated the repository 
of culture. There are hardly any of the rich and cultured patrons left, who 
demanded and paid for a culture they themselves wanted to enjoy. The 
culture has been ·put in the hands ·of uneducated politicians and 
bureaucrats, who do not have its products in their homes and do not pay 
for them themselves. The citizens, who in the end have to pay for the 
culture, are not obliged to like it and cannot int1uence it, if they ever get in 
touch with it. This means that there are no demands on the artist - he is 
without any competent opposite party, who can force him to do his utmost 
and tell him whether he has succeeded or not. He does not live on 
satisfying high demands but on public assignment and grants distributed 
by his colleagues, which contributes to nivellation: the generally accepted 
is what pays, not originality. People with money but without education and 
taste ahd the background of a cultured upper class buy art from recognized, 
preferably dead artists, who do not need the money, which thus does not 
contribute to culture. 

If western culture is thus in decline, Europe and the Near East have a 
common . interest in bringing both our cultures to flourish again. The 
conditions are perhaps not too bad: we are living in the middle of an 
immense meeting of cultures, thanks to the increased migration in the 
world: the fall of dictatorships and political systems could lead to less 
dogmatism and more independent thinking and an interest in creativity: the 
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disappearance of frontiers, the establishment of markets and the revival of 
liberal views could recreate a private economy, which makes it possible for 
rich and cultured patrons to inspire and encourage a new cultural creativity 
in Europe and in the Muslim world. 
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This article compares the current situation in the Islamic world with 
the accumulated rules of civilization-making. ·Although it has a 

theoretical attribute, the article is also endowed with an applied content. 

The understanding of cultural parameters, power and wealth in the 

present world of Islam, on the one hand, and their comparison with the 

axioms and laws of civilization making on th.e other, constitute the foci 
of this article. In other words, the article has a future-oriented outlook, 

attempting to take into account a particular time juncture in the future and 

then reflect upon the kind of sequential and backward planning that is 
needed to reach a civilization that is Muslim in the future. Hence, the 

main question of this research is put forth in the following manner: 
What actions should be realized and planned for and with which 

sequence so that in the next on or two centuries, the Muslim civilization 

can become activated? 

This main question entails the following assumptions: 

1. The emergence of civilization is dependent upon if-then (or 

conditional) rules. For instance, suitable geography, wealth, access 

to resources, responsibility, determination, training and strategy 
constitute the generalities of civilization-making; 

2. Civilizations are generally dependent upon the actions of detennined 
human beings with clear and applied worldview and equipped with 

the instruments of power of their time; 

3. Civilization is shaped by collective work and logic, elite consensus 
and the emergence of social organization; I 

4. Planning for the establishment of a Muslim civilization is now much 

more difficult since the potential Muslim civilization confronts an 
· institutionalized Western civilization from within and at the global 

level. 

The hypothesis that this research brings forth is: The Muslim civilization 

becomes realized when Muslim theoreticians derive a suitable theoretical 

blending of science and Islamic morality and improve it overtime with 
repeated modeling. 
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If we delve into this hypothesis, it implicitly raises a methodological 
issue in civilizational thought. Sensitivity to methods and methodologies 
in reaching civilization is very fundamental. Due to the non-scientific 

way of thinking that has been prevalent among Muslims for centuries, 

they have never become sensitive and responsive to methods, 
applications and practical ideas. As such, a rhetorical non-applied culture 
has becoine institutionalized among them. Civilization and civilization

making are both products, and a product is the result of application, 
action, method, and in scientific language, a model. This model is not 
permanent; models must be modified overtime. Some Muslims, 
Muslims thinkers and those interested in a Muslim civilization have 
made a mistake of thinking that a social system and civilization is born 
and created instantaneously. This is while, throughout the history of 

. civilizations, we witness the gradual intellectual growth, sequential 
thinking, gradual reform and detailed attention to the particulars of 
social, economic and political thought 

Basically, the creation of a Muslim civilization is itself a relative and 
gradual process. Thoughts, perceptions and methods are brought forth 
by human beings who are themselves not perfect and, naturally, must be 
put to work in a relative manner. The fact that human beings set to do 
something is itself a relative matter and relativity is automatically related 
to time, quality, methods and details. Civilizations cannot be built upon 
aspirations. Ideas must first be solidified and consensus must be reached 
around them. Ultimately suitable methods will be gradually built and 
amended. 

The second point in relation to the above hypothesis is that without 
science, the intellectual and value foundations of Islam cannot be 
realized. The suitable forging of morality and science is given attention 
for this reason. Religion offers a worldview and science an instrument: 
science by itself is not immoral and, under conditions in which religion 
gives it direction, it can be highly useful. No qualitative activity in any 

arena can bear fruit unless it is equipped with a scientific foundation. 
This point is itself one of the rules of civilization-making in the present 
eru. The communist experience wus dependent upon sciell(:e und mctlwd 
but was inflexible in understanding human motivations and value 
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foundations, and this led to its defeat. Religious thought and action that 

are based on morality require human models to adapt to human existence 

and activities and offer necessary responses to his many needs as well as 

the diversity of human strata. As a result, access to contemporary 

science, which has become a significant component of discussions on 

development, is not only necessary but paramount in reaching a social 

system, Of course, in another discussion, we have distinguished the 

customary rational foundations of development from practical models of 
development. Our interest is in the understanding and implementing of 
the rational foundations of development. Social organization, legal 

system, depoliticization of the decision-making process, tolerance, 

ability to enforce hierarchy, economic tranquility, dynamic educational 

system and so on are considered to be among the rational foundations of 

development. 2 The wheel of civilization and international processes have 

become such that the elimination or neglect of these rational foundations 

is not possible. In our view, so long as the ideas or collections of 

preferred thoughts by any nation, including Muslims, are not forged 
with the aforementioned methodologies and rational foundations, they 
will not go beyond the rhetorical stage and reach the efficient and 
civilizational stage. The experience of the recent few centuries in the 

Muslim world clearly manifest this process. 

Civilizational Axioms: An Overview 

Every activity is in need of a structure of motivation. Who is the 

motivator for a Muslim civilization? If the Muslim civilization is 
expected to emerge in the light of the current situation of Muslims and 
structure of the international system, who will be responsible for 

civilization-making? When there is talk of the world of Islam,. the 

"applied" aspect of this expression must be clarified. Considering that 
78 percent of the Muslims in the world are illiterate, the responsibility 

for Muslim civilization-making naturally falls into the hands of Muslim 

intellectual elite who must have consensus of view and method. 
Civilizations are built by intellectual elite, theoreticians and instrumental 
elite who have the capacity to lead. Human beings with lofty goals, life 
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and energy, methodical and processed thinking, confidence in the 
future, care and delicacy and strategy,can carry out such a formidable 

task. 

Can we even consider the history of Islam, its beginning and the 
civilization that was established, without the Prophet's character, status 

and spiritual and intellectual capabilities? The Prophet and the 
companions that were trained by him, established new thinking and 

methods for their own time. Islamic thought solicited determined 
enforcers. Proposing of various social, political and economic rules in 
keeping up with the resources and methods of the time are reflective of 
extensive and deep effortS made to create Muslim civilization. From the 
manner of invocation and worship to raising children, from methods of 
redistributing income to the manner of approaching friends and enemies, 
to mechanisms for protecting internal and external interests are all noted 
in the Prophet's life. The Prophet did not merely offer rhetorical 
commands; rather he made efforts through a variety of methods in 
educational, counseling, supervisional spheres and, in this way, a 
generation was cultivated and a civilization was maintained for long. 3 

In all civilizations, the importance of human beings and elite is 
decisive. In the Arnenmeht period in Ancient Egypt (around 2644 BC), 
an administrative system was built that lasted nearly 500 years.4 In the 
Assyrian state, the most complex elite thinking ·force was spent on 
military and offensive power and the army constituted the. most vital 
administrative apparatus in the country. The Assyrians believed that 
government is the nationalization of potential and existing forces. The 
basis of art of war for the Assyrian states was in rapid attacks and 
causing divisions in the enemy line. 5 In addition, given the tense 
environment of the Assyrian civilization, the Assyrians were very strong 
in creating psychological warfare and weakening enemy spirit. As such, 

they naturally perceived the survival of their civilization in the 
weakening of rivals. 6 

Concerning the role of Cyrus in Ancient Persia, Will Durant says 
"Cyrus-the founder of the Achaemenid dynasty-made the 
Median and Persian soldiers so organized that they turned into 
im undefeatable army; dominated Sardis and Babylon; and 
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ended the rulership of Semite tribes over eastern Asia in such a 

way so that they could not erect a state and government for 
thousand years: he annexed all the countries that were 

previously under the domination of Assyria, Babylon, Lydia 

and minor Asia and from [this collection he created] the largest 

political organization prior to the Ancient Roman state and one· 

of the best-administered states among all historical periods. "7 

Naturally, science in its present meaning did not exist in past eras. 

However, positivist thinking directed governmental and civilizational 

processes using instruments of the time. Whenever we return to the 

past, civilization takes an individual dimension while the closer we get to 

the modem era, civilizations and strong governments are results of 

organizations, consensus, universities, research centers, innovation of 

methods, centers for the formation of thoughts, communication and 
managerial skills. In my view, among the various theories that explain 
the Western civilization,B the theory that sees the "effective coalition of 

industrial investment, fmanCial and intellectual elements" as the basis for 
the formation of Western civilization is the most valid. In this section, 
we do not intend to examine the positive and negative aspects of the 

transformations, rather we want to discover commonalities among 
civilizations. This strata composed of financial, productive, and 

intellectual elements, decides to create a global industrial empire and; 

hence, with the establishment of the textile industry in Britain, 

strengthens the engine for a particular social order through capital 
accumulation. This solidified strata acquires its economic thinking from 

Adam Smith and its political thinking form Hobbes. Its social order 
·flourishes with the aid of ideas from Rousseau and Montesquieu. 

Contact and interaction, common understanding, collective effort and 

work, construct the largest materialist civilization in history. Under 
conditions in which speed and communication are considered to be 

deterrning factors in international relations, these serious, concerned and 

determined individuals set on to reach their objectives and create a 
framework at the global level. Accordingly, so long as Muslim elite 

think local, act rhetorical, do not understand the sanctity of method and 
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do not build models for their thoughts, there will. be no civilization. 

Rhetoric is the beginning of every task but its content must be 

transformed into institutions and models. 
Civilization is the result of collective work. As long as Muslim 

thinkers and Muslim elite do not find common understandings about 

their status in the world and the global situation, and do not work 
through intellect and thought and then method and methodology, a 

Muslim civilization will not emerge naturally and logically on the basis 

of long-lasting rules of organization and history. Due to their weak 

position in the past centuries, Muslims instead of basing their work on 
accumulation of power and extending their economic, political, cultural 

and spiritual power, have viewed the power of their rivals in a 

deterministic and conspiratorial manner and such an approach has 

psychologically led them away from diligence and imbued in them the 

disposition to maintain the existing situation. Even under current 
conditions in all Islamic countries, in which some Muslims are seeking 

to organize religious governments and implement religious commands, 
few think about enhancing the power of Muslims in all of its dimensions 
and creating a social order. As soon as Muslims gain political power, 
they must think about efficient management .and the creation of a society 

based upon justice which itself is in need of theories, consensus, 
common understandings, material power and resources for the 

cultivation of educated human beings and self-operating structures. 

Access to such a situation is not the work of even average individuals; 
only capable, judicious imd select human beings can take on such 

important civilizational roles. 

The result of this first factor in the elaboration of our hypothesis is 
that civilization-making requires determined individuals who are 
interested in power in the positive sense of the word, have patience and 

tolerance, are equipped with sequential thinking and have global 

perspectives. Given the ethnic and national multiplicity that exists among 

Muslims, filling the existing gaps and deriving a common civilizational 
agenda among them, intellectually and organizationally, is a great 
challenge .. Ultimately, this is dependent upon the horizon and complex · 
personality of Muslim thinkers who are intent on civilization-making. 
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The second factor in the elaboration of our hypothesis relates to the 

clarity of civilization-making ideas. If contemporary Muslims are merely 
faced with the rhetoric of religious thoughts, they would surely feel 
elated, serene and proud. But if the same Muslims enter the arenas of 
social order, economic needs and political beliefs, they will be faced 
with widespread contradictions. Basically, under current conditions, the 
social order of Muslims does not belong to them, and from Morocco to 
Kazakhistan, ·serious contradictions exist between the mind sets and 

realities of the environment in which they live. The permanent and 
effective resolution of these contradictions is not an easy task. 
Fundamentally, the extent to which the existing social order in the world 

of Islam is in harmony with stable religious and Islamic ideas and 
principles, must become specified. This harmony has not been given 
attention either by governments or Islamic thinkers. Muslims have 
generally taken the path of differentiating between their spiritual and 
material lives~ As such, spiritual life originates in Islam while material 
life is linked to international factors. For civilization-making, on the 
other hand, the spiritual and material dimensions must grow and develop 
within a unified framework and encompass the whole of Muslim lives. 

Of course, we should not forget that model-building that combines 
morality and science requires the most complex applied minds. In the 
today's world of communication, information and technology, it is a 
great challenge for a social order to interject ethical restraints in trade, 

industry, politics, citizenship and social responsibility and train 
individuals in such a way so that they would not step beyond moral 

limits. In the present international system, there are no ethical limits in 
politics, economics and use of science and technology. Indeed, if there 
were such limits, astounding capital accumulation and profits would not 
have been produced. If the great volume of Islamic teachings are not 
turned into a model, they will continue to have their rhetorical character 
as in the past. Speeches and advice cannot construct models and 
transform commands into consolidated intellectual and practical systems. 
The task of educated classes is to engage, with determination and 
scientific perspective, far from political considerations, in intellectual 
and behavioral model-building. If statesmanship and strategic planning 
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in a social system become public, they are exposed to public sentiments 

and perceptions and ultimately strategies cannot be shaped. 

Statesmanship is the task of the intellectual few. Common people can 
participate and relay their perspectives to the decision-making apparatus 
through a party system, organizations, specialized associations and 

lobby groups. The model-building of the Muslim civilization must be 

distanced from public sentiments and governmental excitements. It 

needs to be shaped and directed through debate, discussion, knowledge, 

depoliticization, reason, logic, sufficient information, and scientific and 
inductive method. 

Every civilization relies on its own particular intellectual instruments. 

Our understanding of civilization has three elements: 

1. A social order which originates from a particular model and 

cultural system; 

2. A political organization which is based on might, knowledge, and 
efficiency; 

3. Variety and continuation of innovations for the maintenance and 
extension of the civilization. 

In the West, such a civilization was created by the owners of wealth 

and capital. The wealthy in the West directed the type and content of 
culture and politics and established a social order in conformity with 
profit making and capital accumulation. Even cultural liberalism and the 
growth of innovations and artistic creativity on the one hand, and the 

seriousness of scientific approach, scientific thinking, scientific method, 

and expansion of the academic and research centers on the other, have 

been promoted and planned within the context of a social order, directed 
and managed by the owners of capital and, on the whole, an organized 

private sector. In the non-scientific civilizations of the past, the center of 
gravity was constituted by the aristocrats, landowners, military officers 

and, to a limited extent, men of letters, poets and artists.9 By center of 
gravity, we mean those responsible for the maintenance and expansion 

of the civilization. Where does the performance, policies and oscillations 
of a civilization get registered and by whom? In what kind of an 
institutional setting, issues ru-e debated and discussed und then where nrc 
decisions made about their resolution nnd suitable methods? Every 
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civilization is in need of committed individuals. Looking at the worldly 

aspects of issues in civilization-building and the concrete life of 

mankind, no element has been more decisive and motivating .than 

proprietorship. Every civilization needs a proprietor; a group that is 

concerned with the maintenance and expansion of that civilization. In the 

world of Islam, where is the intellectual instrument of a Muslim 

civilization and who are the people who guide it? Which people, and 

with what characteristics, are fit to shape the Muslim civilization? What 

kind of coalition needs to take shape? Where is the geographical center 

of this potential civilization? Who designs-the intellectual and theoretical 

foundations of this civilization and with what instruments, methods and 

principles? And to what extent the Muslim civilization wants to be 

separate and distinct from the international system and to what extent it 

desires to dissolve in it? 

The clear outcome of this discussion is that civilization-making is in 

need of theory as well as determined and trained elite. Civilization

making is not the result of accidental factors. One of the stable axioms of 

civilization-building which is very much related to the present situation 

of Muslims is the principle of peace and stability. ID Stability makes 

growth possible. At present, Muslims live in the most crisis-ridden 

societies of the world and this automatically undermines the necessary 

incentive and process for creativity, growth, novelty and innovation. 

Theoretical poverty and socio-political instability have made most 

Muslim societies weak and hopeless. 

A statistical review reveals the position of Muslim countries 

internationally. There are approximately 992 million Muslims in the 

world constituting one-fifth of the global population. Sixty-five percent 

of this population live in Asia, thirty-five percent in the Arab world and 

ten percent in Africa. There are 44 Islamic countries, among which 

Indonesia with 180 million people and Qatar with approximately 

310,000 people are the most and least populous respectively. The world 

of Islam holds 42 percent of global oil reserves, 25 percent of natural 

gas reserves, 40 percent of oil exports and 70 percent of global 

phosphate. Out of the 14 strategic points in the world, 7 are located in 

the Muslim world. These are: Strait of Hormuz, Bosporus Strait, Bab el 
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Mandeb, Suez Canal, Dardanelles, Malaga and Gibraltar. But in spite of 
this wealth they live in poverty. Muslims constitute only two percent of 

scholars and specialists in the world and since the early 1980s have 

bought more that 60 percent of the weapons sold to the Third World.ll 

Basically, theories of international relations consider the qualitative 

aspects of power to be much more important than its quantitative 

dimensions. Muslims have no difficulties in relation to quantitative 

dimensions and are easily able and fit for a civilization. But it is in the 

qualitative dimension of power that Muslims face theoretical poverty. An 
international relations' scholar has conceptualized perceived power in the 
following manner.l2 

Pp = (C + E +M) x (S + W) 

Pp = Perceived Power 

C =Critical Mass= (Population and Territory) 
E = Economic Capability 

M = Military Capability 
S = Strategic Purpose 
W =Will to pursue National Strategy 

As can be seen in the above formula, the aggregation of qualitative 

indicators are considered distinct from quantitative indicators. Without 

giving attention to the depth and importance of qualitative indicators, one 

cannot attain capability, power, might and civilization through 
quantitative indicators. The clarity of ideas and strategies, equipped with 

applied thinking, can give direction and purpose to quantitative 
indicators. What is extremely weak in the world of Islam, and strategy 
must move in the direction of strengthening it, is the aggregation of 

second class of the indicators, that is, will, and conceptual and strategic 
clarity.l3 
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CONCLUSION 

The emergence of a Muslim civilization is dependent upon serious 

changes among Muslims, particularly the elite groups. No civilization or 

even serious change is accidental; rather col11111on, accumulated and the 

moral nature of Islamic values, historical axioms must consciously be 

accepted by a people and its elite so that the emergence of a civilization 

can be made possible. A Muslim civilization is much more difficult and 
complex than non-religious civilizations since the forging of principles 

of morality with science and power is in need of deep and 
multidimensional formulas and models as well as particular training. All 
civilizations have been formed through resources, capital and 

quantitative elements on the one hand and training, education, 
responsibility, determination and strategy on the other. Given the moral 

nature of Islamic values, civilization-making is much more difficult in an 
Islamic sense. The movement of history is the result of the spirit, will 

and ideas of capable individuals. The Muslim civilization is not an 

exception in this regard. Far-sighted individuals, consolidated elite, 

theoreticians and scholars are the ones who will make such a civilization 

flourish with practical ideas and vision. The current situation in the 
world of Islam on the one hand, and the global socio-political conditions 

on the other, are considered to be very strong prohibitive factors facing 

the Muslim civilization. 

One very significant factor that Muslim groups need to settle is their 

approach toward the West. Are confrontation or integration indeed the 
only choices? But some Muslims need to first understand toward what 
end do they want to confront the West? Accusing, rejecting or remaining 

impartial toward the West not only will be considered an obstacle but 

will also tend toward losing a golden opportunity for self-reflection, 
reconstruction and self-generation. Although various theories speak of 

the gradual decline of the Western civilization in the next half a century, 

but neither Western decline nor its continuation should create doubts in 
the Muslim's vision of the future. Therefore, the kind of interaction and 

understanding must be determined with extreme care and dexterity. It is 
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about three centuries now that Muslims have been confused by the kind 
of approach they should adopt toward the West and have not been able 
to establish a dynamic social order on the basis of their own intellectual 
principles. Speed and communication are in fact against any kind of 

potential civilization which is determined to compete with the West. The 

theoretical confusion of the Muslims benefits the West since the latter 
does not fear the resources and possibilities of the former but is 
concerned about their organizational power. If the variety of existing 
Muslim approaches vis-a-vis the West does not lead to unformity, it is 
natural that the intellectual common ground for the Muslim civilization, 
which can constitute the common denominator for all Muslim thinkers, 
will not be prepared. 

The second prohibitive factor is the internal situation of Muslim 
countries. Political dependence, economic instability, legitimacy crisis, 
identity crisis, educational crisis, poverty and deprivation create the 
context for increased dependence of Muslim societies. Civilization
making means elimination of crises, weaknesses and instabilities, and 
access to national surplus. As long as Muslim societies are static and the 
present crisis-ridden governments of the Islamic world are unable to 
reform, impelling them toward action based on theory, enhancement of 
power and applied thinking, there will be no hope for overcoming the 
current crises. It is the responsibility of elites to set upon and realize 

such a great task with applied thinking and incrementalism. 
In our view, the most important indicator of a civilization is the 

existence of harmony and internal congruency between the thoughts and 
beliefs of a nation, and their social order. This social order is made 
possible with increasing power and the resolution of conceptual 
contradictions. Spirituality and ethics on the one hand and power 
enhancement on the other, must move hand in hand. All ideas and 
values must be supported and equipped by power so that they can 
become concrete. The West has used its power in the direction of its 
civilizational aims; the Muslim civilization can use power to maintain its 
might but also to extend spirituality. The centralization of theory and 
method among Muslim elites and those concerned about a Muslim 
civilization, reduction of internal crises within Islamic countries and 
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collective resolution of the intensity of confrontation/understanding with 

the West, can set the stage for a brighter and more powerful future for

the Muslims and initiate the process of backward planning for the 

emergence of a Muslim civilization. 
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How can mutual tolerance and respect be promoted ? A paper 

presented at the conference on relations between the Muslim world 
and Europe at AI. ai-Bayt University, Mafraq, Jordan, June 10- 13, 

1996. 
Ingmar Karlsson 

Racism, intolerance and a narrow nationalism are currently gammg 
strength through-out Europe, in reaction to a level of immigration which is 
insignificant compared with what we are likely to encounter in the future. 
These problems are already so serious that they can only be solved by joint 
European endeavors and a consistent European immigration and refugee 
policy. One essential prerequisite for successful integration is that we build 
up our knowledge of the diversity of Islam and the varied nature of 
Muslim immigration. Now that the red peril has disappeared, we are often 
urged to believe that it has been replaced by a green Muslim threat. There 
is clearly a risk that this image will be exploited to reinforce a feeling of 
European unity something which is now at a low ebb in all west European 
states after the europhoric years ofthe late 1980's. In view ofthe fact that 
there are already more than 15 million immigrants with a Muslim 
background in the European Union - a number acceding that of the 
Scandinavian members - and that immigration from the Muslim world is 
going to continue, we must rid ourselves of this false negative scenario as 
soon as possible a scenario which is often depicted in terms of uniform, 
fanatical Muslim masses preparing to storm the bastions of the West's 
welfare system under green banners oflslam, with scimitars in one hand 
and the Koran in the other . 

A policy designed to facilitate the integration of Muslim immigrant 
groups must be based on the following prerequisites. 

* There are already large Muslim communities in most west - European 
states. These communities will not only expand but they will also demand 
greater political influence as increasing numbers of Muslims become 
naturalized citizen and become enfranchised in their home countries . 
* Muslims are not as easy to integrate and not as willing to allow 
themselves to be integrated as previous immigrant groups. An Islamic 
identity encompasses customs and traditions which deviate from those 



which are regarded as normal in the societies in which many Muslims are 
now living. Demands will be made for special rights and for a special 
status, in addition to the entitlements enj.oyed by the native population. In 
many cases, these demands will not only be difficult to satisfy, but also 
impossible and this will lead to tension. 
* Undesirable and undemocratic political tendencies in their countries of 
origin may be channelled into their new home countries by Muslim 
communities. Both the governments of Muslims states and the various 
sects and organizations will attempt to exploit the immigrants for their own 
purposes. 
in the light of these factors, what is the best way to integrate Muslim 
immigrants? Although Jews and Christians are accepted as "people as of 
the book", Islam has always been a dominant and hegemonistic religion in 
historical terms. In Europe, Muslims must learn to live as a minority and to 
accept the fundamental pillars of modern European societies, that is to say 
pluralism and a secular social system characterized by tolerance of people 
with a different political or religious viewpoint. 
The objective must be integration which is as rapid as possible, taking into 
account and respecting tho~e who, while respecting our values, wish to 
maintain their own cultural and religious identity. Taking into account 
special religious features must not, however, extend to excusing pupils 
from aspects of their education which do not suit their parents. Just as a 
full education in one's own religion must be regarded as a private matter, 
immigrants must also take responsibility for home language training -
something which is currently hindering integration. Muslims must 
themselves become active in working for young people, so as to give a 
generation which has grown up in Europe a cultural background of their 
own. while, at the same time, integrating them socially into their new 
environment. The Muslim communities must cooperate with each other 
and avoid fighting out their theological disputes openly on European 
territory. 
As a result, a "domestic" leadership will have to emerge, thus permitting 
the elimination of the label attached to Islam as an alien and dangerous 
cult. This domestic leadership will not only consist of Muslims born in 
Europe, but perhaps also of native converts. Most Muslims consider that 
they must comply with law and regulations in their new home countries, 
but this willingness is undermined in many quarters by external appeals by 
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organizations which prefer a "pure" Islam, without compromise. As a 
result, we must not tolerate the establishment of parallel political 
institutions. 
Furthermore, we must not be too easy- going in dealing with religious and 
political fanatics who utilize their exile in Europe for subversive activities 
directed against their home countries or for internal disputes. Under no 
circumstances should tolerance be extended to totalitarian views or ideas, 
while we should demonstrate sympathy for Islam as a religion and ensure 
that the prerequisites for the exercise of religion are as favorable as 
possible, we must also demonstrate firmness as regards compliance with 
our own laws. At the same time, we must beware of regarding all religious 
expressions as signs of fundamentalism, or unwillingness to adapt and to 
become integrated into European societies. A process of Islamization 
amongst immigrants is only dangerous if it comes into conflict with the 
horms of a pluralistic society and a democratic state. For many immigrants 
from Muslim countries, religion and a general sense of piety are one way 
of counteracting the feeling of rootlessness which they experience. Thus, 
religion may be a by - product of the break with their own cultural 
packground and not necessarily a protest against the new society in which 
they are living. Hence, greater religiosity is not the same thing as suspicion 
imd intolerance of a secularized European environment but may, instead, 
create an · mner tranquillity which promotes tolerance and hence 
integration. 
Individuals who devote themselves to preaching a doctrine of hatred 
directed against Europe and against Christianity, and who abuse our 
pluralistic societies, must be dealt with firmly and rejected. But at the same 
time, we must not regard radical Muslim groups as an expression of an 
overall campaign to attack the Western world from within. There is no 
such plan and, furthermore, there is no Muslim leadership capable of 
drawing up such a campaign. Antagonism and enmity between different 
sects are often stronger than hatred of the Western World. Apparently, 
only 6 percent of the Arabs in France regularly visit a mosque and only a 
few of the 60 - 70,000 Muslims in Sweden who practice their religion are 
fundamentalists. As far as the vast majority are concerned, the cultural and 
identity - supportive aspects oftheir religion are most important factors. 
Only a liberal and tolerant Islam can be integrated into Europe, and such 
an integration is only possible if it is paralled by economic and social 
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integration. If this is to be achieved, those who are willing to become 
integrated must feel they are welcome and that they belong here. The 
feeling of "where do I belong? "is one ofthc primary breeding grounds for 
fundamentalists who want to create and expoit a spiritual ghetto under the 
banner "you have no affinities either here or with your corrupt and morally 
decadent government in your home country - you have to fight against 
both of them. 
If Muslim immigrants are to be able to feel they belong it is essential that: 
* Islam is recognized and regarded as accdomestic religion. There is 
nothing which intrinsically indicates that a Muslim cannot be as good a 
Swede as a member of the Pentecostal Brethern or an adherent of the 
Jewish faith, or that mosques cannot be as natural a feature of Swedish 
cities as churches have always been in Aleppo, Damascus, Mosul or Cairo. 
*Education in the Islamic faith is not only improved, but is made 
mandatory in our schools. The demonic factor needs to be eliminated on a 
mutual basis. Ignorance breeds prejudice and hatred. As a result, the media 
must also rectify the stereotyped and oversimplified view of Islam which is 
currently conveyed. 
* Society protects everyone who wants to . be integrated into European 
society, but who is under threat and under pressure not only from local 
. extremists and groups which are hostile to immigrants, but also from 
Muslim extremist groups. 
* Immigrants are given an opportunity to formulate and articulate their 
views and wishes. 
* We pursue development, cooperation and foreign policies which are 
designed to reduce the pressure of immigration and to make immigration 
more manageable in human and political terms. 
If immigrants are integrated in this way, the Islamic community in Europe 
can become a bridge between Europe and immigrants countries of origin. 
This would enable a fruitful triangular relationship to develop between the 
Islamic communities, their native countries and their new home countries, 
since many people living in the Diaspora want to maintain close contacts 
with their origins . 
On the other hand, if integration fails arid immigrants with a Muslim 
background feel that they are subject to religious tutelage, forced into 
ghettos and socially marginalized, with continuing high rates of 
unemployment we will have reckon with the emergence of underground 
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fundamentalist Koran schools in our immigrant suburbs, with teachers who 
urge their pupils to fight with all the means at their disposal against what 
they regard as an oppressive Swedish society . 
Instead of a modern, tolerant 11Euroislam 11 we will see a development of 
11 Ghettoislam 11

, supported by fundamentalist forces in the Islamic world. 
Radical mullahs throughout Western Europe are currently attempting to 
exploit the psychological, cultural and material problems of Muslim 
immigrants for their own purposes, and politicians such as Jean- Marie Le 
Pen, Franz Schonhuber and Jorg Haider are giving them wind in their sails 
as a result of the polarization which they have advocated in France, 
Germany and Austria. 
If developments move in this direction, we must reckon that militant the 
Muslim organizations will also endeavor to pursue their struggle with 
Western world which they regard as the incarnation of all evil - in Europe. 
In this case, a 11 holy war 11 can become a reality in Western Europe sooner 
than we suppose, not in the form of a military struggle between the West 
and the Islamic world or the clash civilizations that Huntington has in 
mind but as a kind of permanent guerrilla warfare in the ghetto - suburbs of 
our major cities . 
One of the aims of the conference on relations between European and 
Islamic culture and on the position of Muslims in Europe that was held in 
Stockholm a year ago was to initiate a discussion on how we with common 
efforts can prevent this scenario from happening. No task can be more 
important and we very grateful to AI al - Bayt University for giving us the 
opportunity to continue and deepen this discussion. 
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Islam and Democracy -Bridges Between the Civilizations 
Bassam Tibi 

Director- Center for International Affairs, 
University of Gottingen - Germany 

Thinking about Islam and Democracy in a Global Context 
The point of departure of this presentation is our world's reality of the simultaneity of 
structural globalization and cultural fragmentation. This simultaneity is the hallmark of 
our age, in particular of the present crucial historical period at the turn to the new 
millenium. By the formula employed, I address the fact that our world is shrinking in 
terms of interaction and mutual awareness through networking on structural grounds, 
however without an unfolding of a unity of outlooks concerning systems of government 
and options for the future of humanity. The corollary ofthis statement is that different 
civilizations need to establish bridges between them in the pursuit of world peace. My 
basic contention is that democracy and human rights are the needed bridges. 

Some exponents of political Islam argue that "democracy is an import from the 
. West to the world of Islam" and thus dismiss it as one of the so-called "al-hulul al
mustawmda/ imported solutions". In my view, an open-minded interpretation oflslam 
and of our holy scripture smoothes the way for embracing democracy by our Islamic 
civilization. In the following presentation I want to elaborate on this approach, and 
support it both with arguments and evidence. 

To state that democracy has Greek origins sounds like the reminiscence of 
traditional wisdom. To say that Islam and democracy are at odds and to support this 
statement in referring to the non-Islamic sources of democratic thought sounds like an 
anti-Islamic prejudice. Not surprisingly, this statement comes from some pivotal 
exponents of Political Islam. Students of Islamic heritage and history are, however, 
familiar with the extremely positive attitudes of Muslim philosophers in the classical 
age oflslam vis-a-vis the Greek legacy. 
Aristotle was named by these philosophers the "Mu'allim al-Awwall The First Master", 
whereas the most significant Muslim philosopher, al-Farabi, was ranked as al-Mu'allim 
al-Thaoi, only second to Aristotle. In giving the top ranking in Islamic intellectual 
history to a non-Muslim Muslim thinkers have proven how open-minded and how 
flexible Islam originally is.; · 

In view of this remarkable Islamic historical background it sounds strange to · 
read the following· statement by one of the most preeminent exponents in Political 
Islam, the late Abu al-A'la al-Maududi. In his book "Islam and Modern Civilization" 
Maududi expresses his conviction this way: 

"I tell you, my fellow Muslims, frankly: Democracy is in contradiction with your 
belief ... Islam, in which you believe, ... is utterly different from this dreadful 
system ... There can be no reconCiliation between Islam and democracy, not even 
in minor issues, because they contradict one another in all terms. Where this 



system (of democracy) exists we consider Islam to be absent. When Islam comes 
to power there is no place for this system". ii 
As a liberal Muslim I place my thoughts in the philosophical tradition of 

classical Islamic rationalism. Within this framework, I am inclined to ask: Is this 
contended incompatibility of Islam and democracy correct? I then wonder, why are 
Islam and democracy described as being at odds to such an extent? Given the 
intellectual openmindedness of Islam as an assumption on which my point of departure 
is based, the quoted sharp rebuff of democracy in the nan1e of Islam seems to me very 
questionable. 

It is true, in terms of lmlill/ belief there exists only one Islam shared by all 
Muslims. In Islamic history there were, .however, many different approaches to 
understanding Islam and thus varying schools of thought. .What school of thought in 
contemporary Islam is reflected in the quoted statement by Maududi? Clearly Political 
Islam. There is, however, an alternative, a true synthesis between Islam and democracy 
that can be presented on Islamic grounds. 

At the very outset of this inquiry it is pivotal to make clear the distinction 
between the interpretation of Islam as a religious belief and Political Islam. To be sure, 
Islam is also a basis for a variety of local cultures and for one allencompassing 
civilization around which these cultures rally in terms of worldviews. Now, the 
contention adverse to democracy, namely that Islam is a specific system of government 
opposed to democratic rule, is a quite recent one. For instance, the term Nizam Islami/ 
Islamic system occurs neither in the Qur'an nor in the Hadjth/ tradition of the prophet. It 
follows that this term provided by Political Islam is not an authentic Islamic concept. It 

· is most important to draw a clear distinction between these two totally different 
understandings of Islam for further advancing the argument that Islam and democracy 
are not at odds, as suggested by Maududi. 

The Grounds of the Inquiry 
The reference to compatibility or incompatibility is in each case related to the 

employed point of departure from which Islam is viewed. The argument that classical 
Islam was able to embrace Greek philosophy with very few problems smoothes the way 
for a favorable debate on Islam and democracy. At first glimpse, we may ask whether or 
not the question can at all be asked in such a general manner. 

To begin with: In the world of Islam there exists a great variety of local cultures 
united by ethical standards related to similar norms and values, as well as by a 
corresponding worldview. The Islamic unity in terms of Weltanschaimng and diversity 
in terms oflocal cultures can be addressed as the Islamic civilization. It is true that there 
are dividing lines between the world's civilizations. Due to their universalisms, the 
West and the world of Islam clash in particular; the very simple reason for this is that 
both claim universality for their worldview and the related concept of order. Given, 
however, that people who belong to divergent civilizations share the very essence of 
belonging to one humanity, there must be a common core of ethical values that can 
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unite this very humanity for the sake of peace in our world. In my view, democracy and 
human rightsiii are the core issues in this international morality. 

Our present post-Cold War world is characterized by the rise of ethnic 
nationalisms and religious fundamentalisms in all regions of the world and its major 
religions.iv The politicization of all religions regrettably does emphasize the dividing 

lines within humanity.v The vision of a world in dignity and peace embraces the 
universality of democracy for the simple reason that democracies do not wage war 
against one another. Basically, democracies resolve their conflicts peacefully through 
negotiations. In the light of this argument world peace among divergent civilizations 
requires this envisaged ethical convergence, which is not tantamount to an overall 
sweeping universalism. To question universalism and to honor cultural pluralism is not 
the same as endorsing cultural relativism. There are limits of pluralism due to the fact 
that neo-absolutisms and relativism vi do clash and endal1ger world peace. Reversely, a 

cross-cultural, i.e. universal consent on democracy provides the grounds for world 
peace. European relativism and fundamentalis neo-absolutisms must clash, whereas an 
enlightened interpretation ofislam and European modernity could come to terms.vii 

Despite given assertions, postmodern politics result in division. Through 
emphasizing heterogeneity and incommensurability cultural relativism undermines the 
needed bridges between competing world civilizations. The notion of a united humanity 
goes beyond relativism in furthering that a shared international morality essentially 
requires the universality of a shared ethical core. It is a precondition to world peace 

> between civilizations that human rights and democracy are ethically agreed upon and 
institutionally upheld by all the participating entities. Viewed in this manner, the clash 
of civilizations seems to be, as the Belgian expert on democracy in.Asia, Michele 
Schmiegelow, rightly argues, "a clash between fundamentalists of all denominations". 
In clearly and distinctly distinguishing between Islam as a true belief and 
fundamentalism as a political ideology, we may then ask: Where is the place ofislam in 
the envisaged synthesis ·with democracy? I maintain that an openminded interpretation 
oflslam could lead to embrace democracy full-heartedly. 

Between Asalah/Authenticity and Learning From Other 
Civilizations 

Islam has a rich history of its own achievements, as welt as of interaction with and 
learning from other civilizations.viii The hub of the Islamic civilization in located in 
West Asia, i.e. the region that Europeans ethnocentrically place as the Near and Middle 
East in their own geopolitics. Islam is also a basic religion in South and Southeast Asia .. 
The secular state of India has hitherto successfully demonstrated that Muslims, Sikhs, 
and Hindus, as well as others can share the secular citizenship of the same state while 
living peacefully within its territory. India, however, provides a case for illustrating that 
fundamentalism is today a threat to that peace. The anti-Islamic driven Hindu
Fundamentalism is the source of the threat being a case in point. India is a model for the 
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peaceful coexistence of people belonging to diverse civilizations under democracy as 
the common umbrella. But India is also a model for the "coming anarchy"ix in our 

crisis-ridden world, as recently heralded by Kaplan. Indonesia is a case of another Asian 
country where an enlightened and tolerant Islam currently seems to embrace democracy, 
while providing and institutional guarantee of inter-ethnic and religious peace between 
the existing five divergent religious communities. Given that Indonesia with a 
population of 193 million constitutes not only the largest Islamic nation in Asia but in 
the entire world, the Indonesian model could be partic\.llarly significant for other 
Muslims. In this context the question can be asked whether the favorable conditions for 
democratization in Indonesia can serve as a model that generates demonstrative effects 
throughout the Islamic civilization, i.e. also for West Asia being the center of the 
Islamic civilization. It remains to be hoped that the Indonesian model, despite all of its 
limitations, can affect the experience with democracy in other parts of the Islamic 
civilization. In this presentation, however, my focus will" be on the Arab world as the 
cultural center of the world oflslam. 

The search for an accepted frame of reference compatible with Islamic views is 
my point of departure. In view of the fact that democracy is a recent addition to the 
political concept oflslam we need to inquire into the Islamic awareness of this novelty. 
Muslims have encountered this to them utterly new concept in the context of 
globalization and through exposure of their own civilization to cultural modernity.x 

Early Arab Muslim liberals were at pains in embracing democracy and in 
reconciling it with Islam. The first Muslim Imam leading Muslim students going to 
Europe, Rifa'a Rafi' al-Tahtawi, expressed his deep admiration of the French culture of 
democracy. He was to witness the July revolution in Paris in 1830 and was impressed to 
see the representatives of the toppled regime being granted basic human rights after 
their arrest. For Tahtawi this was an evidence - as he says- "for how civilized the 
French are and how their state is bound to justice"-'; Early Muslim modernists and 
reformists were critical of Europe due to colonial incursion into the abode of! slam. 
They nevertheless continued their efforts at a reconciliation of Islam and cultural 
modernity. In the Islamic liberalism of Muhammad Abduh and others in the early 
twentieth century, democracy was on the top of the agenda of Muslim thinkers. The 
reasoning of Abbas Mahmud al-Aqqadxii served as path-finding. 

To date, enlightened Muslims are able to draw on their own history to find a 
historical record oflearning from other civilizations. Islamic rationalism of the medieval 
period was in fact a synthesis of Greek legacy and the Islamic civilization (see note I). 
One has to bear in mind that this Islamic rationalism was one of the major sources of 
inspiration for the European renaissance being one of the basic pillars of cultural 
modernity, . It can further be argued that this very modernity is the major source of 
democracy. Again, the Renaissance is among its initial sources and this very same 
legacy grew from the interaction between Islam and Europe. As the Berkeley scholar 
Leslie Lipson puts it: 
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"Aristotle crept back into Europe by the side door. His return was due to the 
Arabs, who had become acquainted with Greek thinkers ... The main source of Europe's 
inspiration shifted. ,xiii 

An earlier encounter predates the cultural interaction addressed. In the course of 
the 1-lellenization of Islam medieval Muslim philosophers adapted rational Greek 
philosophy and Islamized it in terms of a synthesis. 

It is unfortunate that the Greek legacy transmitted to Europe· by Muslim 
philosophers vanished in the world of Islam itself. Some historians refer to this fact to 
explain the ensuing decline in Islamic civilization. 

In modem times early Muslim liberals were at pains to resume the vanished 
Islamic enlightenment for coming to terms with democracy and to adopt its norms and 
values in an Islamic context. As the Oxford Muslim scholar 1-lamid Enayat puts it, their 
failure was caused not so much "by conceptual incoherence as by absence of specific 
social and economic formations". In continuing this line of reasoning, Enayat argues, 
the major internal obstacles are: "educational backwardness, widespread illiteracy, and 
the prevalence of servile habits of thinking and blind submission to authority." As he 
continues, there are, however, external obstacles as well. They are related to "the 
reluctance of the United States and some West European powers to the realities of the 
post-colonial era".xiv The late 1-lamid Enayat emphasizes this while acknowledging that 

the West, despite all its lip service, has not been favorable to the process of 
democratization in the world of Islam. Enayat passed away and could not observe the 
West's behavior in the post Gulf War developments to witness a further evidence to his 
argument. 

There are many Islamic countries with a record of democratization in the early 
postcolonial period. The rise of one-party authoritarian regimes marked the end of 
democratization. There were some remarkable signs of electoral democratization in 
Algeria, Jordan, Egypt, and Morocco.xv 

. Before I move to discussing more closely the available openings for a 
substantive synthesis of Islam and democracy in a tradition of enlightenment I want to 
quote some views by representatives of Political Islam. As shown in my introductory 
remarks, this stream in Islamic civilization argues against democracy. There, I have 
cited the late Pakistani Abu al-A'la al-Maududi as arguing Islam and democracy were at 
odds. Another authority is the late Egyptian Sayyid Qutb. He supports the claim of the 
quoted contradiction and views the contended conf1ict on a global scale: 

"After the end of democracy to the extent of bankruptcy the West has nothing to 
give to humanity.xvi 

In the pursuit of the legacy left by Maududi and Qutb, Yusufal-Qaradawi is one 
of the most influential writers of Political Islam in our time. He invented the already 
quoted formula "al-1-lall al-Islami/ The Islamic ·Solution" versus "al-1-lulul al
Mustawrada/ The Imported Solutions". al-Qaradawi places democracy at the top of the 
"imported solutions" which he dismisses as a "democratic liberalism". al-Qaradawi tells 
his readers: "Democracy is a Greek term which means the government of the people" 
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and then continues that "democratic liberalism came into the life of Muslims through 
the impact of colonialism. It has been the foremost dangerous result in the colonial 
legacy".xv;; As the reader notices, al-Qaradawi's dismissal of the Greek legacy 

deliberately withholds the positive record of Hellenism in the heritage of classical Islam. 
My consent to a synthesis oflslam and democracy is based on this very record. 

The rejection of democracy by representatives of Political Islam is directed 
toward the idea of popular sovereignty. Are these really authentic Islamic political 
views? Is it true that Islam and democracy are "in contradiction.in all respects", as 
Maududi contends? And last but not least: Why cannot contemporary Muslims emulate 
with their ancestors at the height of classical Islam in learning from others? Islam and 
Islamic history teach us that there is no contradiction between authenticity and learning 
from others in the search of cultural patterns in our age of globalization. Our prophet 
prescribed: "Utlubu al-'Ilm wa lau fi al-sin/ Seek for knowledge even in China". The 
prophet knew best that China did not belong to the abode of! slam. 

Toward a Synthesis oflslam and Democracy 
On an ethical level there are many theoretical affinities between Islam and 

democracy. On this level I deem it possible to find commonalities between the Islamic 
civilization and the other civilizations in the pursuit of the needed international morality. 
I do share the view of the late Oxford Muslim scholar Hamid Enayat that it is "neither ... 
inordinately difficult nor illegitimate to derive a list of democratic rights and liberties" 
from Islamic sources "given a fair degree of exegetical talent".";;; Thus the contention. 

just cited, i.e. that Islam and democracy are at odds, does not hold as a firm argument. 
Aside of the reference to the holy scripture there are also historical facts that run 

counter to the ideology of an "Islamic state", i.e. to the pattern presented by Political 
Islam as an alternative to the democratic state. Students of Islam who are familiar with 
Islam Shari'a law know that there are four Islamic traditions related to the Hanafi, 
Shafi'i, Hanbali, and Maliki legal schools. In their respective traditions of.law-making, 
these Madhahib never attached the implementation of Shari 'a to the state. As Hamid 
Enayat puts it, in Islamic history the Shari'a "was never implemented as an integral 
system.x;x 

The goal of"rethinking Islam" is an adaptation of religious doctrine to changed 
historical realities. Rethinking Islam involves, as I argue in one of my books, a cultural 
accommodation to social change, not simply a conform ism in a pragmatic manner.xx 

With regard to democracy, the repeatedly quoted Islamic scholar Hamid Enayat makes 
the point: 

"What is blatantly missing ... is an adaptation of either the ethical and legal 
precepts of Islam or the attitudes and institutions of traditional society to 
democracy. This is obviously a much more complex and challenging task than 
the mere reformulation of democratic principles in Islamic idioms. It is because 
of this neglect that the hopes of evolving a coherent theory of democracy 

appropriate to an Islamic context have remained largely unfult!lled."xx; 
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In reiterating my conviction that it is not only possible to avoid a conflict 
between Islam and democracy, but also to develop a synthesis between both of them, I 
want to come to a close of this presentation in stating that the need of Muslims for a 
"coherent theory of democracy appropriate to an Islamic context"";; is not only 

restricted to the interest of the Islamic civilization. In our contemporary world, as 
shrinking to a global village, there is an overall need for an ethical core of political 
values shared by the entire humanity. Democracy is one of the simultaneity of structural 
globalization and cultural fragmentation. I believe that a true understanding oflslam 
would enable us to contribute to this goal in the pursuit of world peace. 
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ISLAM AND THE WEST- CONFRONTATION OR COOPERATION? 

ASGHAR ALl ENGINEER 

Islam means establishment of peace on one hand and, surrender to the will of Allah, on· 

tbe other Islam; to ·begin with,· was much more than a religion, a social revolution. It created, 

among its followers, what we call today social consciousness towards the weaker sections of 

society and sensitised them towards their sufferings. Islam had great liberative impact on 

marginalised sections of society. The Holy Prophet ofislam was deeply disturbed by the sufferings 

of weaker sections ofMeccan society. On one hand there were powerful and rich merchants who 

were busy accumulating wealth through international trade and on the other there was acute 

suffering among the widows, orphans, slaves and poor. 

The holy Qur'an sensitised them towards sufferings of these sections of society and 

exhorted them to take care of the poor and needy, orphans and widows, indebted and slaves. The 

Qur'an says: 

"Hast thou seen him who belies religion? 

That is the one who is rough to the orphan, 

And urges not the feeding of the needy. (see 107:1-3) 

Again condemning the accumulation of wealth it says: 

"Woe to every slanderer, defamer! 

Who amasses wealth and .counts it, 

He thinks that his wealth will make him abide. 

Nay, he will certainly be hurled into the crushing disaster; 

. And what will make thee realize what the crushing disaster is? 

It is the fire kindled by Allah, 

Which rises over the hearts." (Qur'an; I 05: 1-7) 

The verses quoted above from Holy Qur'an make it very clear that Islam was a social 

revolution extremely sensitive towards sufferings of weaker sections of society. The accumulation 

of wealth without improving the lot of the poor and needy comes for condemnation. For example 

The Allah says in the verse 9:34, "And those who hoard up gold and silver and spend it not in The 

Allah's way- announce to them a painful chastisement." 

The verse on zakat also emphasises distributive justice. The zakah needs to be spent on 

orphans, widows, needy and poor, indebted and manumitting slaves. It is state treasury bait al
mal which will collect and distribute among the weaker sections of society. This was the most 



modem concept of welfare state. The world took another fourteen hundred years to evolve this 

concept. For Muslims this was a religious obligation. Had the Muslim states followed these 

revolutionary teachings of Holy Qur'an they would have avoided many serious economic 

problems. It is unfortunate that in many Muslim countries too, in imitating the western concept 

of maximising production and profits, the Qur'an's teachings have often been neglected. Today 

the UN agencies have developed the concept of human development as real measure of economic 

development but the Qur'an had emphasised the idea of human development long ago. 

The feniinist movement now is emphasising the idea of sexual equality. Again, the Qur'an 

gave a lead ill this field also. The Qur'an's intention was to establish sexual equality on human 

plane. It clearly declared that wa lahunna mithlulladhi 'alayhinna i.e. women have rights similar 

to those against them (i.e. obligations) in a just manner(2:228). This is a ringing declaration of 

the equality of sexes more than fourteen hundred years ago. Until then the society had demanded 

only the duties from women and had not conceded rights to them. The Qur'an was the first 

revealed book giving them rights equal to their duties. Women were given specific rights in 

marriage, divorce, inheritance, property rights and maintenance. Her rights have been clearly 

defined by the Qur'an. They have not been left vague in any manner. 

The Qur'an also clearly propounded its doctrine of equality of men aQd women in the eyes 

of Allah in the verse 33:35. It says: "Surely the men who submit and women who submit and the 

believing men and believing women, and the obeying men and obeying women, and the truthful 

men and truthful women, and the patient men and patient women, and the humble men and 

humble women, and the charitable men and charitable women, and the fasting men and fasting 

women, and the men who guard their chastity and women who guard, and the men who remember 

Allah and women Who remember - Allah has prepared for them forgiveness and a mighty reward." 

There cannot be clearer statement in favour of equality of men and women than the Ol\e contained 

in the above verse. 

Islam, as pointed out earlier, is a religion of peace, not of violence and aggression. There 

is great deal of misunderstanding in this respect, not only among non-Muslims but among Muslims 

themselves. Tthad is hardly encouragement of aggression. The Tthad only meant fighting for the 

protection of the rights of the oppressed. Thus says the Qur'an, "Permission (to fight) is given to 

those on whom war is made, because they are oppressed. And surely Allah is Able to assist 
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them." (22:39) It is clear that permission to make war is given only to those who have been 

oppressed and are victims of violence. All the statements in the Qur'an regarding jihad are of 

similar nature. "And fight in the way of Allah", says the Qur'an, "against those who fight you but 

be not aggressive. Surely Allah loves not aggressors." (2: 190) Or in verse 9:36 Allah says, "And 

·fight the polytheists all together as they fight you together." 

Also, the Qur'an warns the believers not to kill anyone without any reason. Thus it is said 

in 6: 151 " ... and kill not the soul which Allah has made sacred except in the course of justice. This 

He enjoins upon you that you may understand." Thus one cannot take life except when demanded 

by justice. The western world has grossly misunderstood the very concept of jihad. It has been 

projected, unfortunately, as fanatical and aggressive war for spreading Islam. Nothing can be 

further from truth. Jihad, as pointed out above, was allowed, not for spreading religion but for 

fighting oppression and injustice. No religion can ever be spread through even coercive means, 

let alone through the war. "Sword in one hand, and the Qur'an, in the other" is a total distortion 

of Qur'anic teachings. The west deliberately spread such a stereotype about Islam during the days 

of crusades to give Islam and Muslims a bad name. However, this has stuck and even today a 

section of people in the west believes this. 

Qur'an never upholds the idea of coercive spread of religion. Its seminal statement in this 

direction is, "Call to the way of thy Lord with wisdom and goodly exhortation, and argue with 

them in the best manner ... " (16: 125). The Qur'an also declares unambiguously, "There is no 

compulsion in .religion" (2:256). Not only this, the Qur'an warns against exercising coercion in 

matters of religion. It says, "And if thy Lord had pleased, all' those who are in the earth would 

have believed, all of them. Wilt thou then force people till they become believers'? (10 99). Thus 

it is mere unfounded accusation against Qur'an to say it requires Muslims to spread Islam through 

coercive means. Not only that the Qur'an prohibits the believers from abusing gods of others. 

Thus, it warns the believers: "And abuse not those whom they call upon besides Allah. lest, 

exceeding the limits, they abuse Allah through ignorance. Thus, to every people have We made 

their deeds fair -seeming; then to their Lord is their return so He will inform them of what they 

did." (6:!09) 

The Allah does not even approve of aggressively destroying any place of worship. He has 

charged the people with the duty to protect all places of worship, whichever community it belongs 



·to. The Qur'an says,."And if Allah did not repel some people by others, cloisters, and churches, 

and synagogues and mosques in which Allah's name is much remembered, would have been pulled 

down. And surely Allah will help him who helps Him." {22:40) .The Qur'an respects others way 

of worship too and requires their places of worship to be protected. It will be an un-Islamic act 

to destroy others places of worship. The Qur'an also makes it clear that ..... whoever submits 

himself entirely to Allah and he is the doer of good (to others), he has his reward from his Lord, 

and there is no fear for them nor shall they grieve" (2: 112) 

Islam, it should be noted, was the first religion in the world that required its followers to 

respect other religions and live in peace with them. Thus the Qur'an declared that "For you is your 

religion and for me is my religion" (I 09 :6). Islam accepted pluralism without any reservation and 

required Muslims to live in peace and harmony with.other religions. Thus, it says: 

"If Allah had pleased He would have made you a single people, but that He might try you 

in what He gave you. So vie one with another in virtuous deeds. To Allah you will all 

return, so He will inform you of that wherein you differed." (5:48) 

When religious intolerance was the order of the day Islam laid stress on tolerance, mutual 

harmony and peace. It specially extended hand of peace towards what it calls ahl al-kitab (people 

of the book) and required Muslims to accept the troth of Torah and Bible and respect them as 

revealed scriptures. Unfortunately as the Jews ofMadina rejected the hand of friendship extended 

by the Messenger of Allah, the Christians remained friendly. The Qur'an acknowledged this in 

verse 5:82 The verse reads as under: 

"Thou wilt certainly find the most violent of people in enmity against the believers to be 

the Jews and the idolaters; and thou will find the nearest in friendship to the believers to 

be those who say, We are Christians. that is because there are priests and monks among 

them and because they are not proud.". 

However, this does not mean that the Qur'an denounces the Jews in general. This verse 

has reference only to those Madinese Jews who, in conjunction with the unbelievers of Mecca, 

conspired against the Prophet (PBUH) and his followers. Otherwise, the Qur'an respects Judaism 

as much as the Christianity. Thus, the Qur'an says: 

"Surely those who believe, and those who are Jews, and the Christians, and the Sabians, 
whoever believes in Allah and the Last Day and does good, they have their reward with their 



Lord, and there is no fear for them, nor shall they grieve." (2:62) 

Thus it will be seen that Islam is very rational liberal and open religion. Even in matters 

of race, colour and teritorry it does not consider anyone superior or inferior unlike white racism 

in the west. The Qur'an says: 

"And of His signs is the creation of the heavens and the eatth and the diversity of your 

tongues and colours. Surely there are signs in this for the learned." (30:~2) 

According to the Qur'an the diversities of colours and languages are the signs of Gud to be 

cherished. Thus be it diversity of religion, tongues, race or colour, Qur'an welcomes it and makes 

them signs of Allah. This the most modem attitude, in fact the post-modernist attitude. The west 

had all along been a mono-religious, mono-racial society. It is in the post-modem period that it 

has realised the importance of pluralism. The Asian societies, on the other hand, had always been 

pluralistic and derived its strength from this pluralism. 

Islam AND WEST 

The question then arises why west has taken hostile attitude towards Islam. Here I would 

also like to point out that it would be wrong to think that entire west has been totally hostile 

towards Islam. In fact the reality is much more complex. There are several trends in the west. 

There is certainly a trend of hostility in a section of media as also among policy makers, scholars 

and government bureaucracy. Unfortunately sometime the media in the Islamic world also 

oversimplifies the western situation and sees nothing but hostility in the western situation. In the 

west too, there are scholars, sociologists and political scientists who have great regard for Islam. 

Robert N. BeUah, a noted sociologist of religion, observes about Islam: 

There is-no question but that under Muhamrnad, Arabia.'l society made a remarkable leap 

forward in social complexity and political capacity. When the structure that took shape 

under the Prophet was extended by the early caliphs to provide the organizing 

principle for a world empire, the result is something that for its time and place is 

remarkably modern. It is modem in the high degree of commitment, involvement, and 

participation expected from the rank-and-file members of the community. it is modem 

in the openness of its leadership positions to ability judged on universalistic grounds and 

symbolized in the attempt to institutionalise a non-hereditary top leadership. Even in the 
earliest times certain restraints operated to keep the community from wholly exemplifYing 



these principles. but it did so closely enough to provide a better model for modern 

national community building than might be imagined. The effort of modem Muslims to 

depict the early community as a very type of equalitarian participant nationalism is by no 

means an unhistorical ideological fabrication. In a way the failure of the early 

community, the relapse into pre-Islamic principles of social organization, is an added 

proof ofthe modernity of the early experiment. It was too modem to succeed The 

necessary social infrastructure did not yet exist to sustain it. "fR:obert N.Bellah, ed. 

Beyond Belief (New York, 1976),pp-150-151] (emphasis added) 

Similarly Emile Dermenghem observes with remarkable clarity: 

... and it is up to the living forces of religious thought to provide an open and dynamic 

mystique. The bases for it exist. Islam, which has contributed to the spiritual life of 

humanity and has enriched its culture, offers permanent values from which all have 

profited Intermediate nation as the Qur'an says, it has its role to play between east and 

west. If it has, like all religious and moral codes, its "closed " and "static" aspects in 

Bergsonian sense, it also haswhat is needed for an open religion. (Mohammad and the 

Islamic Tradition, New York, 198l,pp-87). 

Also, Ernest Gellner in his Muslim Society (Cambridge, 1981 ,p-7) says candidly: 

By various obvious criteria - universalisrn, scripturalism, spiritual egalitarianism, the 

extenssion of full participation in the sacred community not to one, or some, but to all, 

and the rational systematization of social life- Islam is, of the three great monotheisms, 

the one closest to modernity. 

Thus about west also let us not make simplistic judgement. Different sections of western society 

have reacted differently to the developments in the Islamic world. It should be noted that the 

prejudices against Islam in western society is more because of political rivalry rather than religious 

doctrines. In the medieval ages too, because of crusades - which too were political in nature 

though apparently fought on religious grounds- and power struggle in Spain, the Christian world 

became prejudicial to Islam. The Muslims and Christians fought against each other in several 

countries both of east and west. This generated a strong sense of rivalry between the two 
communities. The legacy of that prejudicial attitude has been revived in our own times because 



of some developments in the Islamic world. 

It is very important to understand the political developments in the contemporary Islamic 

world to properly understand and evaluate the western attitude towards Islam and the Islamic 

world. Apart from the wars fought between Muslims and Christians in the medieval period the 

nineteenth century developments are also an important determinant of western attitude towards 

Islam. The western world colonised the Islamic world when it was passing through the period of 

steep decline. There was stasis in the Islamic society all around. Thus, it could be easily 

subjugated by the western countries. The western world, owing to capitalist revolution, had 

acquired more dynamism and the colonies proved quite profitable and the plunder and loot in 

Asian and African countries further strengthened the capitalist revolution in Europe. 

The Muslims felt quite humiliated but could not measure upto the western political 

domination. The mutual conflicts and western conspiracies kept them divided and some of them 

even became collaborators of the west. Jamal ai-Din Afghani, the great thinker and dynamic 

leaders also became victim of Turkish palace conspiracies and failed to unite the Islamic world 

Against the Eastern domination. The sense of humiliation on the part of Muslims also added to 

the bitterness towards west. There were some resistance movements in the early twentieth 

century which made western colonialists think that Muslims are violent and fanatics. In fifties the 

Algerian liberation movement from French rule further added to this image. It is a universal law 

that when the oppressors rommit violence, it is thought to be necessary and legitimate. But when 

the oppressed fight for their legitimate rights they are denounced as bloodthirsty monsters, 

aggressors and fanatics. Some such thing happened with the Muslim freedom fighters also during 

the twentieth century. As they also used an Islamic ideology and political idiom, Islam also came 

to be condemned as violent, aggressive and fanatical. The medieval stereotypes about Islam and 

Muslims were revived. 

The developments in the Islamic world in seventies and eighties are also important in this 

respect. The Middle East was in turmoil during this period. The west wanted to retain its political 

and military hegemony over this region as it contained large reservoirs of oil so crucial to western 

economy and the war machine. Israel was considered its military outpost in this region and 

therefore was backed to the hilt by the USA. The Shah of Iran also became a guardian of the 

westeminterests. He was armed to the teeth by America. The P;uestinians were also fighting for 



th~ir survival. In late seventies the people of Iran rose against USA. The lead was given by 

AyatuUah Khomeini. The Shah was perceived as an agent of American imperialism. The people 

of Iran rose to a man under the leadership of the Ayatullah. It was an unprecedented uprising of 

the people of a country against another country that indirectly sought to dominate it. 

Naturally the American interests were deeply hurt as the Shah was playing an important 

role in safeguarding these interests. And, as the Islamic ideology was invoked, to mobilise the 

people, American media began to conjure up a picture of militant Islam: an Islam that was again 

on the rise to subdue the unbelievers. One headline of an American p&per when Iranian revolution 

was taking place was "Soldiers of Allah on the March". Islam again becam~ associated with sword 

and bloodshed. The tenn fundamentalism began to be used. This term, in fact, was first applied 

to certain American evangelists who believed the words of the Bible to be literally words of God. 

Thus it could hardly be applied to Islam as it is fundamental belief of Muslims that Qur'an is the 

word of God. Not only this fundamentalism was applied in pejorative sense. It suggested 

fanaticism and terrorism. 

The western media portrayal oflslam created a strong impression that Islam is militant and 

fanatical. This projection of Islam was far from objective. In fact all Muslim countries from 

Indonesia to Saudi Arabia were not united on any political issue. These countries had different 

interests and their Islamic response was also shaped by their own political situation. Let alone all 

Islruillc countries, even all Arab countries were not united in their approach. Saudis differed from 

Iraqis and Iraqis from Syrians. The Gulf war of 1990 also divided the Arab countries into two 

camps. The Salman Rushdie affair also caused division of opinion. Though all Muslims were 

united in condemning the novel Satanic Verses there was no unanimity among them about The 

fatwa issued against Rushdie. However, the fatwa was used by the media to project the 

bloodthirsty im!!ge ofislam. It was not made clear that the jatwa had no universal support among 

the Muslims. The Arab countries were not very enthusiastic about it. They maintained their 

studied distance from it. Even other Muslim countries like Indonesia, Malaysia, BanglaDesh etc. 

never issued any statement in its support. 

It is also important to understand the real significance of the fatwa against Rushdie. It was 

not so much as killing of a person as confronting the west seen by Khomeini and his supporters 
as denigrating and supplanting Islam and imposing its own cultural imperialism over it. As pointed 
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out before, Iran was in revolutionary turmoil and was challenging western political hegemony. It 

was during this period that the novel was published. It was, naturally, seen by Khomeini as a 

western conspiracy. The .novel moreover, was published when Iran was forced to sign the cease

fire treaty with Iraq. Khomeini was really in favour of continuing the war but was forced to agree 

to the cease:-fire. It was humiliating for him and he felt demoralised. The Jatwa uplifted his spirit 

and again gave him a cause to fight for. Thus the Khomeini's response was more political than 

religious. But the western media projected it as a religious response and saw it yet another proof 

oflslarllic fanaticism. The west backed Rushdie on the grounds of human rights to the hilt. And 

thus the Muslims were seen as violators and the west as supporters of human rights. This 

polarised situation created further misunderstandings between the two worlds. The jatwa, 

needless to say only furthered the confrontation. Had the fatwa not been issued, it would not have 

caused so much misunderstanding about Islam and Muslims. 

Sometime ago Prof Hunti.ngton proposed in one of his articles that after the collapse of· 

communism, there will be confrontation between western and Islamic civilizations. Perhaps in 

Huntington's view Islamic civilization was as different from western civilization as communistic 

one. Or perhaps, west is always in need of some external ideological enemy. For years since the 

frrst world war it was communism that was projected as an external enemy and since it was no 

more, another ideological enemy had to be invented and Prof Huntington invented one. Whatever 

it may be Huntingtou proposition created a controversy and various western and Muslim scholars 

expressed differing views. 

As pointed out at the outset of the paper, all western scholars or bureaucrats were not 

unanimous in their views. :Different academics and bureaucrats took different views. A section of 

western media is downright hostile to Islam and Muslims. It depicts Islam as .fanatical and war 

monger, militancy being integral to it. Even if an individual Muslim indulges in violence it is 

projected as inspired by the tenets ofislam. The film media also stereotypes Islam. Recently a film 

The Executive Decision released by W am er Bros. resorted to such a stereotyping about 

Islam.Protesting against the depiction ofMuslims in the film, Dr. Chandra·Muzaffar of Malaysia 

wrote to Warner Brothers: 

It is this type of stereotyping that aggravates relations between the Muslim world and the· 

West. One wonders why other communities which have also produced individual 



·terrorists' are not stereotyped in similar manner. Has one ever showed a Serb slitting the 

throat of a Catholic Croat or a Christian Bosniak with the Bible in one hand and a knife 

in another? Are Irish Catholics as a community depicted a5 a terrorist group in any Warner 

film simply because there are Irish freedom fighters who have resorted to violence in 

pilrsuit of their cherished goal of independence from Britain? How different are Chechen 

freedom fighters from Irish freedom fighters? (Just Trust Letter written to Warner Bros. 

on 21 March, 1996) 

Here it will be quite interesting to quote observations of Robert Pelletreau, Assistant 

Secretary of State for near Eastern Affuirs, USA in a symposium organised by Middle East Policy 

Council held on May 26, 1994. Among other things, Mr. Pelletreau said: 

In examining the impact of the resurgence of Islam on these issues, I find that reasoned 

debate and deliberation is often muddled by confusion over terminology. 

The term "Islamic fundamentalism" is frequently, and often imprecisely, used to refer to 

any number of Middle East phenomena, ranging from the Saudi Arabian government, to 

Muslims seeking to re-interpret their faith. in constructive ways, or to simplifY their values 

or purity their lives or to protest corrupt governments or corrupting western influences, 

across the spectrum to groups that claim religious motives to justifY acts of terrorism and 

violence. It bears being used with requisite caution. 

He further said that: "In the United States public concern has been raised by the World 

Trade Centre bombing, by attacks against foreigners in Egypt and Algeria, and by the rhetoric and 

actions of Iran and Libya. In our media, references to Islam and Islamic fundamentalism tend to 

be found most often in reports on political violence, ethnic strife, or acts of terrorism." He further 

said, " In this context, the image oflslam in the mind of the average newspaper reader is often one 

of an undifferentiated movement hostile to the west, and ready to use violence and terrorism to 

achieve its ends." Mr.Pelletreau also said that " ..... we view Islam with great respect. Islam is one 

of history's civilizing movements that have enriched our own culture. In many areas where Islam 

has taken root the past 1,400 years, the arts and sciences have flourished. The Islamic community 

consists of nearly a billion adherents, including several million of our fellow citizens (i.e. the U.S. 

citizens). Any movement that broad with a history that rich cannot be neatly stereotyped." 

' 
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Among western cScholars too, everyone does not agree with what Prof.Huntington has 

proposed. There are others like Prof. John Esposito who refute the thesis ofHuntington. In his 

paper "Islam and the West" presented in Tokyo; Japan in a symposium held on 14-15 

December,l995, He says: 

According to many Western commentators, Islam and the West are on a collision course. 

Islam is a triple threat: political, demographic and religiosocial. For some, the nature of 

the Islamic threat is intensified by the linkage ofthe political and the demographic. Much 

as observers in the past retreated to polemics and stereotypes ·Of Arabs, Turks or Muslims 

rather than address the specific causes. of conflict and confrontation, today, we are 

witnessing the perpetuation or creation of a new myth. The impending confrontation 

between Islam and the West is presented as part of a historical pattern of Muslim 

belligerency and aggression, a historic clash of civilization. Past images of a Christian West 

turning back the threat ofMuslim armies to overrun the West are conjured up and linked 

to current realities by governments or groups as diverse as those of Turkey and Bosnian 

Serbs. 

Then Prof. Esposito concludes in his paper with the following observations: 

Contemporary Islam is more a challenge than a threat. It challenges the West to know and 

understand the richness and diversity oflslam and the Muslim experience from North 

Africa to Southeast Asia. Muslim governments are challenged to distinguish between 

religious extremists and moderates, to be more responsive to popular demands for political 

hberalization and greater popular participation, to tolerate rather than repress opposition 

movements and organizations (inciuding islamic organizations and parties) and build a 

strong civil societies. At the same time Western powers are challenged to stand by the 

democratic values they embody and to recognize authentic populist movements and the 

right ofthe people to determine the nature of their governments and leadership whether 

they choose a secular or a more Islamically oriented path: 

There are many other scholars like Esposito in the West who will share this perspective. The 

Islamic world need not be unnecessarily apprehensive of Huntington's perspective. In fact he 

should not be taken seriously at all. His understanding oflslam and Islamic society is seriously 



flawed. What is, however, important for the Islamic world is to liberalise and democratise and 

enshrine in their constitution the real essence of Islamic values as set out in beginning of this 

paper. Islamic scholars, specially the 'ulama, will also have to engage themselves seriously to de

medievalise Islam. Islam's concern for human fellowship, justice, peace, equality and pluralism 

will have to be re-emphasised. After all 'ad!, ihsan, rahmah and hikmah Oustice, benevolence, 

compassion and wisdom) are the key words of the Qur'an These key words are as abiding as our 

planet. 
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THE WEST AND ISLAM: FROM CLASH TO COOPERATION 

ABDURRAHMAN WAHID 

The relationship between the West and Islam has taken the interest of historians as 
well as scholars from other disciplines. Not only scholars, the so-called "ordinary 
observers" also wrote and discussed many books, articles and papers on the subject, a 
few with impartial and objective treatment of the subject, but too many with bias and 
quite a large number with outright bigotry. From both sides malices and accusations are 
heaped upon each other, so the whole atmosphere is now so much poisoned at present. 
The political situation, in which the Arab-Israeli despute is dragged into that 
relationship, brings chaos to the already very strained dialogue between the West and 
Islam in the past one and a half centuries. Instead of sober evaluations of each side's 
contributions to promote common interests shared by both, we now see terrorism and 
mutual strength are levelled against each other. In the middle of that all, individuals and 
groups dedicated to promote peace by creating understanding between the West and 
Islam are perplexed, if not feeling dejected and disappointed, sometimes even involved 
in the prolonged desperation. 

Historically the . West came to know Islam through military and political 
confrontation, from the battle of frontiers to the decade-long Crusade in the Middle
Ages. But through long cultural encounters both in Spain, Levantines as well as North 
Africa, a kind of mutually beneficial cooperation between the West, as represented by 
Christian communities and Kingdoms, and Islam developed throughout the centuries. 
Education, culture and the continuous search for a common identity resulted in the past, 
in such great triumphs such as pluralistic nature of the Middle Eastern societies in which 
manifestation of the Western civilization are incorporated in the common sharing of life 
by so many different Christian, Islamic and Jewish sects and denominations. They 
borrow vocabularies and methods of formulating faiths and believes from each other 
freely, to the point of developing cultural boundaries which overlap each other. The 

· symbolic historical events of the Hagia Sophia being converted from a church into 
mosque in Byzantium and the Cordoban Mosque into a church in Andalusia proved 
conclusively that the nature of the relationship between the two camps is ambivalent: 
competition and cooperation taking turns almost automatically. 

The domination of the Moslem World by Western Colonial powers brought 
unalterable changes in the life of the Moslems everywhere, From the Nigeria in western 
coast of Africa to the Philippines Island in Southeast Asia. The world of Islam, as 
described by Arnold J. Toynbee in his famous lectures in the BBC back in the fifties, 
found its open back and flank attacked by the naval forces of the west coming to the 
east, i.e. Southeast and South Asia. The feeling of being stabbed in the back produced 
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pains and sense of humiliation on the part of the Moslems through out the whole spread 
of their world. In fact , from this acute feeling of humiliation spring philosophies with 
negative impacts still felt today in the Moslem World by large groups and segments of 
the society. All kinds of attributions are applied to the west, from systematic eradication 
of Islamic culture, to being replaced by a secular and materialistic civilization for the 
Moslem, to an outright campaign to Christianize them, such as the so-called 
"Christianization of Indonesia in 50 years" programme attributed to the decision of 
general assembly of the Indonesian Council of Churches ba,ck in 1971 which is , of 
course, false. 

The West responds by heaping all kinds of sarcastic comments and denigrating 
statement on the Moslems, with attributes of fanaticism, fatalism and inability to accept 
changes, all pointing out to the fossilization of the Islamic society. Hence the need for 
the "opening-up" of that society, by bringing in the westernization process. This 
process, in the form of shaping the Islamic society into a modern one by discarding its 
traditional way of life and adopting "modern outlook" in the form of fundamentally 
changing the vaiue orientations, world view and attitude of the Moslem, is now being 
reacted to by the call to retain the dignity of the Moslem from degradation into 
secularization of their life through rejection of individualism, hedonism and the personal 
of individual members of society. This call takes the form of partial or total rejection of 
western way of life, and varying degrees of "ls!amization project". This natural and 
psychologically understandable phenomenon is often at present ridiculed as Islamic 
fundamentalism. This generalized labeling makes the proponents of different types to 
call for· the "lslamization of life", of course, as bad Moslems, compared to those who 
adapt themselves in a prominent way to the western way of life. This attitude certainly 
makes the current status of the West's relationship with Islam more compte~. Seen as n 
whole, the relationship is being dominated not by the spirit ofdiulllguc, in which the 
participants listen and try to understand each other's problems in a sympathetic way, but 
by a series of monologue where the participants do not even listen to each other. 

At present, this relationship with eacli other is at a most critical status. The political 
independence of Moslem countries conceal the fact that they are dependent almost 
totally on the west, from dividing the physical boundaries between those various 
countries to mobilizing the international market place to optimize their profits at the 
expense of the Moslem World. This imbalance in power, however, cannot stand the 
emergence of the consciousness for independence, or more aptly, distance, from the 
West in the social life of the Moslems. There is deliberate attitude of manifesting 
Islamic teachings in the everyday life of the Moslems growing rapidly within the 
Islamic society throughout the Moslem World, especially among the youth. They 
developed austere personal morality, which includes wearing beards for the males and 
"Moslem dress" for the females by hiding all parts of the body under the clothes except 
for the face and hands. The fact that this attitude is taken by a generation steeped in 
western education, including Ph.Ds and Masters in math and engineering as well as 
"soft disciplines" such as economic and social sciences, brings an eerie feeling of 
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apprehension about the relationship itself. Should a more permanent from of 
"misunderstanding" between the two civilizations be seen as something evil and 
avoidable, or should we believe that this kind of misunderstanding is the First part of a 
multi-stage process of reaching repprochement between the West and Islam. 

The first view ,of course, dictates that the unavoidable confrontation between the 
West and Islam is rather a historical imperative, such as the concept of "class of 
civilizations" espoused by Samuel P. Hutington in his controversial article several years 
ago. This view prescribes confrontation between two civilizations with resulting 
annihilation of the loser such as what happened to communism in the hands of the West. 
Being seen as to define itself better than communism, the spectre of a clash between two 
relatively comparable civilizations, without any guarantee that the West could win it, 
brings much worries and concerns to many people in the West. A militancy of varying 
degrees is now . developing among western nations in Europe and America. Prophecies 
from Do m Sayers seep into mental attitude of quite a large segment of the western 
civilization which could develop into outright fear of an ensuring hatred against Islam. 
This, in turn would certainly hamper a mutually beneficial relationship between the two 
, in the form of increasing living standards, level of education and the mastering of 
technology needed to develop Moslem countries into modern states and strong nations. 
The global unsuitability of the political, military and economic balance currently 
existing among all nations would certainly be aggravated further by the prevalence of 
this confrontational view. 

The second view, which stresses similarities rather than differences between two 
civilizations, sees the importance of the sharing of the religious background of both 
sides. The West originated in the two monotheistic traditions of Christianity and 
Judaism sharing the background of Abrahamic tradition, enabling the three great 
religions to learn from each other's experiences, both the bitter and the sweeter one, and 
finding support from each other's faiths and believes. The dignity of life for human 
beings, as a part of Abrahamic teachings of their choice between evi I and goodness, 
enable Moslems, Christians and Jews to regard each other with mutual respect and 
understanding. The need to adjust the teaching of their respective religions to the ever
changing realities of life, which dictates them all to always redefine from time to time 
which values to keep and which to be modified by those very changes . Methods and 
frameworks to deal with these needs should be tested and then implemented, to get the 
right balance between the need to maintain sacred and the pragmatic need to adjust to 
reality. The right balance is always respected as the imperative of Islamic Law 

· (Shari'ah) in developing decisions concerning the Religious Law (figh) of any events or 
cases, as evident in the categories of adjustment established by various schools of law in 
Islam, such as Al-Istihsan in the Hanafite Law School and the AI-Masalih and Al
Masadah · among the Safi'te juryconsults (fuqoha) clearly indicates preference 
methodology for mutual adjustments between the sanctity oflslamic Law itself and the 
realities of life, which is called the method of Al-lstiqra'. These 12 centuries-long 
traditions of effort to find similarities instead of differences between sacral imperative 
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and reality in everyday life shows a certain degree of propensity for accomodation rather 
than confrontation. 

The task of building frameworks for accommodation is not an easy one. It has its 
own risks and dangers, which could destroy the very essence of Islam, for example 
rejection of the spirituality lying behind any single sacred believe. Warnings against 
evasion of the right imperative by finding all kind of reason to lighten that very 
imperative, which in the science of figh is turned as Hiyal Al-Ahkam, had been issued 
by concerned juryconsults throughout the centuries. Hence the need to find the right 
balance between the sacred and the profane in Islam. Islamic mystisicism (sufism) 
actually places the psychological function of compensating spirituality and tranquillity 
in the face of the inability of Moslem for total adherence to the letters of their sacred 
law. Borrowing from other civilizations the ways and means to reconcile the ideals and 
realities of their respective faiths would enable the Moslems to undertake a long journey 
to find that right balance between the sacred and the profane. The centuries long 
discipline of usul Al-Figh (Islamic legal value) and Quwa'id Al-Fiqh (legal maxims) 
clearly demonstrates the ability of the Moslems to face this serious challenge to the 
integrity of their faith. How to operate these frameworks of adjustment between the 
sacred and the profane in a world where secular values inherent in the concept of the 
modem nation-state is prevalent constitutes the fundamental task by Moslem intellectual 
and traditional scholars (AI- 'Ulama) all together. 

That task is complicated further by the existence of the mutually exclusive 
comparative of the main value system in operation in all Moslems countries at present, 
if not in the world as a whole. A kind of triangle between the values dictated by national 
interest of any single Moslem country develop tensions within the Islamic community 
everywhere. Moslems can never accept the validity of the conversion from Islam to 
another religion as defined by the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, since it 
touches the domination of centuries-long and dearly held law of apostasy (Hukum Al
Riddah), which deems such an act as a capital offense punishable by death, while at the 
same time national interests of different countries oscillate between those imperatives. 
Hence the high degree of variety between those cou~tries in treating the case. 
Absolutely no legal actions by state against the perpetration in Indonesia and capital 
punishment in Saudi Arabia. This example shows the underlying basic tension between 
the imperative of those three sources of value systems applied in one way or another in 

· all Moslem countries at present . This fact highly dramatizes the eternal conflict and 
competing loyalties felt by all Moslems not only in the Moslem World; but even in exile 
where Moslems live as minorities such as in the United States and western Europe. 

The skeletal description of the psychological and theological situations faced by 
different Moslem countries proves that we Moslems need to rethink about our agenda 
for social changes very carefully. We have to be able to differentiate between the impact 
and the reason for all kinds of attitudes and behaviors taking place in the Moslem World 
today. Extreme militancy of certain groups of Moslem activists, often called Moslem 
fundamentalist by those many people in the West as well as in the Moslem World, 
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should not be seen to be separated from its nature of being a reaction against what they 
believe as gross violation of religious values in the face of encroaching materialistic and 
hedonistic values without any trace of spirituality from the West into the emergence of 
the so called "Islamic fundamentalism", but we should instead concentrate on finding 
ways to alleviate the psychological burden resulting from those competing loyalties and 

•; 

opposing imperatives. The fact that no tradition of strong non governmental • 
organizations (NGO's) in the Middle-East, for example because of the prevalent 
domination by the government in all aspect of life, creates a vacuum of platforms for 
responsible alternative voices to the policies of the government. The ensuing result is 
the lack of dialogue between the state and its citizens, which in Eastern societies 
encourages the emergence of underground alternative policies against those of the 
government, with retaliations against those voices whose resistance is in the form of 
outright terrorism. 

The West should understand that the confrontational situation in its relationship 
with Islam would bring further alienation within the Moslem World, and any clash 
between the two civilizations would widen the existing leverage, which means there is 
an imperative for developing cooperation between the two. Throughout that kind of 
cooperation the two civilizations, including the Moslems, Christians, Jews as well as the 
atheists living in the West and in the Moslem World mutual understanding and respect 
could be developed, in which the respective peoples could learn from each other's ways 
of solving their main problems. Together they could develop a new framework of 
accommodation between the sacred and the profanes, since this accommodation is the 
only answer to the entire array of problems and crises faced by both sides now. • 

15.04.1996. 
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The role of mass media and literature, 

our education institutions arid other opinion makers. · 

by 

Fil. kand. Sigrid Kahle, Uppsala, Sweden 

Your Royal Highness, ladies and gentlemen, 

How is the opinion about Islam formed in Europe? 

In 1980, I made a small investigation of my own. I was on leave in Sweden from 

Tunis, where I had just moved from Sudan. I was dismayed about how little there 

was in the Swedish press about Islam. I asked a press clipping agency to send me 

everything written about Islam for one month. To my horror, they sent me every slip 

of paper where the word "Islam" was merely mentioned .. 1 tried to stop the flow of 

clippings, but on it went, costing me a small fortune! Among all those clippings, 

there was just one serious article on Islam. "No news is good news", you might say, 

or as the Swedish poet Geijer has it, 

"Every ailment has its cry, 

health alone is silent!." 

When you compare the silence about Islam fifteen years ago with the intense 

covering that Islam gets today, the result is stunning. The printed media are full of 

Islam: news, comments, politics and religion; negative or positive; horrified or 

admiring. I can't help quoting that snobbish saying: "Say what you like about me as 

long as you spell my name right!" Whatever the reason, it is a fact that no Swede 

today, indeed no European, can avoid. knowing the following Islamic words: Koran, 

shari'a, sunni, shia, imam, ramadhan, tatwa, mosque, jihad, hijab. Quite ordinary 

people will know names like ai-Fatah, Hizbollah, Abu Ammar; Benazir Bhutto, 

Mubarak, Qaddafi, Sadam Husain and cultured people will know about the Arabic 

writer Naguib Mahfouz, the Persian poet Hafiz, the Kurdish-Turkish Yasar Kemal, 

Adonis the Lebanese, and many more. it is a fact that we do know things about 

Islam now which we didn't know before, thanks to media. 

A change of attitude 

Within fifteen years, the attitude to Islamic countries has changed from ignorance 
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or indifference to curiosity. If we analyze this change we will find the following 

positive factors: The immigration of hundreds of thousands of Muslims to Europe 

over the past \wo decades has turned them from exotic strangers into neighbours 

next door. A less one-sided view of the relationship between Israel and the 

Palestinian Arabs has emerged. Catastrophes such as the war in Afghanistan, 

former Yugoslavia and Chechenia made onlookers compassionate. it opened their 

eyes to the predicament of Muslim populations. Political events such as the Iranian 

revolution of 1979 forced journalists to study the political and religious background 

of Islam. The uprising in Mecca in 1982 and the Gulf War of 1991 made people 

begin to ask questions about the Arab world and the history of Islam. 

The following factors produced a negative effect:: The upsurge of phenomena 

rightly or wrongly termed "fundamentalism" (al-usuliya ). The introduction of hudud 

punishments carried out in public in some Islamic countries. Female circumcision, 

though un•lslamic, being sanctioned by certain orthodox Islamic clergy. Terrorist 

acts and killings in the name of Islam by extremist groups. The upset about lmam 

Khomeiny's fatwa condemning Sal man Rushdie to death, the murder. of the 

Egyptian Farag Foda and the forced divorce and persecution of the Egyptian 

professor Abu Zaid. The persecution of dissident writers, censorship and the 

suppression of opinion in certain Muslim countries. The occasional violent religious 

upsurge in secularized Turkey. All this caused an uproar also in Sweden. 

Adverse influences 

Betty Mahmoudy's bestseller "Not without my daughter" in 1987 created new 

prejudices.~ it was hard for serious books to compete with its caricature of a Muslim 

society. Many superficial books about Muslim women by Western journalists 

appeared. The impact of such books, however, started a controversy at the end of 

which the West knows a great deal more about women and Islam, in particular 

since Muslim sociologists, Koranic experts and feminist Muslim theologians came 

to the fore to explain their position. The upsurge of Western feminist theology has 

created sympathy for the stand of Muslim women. The women's conferences in 

Cairo and Beijing brought Western women new knowledge about Islam through the 

contact with Muslim women from very different countries. All this has a positive 

effect for Muslim women in Europe. 

In Sweden, one negative factor has to be mentioned: a Muslim immigrant was 

given a licence for a broadcasting station called Radio Islam. This initiative created 
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great hopes among those of us who were welcoming more information and 

knowledge about Islam. Unfortunately, Radio Islam was used merely as an 

instrument to incite hatred against the Jews and was accompanied by the spread of 

publications as bad as the worst publications of the Nazis. The head of Radio Islam 

was broughtto court and convicted of "agitation against an ethnic group". He spent 

six months in prison. This brought Islam in miscredit in Sweden. 

The Image of the Other 

Underlying the mistrust and suspicion is of course the fact that Europe is 

basically secular and the world of Islam basically religious. Europe has gone 

through the process of Enlightenment with its strong belief in the freedom of the 

individual whereas the community and the collective outlook are typical of Muslim 

countries. This does not mean that there are not religious people in Europe and no 

secularized believers in individual freedom in the world of Islam. This brings us to 

the inverted question: How is public opinion about Europe formed in the world of 

Islam? We know very little about how others see us. it is only in a crisis that we turn 

around and ask in an offended tone: "What! can you have anything against us?" 

I myself am only well acquainted with the media in those Muslim countries in 

which I have lived. it is my impression that my country Sweden, if ever mentioned in 

Muslim media, is generally judged favourably, due to our longtime pro- third-world 

policy, and the reputation of our late prime minister Olof Palme and individual 

Swedes who may have made an impact upon a Muslim society. I remember, 

however, that during the time of President Zia ui-Haq, Pakistani army officers were 

warned about the moral laxity of Swedish society and in particular its women. I 

have also read reports about how badly we are supposed to treat our old people. 

Orthodox Islamic propaganda has maligned the openness of our society, showing 

little understanding of our concept of personal freedom. 

I should say that Sweden with its 9 million inhabitants is mostly absent in Muslim 

public opinion and media. Lack of conflict is often due to lack of contact. it is the 

civilizations that deal with one another most that quarrel most. On the other hand, 

complete lack of contact creates myths and make people susceptible to 

propaganda. I can imagine narrowminded mullahs telling simple believers all sorts 

of horrors about Europe. it is now up to the Muslim participants in our discussion 

groups to name the points where Muslim newspapers, radio, television, books and 

pamphlets are critical of European culture, civilisation and general behaviour and 



to analyze the reasons. it certainly would be most useful for Europeans to discover 

how we are looked upon from the perspetive of a normal citizen in any Muslim 

country. If indeed we are "looked upon" at alii. 
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Summing it up, it seems that getting angry about the problems of another culture 

tends to makes you more curious about it and forces you to look close rat the 

causes of its problems. which paradoxically may lead to greater understanding 

eventually. In this sense the media do us a great service - by showing us 

something rather than nothing of the foreign culture. So now let us look into the 

role of mass media. Instead of complaining about the role of mass media in 

contorting the image of Islam in the West and of the West in Islamic countries, we 

should stop and ask: what has been done so far by mass media in order to improve 

the image of each other's worlds? Has the covering by media on either side been 

only negative or also positive? 

The role of mass media 
The Press 

Again I will take my examples from Sweden. I will not consider purely political 

articles but only the cultural pages, and only what has been published over the past 

two years. The liberal Oagens Nyheter, the largest Swedish daily paper, has 

featured 150 cultural and well researched articles on Islamic subjects during 1 994· 

1995. Its cultural page also Is a main forum for the Swedish Rushdle Committee, 

which has made the paper all the more anxious to show its objective and 

favourable treatment of Islam, while strongly criticising certain aspects of it. (The 

Swedish Rushdie Committee has held a series of lectures about Islam, in order to 

show that it is against the fatwa but not against Islam.) Dagens Nyheter has a strong 

pro-immigrant stance and has favoured the building of mosques in Sweden. lt has 

engaged a young female Swedish-Palestinian columnist. it publishes interviews 

with Swedish Muslims and reviews books by Muslim authors. 

Svenska Dagb/adet, the second largest Swedish daily (independent moderate) 

has the longest record of any Swedish daily paper in publishing serious cultural 

articles about Islamic religion and culture. I myself contributed some of those 

articles and bear witness to the fact that such articles were not considered of 

primary interest even when the Arab world became politically relevant to Europe in 

the 1950's. The Iranian Islamic Revolution in 1979 started off the demand for 

• 



articles on all aspects of Islam. The Rushdie case increased the demand. 

Nowadays, Svenska Dagbladet favours the building of mosques and free schools 

for Muslims. lt is the only paper that encourages a Christian-Muslim debate. lt 

interviews prominent Muslim authors and personalities and reviews books on the 

religion of Islam, while stressing women's rights and the freedom of speech for 

authors anywhere. lt is an adamant critic of anti-democratic tendencies and 

disrespect of the UN human rights declaration in any country. 

Aftonbladet, the social-democratic tabloid, has turned out about 40 lengthy 

articles on Islam during the past two years; in 1994 it published six pages of Juan 

Goytisolo's series of articles from the West Bank; it carried two pages about 

Hourani's The History of the Arab peoples. lt devoted a whole issue to Tahar Ben 

Jelloun's Handbook in the art of understanding the Arab World. The paper takes 

every opportunity of showing its pro-Muslim immigrant stand and likes to phocus 

the predicament of refugees and the problems of ordinary people. lt is not anti

religious. The editor of the North Swedish paper Socialdemokraten said the other 

day that it was easier to get journalists to write about Islam than about Christianity 

nowadays. The religious strictness of Swedish Muslims, long an object of wonder, 

is beginning to induce respect. 

5 

Expressen, until recently the most widely read independent evening tabloid, has 

often been tempted by sensationalism as far as Islam is concerned. The cultural 

page has conducted a veritable war against the Iran of the ayatollahs. In the name 

of the principles of freedom and democracy the paper has clamped down on the 

oppression of women, cruel punishments and terrorism in the name of Islam - but 

without any explanation or analysis, and without balancing it against other items.lt 

was bound to sow hatred. One very thol!ghtful reporter on Islamic affairs has, 

however, emerged and been given more space. Under the new chief editor a series 

cif well measured and sensible leading articles about Muslim affairs have 

appeared, as well as features pleading for tolerance and understanding of Muslim 

demands. 

A few ugly examples of outright persecution of Islam as a religion in sectarian 

organs must be mentioned. I do not read those papers and have made no study of 

their contents. In how far such media have been able to sway general opinion 

negatively should be investigated. The Church of Sweden is interested in a 

dialogue with Islam but small extremist Christian groups feel threatened. A political 
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party called New Democracy won its popularity on the platform of hatred of 

immigrants, but since the entire party has failed and exists no more, it is difficult to 

know in how far this popular hatred still exists. To judge by the resurgence of racist 

youth organizations agitating against immigrants, however few their adherents, this 

irrational hatred may still be glowing underneath the surface. I dare say that official 

Sweden and all its media stand united in condemning it. 

Radio and television 

Radio Sweden has been on the forefront when it comes to highlighting the 

Middle East and North Africain in a fairly objective manner. Not only does it have 

excellent, well-read, experienced correspondents on the spot; it also brings cultural 

background programmes, lectures, discussions and interviews; Islam is featured in 

its religious programmes, there have been a great number of discussions and 

interviews about the controversial question of central mosques in big cities. There 

are regular programmes in Arabic, Persian, Turkish. Voices of Swedish Muslims 

are heard, not only in programmes about Islam. The stand of Radio Sweden, a state 

enterprise, is emphatically pro-immigrant, anti-racist and for the freedom of religion. 

Swedish Television, state owned, is beginning to have a considered policy 

about Islam, stressing mutual understanding. Films bought from abroad showing 

fanatic violence of Muslim governments and groups have been shown, but are 

generally analyzed and discussed afterwards. The programme Documents from . 

abroad aims at analysis and background. Educational television has shown many 

balanced programmes on different aspects of Islam. Educational radio has an 

advantage over television in being able to give contributors more time, whereas 

television seldom gives anyone more than a few minutes to explain a point, which 

does not favour the analysis of problems in depth. Commercial channels still rush 

for negative aspects of traditional lsla:m. 

Television as a medium is susceptible to exaggerations, it favours action and 

colourful events. Violent conflicts are more spectacular than the gentler human 

aspects and cultural products. Culture must be considered supremely important in 

television. But how often does a television film made by a director from a Muslim 

area reach us? We need more co-operation. Swedish television has recently been 

invited to co-operate with the European cultural television programme 3Sat and 

ARTE, which shows cultural programmes of the highest quality from the whole 
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wolrd. lndo-China, Japan, Korea, Latin America and South Africa are already 

members. Why should Muslim media not co-operate with ARTE, "the largest cultural 

institution in the world" in order to benefit from its high quality cultural programmes 

from the whole world? In religious quarters European cultural influence might be 

feared, but it would also mean a great chance for Muslim countries to influence 

Europe culturally. 

Unfortunately, the difference in outlook between secularized and religious 

Muslim societies might cause complications between television channels. On April 

12th, the British Broadcasting Corporation was forced to close its Arabic television 

channel after it had permitted a Sa'udi-Arabian dissident living in London to 

criticize the presumed violation of human rights in Sa'udi-Arabia. The closing of the 

Arabic Television Channel of the BBC with its 250 employees is naturalliy a step 

backwards in our overall efforts to be informative and create understanding 

between our cultures and civilizations. 

Mass Media Projects 

A research project. 

Complaints are heard all the time about the supposedly damaging role of mass 

media in forming the image of Islam in Europe, and vice versa. Therefore, the most 

important project to my mind is a research project to be carried out in our 

universities: to work out statistically and to scrutinize what has been published, 

broadcast or televised over a period of time in any two sample countries. say, 

Sweden and Jordan, Germany and Saudi-Arabia, Belgium and Malaysia, France 

and Pakistan, Italy and Iraq, Switzerland and Iran etc. and submitting it to teh 

follwing questions: 

How much of the material was political, commercial, 
Sociological, ideological, religious, cultural? How much of it was 
based on serious analysis? Was it superticial or based on a 
knowledge of history and social development? 

Where have prejudices and tendentious contorsions been at 
play? If the image was negative, can the reasons for this be 
analyzed? Was it wilfully negative, part of a smearing campaign? or 
was it steered by vested interests? Was it speculative? Was it due to 
a political crisis? some unpleasant event? Was the negative 
description perhaps justified? 

. 



If the image was positive, was this due to genuine interest or a 
conscious effort, or does the credit go to the influence of some 
respected personality, a lucky political event, or was it simply an act 
of natural curiosity, or of political good will? If positive and negative 
trends vary, to what influences can the fluctuations be traced? 

Once the material has been analyzed, moral questions should 
be asked. What is the role of media in reporting terrorist actions? 
What are the media ethics in regard to terrorism? Considering its toll 
in human suffering, should it be shown at all? 

If the role of the press is of providing independent, truthful 
information to the public, where is the limit where human lives are at 
stake? Is limited reporting preferable as it enables counter-terrorist 
agencies to operate effectively? Would lack of reporting not 
undermine the credibility of the press and of democratic values? 

Exchange of journalists. 
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My conclusion is that we should not worry too much about unfavourable reports 

about our own world in foreign medias but accept the challenge of criticism and 

answer it. State censorship should be excluded. No state interfering in the creation 

of an image of one's civilisation can match what individuals are doing on t their own 

accord A good way of Improving one's Image Is to leeve lt to tile journalists. 

Journalists are individualists anywhere. Left to see and judge for themselves, they 

would eventually arrive at a just and fair image. They should be given the 

opportunity to do so. The best project therefore would be the frequent exchange of 

journalists. 

The role of literature 

Television notwithstanding, books remain the main transmitters of culture in the 

world.They are the principal channels of thought and story-telling between East and 

West. Muslim elites who read English and French have easy access to European 

literature, more so if they also read German, Spanish, Italian and Russian. But how 

many Arabs could name a Polish or a Swedish writer? There probably is more 

knowledge among Muslim elites about Western literature than among Western 

elites about Arabic, Persian, Turkish, UrdU etc. literatures. Large parts of the 

population of Muslim countries have no access to European literature unless it is 

translated into a vernacular language. 
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The cohesion of European culture deperds in no small measure on the 

determined.efforts to translate books from bne European language into another. 

The high quality of the translation is encouraged by rewarding it financially and 

submitting it to expert criticism. Every kind of scientific, philosophical or medical 

book should be translated. The stress should be on fiction which conveys more 

about a society and its individuals than books of sociology. To know the classics 

and modern authors of another culture is the best way to a deeper understanding. 

Who is qualified to translate? The linguistic differences between Oriental 

languages and European languages go especially deep. Both cultures have to be 

known equally well. Naturally, some European states with more inhabitants than 

Sweden can translate more books. it is not enough to translate and to publish, you 

also have to make sure that books from lesser known languages are being 

reviewed properly, so that the book is actually read. Without government subsidies 

this sort of activity is hardly possible. In Sweden the Swedish Institute is concerned 

with this type of cultural work. 

A question of quality 

How does one know if a translation is good? An unauthorized person who 

translates a famous Swedish poet badly into Turkish or Arabic can ruin the 

reputation of that poet forever. There are many examples of bad translations that 

have done more harm than good. I myself have edited books and written 

introductions into languages that I don't know myself such as Bengali, tagallog, 

malayalam, where I simply had to trust the translator's skill. When I arrived in a 

country where such a book had been sold I asked people about the translation. In 

one or two cases they said that it was not good at all. An essay of mine translated 

into Arabic turned out to have changed both form and tendency in the process! An 

author is powerless in the hands of a bad translator. 

Who decides which books are to be translated? I heard an Egyptian orientalist 

complain that European translators pick up the wrong books and neglect the best 

Egyptian books because they know the wrong people. And how much European 

thrash is translated in Egypt? The publishing houses seem to be working on an ad 

hoc policy. And as for spreading Arabic literary works to Europe, I am afraid that 

Arab countries care little about it. When I once suggested to a wealthy sheikh in one 

of the Gulf countries who complained that no Arab had received the Nobel Prize (it 

was before Naguib Mahfouz) that he might institute an "Arab Nobel Prize" in his 



own name, he answered: "I would gladly donate money to any social cause, but 

culture ... no, that would not be worth my while!" 
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In contrast, Pakistan has decided to go in for literature in a big way. "Literature, 

culture and democracy" was the heading, when its democratic Government invited 

about 600 writers from 105 countries to a huge, very successful literary conference 

in lslamabad, which was carried out with unparallelled efficiency and hospitality in 

1995. Each partaker was presented with a generous gift of books by Pakistani 

authors. This indeed is an example to be emulated, although the size of the· 

conference does not always have to be so grand. Writers and publishers should 

meet more often and Oriental book fairs be arranged in Europe. · 

Academic Project: A carefree survey within a specified culture of 
what has been translated and by whom, who arranged for the 
translation, who checked its quality, what might have been 
translated and was not, and an investigation into the manner of 
distribution and publication might provide a good basis for knowing 
how to go about a translation policy in the future. 

Swedish models 

I would like to mention a few things that have been done in Sweden recently in 

to promote the culture and literature of Islam. In 1983, the University of Lund held a 

Swedish-Arabic Poetry conference where ten outstanding Arabic and ten 

outstanding Swedish poets met intensively for three days, reading each others' 

poetry in the original and in translation and discussing differences and similarities 

for an audience of students of Arabic but also open to the public. A lot of publicity 

surrounded this encounter. This pioneering venture was followed by many private 

invitations to poets from the East over the years. Our Arab guests had promised a 

new poetic encounter in an Arab country, but no country came forward, and so it 

remained a one time affair 

An important initiative was when, in the university town of Lund, a Lebanese 

immigrant started a publishing house, Alhambra, whose books are for display here 

in Amman just now. For years, it has brought out amazing works in Swedish:, such 

as lbn Khaldoun: ai-Muqaddima, lbn Muqaffa: Kalila wa Dimna, Amin Malouf: The 

Crusades as seen by the Arabs, Jaques Berque: The Egyptians, as well as modern 

Egyptian and Lebanese authors {Aibert Cossery, Emile Habibi, Sonallah lbrahim, 

Magali Morsi, Nabil Naoum) and a pocket encyclopedia (Que sais-je?) including 

scholarly works on Islam. Working under tremendous difficulties, with some support 
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from Swedish cultural funds, he may yet have to give it up. Such an effort might be 

worthy of support also from the Arab side. 

A Survey of Arabic Literary History on the grand scale, published in Swedish by 

professor Tryggve Kronholm in 1995, may help building the interest in Arabic 

literature among students and the reading public. Arabic scholars like Axel Moberg, 

Gosta Vitestam, Christopher Toll and Kerstin Eksell have paved the way by writing 

and translating, but it is only in the present generation that one can speak of a 

revitalizing effect of Arabic literature. The interest in Persian literature is at present 

at a low ebb. A group of enthusiasts have founded a literary magazine, Literature of 

Half the World, where stories and poems from many Muslim lands are presented. 

Quite a few Turkish writers are known in Sweden, notably Yasar Kemal (about 

twenty of his books have been translated) and Orkhan Pamuk. Sadly, our literary 

contacts with countries further away such as Malaysia or Indonesia, are scant. 

Muslim immigrants ought to show that Islamic culture does not only consist of the 

religion of Islam but is far wider. Visual arts are an immediately capturing, important 

medium between cultures and so is music. There have been at least two big 

exhibitions of Islamic Art in Stockholm recently. And for several years now a 

"ReOrient Festival" has been held,. featuring music, singing, poetry, lectures, 

dancing, and traditional cooking from all over the world of Islam, organized by a 

young Turkish immigrant to Sweden. The attendance has been very high. Swedish 

composers, singers and musicians are markedly influenced in their creative work 

by kawali singing, mystical poetry and instrumental music, and Turkish dervish 

dancing had made a deep artistic impact. 

Proposed projects in the field of literature: 
1. Translations, translations, translations! 
2. Contributions (translated into vernacular languages) by 

European writers in Arabic, Bengali, Indonesian, Malaysian, 
Moroccan etc magazines, and by writers from all over the Muslim 
world in European literary magazines. 

3. Financial and moral support of already existing publishing 
enterprises such as Alhambra. 

4. Making use of immigrants from respective Muslim countries as 
transmitters of culture. Muslim immigrants to Europe could do more 
themselves by communicating their culture to the surrounding 
society, rather than looking inwards and tending to live in a kind of 
cultural ghetto, as they often do. 
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The role of educational institutions 

Schools 

Schools, dealing with children and youth and therefore with the future, are a 

source for creating an image of the Other. Mutual ignorance in the youth culture can 

be very dangerous, since we now know that it may end in murder of young people 

by young people, when a different ethnic, religious or political background may 

have been played up by ruthless individuals. To counteract such bad influence, 

each country has to find its own methods. How do we teach our children religion 

and history? The importance of children's books, youth books, and ordinary text 

books scrutinized by experts so as to exclude false information, was stressed at our 

conference on Europe and Islam in Stockholm in 1995. 

Ignorance and lack of curiosity about the West can be found in educational 

institutions in Muslim countries. I have often talked to school classes in Pakistan, 

Sudan, Iraq, even Oman, far away from the capital. Very rarely are teenager pupils 

capable of naming more than a couple of European countries, one or two European 

capitals, while displaying a complete ignorance about European languages and 

cultures. I have noticed that in primary and middle level schools in most countries 

the map of one's own country is shown without the neighbouring countries and 

without indicatingwhere the country is situated in relation to the world map. Since 

programmes like the CNN can be seen even in remote villages now, the resulting 

image will be extremely confusing. 

Swedish school children learn a lot about foreign history and religion. The 

curriculum is arranged that way. Teachers are encouraged to attend courses on 

Islamic subjects. Some of the classmates may come from different societies 

Whenever a political event fills the daily newspaper the teacher would ideally pick it 

up during a history lesson. She would take the opportunity to teach something 

about the country concerned. I was invited the other day to the Stockholm school, 

where Crown Princess Victoria is a pupil, to talk about The Arabs! The interest and 

curiosity of the pupils were heartening. In the Swedish provinces, particularly in the 

far North, young people and their teachers are known to be committing themselves 

enthusiastically to the immigrant cultures they find around themselves. Whoever 

remains ignorant and prejudiced has no excuse. 
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All the same there are youngsters in Swedish and European cities who harrass. 

young immigrants and show contempt for their culture. The aberration may have 

deep sociological and psychological roots. lt may have nothing to do with the 

immigrants themselves. lt may be the result of shortcomings in one's own society, 

where adults may have set a bad example. lt is a problem how to deal with this. 

Harshly or leniently? Everything should be done by society to prevent hostile 

attitudes and to encourage a tolerant attitude towards people who look, behave and 

think differently. Youth exchange programmes may not be on top of the agenda 

when so many people from different cultures already live in other countries. lt is up 

to each society to solve this problem before it is too late. 

For university students there are exchange programmes. Unfortunately, literary 

and humanistic studies in Western countries seldom include the literatures of Asian 

or African countries. Islamic culture is handled by the language departments and 

the theological faculties. Indigenous teachers of the languages, visiting lecturers 

and scholarships for study visits to Muslim countries are growing features but much 

more should be done. A new problem is how to motivate growing Muslim 

populations in European countries to enter academic studies. Once this happens, 

Islamic culture will automatically become more prominent in the Universities. 

Academic Scholarship 

We come to the difficult subject of Oriental scholarship and lslamology in 

European universities. The scholarly study of somebody else's religion in a 

religious society is problematic. Professor Rudi Pare!, whose German Koran 

translation is highly regarded, was writing his famous book Muhammed and the 

Koran in 1953, when an orhtodox Muslim from Multan in Pakistan came on a 

scholarship in order to study scholarly methods of editing Arabic manuscripts. In his 

European isolation, Paret had looked upon his research on the text of the Koran as 

a purely scholarly effort. Confronted with a pious Muslim, he changed many of his 

interpretations and statements. 

The outcome is not always so beneficial. In 1929, when the first Encyclopedia of 

lslamwas published, there was a suggestion of translating it into Arabic. A great 

controversy developed about one of the very first entrances, the name of lbrahim. 

The Muslim scholars did not agree at all with European scholars about this 

patriarch, holy to all three religions. The Azhar University in Cairo considered the 

-. 
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article heretic, which exasperated the European Islam experts .. Controversies also 

arose when the Encyclopedia, mainly written by Western scholars, was translated 

into Urdu. Many articles were written by Muslim scholars and in so far the Urdu 

Encyclopedia edition has deviated from the interpretations in the original 

Encyclopedia of Islam. 

However great European scholars of former generations like Brockelmann, 

Wellhausen or Noldeke are $till considered to be, there are orthodox Islamic 

scholars or ulema who would frown upon the work of any Western scholar of Islam 

who is not a Muslim, including these "giants". Less orthodox Muslim scholars who 

admire some Western scholars nevertheless may get shocked when they read 

them. A friend, Dr. Moinul Haq of Pakistan, was very anxious to read lgnaz 

Goldziher's Muhammedanische Studien and had it translated into English, only to 

be disappointed, as many of Goldziher's views were shocking from a Muslim point 

of view. If a Muslim scholar were to write a book about Christianity, it would be just 

as difficult for him to be entirely objective in his description of Jesus. 

Among the more fanatic fractions of Muslim orthodox or fundamentalist 

scholarship and propaganda, unjust assumptions about the work of European 

Orientalists are sometimes being made today. Most recently, the London-based 

Arabic magazine a/-Hayat, financed by Sa'udi Arabia, published an essay by an 

Arab studying at a European university on Western Koran translations, in which he 

viciously attacked som prominent European Orientalists for their research on works 

by Islamic heretics. Among those attacked I not only find some of the best European 

Arabists alive, but also my own father H.S. Nyberg, who died in 1974, for having 

done research on ai-Mu'tazila and having edited a medieval work about the heretic 

lbn Ar-Rawendi. How dangerous it has become to do objective research on 

religious texts for a Muslim is shown by the case of Abu Zaid of Egypt. 

Differing attitudes to the nature of objective scholarship and criticism should not 

be allowed to disturb the relations between Muslim and European scholars of 

Islam. A trust in the good will of European Islamic scholars by Muslim Islamic 

scholars: and a certain intellectual and emotional affinity on the part of European 

scholars of Islam, respecting differences of method and approach, ought to replace 

the tendency to allege ill will. To consider joint scholarly publications is probably 

premature The best would be to hold conferences on controversial scholarly 

research .. it cannot be the exclusive privilege of Muslims to do research on Islamic 
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texts, as little as any Muslim can be excluded from research on the Bible and other 

Christian writings. All texts belong to all humanity. 

The role of opinion makers 

Who are the opinionmakers? Politicians, sportsmen, television speakers? 

Returning tourists? Diplomats? Filmstars? Only today, Brigitte Bardot has scared 

the readers o.f Le Figaro by conjuring up a Muslim invasion of France, a France 

where the mosques would soon outnumber the churches, and ended up by 

condemning ha/a/ and kosher slaughter. On the Muslim side, who are the opinion 

makers? The Muslim brethren? Taqfir wa hijra? Louis Ferrakhan? Hassan ai

Turabi? lt is hard to counteract powerfUl opionion-makers who with media at their 

command are able to spread misinformation leading to hatred. They should be 

followed closely, but the correction of a malevolent product should not come from 

an official source. The best reply is to answer positively, to make better films, write 

better books and think better thoughts than the opponent. 

So, who are the opinionmakers? I dare say that we who are collected here might 

be regarded as opinionmakers. lt is up to us to Improve mutual understanding. We 

are attempting to do that in this our host country, the Kingdom of Jordan, which with 

its politics of peace and reconciliation has helped to change world opinion on the 

question of Palestine. 

Sigrid Kahle 

~i q lAd Ro..&\ ( e__., 
Utmyrby, Boglosa April 22, 1996 

(This is a keynote speech for the Conference on Relations 
between the Muslim World and Europe at Ahl ai-Bayt University, 

Mafraq, Jordan, June 10-13, 1996.) 
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HOW BEST TO IMPROVE THE IMAGE OF ISLAM ? 
Summary of the paper 

SmailBalic 

Historical prejudices and cliches taint Islam. Especially the prejudices 
born in connection with Othmanexpansion in Europe are deeply ingrained 
and of lasting effect. Object of this chapter of European history could only 
be to Islam's advantage and open the way to a change in consciousness. 
The non-Muslim partner should be made to understand, e.g. that the 
starting point of Othmanexpansion was not the .Ii.hrul but the belief in the 
Othmandynasty's calling to world supremacy. It was an idea developed in 
the Mongolian tradition and taken over by the Turks. Needless to say, it is 
not Islamic. Its realization required belligerent actions not only against 
Christians but also against Muslim states . 

.Ii.b.lid did, indeed, lend itself admirably as an instrument of 
justification. The OthmanEmpire was essentially geared to world 
supremacy. Even in its military power non-Muslim elements had a 
considerable share. At the second siege of Vienna (1683 ), Balkan 
Christians made up nearly one third of the besieging power. 

Dissemination of Islam was not its motive. Christians and Jews were 
able to continue unmolested in their religious activities. The Calvinists in 
Hungary held the religious attitude of the Turks up as example to the 
Europeans. The patriarch and metropolitans of the Greek-orthodox church 
were practically civil servants. This would have been impossible, had it not 
been admitted by Islam teachings. Also in many other ways had the 
Empire oriented itself according to the Islam. The interpretation school of 
Abu Hanifa ( 8th century ) played a vital role in this. Its teachings testify to 
increasing striving to humanness; slave relief is upheld, trading in eunuchs 
condemned, cruelty to animals seen as contrary to the spirit of the religion, 
sparing prisoners of war and other defenseless urged. Abu Hanifa even 
took the view that the life of every human being is equal in value. 

In all other respects regarding the conduct of war the generally valid · 
principles of the sharia were observed, i.e. killing women, children, the 
aged and insane, maiming enemies, killing peace mediators, prolonging 
war right up to the conclusion of peace, poisoning wells and drinking 
water is unlawful and not allowed. 

' 
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• Hand in hand with clarifying the history, the image oflslam must be 
enhanced through the conduct and behavior of the Muslim peoples. Ways 
and means must be found to protect Islam against the abominable misuse. 
It is inadmissible that, in the name of the religion, innocent people be 
murdered. National means must be used in the struggle to achieve for . 
national goals. Today we find ourselves in a position where innocent 
Muslims ( as in Bosnia ) are made to pay for the misdeeds of their co
religionists somewhere in the world. The lack of differentiating and the 
tendency, especially among Christians, to look for collective guilt, are 
disastrous. The entire people are held responsible for the death of one 
single person. This is not in the spirit of post-Council reasoning. We have 
to learn to differentiate. 

Through Communism a number of instruments of peaceful 
coexistence were lost on the Balkan:i, the principle of good 
neighborliness and building relationships of brotherliness. If these values 

• could be brought back to mind, it could help to assuage the roused 
passions. Churches and mosques could play a positive role in this. In the 
history of the OthnianEmpire, the istimala-system was repeatedly used for 
the purpose of conquest. It is a policy of reconciliation. It has since fallen 
into oblivion. Professor Halil inalcik mentions it in his historical writings. 
In our ecomonical times, this ancient practice of the Islam would need to 
be revived. This would require concerning oneself thoroughly with this 
system. 

The motive forces of the sharia used and further developed by 
posterity are, apart from the Koran and Sunna (tradition), the ancient 
Orient, the asiatisized Hellenism, the Syrian monastic Christendom and a 
political pragmatism. The contribution of these human components in the 
sharia necessitate it being freed from all jetsom. 

The Koran, as scriptura sacra, contains eternal and timeless principles. 
But it also deals with historical questions and provides specific answers. 
And from these we need to filter out those that are valid for our times. The 
Koran often speaks in parables, metaphors and symbols, just as it uses 
myths as means of expression. This is why hermeneutics is needed. Also 
the 'ilm asbab an-nuzul -the discipline that looks into the outside sources 
of the Revelation-has quite a few things to say. Blindly adhering to the 
word is, therefore, out of place. 

2 



In this connection one must ask oneself what is the character of the 
Sunna. Some high-grade scholars see the Sunna as an igtihad, that is say 
the personal legal finding of the prophet. Thus the Sunna is accorded quite 
a different meaning than is the case in the orthodoxy. The findings of the 
igtihad are to be put in question; they can be replaced by other, more 
modern ones. 
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WESTERN ORIENTALISM AND ISLAMOLOGY ON 
THEIR WAY TO UNDERSTAND ISLAM. 

Goulnar Baltanova 
Prof. of Social Philosophy and Religious Studies, Head of the 

Department of Humanitarian Studies of Kazan Technological 
University, Tatarstan, Russia. 

Abstract of Paper : 
The history of Western Oriental ism is the sort of intellectual 

reflection of the long and complicated interactions between West and 
Muslim Orient. It appeared parallel with the formation of the colonial 
politics of the Europe towards Muslim countries of Middle East, Asia, 
Maghreb. And it is evident that from the very beginning one of the 
functions of the Western Islamic studies was to supply this politics in 
terms of ideology. Certain· stereotypes and misconceptions are existing up 
to now and they are the object of the strong criticism from different points 
of view - Western itself( J.Waardenburg), western marxist (M. Rodison), 
Antiwestern (E. Said), Islamic (A. Tibawi, Muslim scholars and 
periodicals like " Al-Tawhid", "Islamic Quaterly" etc.). The most strong 
accusations consisted in "colonialism", " neo-imperialism", "the tool of 
westernization", "antislamism" and even "sionizm". In order not to be 
biased we need to say that Western Orientalism is the serious field of 
research. With its own philosophy, methodology, instruments and 
fundamental principles. It includes several directions and among them the 
most interesting and recent - western scholars who have been converted to 
Islam or tried to understand Islam from its own basic ideas (L. Massignon, 
R. Garodi, R. Genon). The dialogue of European and Muslim scholars 
where different and especially " pure religious" (pro-Islamic or pro
Christian) approaches could be discussed together is one of the ways for 
two civilizations to understand each other. 
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Western Orientalism and Islamology on the 
way to understand Islam 

Prof. Goulnara Baltanova, 
Kazan Tech. University, Tatarstan, Russia . 

The problems of Islam and its role in the modern social and political 
processes attracts the attention of the whole world Occident and Orient. It 
could be explained not only by the fact that Islam is one of the largest 
religions now, but mainly because it is the most active political and social 
force, popular ideology. The essence, character of the influence oflslam 
on the modern world are interpreted in the different way by the Western 
and Oriental scholars very often. The comparative analyse of different, 
contradictive conceptions could help us to understand what do we think 
about Islam, its past, present and future, could help West and Orient to 
understand each other, and to avoid misconceptions and false stereotypes. 
Islam is the second, most numerous, traditional religion in Russia and CIS. 
Russia is the fifth country in the world by the number of its Muslim 
population (after Indonesia, Pakistan, Bangladesh, India). So the problems 
of !slam-external and internal are well studied in the Russian religious 
studies, politology and orientalism. Russian orientalism and islamology 
were influenced by the Western science, they developed on the Western 
methodological and theoretical fundament. At the sarrie moment the real 
history often Russia as the Christen-Muslim, Eurasian country rendered 
large influence on the specific features of Russian Islamic studies. The 
history of western Orientalism is the sort.of the intellectual reflection of 
the long and complicated history of interactions between West and Muslim 
Orient. It is possible to say. that Islamology was the subject of 
"marketeering" politics all the time and in this case it could not be 
compared with any other field of Religious studies. 
The birth of Islam, its early history as well as its present situation are the 
issue of scientific discussion as of political processes in the world. Western 
Islamology as a part ofOrientalism appeared at the end of XVIII century. 
It was caused by the goals of the colonial tactics and missionary activity of 
the Christian Church in the Muslim World. The word "Orientalist" 
appeared in the English language in 1779, and was legitimised on its own 
way by the French academy in 1838. J. Waardenburg, professor from 
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Lozanne University in the article to Encyclopedia of Islam (1992) 
suggested to reject from the term "Orientalist" because of its negative 
meaning and the use the term "Mustashricun" which means somebody, 
who has devoted himself to the orient. The centers of Islamic studies were 
established all over Europe in XIX- XX c. But it was USA who took the 
initiative in the Muslim World in their hands at the second part of XXc. 
Immediately the new centers of Islamic studies appeared in USA. 
Orientalism was developed as the narrow-specialized discipline for the 
researches up to the 50-s of the 20th Century. It was "consumed" by those 
who were interested in the eastern languages. literature, history. In the 
works of Goldzier, Kaetani, Gibb, Grunebum and others the early history 
of Islam was studied, and the comparative linguistic analyses of Koran and 
Sunna were given. But together with them there was a lot of antiscientific 
and antiislamic literature where Mohammed was presented ·as pseudo
prophet and Islam as a religion of merchants. Beginning with Hegel the 
idea of Islam as a religion which played its role and left the scene was 
predominant. Islam was percepted as a symbol of backwardness, the main 
reason of stagnation in the Muslim World . 
In the 60-s and especially in the 70-s the serious changes took place all 
over Muslim Ummah. Among them the Iranian revolution, Afghan 
resistance, wars, conflicts, new fundamentalists movements. That made 
orientalists to changes their attitude to Islam its political and social 
capabilities. The new socio-political trend in orientalism and Islamology 
appeared. Politologists, economists. sociologists and social philosophers 
started to deal with the problems of Islam. But even today the orientalism 
and the researchers feel the press of ideological instructions (E. Said, 
A.Azmeh, M.Rodinson). -
If we will turn to the theoretical and methodological fundament of 
Islamology will see that it is based on the ideas ofHegel, Veber, Merton, 
Durkheim, especially the last one. Due to the Durkhiem conception Islam 
was percepted as the integrative force of the Muslim society, and the idea 
of the permanent secularization of the Muslim world was forgotten. 
There are different, sometimes contradictive schools in the modern 
Western Islamology. One of the most popular- Catholic school, with the 
head of L. Massignon. He was named as one ofthe key-figures in the 
modern Orientalism. Marxism rendered large int1uence on the 
development of Islamic studies in· the West and in Soviet Union. But 
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together with them the idea of absolute reiection of western categories 
exist. The adherents of these theories are writing that we have to refuse 
from traditional western concepti0ns, methodological principles when we 
are speaking about Muslims and their civilization. The representatives of 
the other group of the scholars are insisting on the eurocentric approach on 
Islam on the contrary. 
So, modem western orientalism is developing in the various directions 
which we could determine as following : 
academic, Socio-political, protestent, catholic, pro-Muslim, eurocentric, 
Marxist. This variety could be explained by the fact that modem Muslim 
world is not homogenous and different models of social, political 
ideological, economic development could be observed there. But at the 
same time several scholars are coming to the conclusion that this variety is 
the withness of the methodological and theoretical crisis of Orientalism. It 
is the result of its theoretical weakness, the absence of scientific, objective 
philosophical and sociological conception of what is Islamic, civilization, 
Muslim social order. 
We've told already that from the very beginning one of the functions of 
Western Orientalism was to support to work out the politics and ideology 
of West in Muslim World .. This feature are strongly criticized from 
different points of view-Western itself (J. Waardenburg), Western Marxist 
(M. Rodinson), Antiwestem, anticolonial (E. Said) , Islamic (A. Tibawi) 
Muslim. scholars and periodicals like AI- Tawhid, Islamic Quaterly etc. 
The most recent and very interesting trend are those orientalists of western 
origin who have been converted to Islam and who have their own view on 
it (R.Garodi) . 
The most strong accusations against Orientalism consisted in colonialism 
" .neoimperialism", the tool of westemizil;tion, "antiislamism" and even 
"zionism". In order not to be biased we need to say that Western 
Orientalism and Islamology are serious fields of research with their own 
methodology and philosophy. During recent years the evident trend 
appeared to create their own theoretical and methodological principles, 
philosophy and sociology. The main source of this originality are the 
specific features of Islam which could be defined as the socio-cultural 
system. 
We've told already that Russian Orientalism could be defined as the heir of 
the Western science. And not only because of the common philosophical, 
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cultural roots, but because of the common features of their history. Russian 
Orientalism appeared as the theoretical explanation and justification of the 
colonail politics of Russian empire in Central Asia. Of course, we can't 
deny the positive contribution of Russian Orientalism to the Islamic 
studies, and the works of Sablukov, Krachkovsky, Barthold and many 
others are well known all over the world. But it is clear that Russian 
Orientalism from the very beginning was planned to be the theoretical 
basis of the politics of assimilation, christianization of the Muslim peoples 
of Russian empire. 
During the Soviet period the Islamic studies were under the control of the 
Communist party. Islamology had two aspects : external and internal. In 
the relationships with the foreign Muslim world it had to provide the ideas 
of peaceful initiatives of the Soviet State. Islamic studies of internal, so 
called Soviet Islam were developed in the spirit of atheism, what meant 
antiislamism very often. But now the ideological reform in Russia 
rendered large influence on the Islamology and Orientalism. They had to 
refuse from the atheistic spirit and are trying to find new philosophical and 
methodological principles in order to explain the phenomenon's of Muslim 
Renaissance, politicization and activation oflslam. 
The dialogue of European and Muslim scholars where different and 
especially "pure religions" (pro-Islamic and pro-Christian) approaches 
could be discussed together is one of the ways of two civilizations to 
understand each other, to cooperate and enrich themselves. 
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The principle of 'legitimacy' governs Islamic legal concepts. It 

means that all acts, procedures, depositions and final decisions 

of the public authority, at any level can not be valid and 

,legally binding as to the people they effect, save to the extent 

they are consistent with the law. Concepts of equity and 

principles of natural justice are the underlying currents of 

Islamic jurisprudence. ·what is known as 'Social Security' and 

'Welfare' in the West, is the duty of the state towards its 

people t.Lnder Islamic law, since a l 1 the wealth of the nation 

belOngs to the people. A~y deviation of assets or funds from the 

the welfare of the entire people, would render it 

illegitimate. Some times, when basic needs are ensured, the test 

of legitimacy can be made to take a back seat in the minds of 

people, hence rulers have been able to get away with. Such 

improprieties. The thinking process of the rulers needs 

stimulation of being conscious to the miseries of others. To 

ensure that no one, no matter what be the justification, would be 

allowed to subject other people to undue agony and tortur~, as we 

see result from the conflicts, like in Bosnia and Middle East. 

None of the religions of the world authorise any one to take away 

the peaceful existence of others. The main issues indeed giving 

rise to conflict are sharing of land and water and not opposed 

religious ideology. Vested interests have turned them in to 

issues of religious conflicts. fnnocent people suffee- for the 

wrongs of the few in power. The understanding of Islamic and non 

lslamic word is the need of the day. 
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Islamic criminal jurisprudence lays onus of proof heavily upon 

the prosecution and in the absence of sue h proof, beyond a 

reascnable doubt, the accused must be acquitted. The presumption 

of innocence as found in Common Law systems is the underlyirg 

principle of this branch of Islamic jurisprudence. The Hadith is 

that .the Prophet (PBUH) said, 

" Had men been believed only acco~ding to their allegations, 

some persons would have claimed the blood and properties 

~ belonging to others, but the accuser is bound to present positive 

proof thereof" (Bassioni, 1982, p. 67). 

As it is clear from the above that the victims of wrongs have 

also to be compEnsated from the assets of the accused besides his 

receiving the prescribed punishment. May be the victims of Bosnia 

need such a heeling touch as to also receive compensation to 

rehabilitate themselves again. The primary and the supreme source 

of Islamic law is the Quran. There is no area of human behaviour, 

not covered by Quran. It is a myth and lack of understanding of 

Islamic principles that Muslim women can not be equally empowered 

as their counterparts in the West. They are chained to t-he 

traditions, most of them originate from pre-Islamic times. There 

is a complete chapter, besides references in other parts as well, 

on the rights of women and children. It clearly says: 

"Women possessed intellect, wisdom and soul, 

. 
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as man and women came from the same stock. (Qur-ar, IV:9) 

There is no area of human dealing, not covered by Qu~a;;. 

commercial integrity, it says: 

"Give full measure wt-1en ye measure, 

and weigh with a balance that is straight" (Quran XVII: 34) 

·Tariff' is. an Arabic word, slipped in to Europe at the time of 

Crusades, its use in international commercial dealing and trade 

to this day, l.S an indication of Arab influence on European 

• commercial law. 

On treaties, it has the following to say: 

''(But the treaties are) not dissolved 

With those Pagans with whom 

Ye have entered into alliance 

And who have not subsequently 

Failed you in aught, 

Nor aided anyone against you. 

So fulfil your arrangements 

With them to the end 

Of their term: For God 

Loveth the righteous. (Quran IX: 4) 

On trusteeship, it says: 

God doth command you 

! 
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To r2nder back your trusts 

To these to whom they are due. (Quran IV: 58) 

On guardianship,, it says: 

Those who unjustly 

Eat up the property 

Of orphans, eat up 

A fire into their own 

Bodies: they will soon 

Be enduring a blazing fire. (Quran IV: 10) 

The rights contained in the Universal Declaration of Human 

Rights, 1948, was the g~eatest step in the European history 

towards the evolution of common set of standards rega~ding the 

right to dignity of every human being. From the mere reading of 

the Quran, we find that these rights are also enshrined therein. 

Some such numbers of relevant verses are stated as follows: 

Right to equality of mankind (Quran XLIX: 13; Ill: 64) 

Freedom of religion (Quran II: 256) 

Right of respect for the 

religions other than Islam ( V: 56; I I : 136) 

Right to enjoy bounties 

created by God (Our an VII: 32) 

Right to freedom of movement (Quran LXVII: 15) 

Right to Asylum (Quran IV: 97-100) 

,. 
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Right tc life 

Right of the unborn 

female child to life 

Right to privacy 

Right to respect & dignity 

Right to Justice 

Right of freedom 

(Quran VI: 151 & 35) 

(Ouran XVI: 158-9) 

(Ouran X X I V: 27-28; 

XXXIII: 53; XXIV: 58) 

(Quran X'/II: 70) 

(Our-an V:9; XVI:91; 

LIII:39) 

(Our an 

IV:92; 

II:256) 

IV:36; 

XLII:21; 

XXIV:33; 

XII:40; 

All these rights are available to a 1 1 , irrespective of their 

cast, colour, creed, gender and religion. 

Not only the individual human interaction but of nations is also 

covered by the Guran. Islamic jurisprudence is very rich 

private and public international law also. The protection under a 

treaty to the Christians of Najran is well known, when Prophet 

received 60 delegates from Najran. Future treaties of the Islamic 

world always treated this treaty asamodel. Itisa pity that 

whenever there is a conflict with the Islamic world, West oniy 

lays emphases on textbooks containing secular Western texts. 

while References to Islamic law is seldom made, like in 1979, 

dealing with the case of American hostages, American legal 

experts, never cited a single piece of Islamic International law, 

which is extremely rich in diplomatic immunities. Whereas history 
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tells us that such an indifference is rather recent. There is 

solid evidence that Grotius was influenced by Islamic law. H~e 

contribution to the principles of Western International law has 

the same principles as found in the Quran and Sunna. 

Islamic classification of all human actions into five categories 

which are differently viewed by God. These activities are: 

A. Fard :Which is commanded 

:First Degree 

B. Masnum, Mandub and Mustahab :Which is recommended 

:Second Degree 

c. Jaiz or Mubah :Which is permissible 

:Third Degree 

D. Makruh :Which is unworthy 

:Fourth Degree 

E. Ha ram :Which is forbidden 

:Fifth Degree 

Some how with the passage of time, the range of flexibility and 

consequently, the scope for application between B, C and· D 

categories of duties has been changing. For example, going by the 

above, there is no doubt about how a Muslim is to act in the 

matter of behaviour towards others, therefore, there is no place 

for violations of humah rights for any reason whatsoever, but in 

practice, we know that there are blatant deviations from these 
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principles for justifiable and non-justifiable reasons by 

.. Muslims . 

The Our-an is the word of God, as revealed to His Prophet (PBUH) 

and obligatory on eve.ry M us 1 im to read the Quran for its 

understanding and discovering as to what he and his faith are all 

about. The Quran is the primary source of Islamic law and all 

other sources derive their strength from the Ouran. Reading of 

Ouran is an act of piety, hence the need for reading, writing and 

learning. Before the advent of Islam, literacy and learning were 

rare among the Arab tribes. Due to the need for reading of the 

Our an by every Muslim, the literacy became a necessity for every 

one. With the passage of time, not merely literacy but also the 

proficiency of the knowledge of Quran gained momentous because it 

is a very scientific text and deals with human interaction of 

every 1 eve l. The Prophet encouraged discussion and analyses. He 

(PBUH) said: 

"if there is a difference of opinion within the 

community, that is a sign of the bounty of Allah." 

The right of dissent is the beginning of a scientific enquiry. 

The records indicate that in every Muslim city, groups of people ... 
met in the mosques or in the courtyards of private houses for 

discussions. Their aim wo-uld be to discuss and find out solutions 

in acco~dance with the Quranic principles, in respect of every 
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new pr-oblems, constantly arising. The difference of 

opinion of the minority g~oup with the majority stimulated 

healthy discussion and prevented o.rrogance of power and 

suppression cf minority, since the majority opinion was required 

to meet the criticism logically, before being enforced. 

Discussions were helpful in the development of juristic 

abilities, urgently needed in view of the rapidly expanding world 

of Islam 1n national and international relations, all based on 

unalterable text of the Quran. Thus the sophistication in the 

Islamic legal methodology developed. The techniques of leg a 1 

reasoning included primarily 'Qiyas· (reasoning by analogy), 

· Istishab' (presumption of continuity),·' Istislah' (consideration 

of public interest)a~d · Istihsan· (a concept of equity developed, 

particularly by the Hanafi school, to offset the restrictive use 

of the technique of qiyas. Sir Mohammed Iqbal, an Indian thinker, 

went to the extent of saying that it is the duty of a Muslim to 

enc;age in such ~nquiry, in order to facilitate the adaptation of 

the law to the new age. An ardent scholar with deep knowledge of 

Islamic law and trained in the techniques of legal reasoning is 

known as 'mujtahid' and his considered initiative is known as 

'ijtihad'. 'Ijtihad" provided Islamic law with a means .of 

adaptation to the changing needs of fast developing and expanding 

society. However the doors of · Ijtihad' were closed in the 10th 

century for the fear of loosing the infrastructure of juristic 

discipline and preservation of the originality. The process of 

"taglid" or imitation, whereby jurists commented upon the 
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existing juristic 1 i tera tu re .• compensated the lack of 

availability of · Ijtihad'. 'Sharia doctrines were not considered 

suitable fo~ the needs of development, 'hiyal' or stratagems 

literature was mainly gained popula~ity. The success of 'hiyal' 

due to Hanafi scholars. Maliki and Shafi scholars opposed most of 

the 'hiyal' methods of reasoning. Therefore, the call for opening 

the doors of 'ijtihad' has been received fro~ various parts of 

Islamic world. However, Ulemas are reluctant for good many 

reasons. They need to examine the old and new Islamic 

ju~isprudence, since Islamic jurisprudence constan·tly evolves to 

meet the needs 

It is a legacy 

of modern times with in the parameters of Islam. 

to be cherished and celebrated by all generations 

that this is such a versatile jurisprudence. I strongly advocate 

that this conference must explore the possibilities of opening 

the doors of · Ijtihad', to respond to the needs of technological 

advancement and revolutionary metC\ods of availability of 

information, in fast emerging plural societies of this shrinking 

world. Failing which, our own children will have to struggle hard 

to hear the voice of Islam since other voices will reach them 

easily. 

The efforts to justify the need for opening the doors for 

'ijtihad', have been received fr-om various quarters, more 

urgently from the forces involved with environmental auditing and 

women. There has been scattered response, what is needed is a 

consistent concerted effort and sooner it is given, the better it 
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would be for the world. For example, the Tunisian interpretation 

of the Gur-anic principles concerning Mu~lim women, who has 

interpreted the Quranic requirement of traating eo-wives with 

complete equality and impartiality, as being a practical 

impossibility, in view of modern social and economic conditions. 

Thus the Tunisian Law of Personal Status, 1957, managed to 

prohibit• polygamy. The Muslim Family Law Ordinance of 1961' 

passed by Pakistan, provided, for setting up of an arbitration 

council, composed of the representatives of e~ch spouse and an 

''ind~pendent chairman, to find out if the subsequent marriage is 

just·and necessary. I do 1'-10,02 that all Muslim societies would 

follow such interpretations, as that of Tunisia and make suitable 

amendments in their laws, to do away with this form of slavery of 

women, legitimised by marriage, is indeed a subtle form of 

domestic violence against them with in the family, rather than a 

bliss of married life. Polyga01y lS rampant in poor- and 

politically backward societies, where voices of women have been 

constantly ignored. The civil laws, often secular in nature, as 

applicable in European countries do not permit Muslim residents 

to practice polygamy legally (though the institution of marriage 

itself is on .a steep decline in the West). In this regard, it is 

pertinent to note that the fall out, for the considerations of 

the comity of nations, of the 4th World Conference of Women, held 

in Seizing, China, in September, 1995, needs to include the said 

Tunisian approach in th2ir agenda for Muslim societies. The 

Convention on Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against 

;. 
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Women of the U.N. has also a role play herein. The comments and 

reaction of the Nordic countries to the exercise of the option of 

·reservation' while ratifying this Convention ar-e very 

noteworthy and go-.:1" to challenge the games played by nations, for-

getting round to stall the prpces~es of empowerment of women. 

Muslim socieities constitute more tha.i! 1::llla one third of the total 

population of the ·world, most of it very much behind in 

de~elopment. How much I wish that both these U.N. conventions 

tJ 
should have. the fcresight to quote relevant Ouranic provision, 

"' 
re). a ting to the empowerment of women, to deterred and to deal 

effectively with Muslim count:--ies, thereby, sparing them the 

trouble of resorting and invoking the clauses permitting them to 

ratify the said Convention with ·reservations· . Often 

ratification with 'reservations· is j~stified on the grounds that 
~..t-i 

different from 1 the 
1\ 

the culture and laws of these countries are 

West, wherefrom, most of these Conventions are mooted, hence not 

relevant to their conditions. In reality,· I have examined that 

none of the provisions of these conventions can be said to be in 

conflict with Islamic principles of empowerment of women. The 

damage done to the world of Muslim women can still be repaired, 

if sincerity of purpose exists, May be, this conference tan 

explore the possibilities of formulating an acceptable similar 

document for Muslim countries and send it to the co-ordinators? 

As already been pointed out that Islamic jurisprudence has had 

roam for analyses in minute details. The principles are well set 
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and the sight of the main concern for equity and fairness are not 

lost. In order to have a different vie~-.J point from the prevailing 

or ti-:a t of the other group, the command over knowledge of the 

subject was essential, when Muslim world was interacting with 

Europe in the times of its glor-y. Therefore, 1 ea"r"""n ing and 

knowledge of the Quran was of paramount importance. The advent of 

Islam, triggered off the torrent of lear~ing in the Arabic world 

and other parts equally benefitted therefrom. Wherever Muslims 

went, learning of Arabic flourished. The Prophet (PBUH) enjoined 

~ his followers to seek learning anywhere, they could find it, even 

tc go to China to seek ·~ 
l .,_' if need be. The Arab traders br-ought 

the art of paper making from china in the eight century. (in my 

country, India, Islam first came through Arab traders on the west 

coast in the southern part, who were frequent visitors to south 

Asia and the far east. They followed both the silk routes 

regularly). Earlier, the records were maintained on sheep skin or 

papyrus. After the availability of paper, scholars, could copy 

and multiply the r-eading material, which went through Europe 

thr-ough the Ar-ab tr-ader-s. The ·hajj., the pilgr-image to Mecca was 

a potent source of information exchange, demand for- books and 

spread of knowledge, since Muslims fr-om all par-ts of the wor-ld 

came her-e. The movement of legal ideas is well recor-ded in most 

liter-atur-e per-taining to that per-iod. 

Channels of communications fr-om Muslim wor-ld thr-ough Italy to 

Europe were easy and well or-ganised. When Italy was under-
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Byzantine control, Sicily was a Muslim province (831 to 1090), 

the~efore, Sicily became the gateway to Europe for the Islamic 

world. Muslim traders needed protection, their trading agreements 

needed to ·be honoured, credit facilities and related arrangements 

needed to be worked out to the 1 as t mir1u te detail in foreign 

lands, gave rise to procedures and models of working documents. 

When Muslim world led the international trade and commerce, 

Muslim jurists worked hard, to evolve rules with in the basic 

concepts of Islam, thus those arrangements received reccgnition 

' ~ and thereby, became the natural extension of the basic principles 

• of Islamic law. The schools of Salerno, Otranto, Rossano and 

Monte 
• 

Cassino, were the first to receive A~abic lea~ning. Late~ 

the A~abic lea~ning was taken to the north of the Alps thrcugh 

the activities of schola~s like John of Gorze, who took with him 

a ho~se load of Arabic books to Germany, from where the Arabic 

science and Jurisprudence reached England. Hereford in England 

became the foremost centre for the study of science and knowledge 

mainly because King Canute (995-1035) after conquering England, 

brought with him Lotharingan and Flemish churchmen, who were 

Arabic scholars and they settled in Hereford. The well known 

amongst them was Robert de Losinga, Bishop of Hereford. Later, 

Adelard of Bath, cousin of Henry I, travelled extensively in the 

Middle East and his work 'Questiones Naturlas' pioneered an 

intellectual revolution. Roger of Hereford followed immediately 

thereafter in quest of similar knowledge. 
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Muslim r-ule at places in Europe helpe-d in being 

received well elsewhere as well. Toledo (Spain) was under- Muslim 

rule from 712 to 1085 and a centre of learning. Friedrich Heer's 

(1968, p. 240) reaction of Toledo's culture and civilisation of 

that period is very apt. He says: 

"It was the example of Toledo that. Eur-ope first learnt to 

understand that learning knows no frontiers, that it is universal 

global and human, that it concerns mankind as a whole, without 

respect of race or religion. At Toledo, Arabs, Jews and Greeks 

worked with Spaniards, Frenchmen and Germans, with Slav~ from the 

Balkc.ns and last and not the least with Englishmen". ! 

Spain and Sicily were centres of translation. Here Arabic works 

of scholars ~ere translated in to Latin and transmitted in to the 

rest of. Europe·. Wor-ks of Greek philosophers, including those of 

Ar-istotle wer-e tr-anslated in to Ar-abic as well. Thr-ough their- use 

by Ar-ab scholar-s, these wor-ks r-e-enter-ed Eur-ope. The libraries 

and universities, pr-ovided the needed impetus to this 

intellectual exchange. Lor-d Br-yce (1901) in his 'Essay on Law and 

Religion' narrates his visit to Al-Azhar University and describes 

it as the splendid seat oi knowledge and lear-ning, especially of 

Islamic jurisprudence. He also drew similarities in teaching 

methods and cur-r-iculum with the Eur-opean medieval univer-sities. I 

do hope educationists oand policy maker-s can make effor-ts to 

evolve a composite educational culture to spare the futur-e 

J 
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generations the dangers of falling in to tr~ps of p~ejudices . 

• 

Travellers missionaries r-eached the Islamic world after 

Cr-usades. They needed knowledge of Islamic laws for dealing with 

the Muslim mind, though they understood each other well, after 

all, they ar~ all the children of Abraham~ To look at positively 

at this period of history, Crusades provided a meeting point for 

Islamic and Western minds and thus a stream of intellectual and 

cultur-al richness invisibly fl-owed, thereby, enhancing immensely 

the growth of knowledge of Islamic jurisprudence in_the West and 

' its consequential influence. San Alvero of Cordova said, as 

recorded by Thom.pson: 

"Many of my co-re.l ig ioni sts read the poems and stories of the 

Arabs, and study the writings of Muhammedon theologians and 

philosophers, not in order to refute them but to learn to express 

themselves most elegantly and cor-r-ectly in the Ar-ab tongue. Alas' 

All the young Chr-istians who become notable for- their talents 

know only the language of liter-atur-e of the Ar-abs, read and study 

Ar-abic books with zeal, and at enormous cost fr-om gr-eat 

libraries, and ever-ywher-e pr-oclaim aloud their- liter-atur-e is 

wor-thy of admir-ation. Heu, pro dolorre. Linguam suam nesciunt 

Chr-istiani". 

The Muslim scholars like Avicenna (Ali Abu Ibn Sina, 980-1027) 

•' 
and Aver-r-oes (Ahmed Ibn Ruschd, 1126-98) ar-e an impor-tant par-t of 
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the bridge of knowledge between Muslim world and Europe. They are 

the men, who brought Renaissance in the Muslim world. Avicenna 

was as versatile as Leonardo da Vinci. 
I 

These Muslim thinkers 

rolled out a different dimension of intellectual enquiry of their 

age, came to be known as the 'Theory of Double Truth', divine 

trut~ and the human reasoning based thereon, influenced many like 

Aquinas, who wrote 'Summa contra Gentiles' mainly for the Muslim 

audience. The stimulation for emphases on reason, eventually lead 

to Renaissance and Reformation, thus resulting in the 

tra'nsforma t ion of European legal systems. There is considerable 

material available to indicate that the thir,king of Locke and 

Rousseau was greatly influenced by the works of Islamic scholars. 

Rousseau influenced the 'Ethical theory of Kant and equally 

inspired Hagel for his theory of the 'State'. Montesque w~ote in 

1721 'Persian letters', a clear insight in to the ways of Muslim 

travellers to Paris at that time or what he thought of them. It 

was clear evidence of influence of Islamic perceptions. 

Locke showed keen interest in the lectures of Edward Pococke, the 

first professor of Arabic studies at Oxford. As we know from 

Locke's wo;ks that he was intellectually very concerned with 

theory of sovereignty, powers of government, methods of 

governance and individual liberty, Therefore, he went deeply in 

to the works of Arabic ,scholars relating to the concepts of 

sovereign t'l and law, Locke is to be the foremost 

political scientist in the concepts of t;usteeship of power for 

. ~ .. ~-. 
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the benefit of the governed, inalienable -rights of the 

individual, which no government can forfeit and removability of 

the ruler, if he failed to keep his trust and these concepts were 

known to Arab thinkers. The Ouran clearly defines the duties of 

the people responsible for governance. Thus the works of Locke 

have indeed been inspi~ed by Islamic thinke~s. 

The Islamic p~inciple of consensus 1s parallel to Rousseau·s 

concept that each individual is the recipient of the delegated 

power back and civil liberties from thE· community and the 

sovereignty which he had delegated to the community for being 

governed. Islam does not provide for the separation of moral code 

from the political institutions. The criticism of Rousseau of the 

political structure of Eu~ope made him prcpound that the 

community formed the body political and 'the body politic is a 

moral being, possessed of a will' 

Rousseau wrote in 'Social Cont~act' (1968, Book I V, p. 179) : 

"Mahomet (PBUH) had very sound opinions, taking care to give 

unity to his political system and for as long as the fo~m of his 

gove~nance was undivided and, to that extent, good.'" He fu~the~ 

wrote, " But it is not fo~ eve~y man to make the gods speak, o~ 

to gain credence, if he p~etends to be an inte~prete~ of the 

divine wo~d. The law-give~·s g~eat soul is the t~ue mi~acle which 

must vindicate his mission. Any man can ca~ve tablets of stone, 

or bribe an oracle, claim a secret intercourse with some 
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divinity, train a bird to whisper in his ear, or discover some 

other vulgar means of imposing himself on the people. A man who 

can do such things may conceivably bring together a company of 

fools, but he will neve~ establish an empire, and his bizzare ,_. 
·~-. -. 

creation will perish with him. Worthless authority may set up 
~-- ; .. 

transitory bonds, but only wisdom makes lasting ones. The Law of 

the Hebrews, which still lives, and that of the child of Ishmael 

which he ruled half the world for ten centuries, still proclaim 

today the greatness of the men who first and 

even though proud philosophy and the blind spirit of faction may 

regard them as nothing but lucky impostors, the true statesman 

sees, and admires in their institutions, the hand of that great 

and powerful genius which lies behind all lasting things". 

The conferences like the one in Sweden last June and now in 

Jordan are a path to achieve much needed understanding. The 

Swedish and ~ordanian initiative is highly commendable. These 

efforts are profoundly valuable for a permanent dialogue for 

achieving international peace through the understanding of cross 

cultures. Such efforts would indeed be helpful in removing age 

old prejudices for attaining balanced understanding and mutual 
·.I· 

appreciation. There is ample scope for research in this area with 

modern perspectives. Universities and scholars need to get in to 

action to place their contribution in this area at the disposal 

of the world. I pray for the continuation of this chain of 

efforts. Amen. 
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' . Western Coverage of Islam: A critical Assessment 

• 

, The coverage of Islam in the Western media has always been problematic. It 
is problematic becaU£e it has its roots in complex historical, political, social, 
religious and cultural reasons. This plurality of root issues, and the subsequent 
inability; or· even lethargy,' towards trying to understand them, has led to 
fundamental structural complexities in the coverage of Islam and Muslim 
~ocietiEk in general. This ha$ often given rise to prejudices that have, over time, 
become ingrained in both ps;Yches. This paper attempts to analyse the causes of 
this and suggest some long-term remedies. 
I ' 

: When examining Western: media attitudes towards Islam, it is important to 
recognise the cultural background of western journalists who, in a sense, reflect 
the societies in which they are born. In the first instance, most Western 
jow·nalists are born into a society which, until recently, had little contact with 
Musl.i.m,s and Islam. Although Western society has undergone enormous change 
Since th.e end of World War Two, Christianity played a major part in most 
aspects:oflife until fifty years ago. At the same time, the encounters with Islam 
were ories which were usually negative. The Ottoman invasion of Europe was 
one whieh threatened the Christian identity of Europe and a similar motivation 
was produced for the e.h."Jlulsion of the Arabs from Spain. 

, Islam was generally characterised as uniform, always hostile to 
non-believers and intent on the forceful conversion of the world. As far as the 
etiucation of the average Western journalist goes, history was until recently 
taught from a Western perspective. Religious education, as required by law, 
was btroduced not to teach people about non-Christian religions but to 
strengthen and help enforce the moral precepts and teachings of the Christian 
faith. Irt purely Christian terms, the Qur'anic revelation as it was known would 
have been 'regarded as at best fraudulent and at worst blasphemous and 
offensive. This historical attitude, which was reflected by most early writers on 
Islam - with few honourable exceptions · has also been the reference point for 
many Western journalists. Many are therefore carrying a negative cultural 
baggage about Islam with them and precious few facts about the reality, 
richness arid diversity of Islam. This has had a determining factor in the way 
Islam arid Muslims are viewed and this, in turn, has given rise to cultural, 
religious and racial bias, and probably produced a deep cultural antipathy and 
fear of Islam. Oddly enough, the secularisation of society has probably not 
entirely helped. Many people believe that they have benefited by creating a 
more secular society and any religion which is active, as Islam is, would be 
regarded in' a negative light. To Many liberal Western intellectuals, the 
intolerance and violence of modern political Islam is highly reminiscent of their 
own Euiopean history. They see the world of the Muslim as a closed universe, 
incapabl~ of absorbing rationalist and scientific advances. 

iThe other common encounter was in a colonial situation · industrialisation 
• mptivated Westerners to believe that their society was superior in every 

re~pect, including the religious. The legacy of modem colonial, and particularly 
·: pqst·colonial, past resulted in a profound effect on Muslim nations, cultures and 

peoples. ;But these powerful effects of history are not generally appreciated by 
thi;l average Western journalist. Decolonisation tended to place the Western and 
Islamic worlds in opposing camps. I will come back to this point later. 

I 
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:The Western coverage of Islam has also been influenced by other political 
events, fucluding the Western support for Israel and the oil price rises in the 
1970s. The Middle East is necessarily a media godsend because it is always 
newsworthy. And it is always newsworthy because of dynamic political 
developments in that region that are ever-changing and unexpected. 

' 

, But arguably the most important and interesting Islamic phenomenon of 
recent years was the Islamic Revolution in Iran. In international political 
terms this has had a devastating impact on Western foreign policy 
considerations that are now seemingly so polarised as to be irreversible. 
Concomitantly, this had an absolutely profound influence on the Western 
media's coverage of Islam, which pursued its own process of polarising Islam 
and Muslims by using the Visible militancy of the Islamic Revolution as a 
yardstick for discussing all things Islamic, all things Muslim. This 
representation of revolutionary Islam was so powerful, biased as it was, that it 
was a key factor ir'- determ.infug how Shi'a Islam in particular, and later Islam 
per se, was covered in the Western media during the 1980s and beyond. A 
nbtable exception was the coverage of the Mujahideen in Afghanistan during 
the Russian invasion. 

:Following the end of the Cold War, important events occurred, such as the 
Rushdiei affair, the Gulf conflict where Saddam Hussein managed to persuade 
many disenchanted Musli..ms that the West and its media were embarked on a 
crusade 'agB..inst Islam. These events, in addition to what many in the West 
perceived as the need to have a new foe after the collapse of communism, has 
given Islam a much higher profile in the Western press. This was accompanied 
by pictures coming out of Afghanistan of violent acts committed in the name of 
Islam, as well as the spread of the increased use of violence in settling political 
disputes' in other Muslim countries, notably in north Africa. The indiscriminate 
and frequently murderous violence of an Islamist fringe have proven a boon to 
the Western media who, in turn, have used such images to gain larger 
audiences. 

· In this period of ignorance, one can hardly hear a news bulletin where the 
word "Islam" is not mentioned but in a negative light, sometimes several times 
ir:i the same bulletin. The news is invariably either connected with war, violence 
or a tragedy, or some other unpleasant disaster. The terms Islamic 
fundamentalism or extremism, the Muslim terrorist, the Muslim threat, the 
Islamic Bonib have become key buzz words used freely by the main news 
agencies and followed by the rest. The words Islam, Islamic and Muslim are 
used interchangeably even by some respectable and serious news organisations 
and thus such "newspeak" has became part of the acceptable popular culture. 
Muslim !societies are often projected as archaic in their laws, undemocratic, 
corrupt imd violent. Such prejudice is bound to have an impact on the uncritical 
mind arid has lead to theories among many Muslims of a systematic and 
continuing propaganda for which there are few rules . 

• This is ultimately leading to an alienation on two levels - that e:h:perienced by 
the Muslim community itself and the negative self-fulfilling prophecies that 
may be engendered particularly among the susceptible and the young among 
the now growing numbers of second or third generation Muslim minorities in 
the West. l'he coverage of Islam, as seen by these minorities, is generally 
covered as if they are an inherently alien phenomena, both in culture and 
dogma. Some of the coverage of their social, economic and political problems, 
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such as immigration and edudation, has added to their sense of isolation. There 
is open hostility to their demands for state funded schools in line with Christian 
and Jewish: schools, for example. The possibility of Muslim schools being 
playgrounds for the training and recruitment of fundamentalists has been 
pr~je~ted injmru;.y pr~s~ reports. Even 0e first person who won the !otter};" in 
Bntam fouri.d his rehg10n, Islam, on tr1al on the front pages of the tabloids. 
Other stories, such as the mahiage of a young Turkish man to a thirteen year 
old Englxsh:.'girl on holiday 1in Turkey, was sensationalised with negative 
connotatj.orui about the boy's ~eligion, occupation and social class. One can also 
detect elemE!nts of racism, may be subconscious racism, as Islam is the religion 
ofmanyofthese new migrants to Europe. In Britain, for example, Muslims are 
unable to resort to legal remellies to address this problem as religions are not 
covered by 4nti-racist legislation. If some of the writings were written about 
Blacks rather than Muslims, they would have been hauled in front of the Race 
Relations B0ard and the Press Complaints Commission; If they were written 
about Jews, they would have been instantly accused of virulent anti-Semitism 
arid condemned. 

1
These problems for the new Muslim communities in the West was 

compounded'by thefact that, 'certainly in the early days, Muslims rarely gave 
feedback, to the newspapers about their feelings on what is written or broadcast 
about them.; This is partly due to lack of experience and organisation on the 
part of the Muslim community and partly due to apathy and nonchalance. Such 
an attitude has been greatly induced by the inward-looking nature of many of 

, • the ethnic Muslim minorities_ Many developed a siege mentality and do not 
ev,en read, let alone wish to respond to the tabloids. The lack of any clear 
leadership ~d representative Muslim voice. has not help~ either as the Media 
does not know who speaks for the commuruty. The Muslim response has thus, 
up to now, been inadequate. Responses in the main have either been apologetic 
or else radical and confrontational. The apologists are always eager to portray 
an essentia~ly non-threatening, introspective and pious Islam which can 
accommodate and reflect the prevailing standards of moral behaviow- in the 
West. The radicals, on the other hand, are always keen to appear in the media 
and say whe,t many in the media want to hear, thus further enforcing existing 
stereotypes . 

. Some of the more controversial aspects of Muslim culture wherein the 
Western media have shown a particularly exuberant interest is the position of 
women and the question of Muslim Fundamentalism. 

['he question of women has ,always been a serious point of contention where 
both sides h~ve stereotyped each other's views and practices. In the West, this 
debate is mainly driven by a secularist conscience that sees itself on a social 
crusade to :ii_ght wrongs in ,the name of sel'>.'Ual equality and freedom of 
expression. 'l!he Hejab, which has become a visible phenomenon in a number of 
Western capitals is seen by many as one of the symbols of oppression and 
anathema to :any notion of sel'>.~al equality or gender freedom. 

if'he cov~r.age of Muslim \Vomen has, therefore, been a negative one, 
concentrating on some of the more extreme abuses against women in some 
parts of thei Muslinl world and applying it to the whole. It has also been 
sensationali~t in the way Western female conversion to Islam, either through 
marriage or ptherwise, is depicted. Pictures of young girls wearing Hejab in 
Islamic schoqls makes for good television. The question of Hej ab in schools and 
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the marriage of Imran Khan to the daughter of a wealthy Jewish socialite 
attracted immense media interest with some racist comments. In the case of 
Imran Khan's marriage to JeiD.ima Goldsmith, the media in Britain had a field 
day with satirical cartoons depicting the newly-converted Mrs Khan travelling 
on pilgnmage to Mecca for her honeymoon. 

The Hejap is seen as flegr,ading to women because it is seen to not only 
perpetuate ~atriarchal contra~ over what the Islamic faith refers to as "half of 
humanity", but is seen as an irrelevant archaism in the post-modern age in 
which faith !is relegated to near-irrelevance. Ironically, to the Muslim masses 
living in;the[West, the Hejab has became, in many cases, a definitive symbol of 
identity ancHs regarded by many Muslim women as a protection against what 

r they see as the West's own unhealthy attitude towards womanhood. No attempt 
is made to e:Xplain these subtleties but instead the coverage is often in terms of 
"The hejab !exists because women are exploited and women are exploited 
because the fhejab exists". In discussing no other culture are such questions so 
illogically correlated and so purposefully concluded. 

f 

The seeon!f point concerns the notion, an old adage recently repropounded, of 
an inextricable link between fundamentalism (read extremism) and Islam. 
Indeed, in n9 other religion is this suggested more strongly than in terms of the 
Islamic faith, The root reasonS for this go back centuries and it may partly be 
based on a inuch more profm;md historic consciousness regarding religion in 
Europe. The current Western 1interest in Islam is, however, stimulated by the 
prominence ·of political Islam' in the Middle East. There has been very little 
attempt in the Western Media to see it in terms of a reaction to colonial rule. 
Why is it that the freedom to struggle against colonial oppression in, say, Africa 
or Latin America, is met with relative sympathy and understanding yet the 
equally just:struggle emanating from the Muslim and Arab world is greeted 
with fear and loathing? Criticism of double standards in the Western media is 
one argument many times put forward by Muslim and non-Muslim analysts 
alike. ' · 

Fundamentalism, of course, has to remain the prerequisite for discussing the 
various forces at play in the Middle East (whether these be political, economic 
and social) because it acts as a. catalyst in terms of defining the larger picture to 
an audience' that is not expe~ted to understand the complexities of an alien 
culture. So :f11Uch easier to call a wog a wog, easier on. the ton.,aue, easier on the 
brain and certainly easier on the recipient's ignorance. But to suggest that the 
notion of fwjtdamentalism is used primarily to paint the background picture, 
the raison d'etre as it were, fdr the conflicts in the Middle East is perhaps an 
oversimplifidation. It does not mean that fundamentalism, as a phenomenon, is 
not there U!J. be analysed. What one fundamentally detests is the simple 
assumption #lat everything that happens in the Middle East can be explained 
away easily :in terms of fundamentalist religious forces - but this is just one 
aspect of,thejdynamic social arid political currents running through transitional 

• 1 post-colonial!nation states. ' 
The exisMnce of Israel is seen very much as a media godsend because it 

enables the story to be told according to inherent prejudices that have been 
• l nurtured on! a feeling of collective historical guilt over the holocaust and the 

mythic<:l co:q.cepts of the weak against the strong, .the big .versus the small, 
DaVJ.d (m thfs case, Israel · a state borne from an mtemational apology and 
forged on the notion of a victim state even before its founding) versus Goliath 
(the spraw!ipg sea of Araby with its power-hungry sharks). If Israel can be 
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recognised as a loner amidst a hostile crowd then so much the better for an 
American rdedia trying to explain US foreign policy to a US audience nurtured 
on;some fan,Ciful idea of "Superman" justice. 

' 
The exteht to which events in the Middle East define media attitudes 

towards M¥lirn communities in the West was most painfully apparent in the 
• , aftermath of the Oklahoma bombing in the United States. Even the serious 

BBC "Newsirlght" progra.mm.~ in London joined the bandwagon. In Britain, this 
undertow qf hate was capped by one of the most astonishing pieces of 

• : journalism~ have ever seen. The Today newspaper published on its front page 
the heart-rending picture of an American fireman carrying a dead infant from 
the wreck~e, under the headline: "In the name ofislam". The paper refused to 
apologise e~n it was quickly discovered that the perpetrators were not Muslim.. 

i 
Oklahomli happened out of the blue but the assumption of Muslim 

involvement was something that had been festering out of control for a long 
time. To make the connection; however superficial, was easy and one could get 
away with qeing wrong. What else did people expect? Mter all, was not Muslim 
terrorism o.h everyone's mind anyway? So much easier to preach to the 

1 converted - in this case an audience already sensitised to expecting the worst 
from MUBlini:s. 

Perhaps $o, but the media jumping to conclusions was the chicken coming 
home to rodst in terms of the perception of news analysis in the West as a 
whole. It also brought home an important lesson that many of us have 
forgotten: the simple power of the media in being able to swing opinion, 

'< • instigate c~aos and suffering, and then simply retire to a corner claiming 
professional;miscalculation. But can we, as human societies, really afford such 
miscalculations? 

How can s:uch attitudes, then, be countered? 

I want to:illustrate this question with a simple hypothesis: I recently took a 
newspaper ~cle which was about Muslim. fundamentalism and found that if I 
replaced th~ word "Muslim" with Jew" and the word "Islam" with "Judaism", 
what I got ~as a vociferously anti-Semitic diatribe. How journalists should be 
thinking is in terms of "AntiMuslimism", as Professor Fred Halliday put it. In 
line with such a policy, those journalists and presenters who consistently offend 
should be eiposed and marginalised. In this respect, the programme "Kilroy", 
presented b:y the ex-Conservative member of parliament, Robert Kilroy-Silk, 
particclarly springs to mind for his tireless rantings against "Muslim 
fundamentalism". Others, like Bernard Levin, who wrote some particularly 

1 scathing pie~es for The Times, in London, and Conor Cruise 0 1Brien, both of 
· whom are otherwise deservedly highly regarded commentators, have 

themselves a duty to inspire W1derstanding and create a forum for further 
dialogue, ra~her than fall foul of abuse and insult. There are, thankfully 

•. already a nUfllber of individuals working in the media, some of the broadsheets; 
more senior porrespondents, such as Robert Fisk of The Independent (London), 
for example,; who show a more open and i.Ulfettered attitude towards Muslim 

• · and Arab societies. 
I 

On the p~t of the Muslim. minorities in the West, there should be more 
feedback to press reporting of Muslim. issues. Muslims in the West need to 
"come out of the closet", if I may use that term, and become pro-active 
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responden$ of the media world they inhabit rather than passive recipients. 
·Letters of ~rotest or congratulation, or merely comments on news items and 
programmes, must be registered with editors and commissioners so that they 
mightheediMwlim sensitivity next time. Along with this, objective analysis by 
Muslim tljnkers, and non-'Muslim thinkers on Islam, should be further 
encouraged, To a certa4l extent, BBC Radio is already taking heed of Muslim 
sensitivity bd Muslims are given some airtime on certain religious days. We 
ourselves af:e involved in thiS process, as are others such as Professor Akbar 
Afuued wh~ presented the excellent television series "Living Islam"; Roger 
Hardy who (presented an objective eight-part series for radio "Islam, Faith and 
Power"; and l\fichael Wood's cUltural documentaries. 

i 
We have reached an apex in our mutual recognition of each other's existence. 

What we halve not reached is a common understanding of each other's ingrained 
prejudices a!nd the reasons for their perpetuation. There is no magic cure. What 
has to be sought is a graduai proct:ss of dialogue and education which will 
develop an~ nurture our respective understanding of each other. In addressing 
the coverag~ of Islam, the greater onus is upon the Western media who must 
criticapy refex~e their coverage and particularly the use of terminology in 
reporting Muslim 1ssues. 

I 

i 

Yowif Al-Khoei 
I 

London 6th June 1996 
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HOW BEST TO IMPROVE 

5 ""<l-1 \ f:,B-l., c. 

THE IMAGE OF ISLAM ? 

Historical prejudices a.nd G: liches taint Islam. Especially the prejudices born in 

connection with Osman expansion in Europe are deeply ingrained and of lasting 

effect. Objectivating this chapter of European history could only be to Islam's 

advantage and open the way to a change in consciousness. The non-Muslim partner 

should be made to understand, e.g. that the starting point of Osman expansion was 

not the ~ihad but the belief in the Osman dynasty's calling to world supremacy. lt 

was an idea developed in the Mongolian tradition and taken over by the Turks. 

Needless to say, it is not Islamic. Its realization required belligerent actions not 

only against Christians but also against Muslim states. 

Gihad ·did, .indeed, lend itself admirably as an instrument of justification. The 

Osman Empire was essentially geared to world supremacy. Even in its military 

power non-Muslim elements had a considerable share. At the second siege of Vienna 

(1683), Balkan Christians made up nearly one third of the besieging power. 

Dissemination of Islam was not its· motive. Christians and Jews were able to 

continue unmolested in their religious activities. The Calvinists in Hungary held 

the religious attitude of the Turks up as example. to the Europeans. The patriarch 

and metropolitans of the Greek-orthodox church were practically civil servants. 

This would have been impossible, had it not been admitted by Islam teachings. Also in 

many other ways had the Empire oriented itself according to Islam. The 

interpretation school of Abu Hanifa (8th century) played a vital role in this. Its 

teachings testify to increasing striving to humaneness; slave relief is upheld, 

trading in eunuchs condemned, cruelty to animals seen as contrary to the spirit of 

the religion, sparing prisoners of war and other defenceless urged. Abu l:fanifa 

even took the view that the life of every human being is equal in value. 

In all other repects regarding the conduct of war the generally valid principles of 

the sharia were observed, i.e. killing women, children, the aged and insane, 

maiming enemies, killing peace mediators, prolonging war right up to the 

conclusion of peace, poisoning wells and drinking water is unlawful and not 

allowed. 

Hand in hand with clarifying the history, the image of Islam must be enhanced 

through the conduct and behavior of the Muslim peoples. Ways and means must be 

found to protect Islam against the abominable misuse. lt is inadmissible that , in 

the name of the religion, innocent people ·be murdered. National means must be 
-' 

used in the struggl1o achieve for national goals. Today we find ourselves in a 
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position where innocent Muslims (as in Bosnia) are made to pay for the misdeeds 
; .. 

of their co-religionists somewhere in the world. The lack of differentiating and the 

tendency, especially among Christians, to look for collective guilt, are disasterous. 

The entire people are held responsible for the death of one single person. This is 

not in the spirit of post-Council reasoning. We have to learn to differentiate. 

Through Communism a number of instruments of peaceful coexistence were lost: 

on the Balkans, the principle of good neighbo~liness and building relationships of 
' 

brotherliness. If these values could be brought back to mind, it could help to 

assuage the roused passions. Churches and mosques could play a positive role in 

this. In the history of the Osman Empire, the istimala-system was repeatedly used 

for the purpose of conquest. it is a policy of reconciliation. it has since fallen into 

oblivion. Professor Halil lnalcik mentions it in his historical writings. In our 

oecomenical times, this ancient practice of the Islam would need to be revived. This 

would require concerning oneself throroughly with this system. 

The motive forces of the sharia used and further developed by posterity are, apart 

from the Quran and Sunna (tradition), the ancient Orient, the asiatisized 

Hellenism, the Syrian monastic Christendom and a political pragmatism. The 

contribution of these human components in the sharia necessitate it being freed 

from all jets'*m. . 

The~ as scriotura sacra, contains eternal and timeless principles. But it also 

deals with historical questions and provides specific answers. And from these we . 
QM.r'&'t 

need to filter out those that are valid for our times. The ~ often speaks in 

parables, metaphors and symbols, just as it uses myths as means of expression. 

This is why hermeneutics is needed. Also the 'ilm asbab an-nuzul - the discipline 

that looks into the outside sources of the Revelation - has quite a few things to say. 

Blindly adhering to the word is, therefore, out of place. 

In this connection one must ask oneself what is the character of the Sunna. Some 

high-grade scholars see the Sunna as an igtihad, that is to say the personal legal 

finding of the prophet. Thus the Sunna is accorded quite a different meaning than is 

the case in the orthodoxy. The findings of the igtihad are to be put in question; they 

can be replaced by other, more modem ones. 
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No doubt an outside observer might see in the sharia a serious 

'obstacle to t~e acceptance of global ethos or of the Declaration 

of Human Rights in general. But to a considerable extent sharia 

consists of legal constructions of later generations. There· 

fore it is also to a large extent the product of historical 

·development, so that it is possible to st::Jp it of what has 

been added at a later date and is not authentic. Islam's inter

vention in the purely jurisdictional sphere, especially in the 

field of· criminal law, is not an emanation of religiousness, 

of pious endeavor, but an aid afforded by Islam in ancient times 

to serve its faithful. Law in oriental culture has a different 

character than law in the western culture. It is an instrument 

put in the hands of rulers or government to help secure social 

ability on ethical laxity. Some offences are considered pardon

able. 

The ancient Islamic jurists divided the world into two antagonist~ 

ic blocks: the diir al-islam (House of Islam) and the dar al

harb (House of War). At one time, there was good reason for 

this. In our times, such division is meaningless. Nevertheless 

some voices still keep clamo't-ing for such a division. In the 

context of our theme, this legal construction is of importan~e 

in so far as in the dar al-harb, according to the jurisprudents, 

the Muslim is exempted from certain religious and moral obliga-
.. 

tions. This can be seen as the ideological inception of a double 

set of moral standards. A double set of moral standards stands 

for a behavior that condones things in public life that are 

considered evil and intolerable in private life. Such double 

set of moral standards is no more alien to the Muslim than to 

other people •. There are sufficient examples of coreligionists 

in whose house reigns meticulous ·cleanliness yet do not feel 

it any concern of theirs if mountains of refuse and garbage 

heap up ouside their house. 

The Islam is the conscious . and responsible mastering of life 

in the sign of· dedication· to God. The premise for respnsibility 

is reflection. Reflection as to moral acting is ethics, in th:'..s 

case Islamic ethics, that, just as the. Islam, run through the 

entire history of mankind. 

Ethically ordered action requires 1) unfailing judgment of con

science ('consult Thy heart and then act!' Mu hammed) and 2) 
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earnest endeavor to act according to the standard given by God. 

·self-discipline is the premise for ethical freedom. Anyone who 

indulges his urges in an uncontrolled and unfettered way, is 

caught up in their net. In Islamic theological terms - he has 

already become an idolater. 

In religion man seeks God in order to find man. Service to man

kind is the supreme way to serve God. Religion cannot endure 

separate from life on earth, although to be valid for all times 

it must originate in God. 

By its morality, which is only one part of the religious world 

view, religion works towards fulfilment of fundamental human 

needs and hopes. Religion champions justice, love, truth, recon

ciliation, brotherliness and unity; thereby contributes to the 

mitigation of conflicts in everyday life. On the other hand when 

religious doctrine of salvation claims exclusivity, i.e. to be 

one and only saving one, it may, with its morality confined to 

a particular denomination, become a source of interiorance; more 

so, it may even bring about conflicts and, as history shows, their 

escalation into world-wide conflicts. 

Christianity, with its commandment of love and the doctrine of 

salvation, loosens the fetters of law and life. Not so Jtidaism 

and Islam. The necessity to make life easier, on the one hand; and 

to adhere to the letter of the law, in the other hand, led the 

Jewish scholars to keep 'multing over' the law, to consider and 

weigh it from different angles;so as to finally relate it and 

make it bearable. This may be the origin of the current term of 

"Jewish twist". Similarly an entire literature of legal artifices -

the so called hiyal - originated in Islamic jurisprudence. 

Even the finest doctrine will remain ineffective where good will 

is lacking. It may even turn into its opposite. Despite the com

mandment of love, Christians of Northern Ireland - Catholics and 

Protestants - are loccked in bloody battle. Despite the Islamic 

commandment of brotherliness, Iraqi and Iranian Muslims have been 

inflicting death upon each other for seven years. 

In conservative and rigoristic interpretation of religion there 
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are ideas and conceptions that hinder the development. Such hin

drance is, for exemple, the so-called taglid in Islam. It is the 

blind emulation of the supposed life-style example of Muhammad 

and his closest collaborators. Bassam Tibi relates this 'imitatio' 

to a thought, expressed in the Qur'an, according to which Muslims 

are the best community the world has brought fort. He holds 

that this doctrine leads one to suppose that in the case of Mus

lims there is a psychic barrier against learning from other cultu

res, because they think themselves superior to them. Whether or 

not this diagnosis is correct, can be left open. In any case the 

concept of being chosen, taught by the Jewish religion, has not 

harmed the Jews in the cultural respect. On the contrary. 

Large parts of today's Islamic world are going through a stage 

of development in which tradition is overstressed to the detri

ment of spirituality. The form and the label are rated higher 

than the heart. The essential feature of the Islam is in danger 

of being stunted by formalism. 

Regional constraints,human deficiencies,low levels of education. 

antiquated ways of thinking, obsolete world views, national ri

valry and such like - all this is provided with an Islamic label 

and justified to the world public. Mistaken tradition and uncrit

cal acceptance of casuistic heritage of jur~sprudence are used 

to establisch a semblance of legitimacy. It would be erreneous 

to see in these practices a reflection of authentic Islamic tra

dition. 

Sound tradition no doubt offers practicable models for social and 

political life. Not so the rigid and static fixation on law 

not uncommonly mistaken for Islamic tradition and which has an 

alienating effect. 

Tradition generally sees religion in opposition to critical re

search and critical investigation. Tradition is recognition and 

cultivation of old pragmatical values. Although it is essential to 

man's understanding of himself as a historical subject, by its 

very nature it tends to stunt the development of his own creative 

forces. Rigid adherence to tradition would seem to be a means 

o protecting one's identity; in the end, however, it leads to loss 

of this very identity. 

Islam is often understood as antiquated models of thinking and 
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obsolete structures; but these are merely remnants of an an

cient oriental cultural heritage, not essential elements of the 

doctrine. Islam of the masses often takes an a folkloristic 

charakter. 

Looking backwards makes being a Muslim more difficult. Many Mus

lims attach a time-transcending importance to early medieval so

cial structures born of pre-industrial ways of thinking and long 

befor the religion. 

The 'sunna' always did play an enormously strong conservative 

role in the world of Islam. The Qur'an certainly had not inten

ded it to play this role. The contents and emphasis of the 

'sunna' were occasionally changed in the course of being han

ded down, so that finally the 'sunna' became a 'reflection of 

the religious, social and political conditions of those by whom 

it was handed down'. In this form- as a digestible product, 

so to speak - it reached the learning faithful. 

The responsibility of the faithful lies in invoking Allah, not 

in invoking a human being. As representative of God on earth, 

'man is placed in a responsibility that encompasses the whole 

the whole of his life as that of his World in which he has his 

L .f ' 1) l e . 

Fundamentalist thinking in theology enc~nters inadequate under

derstanding. In the Muslim case it additionally burdens_ the faith

full from the very outset with the feeling of being strangers 

in their own homelands and hinders integration which is absolute

ly necessary for self-assertion. One can not permanently keep 

the young people in contrariety to existing standards.It is a 

question of how to integrate into the social process whilst at 

the same time retaining an impeccable religious and ethical Isla

mic personality. This requires effort on all levels and a me

thodical approach. Opening new mosques will not be enough. Main

taining a wide awake religious consciousness depends on many 

factors. In no way will it be achieved by insisting on the past 

and its preserved values. Only the readiness to take the respon

sibility in shaping one's own future will set planning in the 

right direction. 

1) Heinrich Leipold : Offenbarung und Geschichte als 
Problem des Verstehens. Gtitersloh 1962, p. 151. 
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It is a fact, that in the eyes of the non-Islamic world today 

Islam is regarded as a militant religion. That is partly due 

to certain misunderstanding of its teachings, partly however 

also to behaviours of Muslim peoples. In this context mention 

should be made of the Islamic perspective of creativity in 

the life of the faith and of the readiness to make sacrifices 

for it, which is properly called gihad, yet which is often mis

understood as 'Holy War'. 

The second factor which gives Islam a by and large rather un

favourable image is the idea of the Elect One, which is to be 

found in Islam, as it is in the whole of the Biblical tradition. 

In one place it is even written that Muslims are the best com

munity of like-minded people which God has created (Qur'an 3:110). 

However, one ought to bear in mind that this ~s only insofar 

the case as they are "enjoining what is rigbt,forbidding what 

is wrong, and believing in God" (ibid.) Yet this particular con

dition does not play too influential role in the life of the 

great masses of the Muslim population. 

As a third important factor which has an adverse effect on a 

better image of Islam in the world may be listed the doubtful 

attitude towards human rights in Islamic jurisprudence. After 

all, the shari'a continues to be equated to a large extent with 

Islam, even though this is is not admissible, because the sna

ri'a or total codex of Islamic rules of life is largely the 

work of later generations. Yet this circumstance is not given 

appropriate attention in Islamic teaching. 

Futhermore, the concept that the ideal period of Islam was that 

of its founding fathers, i.e. in the CO!lditions as they were 

in the earliest days, causes a certain uneasiness within Islam 

today. Such a conception can indeed be an obstacle to Muslims 

to open themselves to the future. 

The understanding of Jesus Christ has opened Christianity to a 

perception of human concerns from the very beginning : by that, 

it was also the leading idea of the Enligh~nment- man as measure 

of all things - which was understood better in Christianity than 

anywhre else. Even if, basically, the founder of each of the 
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monotheistic religions is considered to be God himself, their 

constitute element being the 'Selbstmitteilung Gottes', the re

velation of God, each religion nevertheles still articulates 

its perspective basic understanding in a different way. Whereas 

because of its Christological dogmas, historical Christianity 

has to a certain extent become anthropocentric, Islam has re

mained theocentric. That is probably the greatest difference 

between the two religions. Whilst western Christianity has lar

gely opened itself to the Enlightenment and can somehow be de

scribed as what has been filtered by it, eastern Christianity 

remains still much more coined by the categories prevalent in 

the Middle Ages; and this again leads to a sometimes easier un

derstanding of eastern Christians by Muslims. 

In asking how far man is called upon to be creative according 

to the Islamic concept of faith, one may first of all think of 

the summons to exert oneself, to the Aih~d : "And strive in 

His case as ye ought to strive" (Qur'an 22:78). It is recorded 

of Muhammad ('a.s.) that he himself repeatedly said ''There 

some moments in which I feel urged to create". Thus he also in

troduced personal creativity into the primordial times of Islam. 

The Qur'an repeatedly speaks of the Prophet's wisdom,which means 

that it was not only revelation which gave rise to Islam ~s we 

have come to know it historically, but also human commitment.· 

That human commitment forms the basis of what man is able to 

bring forth in his life also becomes clear from a passage in the 

Qur'an which runs : "It gets every good that it earns, and 

it suffers every ill that it earns'' (Sura 2:286). 

Nature does not make an exception to Muslims as human beings: 

They are also subject to the laws of social development. Sound 

renewal cannot but be accepted by Islam, Nothing that is good 

advantageous for society is bid<a. Muslims must break away from 

the conviction that everything from the Muslim past is good, 

and everything that happens today is infested with evil. The 

historical development of immorality does not spare the Muslims. 

Events in the Muslim world in the last four centuries have 

thrown this world upon itself. "Re-Islamization'' is a process 

which has its counterpart in the impulse of Zionism after the 
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holocaust. But as in Judaism, a difficult historical situation 

led to self-reflection, and then repeated efforts to the open 

to the world, so re-Islamization must face up to the world and 

to history. Questions about its nature are already accumulating, 

and also doubt about its actual comprehension and practical app

lication. In order to survive, the religious identity of the 

Muslims in Europe and America for example can only be based on 

the image of those values which have been successful in the pro

ces of history,with the highs and lows of man. 

It is the ubiquitous almightiness of Allah that dictates:the 

6th article of Islamic faith. This article says that everything 

in the world, be it good or evil, depends on God. The faithful 

fashions his life according to the belief that he has been set 

into one great entirety. God is omnipresent. Man can devote 

himself to Him at any and all times without thereby losing his 

personality. The possibility the Islam offers of devotion to 

God is open to everyone. Dedication to the Will which acts in 

creation is ndt fatalism. It is an active profession of the 

creed : 'There is no god but Allah'. 

Islam is endowed with a certain ascetic feature. This finds ex

pression in the many compulsory prayers, the strict fasting 

during day time for an entire month, the readiness for self-
" 

sacrifice and renunciation. Life on earth is regarded more as 

a field for sowing what may be harvested in the life hereafter. 

a period demanding personal investments and dedication. The Isla

mic concept of Allah is predominantly an ethical one. Mystics 

in Islam base their manifestation doctrine ori the famous ''verse 

of the light" of the Qur'an (24:35), according to which God is 

the light of heaven and earth. The faithful strive towards this 

cosmic light. 

In spite of this tendency the environmet in the Muslim world 

is in danger. The threat to the environment finds constant ex

pression in the excessive exploitation of existing natural re

sources, such as - for example - systematic deforestation of 

entire regions, unscrupulous exploitation of mineral resources 

for reasons of misguided competition, trendy habits of the up-
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perbracked consumer, and many more such manifestations. An edu~ 

cational level deficiency of the broad masses stands in the 

way of the development of an environmental consciousness. The 

missing factor of enlightenment inintellectual Islamic life, and 

almost medieval feeling of creatureliness of the simple people, 

social dependence and the greatly restricted space for political 

and social initiative impede the development of any ecological 

consciousness. For this people environment protection has always 

been individualistic, restricted generally to the most immediate 

personal sphere. Anything outside one's own four walls is left 

to state welfare or one of the many religious foundations (awqaf). 

On the other hand, the traditional conservatism of the broad 

masses shies away from dismand±ng the customs and is wary of a

bolishing tradition, what is natural. 

Following the partly completed, partly incipient change to demo

cracy in east and south-east Europe, the western world seems to 

the looking for a new face to put to the enemy. No later than 

since the Iranian events of 1979, ~slam offers itself as substi

tute. The fears of what is seen as Islamic threat has already 

spread considerably.ln America there is talk of a ''global lntifa-

d " a . 

The spectre of 'Fundamentalism'appears as triggering motive. This 

development has last not least been furthered by the unfortunate 

misuse of Islam for political purposes and villations of human righu. 

The attitude of the European governments and their peoples to 

Islam in Europa has bec9me a true barometer of their democratic 

maturity and tolerance. On the whole, Islam feels - with some 

exeptions - in good hands in western Europe. It avails itself of 

the legal possibilities democratic and liberal West offers. Nor 

so in east and souo~-east Europe, where, in sharp contrats to 

western European conditions, Islam finds itself exposed to a 

kind of modern crusade and where, in the wake of the radical change ( 

in 1989, the anti-Islamic mood is on the increase. Bosnia, invadid 

by the darkest forces of the former eastern bloc, faces exinction. 

Let me conclude with the Qur'anic words : "Verily never will 

God change the condition of a people until they change it them

selves" (13:11). This sentence indicates the only possibility 
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and meals to solve the acknowledged problems. 

Islam is nether witless difference nor blind submission to 

the dictate of history. It is con~tant striving. This means 

that the faithful are obliged to take up the challenges of 

their times and not to allow a gulf to separate their life 

and their faith. The sometimes quoted alleged lore that the 

Islam started out as a stranger and as such stranger shall see 

the end of the times cannot be reconciled with the Qur'anic 

thought that the Islam is the religion ordained by God. 

'i":;,L.......~\ -ul'~ Cr;.>Jl 0'. (3:19). A religion separated 

from real life is indeed in danger of being reduced to a sect 

or eccentrics. 

It is unrealistic to maintain that the wisdom of the Qur'an 

and the 'sunna' offers answers to all possible problems life 

may present. At the times of Muhammad (a.s.), sacral and tra

dited knowledge took the place of science. Therefore, in their 

dilemmas, anxieties and need the people naturally turned to 

this knowledge. Had it been the inention to seal this knowledge 

for all times, the Qur'an would not contain the encouragement 

to observe nature, to reflect and to research. 

Smail Balic 
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DIALOGUE AND RELATIONS AMONG RELIGIONS 

Professor Dr. lluscyin Atay 

Religions hove arisen from man's spiritual needs. Besides 
his daily problems, he is most profoundly interested in 
problems related to his tomorro"'S. It is possible to point 
out tomorT'Oh'S j n th'O h'a:vs. One is the tomorrO\-l of the da~~ in 
which one actually lives. 1'hot is to say, it is the tomorrows 
of this world. It is possible to some extent, to plan for the 
tomorrows of this world by comparing them to today and to 
yesterday. For, having seen and experienced the past 
tomorrows in this world, no fear of the tomorrows of this 
life is left and, perhaps, one looks forward to tomorrow with 
more enthusiasm and joyful desire. There is one anxiety 
though; whether or not one will reach tomorrow. Thus driving 
man to real anxiety is his unknown tomorrow after death, that 
is the second kind of tomorrow. 

Man cannot know what will happen in this kind of tomorrow 
since he has no knowledge or experience with similar 
examples. God has given man the power to think. However, the 
answer was given by sending religion and prophet. The 
greatest gift of revealed religions is the promise to mankind 
of life after death, showing him the ways of happiness in the 
hereafter, despite the fact that he has no previous 
experience of it. Its incomprehensibility is certain as well 
as its inevitability. Han was created with a nature of 
thinking of life after death. Because man is a creature 
capable of both comrehending the future and taking 
precaution, if needed, it is impossible to get him away from 
his thoughts and beliefs. No matter how atheists and 
unbelievers deny the hereafter and life after death, even 
they themselves can not get away from this anxiety. Religions 
have brought forth some principles in order to console man 
and to put aside his anxiety and fears in this matter. The 
truth of the matter is that every religion explains the 
various classes in Hhich man Hill be in the hereafter, the 
places where classes are going to be, and the ways of setting 
free the believers who have the same ideas and beliefs about 
man's comfort or conveniences in those places. It can be said 
that religions even if they have some differences, are 
uniquely united in the belief of placing man in different 
places by classifying-- him as being good or bad. 

Among living religions, having the same origins,. Judaism, 
Christianity and Islam are the closest to one another. These 
have arisen in different times, in different circumstances 
and in different nations. Having the same origin, they have 
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comm0:1 Ulzit[:,:...; J·:·~;:cjpJ·.::·s rii:o..; a.i;Hs. J)j!'f~:J~illS prlncjpJ-:::-s &lid 
,jtldg~Jil~I·Jl 8 Hl't? cjtJe l.O t:J1P AbO\'e lll€Tlli.Oil~d djf'fel-jll~ t·i111eS 8lld 

pJ.Hces. l11 ;Jddj tion, these di ffereJJCcs bnve gonE> on 
throughont }d story and even if some sort of di Ptlogue had been 
established, il "'ouldn't hav<:- gone beyond indi,·idua.J (;-..ffo1·ts. 
This may be exJ>lMined as fol]oKs: 

a) men belonging to three different re] igions ,,•ho have 
lived side-by-side and have al~<ays sho1<n respect for each 
other's legal rights, know each other as "good men The 
conflicts that exist among these are U.ke the ones that exist 
among men of the same religion, maybe even less. 

b) Dialougcs among scholars of three reJigions h'ere 
significant but not entirely non-existe11t. The friendship 
among the scholars used to be very close, li.ke neighbors, and 
once in a "'hile, it used to be a scholarly friendship. They 
respected cacl1 otl1er and took advantage of each other's 
views, and every now and then, they found themselves in a 
teacher-student relationship. Today a limited exchange of 
knowledge exists among scholars as it has always existed 
during the times of Nusli.m empires throughout history. 
Although religion is a vast field, very few relationships 
among relious scholars can be mentioned. History sho~o•s that 
Muslim scholars and Christian scholars have benefited from 
each other. Even today, some mutual benef i t.s can be seen. 
Muslim students are getting their Ph.D. work in Christian 
Theology under Christian Professors just as Christian 
students are doing the same thing under Nuslim Professors. 
Likewise, there is no harm in a Muslim student doing his 
Ph.D. work in Christian Theology at a Christian University or 
in a Christian student doing his Ph.D. "'ork in Nuslim 
Theology at a ~1uslim University. 

c) The tl1ird kind of dialogue is to extend good relations 
bet,•een the church and Nuslim religious institutions. This 
has never existed in history and does not exist even today, 
Perhaps this is due to pol i tic.al, rather than religious and 
scientific influence. Since such a dialogue "'ould be under 
surveillance, it might have been avoided due to the 
possibility of being directed by goverment politics. 

The aim of every kind of scholar is to find a remedy for 
the religious and spiritual troubles of man and to solve his 
problems. Therefore, achievement of this same goal should be 
considered a necessity to their profession. If the goal of 
both sides is only to solve the problems of man, a more 
successful and lasting agreement of mutual support and 

·friendship for the sake of God would start and go on. 
Otherwise, to start the establishment of relations with the 
intention of converting each other would not produce lasting 
results, Such an intention may even result in d~teriorating 
and adverse relations. 

2 
"· . 
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.i.nstitutjons Khich trniversn.J.ly ha,·e great phy~ica.l :streng:th 
and propaganda. 11: CAJr he sc~ .. ~n, that you1:hs jn partjcular, 
are l.Jeing influenc<ed more as e<lCh day goes by. Jnternati.onal 
Lc-rr·oJ"ism is e result of tllis. Instead of being bencefi.cLJJ to 
this ''orld, men are becoming destructive and 1.error is 
sentencing young and old· ali.ke to .U ""' behind chained doors. 
This is the influence of malerifllistic ideas "'hich deny mfln's 
mor·nl.i.ty. T<~rro1· h:-rs infiJ.trated int.o man's house both openl:"-· 
and secretly. 111 destroying man's moral and spiritual values 
and beliefs, these atheists and unbelievers don't reco.gni.ze 
any possession of man beyond eating and drinking. If the 
morality, spiritual values and religious beliefs of mfln are 
annihilated and overthrown, that would make man not only a 
slave, but also a materialist and nihilist. Nations, warring 
with each other, come to an agreement and sign peace treaties 
in the end. 

The basis of agreement among revealed religions for 
common points can be started sincerely by exchanging 
kno"·ledge and culture. ll'hy shouldn't rel igi.ous scholars try 
to establish world peace if goverments or philosophers don't 
do so? Religious scholars deserve this attempt and their love 
of man is superior. This kind of effort might at least 
diminish animosities and minimize wars. 

However, in order to start good relations, i.t will be 
appropriate to commence by teaching our different religions 
to each other. Let's get acquainted with each other and try 
to know the religion of one another. I belive that we will 
have more positive results if we start communicating, not 
only through books, but also through confrontation. There is 
a great difference between reading someone's book and talking 
with him in terms of sympathy. It might leave a negative 
impression when someone's book is read, however, a positive 
impression may come out during a face-to-face chat. 

This begins through the exchange of teacher and student, 
to be treated or respected according to one's own religion 
depends on how much is known;about his religion. The 
agreement and friendship·,' which .'are.~based- on knowledge and 
culture have a firm foundation· •. Thoughts and ·proposals might 
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spread out ·if· everybody' starts this· dialogue within. the 
bounds of pos-;,·ibility~· If'"atl:ieists·:and ;·unbeilevers are .. 
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h .. ~Ji·e,·~.:~r h'ith ;lJJ •.:~,-~ t"':o-·c, ;;;.nd by learning to respect 
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tl~,.,;.l.~~ hin' <tCC01·djn:1; tc' il}S 

of ~JJ r~J.igjons could star·t 

ll i.s J'i.~lit to lloinl; that <1ll th<" people 1d10 llllit<• "'ith 
each other on the fundemantaJs "'Otlld be happy. Scholars of 
every re] igion ••ouJd Jear·n a fe~V ideas and methods b~· 

exchanging thoughts and kno,•ledge. This doesn't necessitate 
him to lec1ve out tht:> re] jgion. This kind of cultnraJ exchange 
rua:'; tn~ st..:'trted scif-'ntif)calJ~· as Ph.D. studies, seminars in 
Plt.D. pt·ogt·arns H!ld (•X(:ht-lllges or teachers at lllliversjti.E>S, 
1·eliRious fac•Jlties and colleges. Mutual scholarship could be 
provided. It could be deve.loped and disseminated as its 
benefit IS seen. Is there any other greater work than 
pleasing God? Scholflrs of 1·eligions ar·e the individuals "'ho 
do this sacred work. The aim is to indicate the ways of 
happiness and to serve mankind. Those who serve mankind, the 
beloved creatures of God should have indeed pleased God. 

Therefore, because of these and similar reasons· and 
benefits, starting a dialogue based on good and exchanging 
teachers" and students within the framework of uni.versi ties 
would r~tJt not only in a good starting and positive outcome, 
but it would also be the greatest guarantee of a beginning. 

The purpose is not to unite the religions. But it is to 
develop good relations among them. 

In order to materialize a dialogue among religions, the 
first step, to take may be holding conferences in "'hich some 
common universal principles of the dialogue are determined 
and discussed. 

First of all, however, we'd better establish some points 
which are concerned wi.th the state of the present religions. 

It i.s a fact that every foll01ver of a religion, because 
he believes that only his religion bears the truth and all 
other religions are false, is of the belief that he, and only 
he, is on the ~traigth path and therefore, he will enter 
heaven. He, by assuming the role of an angel of mercy, tries 
to save people of other religions from hell. Every follower 
of a religion thinks that only his .religion is the universal 
one for all men and thus he struggles to'call people to 
embrace his faith. Scholars of every religion persistently 
discuss problems among their co-religionists and endeavour to 
propagate the alleged wrongs of other creeds. Thus enmity 
spreads among ·the·.religions and the,.: presEmt·~gaps.,tha.t, exist • , 
between one ··another 'beco'me'"unb.r'idgable'.'•':·Belfevte.rs ~·c;f . a' 
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J'''rposes. Every folloh•er of a religion feels sorr:· for 
fHiling to convert others into his religion and he tries 
eviry possible means without giving adequate care as to 
'''•etheJ· they are laKful or· not i.n the religion conc<>rned. 

Having fixed these above-mentioned unfavourable attitudes 
that exist among the religions, we now may determine some of 
tile positive principles, and every follower of a religion 
should take these principles into serious consideration 
through research, meetings, conferences, etc. It will be easy 
to commence such a dialogue among the revealed religions, 
that is, Judaism, Christ.iani.ty and Islam, as there are some 
common points in the ve1·y roots of these religions. Every 
scholar of a religion should feel that these common 
principles are to be dwelled upon and be explained to his co
religionists. The tentative principles may be summed up as 
follows: 

1. The scholars of these three religions should 
frequently meet and discuss relevant religious probles. 

2. No one should try to convert other believers into his 
own religion;but every one may freely explain the principles 
of the religion he believes in. 

3. Every follower of a religion 1wuld naturally believe 
that his faith is the true one, nevertheless, he would also 
accept the possibility that other systems of belief also have 
the truth. Therefore he would not claim the invalidity of 
other religions. 

4. Each "'ould 
therefore would 
religionists. 

accept 
treat 

each other as 
them as if 

men of religion 
they were his 

and 
eo-

5. Every follower of a religion will struggle against 
atheists and doing so, he Kill seek the help of the followers 
of other religions. 

Finally, every follower of a religion should consider 
that not only will his co-religionists enter heaven but 
others also will, provided that they belive in these two 
basic principles and act accordingly. These two principles 
are as follows: 

1. To 
knowing, 
Be.ing. 

belive in God, the Creator of the universe, all 
the performer of what He desires, th-e necessary 

2. To act rightly and honestly, that is to say, to be 
right and honest to everyone, irrespective of his.colour,
religion and nationality. 

These two basic principles are the most comprehensive and 
universal ones. Apart from these two, the belief in 
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be bi-lS<~d on these two princ.i p) es. ld10ever· takes hold of these 
may <1.lso be considered to h,,.e foJ.lo:-·ed 1·J,e foundation of the 
re 1 i g ion s "n d cons e que n t 1 ~· re a c h e d sa Jy a t i on . J u d a i. s m , 
Chrit i.ani ty and Islam a] n~ad;• ha,·r· these basic pri.nciples. 
Other minor and detailed diffe1·ences are to be disctlssed 
among the l'e.ljgjons. Frivo.lous ones shouJd not bf' taken jnto 
account. 

Every scholar of a particul>lr religion, should feel free 
to preach the pillars of his religion but, he, at t.he same 
time, should remind his people that whoever believes in these 
two basic principles, ought not to be considered an atheist 
or an infidel. 

It will be clear from revi,·ing these topics, issues and 
proble1"s that the goal of this dialogue and st11dy will not be 
an exercise in self-praise nor is it going to be a sho,,• of 
strength and supremacy of any religion against others. 

Therefore, the first thing to do is to hold serious 
meetings, spirited with good intentions, without giving much 
importance to the approval or disapproval of the principles 
that have been pointed out above. 

Pe1·haps this paper may be tl1e catalyst for beginning such 
a dialogue. 
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THE W0RLU CIVILISATIONS 

Lhe news and cc>mmcntaries by 1nass media on 

wo! "Ld :,~vent:; we Bre tcwpt(~d to think that the confl!i.c1 

t!1e Musll111 worlii ar1d Eurrlpe 1·. ,, ,, LilG Jti(J~;i_ 

sig:nJficanr f3clor wtlich determ_l_nt~s further dc:veJopmeni"s 

1 l! da::.· hi.:_:;rnry. FrrJm ·:-.ime to tlm(~ journ.:tJ i~;ls 

r d _i se 
the possibilJty of a n0w c:onfl·ontAtion whJ.cl1 wj_Jl 

replace the old ttatreds w!1J.ch shaped internati011aJ. 

re la t Jon.sh.i_ps betwef-Hl rhe West and the so- calJ.ecJ 

socialist worl.d durLrrg the cold war. lr1 tt1is negative 

pr(>pa~arJda aga1nst fslam acts of terr-orism are 

f~equently exploited to emphasize age old false views 

mlsconceprions about ls.lam as a relig1on ilncl 

spreading prejudice amorrg the ignorant. The political 

aspect of this conflict has always been assured by the 

perm:cmence of rhe Arab-Israeli armed confrontation in 

1'he situation has been especially aggravated with the 

e1nergence oi· Islamic furJdanlentalisJn i.n the last decades. 

The nature of th1s phenomenon has played the main role 

transforming an orlginally national issue into a 

rel1gious one. The reason for this and for the birth of 

Islamic fundamentalism ih general can be found, in my 

opinj_on. i.n the disastrous defeat in the six~-day ·war in 
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.!.hls Jnj_l_itnl-y defe~t deaJ.t n ~eri.ous blow aJ~;o tlJ 

1:!1c Jd,~a of Arab ll~ti.OJ1HlJ.Sill syJnbr~llzed by Abdel Nasscr. 

in h l ,, va.Luc sy~L0JIJ.expounded i11 the Pt1ilosopt1y of the 

Pe'JO _·! u l _ion lsJarn occupied onlY the third place after 

Aral) nation2lts1n and Pan-·African"lsm. After the failurt~ 

c1i /\!·ab l'ldtionaJ J.sm ln ~-;ol.ving: the basic pro!Jlem f>f rhe 

:\t ob vr'or lcl the pcnclulum shifted in a natural YF.tY tu ti1C! 

OP!JO~;ite side: relig·lon. The c:onclusion drawn by many 

from the lesson was logical: if rratlonnlism failed then 

a D1Uc!·1 broader force relyirrg on a wider 

elcmen ts O.J)\J the coJlf.idence given by religiotiS belief 

prOJJlise<J success and vi.cto1·y. 

As a matter of fact, this attitude has never been alien 

to the Muslim commun t ty ever since the Prophet 

.in Lerprcted the disappearance of ancient peoples as a 

resuJ L of God's punj_shment on them beacause the.r· refused 

to accept 
I 

the Dlvlne revelation proclaimed by His true 

1ness8nge1s. This flux and reflux betwee11 r1ationalisnt and 

lslarnt~m can be particularly well observed in the last 

century 
when Pan-Islamlsm was born to be followed by 

the birth of nationalism to be replaced by the Islamic 

trend. This basically political problem has deeply 

influenced 

lslanuc 

creation 

the relationships between Europe and the 

world and greatly contributed not to the 

but rather the preservation of negative 

··-:·.· 

'· ' 
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attitudes on the part of both sides. For the Arabs the 

haunting memory of the Crusades and the Crusaders' states. 

for European public opinion the appearance of Islamist 

extremism and terrorism have proved to be sometimes 

unsurmountable obstacles in the way of finding a better 

understanding. 

No matter how significant the political aspect of the 

whole problem is what we intend to do on this occasion is 

to approach the subject on the social level and to see 

what can be done in eliminating prejudice and false 

stereotypes mainly through the help of education. 

In this respect the supposed confrontation between the so 

called Western world and Islam can be best interpreted 

within the framework of intergroup conflict which is one 

of the ma1n fields of research for social psychology. This 

term of intergroup conflict may concern in the wideot 

sense of the word representatives of groups, nations, 

races, religions, cultures. This kind of intergroup 

conflict is unfortunately a commo11 phenomenon all over the 

world, in the most different societies and countries let 

them be Western or Eastern .. 1·ne recent sad history of 

former Yugoslavia is the best witr•ess to the fact that new 

ethnic or religious conflicts can appear seemingly quite 

unexpectedly at any place and at any time. In the Balkan 

ethnic hostilities have contributed to the re-~mergence 
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of ;t;~.'(~--(_,J.U h(J:~I.i.Li.tJ.c~s :Jnd r.ivn.l1.ies between Orlhociox ;.HH:I 

L.n!_in Christ.iani1y COIIliJi ned with t!1eir 

cunfron:.11ion tn lsl.am in Bosni.v. 

cvnfl.i~~r.s 

stereotypes 

and 

; ~~ 
.J.. ,, 

background of intergrotJJl 

accolllpanylng prejudice and fa 1 s (~ 

IJa sic factor j n the elimination of 

bi <Jssecl iderts. 1"hls ex~lains the role of education as n 

tJi.1. ~; .l c me~~ n s in spreading· cuJ.·r.uraJ information. In ot.IH:~r 

words. as a J.(~ading social scientist put t t : "The 

p:~ychology of intergroup atti.tudes and behaviour must 

specify contemporary events within the framework of the 

ra ~; r. relationships between people and tt1eir future goals 

an(i deslg·ns" (sr.er if. I 9 6 6, p. 2 1 ) • Another indirect 

confirmation of the paramount importance of education can 

found in the UNESCO Charter which states that wars 

begin in the minds of men (Condor-Brown. 1988. p.2Q). 

Consequently the "illumination" of these minds through 

knowledge provided by education is the first step towards 

tt1e reall2ation of better understanding. 

Social psychology generally proposes two approaches to 

deal w.ith lnterg·roup conflicts: the '~contact. approach'' is 

based on physical contact between members of the groups, 

and the ''information approach'' which canters upon 

providing information to members of the conflicting 

r;roups about each other. It is in this respect that the 

decisive role of education and educational.fnsiit~tions 

• starting from kindergartens to universities come to' the 

for<~ . 

t.- •·. - ·- .· 
·· .. ' ·-.. 

. . .. ~- . . 
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As lS welJ -knuwn igTlorance and lack of information wt.l.l 

lc;acl suone1 or later to lil_e development of prejudJce ar1d 

~ ~c:recJtypes. On the other hand the acquisition of proper 

.tnfof mn t.i.on may tend, although not necessarily, to 

tllirlimizo neg·ative at.t.i.tudes based on prejudice. 

S t a 1 i l n ~~ w j_ t h the first stage of education we may state 

l. ha L eh j ifir~~n tn kindert--':ct r tens are usually in a Jucky 

po ~-; .i 1. _ion to form a positive at t.i tude about t l1e world of 

;slam s1n1:e the tales of The Thousand and One Nights are 

rea_] !:Jestsellers for them ancl the astonishing world of 

tt1e sto1·l.es may incite tttent to start to like the Islamic 

se-t. tint: of l hf_~ Tales. Later on this coulcl be a 

deterJJlining factor in forming positive attitudes obout 

tsLam as a whole civilisation. 

School ln its different phases can include information 

1 n to the curricula on Islamic history and Islamic 

contribution to the cultural achievements of mankind. The 

ni,JSt ef.ficient way of assuring the acquisition of the 

lnformation is to repeat it on the different levels in an 

increasingly detalled form. 

Universities and other institutions of higher education 

cnn p.lay the most effective role in the information 

a pp r O<JCI-1. Appropriately chosen educatinal materials have 

a good chance in helping the reduction of prejudice. 

In the following I wish to give a selection of materials 



(-; 

l•)f.".i ea J Ly v.· i rh pre.c::en tat.j_on of 

events v:c c~HJ al~o stat(:-~ r.hat t.hese ar~ tr1t-~ 

cunr:ovc:rsial an cl tl1e nlr)st dlffj_c:tl.it to deal wltll 

d. n d no L t u !:i !. 1. mu 1 a t c· f 8l: l i !l g- s n' h i c h d r f-.) :ln s tH-~ 0 r c u n ., r iJ ~' t 

c· _. -- -~, ; J I .::;. t of all rhe sub,!C:!Cl of the Cru~·;ac1es cc.nnvt IJe left 

UUl from th8 review of hl~toricRJ experiences sl1are!j b~ 

[ u r n p e ~H1 s and Muslims. The quest.l.or1 .is how this del.Lcate 

problen1 i.s presertted· ar1d exDlai11ed in an objective but 

tl''."J l h_ypercr j tj -::a.1 1•/ay A very good example for the latter 

is ofit?rerJ by a SJ?rles of articles on the Crusades 

pu!JJ. i .r;hed by the. F r e.n c h da.jly Monde in 1993. The 

autnu1 dec1ded to folloh· the .long road of th(~ Cru:->ac!ers 

from Clermont Ferrand in France as fi:l.r as Jc~ru~.;alt:-.m ,_.ia 

DouiJlon. Budapest, ScJphia, COl1SlantiJlople to name <~rllY 

md.in stops on this Lcltlg joul~8Y· A journeY to the 

~~ast but ~lways wlth references to tt1e present. 

late teacher of hi 'i t:ory 

h.ist.orica.l events through the '"eye·-glas:s of the age if 

we realJ.y want to understand them. This approach can be 

used .in the case of tl1e Cr usadfJS which have been 

1ntcrprered in so many and fr(~quently contrasting ways. 

-.: ,, . -··-"' ·--.. ,· 
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Emphasising the long lasting negative effect the Crusades 

!1ave J.~ft !)n Chrl.st1aJ1-Muslini r·elations is self-evident 

but the moral rejection of the Crusaders'acts must be 

in view of the complexity of the whole 

quQs r1.on. The desired effect may turn to its opposlt~ if 

we a(jopt the hypercrj_tic:aJ. attitude of such great figures 

nf the French En l 1 g·h ten men t as Oidcrot artd t l1e 

Lnc)'Clopec_ii.sts who looked upon the Cr u~.;ades as 

ttlu ArcJ1types oJ' super·stj_tion and the ir1tolerance of tt1e 

Chtlrch. By this simple rejection they ignored the sincere 

bell.ef which motivated most of the first Crusaders when 

thE~Y we.re ready to leave everything behind when they 

dec .ided to accept every hardship for liberating the Holy 

Sepulchre. 

Besides. any serious effort which claims to be objective 

l.n dealing with the causes that madE' Pope Urban I I, to 

call for the liberation of Jerusalem in 1095 cannot 

for gel the importance of such facts as the destruction 

of the HoJy Sepulchre at. the hands of the Caliph al-Hakim 

bi-An•ri-1-Jah or t.t1e resporlsibilj_ty of Alexis Komnenos. 

the Byzantine Emperor wtro personally invited the Pope 

to announce the Crusades. 

To form correct ideas about the real nature of the 

crusades we cannot omit references to the atruc1ties, 

pogroms, massacres perpetrated by the Crusadert during 



::.: ·1:;.:' j I ~( ci 

·.'iC'l~:~~P '.)i \.)Je~r :-·tt.ro.;.iL1C:~-: dr;:aJ.nst jocd.J pt_:;c;rle. 

1 ''-'' pU :_;I 1 J \ ·~·?- ( .iU l COTII!:' ~. f 0 r l.]lC il\u S l i !ll <; idC !" •.:' t" (~ l' ~.~!j ("(! 

1n::; elf'.' IU 1 hl_' { u .i (:; f-' i. Cl .Y (:'cl IJ"Y such 

like ~-)a.J acitn :-tlld the vi.cr:or .i.t:s by 

\~I! ·, j .i lfi .c; j ll ·.:.,ha p .in;-:: 01 h.l.SlOJ lc~J 

p! ucc ;; s 

:1h·:J r8!1('~ .• s uf !1 .i ":it or y i. s ~-~xcmp.l i. f .Led by ~uch fi..1Cts ;.~~-

an ililPIJS.i.ng: lH<-..'OlOi. jal tu S.lodir1 _jn Damascus ur 

c~.~J t~br ;~ L 1 nns on occasion of Lhe 

<.i!'l!llVer::;;..lry of tll(~ Musl.im v.ictory a! Hatt:i.n in 1187. 

.'J s.tp:n c~.t chan~;e J.n l.t·1e .Jwjgement of the~ Crusades 1. t 

L h C1 t i..he inhabi canrs (.Jf Clermont 

we r ...-~ not huppy wh(:~n a lll(:!niOr ial stalue fc)r P<'.!Pi? 

L!h<Jn w .::~. ~; l? r e ~~ t e d i n I 8 9 ~J • 

s :1lso ~.)ig:n:LfJ.C(UlL cJr; -t.:he way Tu t~ncourage n bett(-~f 

I.!I'!C~t·rst,<Jndltle b<.~L·.-:F.~f'ln Ch1.i.stl.ans and MuslJms r.hat on the 

•Jcc;J:-.ton 01 ttH:! coming· :Vt~nr ~000 when the~ Cl'1r 1stia11 wur 1d 

w J : .l ccleu1 ::tl(~ 

(: {·] .\. l t~d f !j l d.i.aJ.uguc between Christians. Muslims and 

L.,wking for his 1.01 i.c:d para.i lels one c:~nnot forr.~et 

!. ha L a T 1·1ousand years ago the celebrations on the 

OCCdSJ.On of the year !OUO and the subsequent growth in 

the number of pilgrims heading for the Holy Land heralded 

.. :·,; 
- ·--· ..... ·:: ..... 
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the domain of tiistoJ·y, a h -~- s t l) r ;_cc,--

r!-''l_;_~:-i_t-'U.<__.; cnnc(~fJL. ncmt~Jy the j_i_!J_p._cj, t.he hol_v war fur 1 tJ·~c~ 

sCJ;..;_e of Cod. cd.ll:~ fl",J <Ji-1 ot>jective presentatjon since it 

hd~.; C!~llS(~-C! ttae fJOSsibl)· greatest n1isunders1.ancilngs and 

L>et\y'(:'E~n Chr tst.ians anct .\1usl.ims and i l Ju-L> 

IJeon C111e at· t.he ntc>SL serious accusations levelled 

Uy Cht (sLian::~ aL Muslims whenever they have tried to 

Pft)V(~ tt1~ ag~ressivfl chaJacter of the propagati<Jn of the 

i.slam.tc fai-~h. 

AnY attempt t:o give a correct explanatJor1 of this idea 

m us 1 eJuphasize d.t .least two mistakes wl1ich Christian 

;_u:J\'oca tes of tilts rather simplified v_iew do rll)t fail LO 

COIJllll.it .in most of th.;~ cases. First, t11ey do not 

clJ.f.feJ·0rttiate between the origin a 1 sir. ua t ion when i ihad 

wa.s an 

ancJ his 

'>lu!.>l.im 

1.mpor tan t meanf:i of seJ.f-defencc for the Proptlr:)t 
.J 

fo1loYI:ers n.nc.~etween tl1t! present situation when 

theolog.Lans lnterprete .. LiJ1.9.9 as an lnner ho.l.y \'1-'ar 

for moral i.mprovemont. Second. they overl.ook the fact 

that any ca.l.l tor i1JErd necessarily lacks the legal 

supp0r 1. since only the leader of the Muslim community has 

such a right but there is rtobody who could qualify for 

this 1:l tle. Consequently, any call for JHuact cannot be 

more than a piece of political propaganda. 

important aspect of the hlstorlca.l backgrour1d of 

the J_tlli:H;I is disclosed by the fact that the .idea of the 

,. j u;:; t war·· f(Jr Ll1e c;1use of God was actuaJ.ly ir1vented by 

St Augustirte ln the 4th century A.D. The Crusader~ 
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\._lj :;ha red .in 

;u q no 1.11 (l i. :,: 1. i c rt~li-~it.)f!::; <:an ;_!J.w;_-~.ys fi<JV(~~ a pusiti\'t;: effi.-:('1. 

nn f I 0111 tile indicaLi.on <Jf tiLi.~ common 

!13ve 

f..'V~ry·clay p r ;..~.c t.lces r<darc<J to rc-;.'tig-Juus 

~~~ample of 1t1l.s is the celebr~1l.u11 of 

111 U .l 1 d :.~ . birttodays tn Er;yp t.. wherf! MusJ irns. 

<;h r _j :.~ t. i;_1_n ·-~ ::tncl .:rJWS st1are con1mon pr3ctices. ApArt from 

1 !h: r; u nr e r ..:.1 us muJ.icis uf· Mu:;llrn sairtts like l.tiOSe ot aJ-

HU!.i{l)'l1. Al1inncl ::>l.--lJadaw.L. I brnhlm ad-

Dasuq.i. a11d mBn:r more. Mar.i Girp.:i!::.. i.e. Saint Ger.>rr.:e for 

1.~1G Copt~~ •:tnd ;\bu f!asira for the .Jews deserve to b8 

JllU!1l i_(JI"J(?(j. ·r·11e lHl.ter s mull.d wa~ c:elcbra·ted in the citY 

oi· DamHnhur sittrdted 1n the Nj_J.e Uelta in Dece1nber and a 

la r g:e nuwbP.r of .Jewj_sn pil.grjnts from aJ.l over the world 

to DaJIIaJ1hur lo commemorate thj.s noted saint. It 

l
. <: 
. ~ not f[tJ"(~ that members of the different communit.Les 

Vl!..ilt each t)th::!r 's mu.li<.is to benefJ.t from the other 

These k.i.nds of .instB.nces can show students that pea~.eful 

cc.•e:-.:1s tcnce between different communitleH is a natural 

phm10rnenon wo1 t:h to be tmi ta t:ed. 

. ' y"·. ' ~· .'· ~.:. -·7 ~{· ;..·_.".;_·_- -·· ,: r··.'· ,:!.t..t: •.;-: 
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Tu i-n l ng 11 (1 \-,' :u oTh1-~.J fj(~Jds of 1~1.dmj_c ctv:Lli_£.:;a 1 _ion~ \'Vt.:.' 

~:;<:.Le nee.~; and p!1j lo~.;ophy. In t.on t.rasl to 1 h1:; 

con t rovc•r ~;;ict I h1stor .i.ccJl e~per j ences I sl!lm·Lc achje\'Umeri lS 

fields BIId Musl_im contJ·ibtJtion to scienl.if'ic 

can 8 Lways ~~peak for them~::.e.Lvc~. UsualJy y..-(~ cto 

not !(;_1 \'e to into when we point tCJ 

l ~; _i_ .J )\1 1 c tn 

k _i nrJ uf p r e~:;en t.::t t j_on can be expe<~ted to exert t.tle ffi(lSt 

r'av()LIJ aiJle ln1pression on liste11ers we 1nay J·efer to sucl1 

l h(~ G1ovanni Vi eo 

:_I i scover f~OvQrning 

socie t.i.o~~ and who had a pJ·~cttrsor in tl1is respect in the 

pe 1 .son of J bn Khaldun, the famous philosopher of his tor v 

Se\'eral. cr~rtturies earJ.ier 

Ur the:~ r C! lS of European medicine which was 

.1 n(Jebted LO I.s.l.amic medicine niuch more thart t(J Greek. 

Suiflce jt to J:Ienliun rhe populal·itY of Avlcerlna's Canon 

(jf ~hat: the appearance of tJOSpitals ar0ur1d the year 1.200 

of med J. evn l Muslims in scler1ces and their 

d p.cll ea t.ednc~~> s tht~ir cu1t.1.vat.ion offer ~~:o oc.l 

oppor t:unJ.l.y to li.nk Jt to the widespre.ad emp.lo;'me~·lt of 

tt'J{.;. nowest resuJt.s of technicaJ and scientific progress 

all ''v0r ~:t1e ArabJc anc1 IsJaJJiic worl(j, 
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::!f Ice t 
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I I ! (:: (j :. (' (~(.~UCH t i \....dl~l j 

.i n t J·'\1:·~ l n r (J 1 r~1 ::.1 l .i. c; n a J a pp r -.1 a c i1 : , j 

rc.:~sultJnp: f~om 

uf 

:_. i r ·.;JJF-:· then~.~d 

In •.1 u r 

HmOu;"; t of ·j n fcJr mt-t Lion parr .i c.i Piln t:; 

i'! u;~·, :1111!~. te;1chers and students a.J i.ke shoultJ bf~ ~:ivcn ·t.h::• 

l.h(• ~1tJsJ i.;n '-"'rJr l.d. 

To l'hi~; ~;urvHy, .i.ct me l.nclicate :;;ome .i..mportnnt 

pr_, 1 n t.s. .,.l1e eJintJilHl.i.c)n c,f tile conflict. hAs every cllarJce 

~;rt:~Juc..Jtce although not necessar i.ly on t.IH~ 

shor rt111. An exaQpJ.e fo1· tlli.s to happen ca11 be fcJund in 

tl·10 cas'::: ol· Hunr.:ary. {J,s is well-l<nown a par l of Hunga1 _:.-

.li'v't!tJ uncJer Turkish occupation during 150 yaarH. Later . 

Hun~ar.ian l'roedom fighters who revolted unstJccessfulJY 

~~ain~J the AtJstrian 1·uJe fuund a political i~SYlllffi 111 ttJA 

lompi.te. bro'Jght abuut a ch:HJg-e 

~;~t,r.!.ier confl.ict !;i r.uat.ion. Former h 0 s i i l .i. ty and 

<:011 f ~on t::; L .ion to mutual respect and simpathy. 

'!" 11 :i. !) Tf~concl.llatJon went as for that a famous historian 

<) f begj.n11ing of this century gave a very idealistic 

picrure even of r.he peri.ud of the Turkish occup::~t .. iorr. 

also shows that the acquisition of correct 

'· 
t:-:--..:.~-::-----· ~----. --- ' ........ ,, ...... " ,._ ... ~~ ~·-~ .. ;, .... -.... ~'!.~-.-· . -. 
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information does not necessarily lead to a change in the 

n~.?g:atj ve attitude. This means that the information 

approach has its weak points. The same can be stated in 

connection with the contac approach. Negative feelings 

o-f exchange students the culture of the host 

country can be increased after a time. 

AJ U10ugh we cannot suggest hundred percent safe methods 

for eliminating intergroup conflicts and their by-

products we may say that a combination of these methods 

combined with a firm belief in success in the long run 

may pave the. way for achieving the desired goal of 

lessening intergroup tensions. 
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ALEXANDER f<HATCHATRIAN 

The Muslim -Christian Dialogue 

The history of the interrelations between the Muslim world and Europe goes 

back to the Middle Ages. The problem of that interrelations is very complicated 

and manifold ,in other words ,it is the problem of the lslamo-Christian dialogue -

the history of the interrelations of the Muslims and the Christians during the 14 

centuries of the coexistence of the two religions. 

Of course, the frames of this paper do not give us the possibility to embrace 

the whole spectrum of the problems dealing with the dialogue between the Islam 

and the Christianity. But it is necessary to find such a point of view, which could 

give an opportunity to observe its diversity in a kind of a unity of problematic. In 

that aspect the historico-culturological approach seems to be the most relevant. For. 

, in the final analysis, the Islamo-Christian dialogue is one of the forms of a wider 

process of cultural and historical interaction of the East and the West. Today ,the 

East -West problem attracts great attention both in the West and in the East, the 

striking evidence of which is this conference dedicated to the relations between the 
·rh:s 

Mu~lim World and Europe. The actuality ofth&t'problem may be expressed with 
UH•'ft..ie e, 

a uniquai'"argument: the future ofthe two regions depends on solving the problem 

of their interrelation§t" was after the spread of Islam and the creation of the Arab 

Khalifat, that the religious and ideological oppositi?n of the West and the Near 

East came into being. But after the Seljuks appeared in the Near East in the XI 

century , that opposition grew into a military and political confrontation between 

the two civilisations ,and until the XX century it bore predominantly religious and 

ideological~ coo no [at/on. 



The establishing of Islam in Snia J.Cgypt and Northern An·ica, which tort' 

mvay the half of the Mediterranean at·ea fwm the Chrisri,ms , the Musltm 

Conquest of Spain, Sicily and the Crusades to Palestine ,the seizure of Salah-ad

Din (Saladin) the Reconquista in Spain and the fall of Constantinople, the-Os;~~~1~1~ ·

Turk invasion to the Balkans and the revolts of the Greeks and the Slavic peoples 
e~ . 

-all thi-s events were interpn;ted as wars against the "infidels" , in the categories of 
HoL thus J/ 

the Sacrld Wars orJihad. i=fti:-Scont~rming in the minds of the sides the idea of the 
- . - -' 

historical antagonism ofislam and Christianity. 

But the process of the cultural contacts between Europe and the Near East was 

never thoroughly interrupted . In the early period of Islam that impO!iant 

intermediary mission was accomplished by the Christian Syrians. In the VII 

century Islam met in Syria the Christian ideology, developed in the previous epoch 
stC$ _ . . . 

by the Greek patrt~ the IX-X centunes the schools of Chnst1an translators m 

Baghdad, Gundishapur and ·B~r~n introduced the antique philosophical and 

scientific heritage to the Muslims. 

In the XII-XIU centuries the roles changed. Now the Muslim scientists and 

philosophers became scholarly authorities for the European Christians. The 

translation$'made from Arabic to Latin considerably enlarged the European 

knowledge of the antique philosophy, medicine and natural sciences. Renaissance 

and the New Age strictly brought apmi the f01iunes of Europe and the Muslim 

East, but in the XIX century their new a~~roach ~;)'~f~~o outline. And in this 

process the most important role belonged<the Christiansv'of the Arab East who 

greatly contributed to the social and national - cultural upsurge (nahda), in the 
of. . 

Arab East in the second half the XIX century - first half of the XX century. 



isL1m not only g'k;e [urope new knowledge, bw :ilso considerably iniluc'ncc:d the 

development of the cultural processes, in many aspccts promoted the formation or 

the European self-consciousness, The concept of '"Christian Europe " itself and in 

general the idea of European territorial and cultural unity took shape among the 
c-f Gt-iSC..n. 

Europeans in the case the Reconquista and the Crusades, tflat---is ?~/from the 

opposition to the Muslim world. It was the first Crusades, that initiated the process 

of "cultural intercourse" between Western Europe and the Muslim WOb~. In the 

Middle Ages the main stereotypes of the image of Islam in Christian world-
,. 

outlook were formed. Those stereotypes predestined in many aspects the 

peculiarities of the traditional attitude of the Church towards the Muslims. And the 

'i:AlltteR1pGrary modern European views on the Muslim world have originated from 

the mixture of contradictory, corrupted, sometimes fantastical ideas with the real 
7J,"-;, •. 

knowledge of -llie'vf11edieval ancestors. The image of Islam in Europe is composed 

of three coexistent and interacting elements: mythological, theological and 

rational. The Western European views on Islam were mainly moulded in the Xll

XIV centuries on the bas~astern Christian interpretation of the Muslim doctrine. 

In the period oftime from the XV up to XIX centuries the real knowledge on Islam 

in Europe developed very slowly. In the XIX century a strong wave of European 

migration of military officers, travellers, businessmen, missionaries, technical 

specialists and scientists - to t~ 

CEast ;pened ~possibilities of immediate contact with the new world. The 

knowledge of the Muslim countries grew with great speed. The interest to the 

Muslim world was stimulated with the practical needs of European countries. In 
- !'lt''t)f". a.t'llSe 

Europe imperialistic colonial interest towards the Arabiei East arrew:S, which 

resulted in the division ~-f ~~ir te~:;~;J~~n spheres of influent~and then - their 

occupation and the establishment of mandate and protectorate regim${n the Near 
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period appeared as ma~~ters and e:-;ploiiers, provoking not only positi\'c but also 

negative attitude towJrds themselves. The close interrelations in XI X - first half of 

the XX centuries bet\veen the East and the West 1·esulted in disappoimmem ahour 

·'civilised Europe". 

/Y 

The colonial period formed certain stereo( type of thinking among the Arabs 

and Muslims in general. But the backwardness, which was the result of a long 

period of time of stagnation during the Ottoman rule in XVI - XIX centuries, and 

the need of social development forced the Arabs and the whole Muslim world to 

turn their faces to the West, to the western political and economical systems in 

order to find ways of rapid progress. The progressive representatives of the Arabic 

society understood the importance of assimilating the achievements of the Western 

science and the World culture, in order not to remain the stepchildren of the 

history, exploited and humiliated. At that time the West showed the East the 

prospective of its economical and cultural development. 

In the period oftime betweep th~ two World Wars the attitude of the Arabs 
am£:1,guL~U!; 

towards the West remained ~on the one hand the striving grew to use 

achievements of the Western civilisation for the needs of the social development, 

and on the other hand - total distrust, even hatred towards the Western bourgeois 

society accumulated. 

i LL;;m;nc{tt.·l'> 
The hopes of the Arab enlight?'rs and reformers for the fmihcoming 

fru.~ ,--· 
formation of the European type society did not thoroughly come there:'jBut the 

national liberation movements in the Arabie'countries between the two World 

Wars forced the Muslims and the Christians of near East to continue their search 
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tilt: independence bv the iVJusiim counlries in \he 40-60's(new prospectiv:.;:)open_~ 

for the: Muslim - Chrisnan dialogue and setting relations between the Muslim 

world and Europe. In all the Muslim countries of the Near East social and 

economical progress is observed. 'Fhe enpitttlistic relati0ns~<trffetoeftt-te-mfl"i-

Jn the culturological aspect the development of social relations in the 

countries of the Arab East based on the synthesis of the traditional heritage and the 

modern values. The tendencies of the development of modern multiform ties 

between Europe and the Arab East could be hardly deeply understood without 

taking into consideration the specific character (both historical and modern) of 

their religious relations. Sometimes the least very unexpectedly appear to be 

interlaced with the economical, social, political and mostly cultural spheres of their 

co-operation. 

It 
ln the Islamic 0 Christian relations the Church plays a special role. $he not 

oor 011f.-8 

~ stimulates the dia1ogue between the Muslims and the Christians, but also sets 

interrelations between them in wider aspects. The role of the Church in the 

development in- th'\ of the concepts of the dialogue was and stays to be very 

important. That is why the Church has to undertake the task of giving the Muslims 

access to its religious teachings and doctrines and to prepare a background for the 

theological dialogue between Islam and Christianity, which may have two forms: 

theoretical and practical. In the theoretical aspect the dialogue may be based on the 
- ·,. _-:, .,. _. : :·. ' 

positive evaluation of the Islamic religious doctrine, with special emphaJ'S on the 

points, which are common for the both religions: the Monotheism (tauhid), the 
.j. 

abrahamite tradition, the Christology, the Mariology, the eschatology, the ethical 
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Lhe cenlt·aJ do2,ma of Islam, exjxessed in rhe Jit·sr pari ofrhe ivluslim "Shahadah"

must become rhe foundation. crucial point of the Jslamo-Christian dialogue. 

As for the practical sphere, the Church must work out orientations for joint 

social practice. In this sphere moral values should be pointed out, which form the 

base of the social, family and individual ethics of the Muslims, and the most 

important prescriptions of Islam on the cult must be stressed: relating the God 
oi"/~;,o>,- p.eopL~ 

(prayer), relating theV(l"11ercy, charity), relating oneself-one's· own nature 

(U;({;~;c.:£ · ) Tl I · I · · h · I l · , astmg . 1ese t 1ree ntua prescnpt10ns, to get er wrt 1 t 1e attestatiOn 
7/.~ t of the belief in the God anc!Yprophe .. , Mohammed and had{ (pilgrimage to 

Mecca) - form the "five pillars of Islam" - "Arkan ad-din" the foundation of the 

religioUs practice of the Muslims. These prescriptions have their analogues in 

Christianity. For the religious thought these problems are extremely concrete and 

they can not be separated from the social and cultural aspects of the co-operation 

and dialogue. Moreover, the Church has to accept Islam as an independent 

Monotheist religion, the God-revealing nature of Koran and the status of 

Mohammed. Only the favourable disposition, openness, mutual tolerance and 

respect can open prospective of mutual understanding and dialogue and can make 

the "peace and social justice" possible. Though positive progress in the relations of 

the Catholic Church with the Muslim world are obvious, the dialogue is realised 

only on the elite~, but not the poj'uf.a,i- le. vel. 

An essential obstacle is formed by the psychological barrier, which divides the two 

religious communities,- the heritage of the century]old history of mutual 

incomprehension, which often transformed into the "dialogue" of the sword and 
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in that dialogue.· 

But today the both sides have to forget the past and taking into consideration 

the bitter experience of the past, 10 dnelop the items of the interreligious 

communication and not only deal with theoretical problems of interrelations with 

lslam, but, first of all, ,w1th try to find ''lively dialogue of the confessions", to find 

concrete forms of the dialogue ofthe repsesentatives of various religions, stressing 

that all the believet~belong to the human race. All the people form one unity, go 

back to one origin and have to feel themselves members of the great human family, 

for they belong to the common People of the God. It is the universalism, that can 

unite in a synthesis the most diverse ideologica~alues, and our general principle 
,, ,~n if 

should be funity afi~fdiversityj. 
~-· \ 

A very important role in the religious dialogue between the Muslim world 

and Europe and in the social and cultural development of the Near East was played 

and continues to be played by the Christian peoples and the national minorities in 

the Near Eastern countries, the whose national cultures flourished after their 

conversion into Christianity. 

The rise of Islam, its rapid and firm strengthening on the vast territories in 

Asia and Afi:ica played a decisive role in the fate of the Eastern Christianity. It.met 

the new religion without any resistance. The reasons were, first, the tolerance of 

the early Islam towards the confessional affairs of the Christians (of course, under 

the conditions of their political loyalty), second, the Muslims defended them of the 

claims and persecutions of the Byzantine empire, which considered the 

Monophysite and Nestorion Christians as heretics. 

7 



it l.'i intcrcstinc: \!J 110lc', that Oil<:? of the \llllSl:lllding ilgurcs Ill the: h1Sl\J1·y of 

Armenia, the head ol' rhe Church (cnholicos1 1-lovhan Oclznersi in the early \fill 
:'5 ,' - ,_; .-. --'· . 

century, when Armenia was divided between the,·£mpire and J<.hali1in. bemQ. 

himself admirer ofrhe Greek culture. prelerred to establish good relations wirh the 

Arabs in counterbalance ro the Byzantine, and due to that wise policy managed to 

strengthen the real independence and the national identity of the autocephal 

Armenian church. 

So, the Christians of the Near East were not assimilated. They kept their 

spiritual and partially also cultural originality, which depends not only on their 

religious and cultural roots, but also on the tolerant attitude of their Muslim 

environment. 

In the limits of "darcal-islam" (the abode of Islam) the classical Islam 
\. 

recognised the status of the Christians and the Jews as "those under protection"(ahl 
_ ....... r....- .} 

al-Dhimma), who are "the people of the Holly Book", "holders of Scripture"(ahlai-
- . '..., 

kitab ), that is people, who have their holy scripture. Their status was in general 

determined already in Koran. 

Thus the Christians and the Jews had the right to exist as religious 

communities. Each confessional community· 

- was conducted by its own religious legal rules, which regulated not only its 

spiritual, but also its social life. A very important and significantf example of 

religious and social symbiosis of Muslims and Christians are the mixed 

commercial-trade corporations, known as· futuwwa, which flourished in the XII -

XIV centuries in the Asia Minor. 

Today the Christian minorities of the Near East are a very important factor 

in the aspect of the Muslim - Christian Dialogue. It is in the Near East, where till 

nowadays Christian communities exist in their ethnic.and confessional diversity. It 
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c':islence and Jlounshin:c- or the Chriswm ethncJConfessional minorities in rhc' 

:viuslim environment. This mav he demonstrarecl by the example of the .Armenian 

commLmilies of Lebanon_ Sy1ia, Jordan_ EgypL Iran etc., which keep their 

language (Armenian), the spiritual (religion, church ) and social life (culturaL 

sponive and other institutions) and take active pan in the social-political life of the 
11--- -

Near Easter/CitJes. LC; 
1 would like to pay special attention OO'the important role of the mass media. 

There is no doubt that they are the main instrument, which form the public opinion 

of the conflicts in Yugoslavia, Azerbaijan, Armenia and Chechnia. They also play 

an important role in the modernisation of the social consciousness, the adaptation 

of the modern Weltm~"M11g, of building and changing of acceptance of tenor of 

life, of adopting the modern technological changing of the social life etc. 

I suggest the following points in order to maintain a dialogue between the Muslim 

11 orld and Europe . 

J. To propagate through mass media the ideals of universalism - the 

adoption of the values of the world culture , the principle of unity of mankind in all 

the diversity of forms of its cultural- hist,~rical experie_?;ce..:·-f· 
•e.J:ecT no.TLCoal: Sufe! ;r.;.,' ;_'jJ 

2. To ~the stereotypes of d~-!:im1natior1, of larger political experience 

of this or that people , to reject confessional hatred and religious intolerance, 

e.::,;1;~nfl · f 1· · d ?te "d I . I d 1·. l '=tgt'-!e functton o re tgtous ogtmyupon 1 eo ogtca an po 1ttca concepts. 

3~imulate the development of religious contacts and the adaptation of the 

religious institutions to modern life_ 

4~evelop ~erk-eut} the following theoretical and practical sphertf of the 

dialogue of two religions: 
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/~. Jvl(_JnothcJs',"'t::luhJd:· ;,~:~br<lhanlilc lr:Jclition 
: ,<) / 

ChrislOio"-v· lvlario!oQv. 
~ -' ' ._,_, ' 

.• 

eschawlog). ethic teachings. tile l~li.'S.erc. 
i '-'-:-'----· 

13/()t·ganise international conferc:nces ;md 

e ( (':".J,-· e.s t?o-~(t ( i V e s· c-,1· 
congress~i'toi\tthe different '· 

religions . regular seminars and lectures; with the participation of the leading 

theologists a~i scientists. f • ,·, 

r ::- tc.-: r- n o."TL Cri Qf:' 
C Publish special jwntjournals and monographs on the doctrinal 

problems of the inter-religious dialogue. 
To 

D.~timulate the exchange of journalists and university professors for 
\f({_j-z c.u>· 

illuminating ~lproblems and organising special courses on the dialogue . 
'To . 

s?stir up the social-political processes of the integration of the countries of 
~-

the mentioned re~gions into world economy and politics. 

181 
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SOME DIFFICULTIES CONCERNING 
THE NEED FOR MUTUAL RESPECT. 
.Tan Myrdal 

Truth is ... as we know ... concrete. I will therefore begin by taking three concrete 
Swedish examples that few people will want ho hear about. 

I) One of the three traditional nationalities of Sweden, the really indigenious 
population of what is now Middle and Northern Sweden, are the Same. (Lapps as they 
were called by the ethnical Swedes as the ind(genes were called Indios by the Spanish.) 
They are herdsmen following the reindeer and constitute a nationality with a language, 
a culture and an economy of their own. 

But the ethnically Swedish settlers from the south and East have been taking 
more and more of their land during centuries. The Swedish state through its politicians 
and the legal system are still disposessing them. The Same are being driven to 
destruction as a community. (It is important to remember that the same S~dish 
politicians that talk beautifully in international fora of the rights of the indigenes in 
South America have just voted away a base for the economic life of the Same. The 
traditional hunting rights of the Same in the land they inherited from the dawn of time 
have been confiscated. for the benefit of the tourist industry ... but then these 
politicians are ameteur hunters, \Jut they do not hunt in the South American rain forest 
but in the Same mountains!) 

There has in recent decades. been a large Iranian immigration to Sweden. The 
Same are native and Christian. The Iranians are Muslim and immigrants. and the size of 
the two groups - Iranian immigrants and indigenous Same - is about the same. But it is 
the Same who are subjected to a policy that .. to be honest .. is genocidal and it is the 
Same who in the media and by Swedlish officials are subjected to ethnical slurs. 

Howcome? 
The Same are not even farmers, they are reindeer herdsmen. They are not well 

off. The Ira~nians are mainly middle and upper middle class, urban and educated. 
Class not religion or race( whatever that is) is here the determining factor. 
2) The third Swedish nationaly is the Finnish. Even after the realm was divided 

into Sweden proper and Finland proper Finnish speaking Finns lived in Sweden as 
Swedish speaking Swedes in Finland. But the Swed~~ ,in Finland were middle and 
upper class in the south and farmers in the north~hereas theFinns in Sweden were 
among the poorest of the poor ... forest Finns and Tornevalley Finns. 

The forest Finns have in the main become extinct,~ as a group. But the 
Tornevalley Finns who live along the border to Finland/ have refused to be totally 
assimilated They had lived on therir landlhere since the land was settled. But in 
Sweden they were a despised and opprJsed minority .. .1 know it well, I am married to 
one ... Now they are allowed to speak their native language in school ... at least during 
breaks ... but the same Swedish government that can give money to Swedish language 
study for immigrants from Syria has just refused a modest grant to enable older and 
unemployed Tornevalley Finns to acquire such knowledge of the Swedish language 
that would enable them to look for work outside their valley. Why? . 

Class of course. the Tornevalley Finns are under class. But if class oppression 
is the origin {his traditional class oppression has led to ethnical prejudice among the 
majority population. 

' .. : 
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1 3) Take· il third e.\amplc. In Sweden there are about ten times as many ~·luslims 
c.s/.icws. llu; ir· ,·ou loo~ a; rhc Swedi,;h economic, academic, intellectual or anistic 
scene you will ,;e thm the ratio of leading figures is the inverse. 

Why is this so? 
A Je"'ish conspiracy? No that is a m)1h. Reality is much simpler than so. 
Also in this case class not religion is the detern;lng factor. The Jews largely 

belong to the middle and upper middle class. The Mus~ms to the peuy bourgeoisie!at 
best. h 

The Jews not only immigrated earlier and during a longer perioy-f'ey ne,_;er 
were gheuoized in Sweden. Thus they could be socially mobile. But the Muslims in 
Sweden are not only on the bouom rung of the social ladder,Ahey are-around 
Stockholm as around Paris,.,.,- living in segregated suburbs. And as the inhabitants of 
these suburban areas in general have'(ower income, a higher degree of unemployment; 
and as the so called second generation immigrants,(those born in Sweden with Swedish 

v 
/)I 

I 

J ~ ''·'-( 
J 

citizens as parents) being underclasss do not get the same health care as children from 
1 

__j A 
middle class homes~ps they at the' same time get a worse education than the 7 I . 

children in better areas and thu~ do not even splak Swedish properly/the future of / 
these Swedish Muslim citizens looks as bleak as that of their counterparts in the 1 ) 

suburbs of Paris ... or of the blacks in 1-larlem. 
11 has been ... and still is ... extremely difficult to to make these very real 

socia{conflicts in Swedish society visible to Swedish intellectuals ... even those who 
spea~ out loudly for human rights. 

This has made me not unduly optimistic. 
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LESANTECEDENTSISLANITQUES 
DE LA RENAISSANCE OCCIDENTALE 

par 

EHSAN NARAGHI 

« 6 ilfusulmans, vous me deman_dez ce que je suis ? 
- Je suis d moitii d'ici et d moitie de partout. 
- Je suis d moitie des perles de la mer et d moitii 

des rivages lointains. » 

JALAL a!-DIN RUMI (1207-1273). 

Des la Renaissance, en Occident, on considera que la civilisa
tion greco-romaine s'etait uruquement developpee entre 
Athenes, Rome et Paris. C'etaitoublier le detour qu'avait fait la 
culture grecque par la civilisation musulmane pendant plu
sieurs siecles et son influence sur sa philosophie et ses sciences. 
On ignorait aussi son impact sur !'Europe par l'intermediaire de 
I'Andalousie et de la Sicile. En realite, il faudrait analyser le 
chemin du savoir comme allant d'Athenes, via Bagdad et Cor
done a Paris. En omettant cette realite historique on sous
estime le role joue par les chretiens d'Orient et les juifs sur la 
transmission du savoir grec vers !'Islam et de ce dernier vers 
I'Occident. 

Apres la fermeture de l'ecole d'Athenes par Justinien en 529 
apres J.-C., le savoir antique se depla~a vers les terres d'Islam. 
11 se developpa, en particulier a Bagdad, une soif de connais
sance qui donna naissance a un prodigieux travail de traduction 
des textes grecs, syriaques, pehlevi et a de nombreuses decou
vertes dans taus les domaines. Ce fut la premiere fois dans l'his
toire que des savants de toutes les origines et de toutes les reli
gions se reunirent dans les grands centres du savoir comme 
Bagdad, Le Caire, Maragha, Ispahan, Marrakech, Cordoue, 
Seville et Palerme oil ils elaborerent une nouvelle vision du 
monde qui sera probablement a l'origine de la Renaissance occi
dentale. 

Les grands centres scientifiques de la fin de l'An.tiquite 

Alors que la vie intellectuelle dans un Occident mine par les 
invasions etait muree dans les monasteres, deux grands 
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empires s'affrontaient en Orient: !'empire byzantin, heritier de 
Rome et de la Grece, et !'empire perse oilles Sassanides etaient 
sur le trone depuis 226. Les grands foyers culturels de !'Anti
quite pa1enne tardive s'appellruent Alexandrie en Egypte, Ra's 
al-'Ain en Syrie, et Djundichapur en Iran. Leur influence sur le 
developpement de la science arabe merite que !'on s'y arrete. 

Les etudiants aftluerent de tout le Proche-Orient pour suivre 
les cours de la celebre ecole d'Alexandrie. Panni les savants de 
cette ecole on compte Alexandre de Tralles (525-605), medecin 
hY?:antin dont l'reuvre a ere largement citee par Razi. Paul 
d'Egine, profondement influence par Galien (dont l'reuvre sera 
rapidement traduite en syriaque puis en arabe), fut considere 
comme l'une des principales autorites en matiere de medecine 
dans le monde musulman. Jean Philopon, dit Jean le Grammai
rien, vecut dans la premiere moitie du VI' siecle et commenta 
plusieurs ouvrages d'Aristote. Deux mathematiciens de valeur 
ont egalement brille a Alexandrie: Diophante, qui vecut un 
siecle apres Ptoh\rnee et etudia les equations puis Pappus, qui 
environ cent ans plus tard, travrulla sur les angles et les 
courbes et redigea un trrute de geometrie et d'arithrnetique 
grecques. Son travrul sera repris en Occident quelque treize 
siecles plus tard. Le rnedecin andalou, Al-Zahrawi, celebre pour 
son traite de chirurgie sera egalement tres influence par l'ecole 
d'Alexandrie. 

Sergius, medecin et pretre jacobite forme a l'ecole d'Alexan
drie, travailla a Ra's al-'Ain et fmit ses jours a Constantinople 
en 536. On lui doit, d'apres le grand traducteur arabe Hunayn 
lbn Ishaq, les versions syriaques de 25 ouvrages de Galien. 

Si la science arabe herita largement de l'ecole alexandrine, 
elle fut egalement influencee par l'ecole de medecine fondee par 
les Sassanides a Djundichapur (ville du sud-ouest de !'Iran) et 
qui garda son importance jusqu'au x< siecle. Des nestoriens 
venus y chercher refuge apres leur expulsion d':Edesse en 489, y 
enseignaient la medecine grecque dans des traductions 
syriaques et persanes. Un nouvel aftlux d'idees grecques sur
vint avec l'arrivee de philosophes neo-platoniciens, apres la fer
meture de leur ecole d'Athenes par Justinien en 529. Alors que 
le christianisrne pourchassa les Grecs pa1ens et ensevelit la phi
losophie antique, Djundichapur, a son apogee, sous Khosroes 
Anouchirvan, devint un centre d'enseignement actif oU se 
melaient les idees grecques, persanes, syriaques, juives, chre
tiennes et indiennes, dans un admirable esprit de tolerance. 
Des la periode abbasside, ces elements exerceront une profonde 
influence sur la vie intellectuelle de l'lslam. Sous le regne de 
Harun al-Rachid, le directeur de cette ecole, le nestorien Jibra'il 
lbn Bakhtichu', sera charge de construire, a Bagdad, un hopital 
sur le modele de celui de Djundichapur et deviendra medecin 
attitre du calife al-Mansur. 

-----·--------- ---.---.--. · .· .. 
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Le grand astronome Thabit Ibn Qurra (mort en 901), forme 
dans le centre pa'ien de Harran, vecut a la cour des califes de 
Bagdad, et traduisit du grec de nombreux traites de mathema
tiques. 

La conquete arabe 

Apres la conquete, les Arabes respecteront !'heritage de l'An
tiquite tardive. Un siecle apres la mort du Prophete, !'Empire 
musulman s'etendra de l'Espagne au Turkestan. La dynastie 
des Omeyyades (661-750 apres J.-C.) transfera la capitale de 
!'Empire a Damas en Syrie. C'est a cette epoque que se mit en 
place !'administration arabe et que s'affirma la legitimite cali
fale. Les plus anciennes bibliotheques publiques du monde 
arabo-musulman furent alors fondees, dont une creee par Mu'a
wiya qui contenait les recueils de hadiths et les ouvrages redi
ges sur son ordre. Elle fut heritee par son fils Khalid Ibn Y azid, 
qui consacra sa vie a !'etude des sciences grecques et fit traduire 
des ouvrages d'alchimie et de medecine. 

Sous la dynastie abbasside (750-1258), qui amena l'Islamjus
qu'en Inde, l'arabe devint la langue administrative de ce puis
sant Empire la nouvelle capitale, Bagdad, symbolisa la gran
deur. Elle sera par la suite relayee, pendant une cinquantaine 
d'armees, par un deuxieme centre culture! et artistique, la ville 
de Samarra situee sur les bords du Tigre. Des penseurs, des 
ecrivains, des savants s'inspirerent de l'Antiquite pour 
construire, selon !'expression de Danielle Jacquart et Fran~oise 
Micheau, • un espace culture! nouveau » en langue arabe . 
Quelles sont les raisons de cette • Renaissance • a 1' epoque 
abbasside? 

Pour A. Hassan et D.R. Hill, ce fut tout d'abord !'Islam. La 
meme religion, la meme vision du monde, la meme langue litte
raire et scientifique, assurerent !'unite culturelle des pays isla
miques. Ainsi, !'element grec fut melange a l'espace hebreu, 
turc, chinois, persan et indien. La grande nouveaute de la civili
sation musulmane consiste, dans taus les domaines, en sa capa
cite de symbiose et en son esprit de tolerance. Ainsi, bien qu'a
nimes d'une tres grande foi, les musulmans respecterent les 
droits des « gens du Livre ., et donnerent la permission de repa
rer les anciens temples, bien qu'il rut interdit d'en eriger de 
nouveaux a l'interieur du « Dar a!-Islam». Plus encore, la civili
sation musulmane, fondee sur le Coran, permettait a un esclave 
d'occuper un poste eleve. Dans le domaine philosophique, Gha
zali a Bagdad refute les theses d'Aristote et Averroes en Anda
lousie lui apporta la repliqu¥. C'est cet esprit de tolerance -
alors inconnu dans le Moyen Age chretien encore en proie a l'ar-
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bitraire - qui perrnettra une liberte d'echanges de la Chine a 
l'Espagne. Tant que la civilisation islamique garda cette ouver
ture d'esprit, elle prospera. Mais des que le dogmatisme !'em
porta, son declin fut ineluctable. 

Puis, vint la naissance d'une veritable politique culturelle. La 
civilisation islamique n'a pu s'epanouir que sous l'autorite d'un 
gouvernement stable et ayant adopte une politique eclairee en 
matiere de sciences. Meme lorsque !'Empire se morcela, chaque 
!hat, pour des raisons de prestige, encouragea l'arabisation, la 
traduction, la fondation d'academies scientifiques, d'ecoles, de 
!aboratoires, de bibliotheques, d'observatoires, le patronage de 
savants, la conduite de la recherche scientifique et tech
nologique ainsi que la mise en route de certains projets et 
industries d'Etat. 

Par l'arabisation, la langue arabe devint la langue de tousles 
peuples. de Bagdad a Cordoue. Les califes utiliserent des la 
periode omeyyade cette donnee comme element essentiel de 
leur politique scientifique. 

Enfin le role de l'enseignement. Le type d'universite CNiza
miyya) fonde a Bagdad par le vizir seldjoukide Nizam al-Mulk 
s'etendra a tout !'Empire. Le nombre des ecoles (madrasas) 
clans le monde musulman a son apogee continue a nous etonner 
(Mustansiriyya, Halawiyya, Jawziyya, ou al-Azhar). De 
grandes madrasas existaient dans toutes les villes et Wassaf, 
dans son Histoire, en mentionne 20 a Damas et 30 a Bagdad. 
Certaines avaient une structure de mosquee-hopital, et deli
vraient deja des bourses aux eleves meritants. L 'hypothese 
selon laquelle les madrasas furent a l'origine des universites 
europeennes - dont les plus anciennes, Palerme, Bologne, 
Montpellier, Paris, Oxford remontent aux xn' et xm" siecles -
est a considerer avec prudence. 

Il faut aussi mentionner que l'arrivee, dans !es pays de !'Is
lam aux environs des annees 751, du papier provenant de 
Chine, a rendu le li'Te mains fragile et mains coirteux qu'un 
rouleau de papyrus ou de parchemin. C'est alors que !'on 
commen9a a rediger des encyclopedies, afin de reunir en un seul 
volume des informations jusqu'alors dispersees. Bagdad 
comptait a cette epoque plus de cent librairies qui, en plus de la 
vente du papier, assuraient la copie de manuscrits. Ces nou
veaux livres avaient une large circulation et etaient entreposes 
dans des bibliotheques. 

Bagdad au.X IJf et ){ siecles : au carrefour des civilisations 

Deux siecles apres la ferrneture de l'ecole d'Athenes, Bagdad, 
la ville du salut, "Madinat-al-salarn "• fondee en 762 par le 
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calife al-Mansur, devint rapidement un veritable carrefour et la 
capitale intellectuel!e de !'Orient. Se!on !'expression d'Andre 
Miquel, une ville • immense et tentaculaire "• de pres d'un mil
lion et demi d'habitants, oil se rencontraient des gens de toutes 
les origines. Elle fut egalement un point de ralliement des 
vieilles cultures co=e cel!es de I'Inde, !'Iran et la Grece. C'est 
alors dans ce tourbillon intellectuel qu'apparut • Bayt-ai
Hikma" ou la • Maison de la Sagesse "· D'oil. venait-elle? 

C'est Harun ai-Rachid (766-809) qui fonda a Bagdad l'impor
tante bibliotheque dite • Khizanat ai-Hikma" (bibliotheque de 
la sagesse). Elle employait deja des traducteurs comme Salm ai
Harrani, qui auraient traduit les Categories, I'Hermeneutique et 
les Analytiques d'Aristote, ainsi que l'lsagoge de Porphyre. Les 
califes se procurerent des traites de sciences et de philosophie 
aupres de Byzance et de Chypre, ce qui permit a une foule de 
savants d'origines et de croyances diverses de collaborer dans 
l'objectif de traduire en une seule langue, ce qui existait jus
qu'alors en grec, en syriaque, en pehlevi et en sanskrit. 

Le calife Harun ai-Rachid chargea egalement Jibra'il Ibn 
Bakhtishu', medecin chretien de l'ecole de Djundichapur, de 
creer a Bagdad un hopital. En accord avec la tradition eclec
tique de Djundichapur, I'Indien Mankha y traduisit l'ouvrage 
de medecine Sanskrit Susrata-samhita en persan et Razi y fit 
des conferences. D. M. Dunlop, G. S. Colin et B. N. Seh
suvaroglu nous rappellent que les hopitaux, appeles en persan 
« bimaristan "• permirent un developpement a la fois tbeorique 
et pratique de la medecine. Le medecin ausculte les malades, 
consigne ses observations dans des registres et redige des 
ordonnances. Chaque hopital possede une pharmacie oil. les 
medicaments sont delivres, sous le contr6le d'un pharmacien
chef. Certaines infirmeries ambulantes sont destinees a soigner 
les blesses de guerre. 

Mais ce fut sous ai-Ma'mun (813-833) que la bibliotheque de 
Bagdad, appelee • Bayt al-Hikma" ou • Maison de la Sagesse •, 
connut sa periode la plus florissante. Septieme souverain de la 
dynastie abbasside, le fils aine de Harun ai-Rachid fut un sou
verain eclaire. Comme tout prince, il rec;ut des l'enfance une for
mation classique en chant, en poesie, en litterature, en sciences 
religieuses et son califat marqua !'age d'or de la dynastie. n res
taura !'unite de !'Empire, menacee par une longue guerre civile 
a la mort de son pere. C'est surtout sous son regne, que se deve
loppa la doctrine mu'tazilite, qui privilegia la raison comme cri
tere de verite. Les consequences en sont incalculables tant sur 
le plan politique que sur celui des sciences. Le calife n'besita 
pas, s'opposant aux • traditionnistes • rives au Coran et a la 
Sunna, a faire ega!ement appel a la philosophie grecque pour 
expliquer l'unicite de Dieu. On peut alors par!er d'un grand 
tournant culture! du JX" siecle. 
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Ibn al-Nadim, sur lequel nous reviendrons, decrit ainsi le 
reve que fit un jour le calife al-Ma'mun au debut du JX• siecle: 
• Devant lui se tenait, assis sur un sofa, un homme a la mine 
aimable, le teint clair et vif, avec un grand front degarni et des 
yeux bleus sous le trace continu des sourcils. Impressionne, le 
Commandeur des croyants lui demanda: "Qui es-tu?" 
L 'homme repondit : "Aristote ". Puis il autorisa le calife, ravi de 
cette rencontre, a lui poser d'autres questions. Alors, a!-Ma'mun 
formula !'interrogation majeure: "Qu'est-ce que le bien?" -
" Ce qui est bien dans !'esprit", repondit Aristote. "Et 
ensuite ? " - " Ce qui est bien dans la loi. " - " Et puis ? " - " Ce 
que le peuple estime bien ". Enfin, Aristote recommanda a al
Ma'mun de traiter comme de !'or quiconque le conseillerait au 
sujet de !'or (alchimie, c'est-a-dire la science, ce qui n'est pas 
dans le Coran) et d'adherer strictement a la doctrine du 
Tawhid, ou uuicite de Dieu . ., 

Ibn Nadim ajoute qu'a la suite de ce reve, al-Ma'mun envoya 
des savants chercher des livres de philosophie antique et leur 
demand a de les traduire. C'est ainsi que les. traductions du grec 
en arabe devinrent une veritable affaire d'Etat. 

Pour A.I. Sabra, les grands traducteurs, souvent experts en 
leur domaine, venaient d'horizons etbniques et religieux tres 
differents. Ainsi, !'astrologue persan Ibn-Nawbakht traduisait 
pour Harun-al-Rachid du pehlevi en arabe. Al-Mansur fit colla
borer AI Fazari (de souche arabe) avec un Indien du Sind a la 
traduction d'un ouvrage ecrit en sanskrit: le Sindhind astrono
mique. Le plus grand traducteur de traites medicaux grecs et 
syriaques, Hunayn Ibn Ishaq (mort en 260/873), etait chretien 
nestorien et parlait le syriaque et l'arabe. Apres avoir etudie la 
medecine a Bagdad puis le grec, peut-etre a Alexandrie ou a 
Byzance, Hunayn revint dans la capitale abbasside, ou il s'illus
tra comme traducteur, professeur et medecin des califes. Tres 
minutieux et serieux (ecrivent D. Jacquart et F. Micheau), il se 
basait sur plusieurs manuscrits et par comparaison arrivait a 
une version fort fidele du texte original qu'il traduisait d'abord 
en syriaque. Peut-etre en relation avec le « Bayt al-Hikma "• il 
dirigea une equipe de lettres qui traduisit en arabe les textes 
d'Hippocrate et de Galien. ll fut aussi un remarquable medecin, 
dont les travaux firent autorite, autant comme generaliste que 
specialiste en ophtalmologie, dietetique, therapie dentaire et en 
pharmacopee. Son Kitab al-Masa'il fi al-Tibb fut l'une des 
sources principales de la medecine medievale, tant en Orient 
qu'en Occident. ll se consacra aussi a l'astronomie et a la philo
sophie. 

Le role de Hunayn (Ibn Nadim cite 174 titres) fut determi
nant dans la transmission de la science grecque, persane et 
indienne en arabe. Son ills, Ishaq Ibn Hunayn qui connaissait 
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le grec traduisit des ouvrages philosophiques d'Aristote, les Ele
ments d'Euclide et I'Almageste de Ptolemee . 

Outre la traduction, le • Bayt al-Hikma » se transforma en 
lieu de reunions, de discussions et de rencontres philoso
phiques. Mas'udi, dans son ouvrage intitule Muruj al·Dhahab, 
nous rapporte un fait sans precedent pour l'epoque : lors des 
seances qu'il anime tousles mardis, al-Ma'mun s'emploie a sus
citer des controverses politico-religieuses non seulement entre 
representants des differentes religions (juifs, chretiens ou 
musulmans, zoroastriens, manicheens), mais egalement entre 
partisans et detracteurs de la doctrine mu'tazilite. Savants, 
chercheurs, theologiens, se reunissaient dans une salle, man
geaient autour d'une nappe, se lavaient les mains, puis 
commen9aient a discuter devant le calife jusqu'au soir et ren
traient chez eux apres le souper. Al-Ma'mun considerait ce 
genre de debat comme un moyen efficace pour rechercher la 
verite. Abbas lqbal rapporte, dans son Histoire de Nawbakhti 
ces paroles du calife: • On peut dominer l'ennemi seulement 
par la raison et non par la force, car la premiere est eternelle, 
tandis que la seconde s'ecroule lorsque disparait la force. » Si 
l'exemple d'al-Ma'mun ne fut pas suivi par ses successeurs, le 
souvenir de ces • Munazirat » resta grave dans la memoire des 
hommes de science et dans les livres, et donna naissance a une 
tradition litteraire qui survit de nos jours. L'institution 
employait un directeur, des traditionalistes, des relieurs, des 
copistes. La bibliotheque fut ouverte a un large public et non 
plus seulement a I' entourage du calife. Elle fut frequentee par 
des savants (parmi lesquels Khwarizmi), des astronomes et des 
mathematiciens. Les historiens recolll)aissent qu'apres l'Acade
mie de Platon, le Lycee d'Aristote et l'Ecole d'Alexandrie, • Bayt 
a! Hikma • fut le quatrieme foyer culture! de l'humanite. C'est 
de Bagdad que sont partis vers l'Andalousie (pole culture! dont 
Mal:monide est le symbole) Ies ouvrages traduits en Iatin. 

Abu Yusuf al-Kindi (ne en 801) qui travailla egalement 
aupres du calife, fut un des plus grands savants de l'epoque. 
Qualifie de • premier philosophe arabe •, esprit universe], il etu
dia en optique la propagation de la Iumiere, effectua des tra
vaux en geographie, en geologie, en meteorologie, en astronomie 
et en astrologie. ll fit aussi des recherches sur Ies horloges et Ies 
instruments astronomiques et s'interessa a la fabrication des 
epees, et il composa des ouvrages sur les remedes et Ieur compo
sition. Mais c'est dans le domaine de la philosophie, nous rap
pelle Colin Ronan, que brilla le veritable genie d'al-Kindi. Son 
enseignement prod_uira un grand effet en Europe occidentale 
pendant le Moyen Age. Influence par Aristote, Platon et Plotin, 
il effectuera la soudure entre l'Islam et le savoir pa'ien. Ce der
nier s'etant alors ravive dans la Maison de la sagesse de Bag-
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dad. Precepteur du futur calife al-Mu'tasim, son influence a la 
cour fut immense. 

Le souverain patronna egalement le premier programme sys
tematique d'observations astronomiques menees d'abord dans 
le quartier d'al-Chammasiyya a Bagdad puis a Damas dans un 
monastere du mont Qasyun. Cependant les structures qui 
devaient servir aux observations systematiques du solei! et de 
la June, des etoiles et peut-etre des planetes ne devaient pas 
etre fixes car elles ne furent utilisees que pour une breve duree. 
Pourquoi cet engouement pour les mathematiques et l'astrono
mie? Parce que les etoiles guident les marins et !'observation 
des astres est indissociable de J'ouverture de nouvelles routes 
commerciales maritimes. L'enieu etait done de taille. 

Le matbematicien Mubammad Ibn Musa Kwarizmi fut J'une 
des grandes figures du regne d'ai-Ma'mun. Il elabora un 
ensemble de "Zij "• c'est-a-dire de tables astronomiques, appe
Iees "Zij al-Sindhind "• car elles furent etablies a partir de 
tables indiennes provenant de Bagdad. C'est le premier travail 
astronomique de !'Islam qui subsiste dans son integralite. 
Khwarizmi ecrivit aussi sur I' astrolabe grec, un instrument que 
!'Islam devait s'approprier. Il fut egalement, sans conteste, le 
plus grand mathematicien du IX' siecle Son ouvrage Al-Jabr wa 
al-muqabala sur les equations du premier et du second degre, 
fut une • somme absolument sans precedent dans quelque ]an
gage que ce soit" (S.H. Nasr, 1979). Des 830, iJ decrit systema
tiquement les chiffres et les regles du calcul indien, qui parvien
dront en Occident par son ouvrage, traduit en Iatin sous le 
titre : Algoritmi de numero Indorum. Le nom de Khwarizmi est 
a l'origine du mot • algoritbme ». 

Contemporain de Hunayn Ibn Ishaq et de l'eclosion de la 
science medicale arabe, 'lili ibn Sahl al-Tabari est ne a Marw, 
en Iran, dans une famille de savants chretiens syriaques, entre 
780 et 810. Il servit a la cour de Bagdad sous le regne de plu
sieurs califes et se convertit a !'Islam. Son Firdaws al-Hikma, 
acheve en 850, est a la fois influence par les medecines grecque, 
persane et indienne, dont les traditions se completent et parfois 
s'affrontent. Il est vrai que des traites sanskrits anciens ont ere 
traduits en arabe, a la demande du calife Harun al-Rachid et de 
ses vizirs barmekides, et que des medecins d'origine indienne 
ont alors exerce a Bagdad. 

En matiere d'astronomie, nous retrouvons egalement les deux 
courants. Le premier dependant du Sindhind, traduit dans les 
annees 770, etait bati sur le modele indien. n a perm.is la diffu
sion d'une trigonometrie plus efficace que les procedes dont dis
posaient les Grecs. Mais une fois l'Almageste rendu en .arabe, 
!'autre systeme, celui de Ptolemee, triomphera. Muba=ad ibn 
Jabir ai-Battaui (env. 858-929), l'un des plus celebres astro-
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names musulmans dont la reputation repose sur son livre de 
tables astronomiques, le Kitab al-Zidj (symbole de la victoire, 
de la tradition ptolemeenne sur la tradition indo-persane dans 
l'astronomie musulmane). En Europe occidentale, du xv' au XVII' 
siecle, des geants de l'astronomie, tels que Copernic, Kepler, 
Tycho Brahe et Gali!ee s'y refereront. A.L Sabra, dans un 
ouvrage collectif intitule Le monde de l'Islam, sous la direction 
de Bernard Lewis, ecrit : " Les historiens ant souligne a ban 
droit la nouveaute des recherches entreprises a Bagdad, meme 
si e!les se situaient clans la ligne de traditions tributaires du 
savoir grec. Pour la premiere fois, la science devenait « inter
nationale • sur une large echelle •. 

La multiplication des centres du savoir : une histoire de rivalites 

Le developpement du « Bayt al-Hikma • s'inscrivit clans un 
contexte historico-culturel beaucoup plus vaste a travers le 
monde musulman. Des la periode abbasside ancienne, les gou
verneurs des provinces de !'Empire, theoriquement sous 
controle du calife, s'emanciperent et fonderent les premieres 
dynasties turques independantes (par exemple, !es Toulou
nides, 868-905 en Egypte). En Orient, se constitua la puissance 
des Turcs Ghaznevides qui domina la Perse, J'actuel Mg
hanistan, les provinces de 11nde, le Pendjab et une partie du 
Gudjarat. Ghazna et plus tard Lahore furent leurs capitales. 
N ombreux furent les souverains, notamment dans les provinces 
de Perse, qui ant soutenu les scie_nces, les arts et les lettres pour 
asseoir leur prestige politique. A partir du XI' siecle, les h6pi
taux, les madrasas, les mosquees, les bibliotheques, les ecoles 
coraniques, les convents soufis, seront constitues en waqfs. Ce 
systeme de donations, dont les revenus etaient affectes a une 
ceuvre de charite ou de bienfaisance, en assurait l'autonomie 
financiere et en garantissait le ban fonctionnement. 

Que devient alors le Bayt ai-Hikma de Bagdad? Selon W. 
Heffening et J. D. Pearson, apres le transfert du califat de la 
• ville ronde • a Samarra, sous al-Mu'tasim (successeur d'al
Ma'mun), Bayt al-Hikma perdit son caractere academique pour 
il'etre plus connu que sous le nom de • Khizanat al-Ma'mun ». 

Frequente par les savants jusqu'a la fm du rv"/x' siikle, iJ n'est 
plus mentionne par les auteurs successifs. On pense qu'il fut 
incorpore a la bibliotheque d'un des califes ou dispersee par les 
Seldjoukides. 

La periode du Bayt al-Hikma fut suivie par celle du « Dar al
'llm •, qui fut une institution a caractere semi-officiel, consti
tuee sous forme de bibliotheque publique qui avait pour objectif 
de diffuser une doctrine et d'enseigner les sciences naturelles. 
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La plus importante des « Dar-al-'llm • ou • Maison du savoir •, 
fut celle que fonda a Bagdad le ministre Ibn Ardashir (env. 991-
993). Elle comprenait plus de 10 000 volumes portant sur les 
diverses sciences et dont certains etaient consideres comme des 
modeles de calligrapbie. Frequentee par de nombreux lettres, 
dont le poete Abu 'Ala al-Ma'arri en 1009-1010, la bibliotheque, 
qui recevait aussi des ceuvres d'ecrivains contemporains, fut 
incendiee lors de l'arrivee des Seldjoukides (1055-1056). 

C'est a cette epoque qu'Ibn al-Nadim, fils d'un grand libraire 
de Bagdad, dressa en 987/988 un catalogue recensant tous les 
ouvrages existant en langue arabe : le Fihrist fut une veritable 
encyclopedie de la culture musulmane medievale. Sur les 430 
titres de medecine qu'il mentionne, 174 n'ont pas ete ecrits a 
l'origine en langue arabe mais en grec, en sanskrit, en peh!evi, 
en syriaque. Ils ont ete traduits en arabe au cours des .\~n· et IX' 

siecles. Trois noms culminent: Hippocrate, Rufus d'Ephese et 
surtout Galien, qui a eux seuls representent 125 titres. Parmi 
les 256 ouvrages ecrits en arabe, figurent ceux de Hunayo ibn 
Ishaq, Qusta ibn Luqa et Yubanna ibn Masawayh, qui sont 
trois chretiens nestoriens de la premiere moitie du IX' siecle, et 
puis les 144 traites medicaux de Razi. 

De tous les voyageurs arabes du x' siecle, le plus remarquable 
fut Abu al-Hasan Mas'udi, celebre pour son ouvrage bistorique 
Muruj al-Dhahab. ll quitta Bagdad vers 915 et passa toute son 
existence a parcourir le monde islamique, !'Inde et l'Afrique 
orientale. ll mourut au Caire vers 956. En privilegiant !'obser
vation directe, Mas'udi, geographe et bistorien, fut certaine
ment l'un des penseurs les plus originaux de !'Islam et peut
etre ... J'un des plus incompris. 

En Egypte et en Syrie, les dyoasties turques des Toulouuides 
(868-907) et des Ikhcbidides (935-969) furent suivies par deux 
dyoasties de differente origine. La dyoastie berbere des Fati
mides (969-1171), dont le pouvoir s'etenditjusqu'a la Sici}e, fixa 
sa residence au Caire devenu ensuite la capitale de l'Egypte. 
Leurs successeurs, les Ayyoubides (1169-1250), d'extraction 
kurde, seront les adversaires les plus acharnes des croises. Le 
sultan Saladin (Salah a!-Din) sous lequel sera reconquise Jeru
salem en 1187 (qui eut pour antagoniste Frederic Barberousse) 
est devenu l'une des plus grandes figures de l'Islam. 

Dans l'Egypte fatimide (969-1171), le calife al-Hakim installa 
a l'extremite nord-ouest du palais du Caire (ville alors de 
500 000 habitants) le • Dar al-Hikma •, qui comprenait une 
bibliotheque, une salle de lecture et des locaux pour les cours 
(D. Sourdel). Cet etablissement surclassa tous les autres du 
meme genre. L'acces en etait gratuit et public. D'apres Y. Eche, 
le service etait assure par des bibliothecaires retribues et des 
pensions permettaient aux savants d'y poursuivre leurs tra-
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vaux. On folli1lissait l'encre,les plumes et le papier. Le calife fit 
venir des traditionalistes, des juristes, des medecins, des gram
mairiens, des astronomes et des logiciens pour enseigner toutes 
les disciplines scientifiques et des rencontres etaient organisees 
entre les erudits. En 1043, le catalogue mentionnait environ 
6 500 volumes se rapportant a l'astronomie, !'architecture et la 
philosophie. Parmi ses tresors, elle possedait un globe de cuivre 
construit, selon la tradition, par Ptolemee et portant une ins
cription attestant qu'il avait ete achete par Khalid Ibn Yazid b. 
Mu'awiyya. La bibliotheque demeura intacte jusqu'a la mort du 
deruier calife fatimide, al-'Adid. Liee a la doctrine ismaelienne, 
elle fut pillee en 1068, et plus tard, Saladin en dispersa les col
lections. 

Ne en 965 a Bassora, en Irak, Ibn al-:fl:aytham fut le plus 
grand physicien de !'Islam. ll se rendit en Egypte sous le regne 
du calife fatimide al-Hakim. Pour ne pas encourir la colere du 
calife lorsqu'il echoua dans son projet d'irrigation des eaux du 
Nil, il feignit la folie et demeura sous residence surveillee jus
qu'a la mort de son maitre. Ibn al-Haytham fut le premier a 
attaquer la theorie planetaire de Ptolemee, ouvrant ainsi la voie 
a al-Tusi et a ses collaborateurs de Maragha. Al-Haytham fut 
egalement un grand opticien qui se demarqua des savants 
grecs, en privilegiant de maniere toute nouvelle !'experi
mentation scientifique. Son amvre est souvent citee par les 
savants medievaux occidentaux et sa theorie sur la refraction 
de la lumiere fut utilisee au XVII" siecle par Kepler et Descartes. 

L'un des plus grands astronomes musulmans du Moyen Age, 
Abu al-Hasan Ibn Yunus, vecut a la fin du x' siecle a la cour 
fatimide du Caire. Pour effectuer ses travaux, il ne disposait 
probablement, d'apres J. Samso, que d'un observatoire prive et 
d'instruments portatifs. Cela ne l'empecha pas de mettre au 
point en 1007 des tables, qui sont parmi les plus precises de 
l'epoque, et de rediger un ouvrage majeur sur la determination 
astronomique des heures de priere. Dans le domaine des mathe
matiques, il travailla sur les projections orthogonales et etudia 
pour la premiere fois les oscillations du pendule, qui devaient 
permettre de construire les horloges. 

n existait en Perse, selon W. Heffening, des bibliotheques des 
l'epoque achemenide, mais elles furent detruites par Alexandre 
le Grand. Sous les Abbassides, on en trouvait a Ram Hurmuz 
(fondee par Ibn Sawwar), a Rayy et a Isfahan (cette deruiere fut 
pillee par les troupes ghaznevides ·en 420/1029, transferee a 
Ghazna et detruite ensuite par le sultan Ghuride Ala al-Din 
Husayn). D'autres bibliotheques furent fondees 9il et la, permet
tant non seulement d'acquerir le savoir traditionnel, mais aussi 
de s'initier aux sciences des Anciens. A Chiraz, la celebre biblio
theque fondee par 'Adud al-Dawla (338-3721959-982), contenait 
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un exemplaire de tous les ouvrages disponibles dans toutes les 
branches du savoir. Les volumes, soit acquis par voie d'achat, 
soit copies par des copistes attaches a la bibliotheque, etaient 
classes par matieres sur des etageres. Certains ouvrages en plu
sieurs exemplaires etaient reserves au pret. Le Coran occupait 
generalement un emplacement a part. Les bibliotheques 
avaient habituellement un directeur (sahib), dont plusieurs 
furent des savants celebres, un ou plusieurs bibliothecaires 
(khazin), des copistes (nasikh) et des appariteurs lfarrash). Les 
etablissements etaient gratuitement accessibles a tous, et le 
papier, l'encre et les plumes de roseau etaient fournis par !'ad
ministration. Certaines bibliotheques privees donnaient meme 
le gite et le couvert aux savants qui venaient de regions eloi
gnees. • On peut affirmer sans risque d'erreur que les biblio
theques musulmanes, publiques des cette epoque, etaient a tous 
egards en avance de plusieurs siecles sur celles de l'Occident. 
Lorsque au vn•/xm' siecle, les Mongols envahirent la Perse, un 
tres grand nombre de livres d'une valeur inestimable furent 
reduits a neant. Bien que certains sultans de Delhi aient pro
tege les savants et se soient montres des amis fideles du savoir, 
aucune bibliotheque remontant a leur epoque n'a encore ete 
signalee. La plus ancienne que !'on connaisse date du saint 
Nizam al-Din Awliya, contemporain des sultans Khaldjis et 
Tughlukides, (W. Heffening). 

Les Bouyides : de Chiraz a Bagdad, x' siecle 

Ouvert en 982, le plus celebre des hOpitaux de Bagdad, fonde 
par !'emir bouyide 'Adud al-Dawla (949-983), a joui d'une 
grande reno=ee : 24 medecins dont certains etaient des spe
cialistes en ophtalmologie, en chirurgie ou en orthopedie, y 
etaient attaches. Plusieurs d'entre eux joignaient l'enseigne
ment au soin des malades. Dote de revenus importants, il fonc
tionnait encore a la fin du XII' siecle. Lors de conferences don
nees a lbopital, on !isait des ouvrages issus de l'ecole de 
Djundichapur. Ali ibn al-Abbas al-Majusi, le Haly Abbas de 
l'Occident, travailla, pense-t-on, dans cet etablissement. Son 
Livre royal (al-Kitab al-Malaki), peut-etre la meilleure syn
these sur la science medicale, reco=ande a l'apprenti medecin 
de completer sa formation par de frequent;;es visites a lbopital. 

Farabi, que les textes Iatins du Moyen Age no=ent Alfara
bius, etait l'un des plus celebres philosophes musulmans. n fut 
surno=e le • second maitre "• le premier etant Aristote, 
preuve de la veneration des musulmans a l'egard du precepteur 
d'Alexandre. Sa carriere se deroula a Alep, dans !'entourage du 
souverain hamdanide Sayf al-Dawla. Dans le domaine de la 
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logique, des sciences naturelles, de la psychologie et de la meta
physique, Farabi fut tres influence par Aristote. ll etait per
suade que la philosophie grecque pouvait ouvrir la voie a une 
reforme dont le c~fat avait bien besoin. n envisagea une cite, 
une nation, et un Etat mondial parfaits. Dans le domaine des 
sciences politiques, il se rapprocha des Lois et de la Republique 
de Platon. En fait, Farabi tenta de concilier les deux philo
sophes grecs, en camouflant la logique d'Aristote par le mysti
cisme de Platon, simple couverture et ruse de philosophe vis-a
vis des theologiens fanatiques. Son influence sur les philo
sophes orientaux, comme Ibn Sina, Ibn Rushd et Ma'imonide, 
fut considerable. 

L'h6pital de Bagdad (l'lrak etait alors domine par les 
Bouyides, d'obedience chiite, qui favorisaient la vie intellec
tuelle et scientifique) sera dirige par le plus illustre medecin de 
!'Islam, Abu Bakr Muhammad ibn Zakariyya' Razi, le " Galien 
des Arabes » et le Rhazes des Europeens. ll naquit aux environs 
de 865 a Rayy, une metropole persane a quelques kilometres de 
Teheran. D'abord luthiste, Razi s'adonna ensuite a l'alchilnie 
puis a un age avance a la medecine. Si ses reuvres philo
sophiques sont perdues, son Traite de la variole et de la rou
geole, tres sou vent traduit en Europe aux xvm' et XIX" siecles, fut 
consulte en Occidentjusqu'a l'epoque moderne. L'reuvre de Razi 
est considerable : 184 titres dans des domaines aussi varies que 
la medecine, la logique, la philosophie, la theologie, les sciences 
naturelles, l'alchimie, l'astronomie, les mathematiques, etc. 
Refusant la soumission aveugle aux Anciens, Razi privilegia 
]'observation quotidienne, les diagnostics precis et les descrip
tions minutieuses et se posa en contradicteur de Galien. 

Toute la carriere d'Avicenne (Ibn Sina, 980-1037) se deroula 
dans les grandes cours iraniennes des x' et XI' siecles. Illustre 
medecin et philosophe, il appartenait a une fanillle de hauts 
fonctionnaires au service de la grande dynastie des Samanides 
(emirs d'origine iranienne au pouvoir depuis 875 et dont la capi
tale, Boukhara, fut un foyer de la renaissance persane). Bien 
qu'il n'efit pas de maitre en sciences naturelles ni en medecine, 
des medecins celebres travaillerent sous sa direction alors qu'il 
n'avait que 16 ans. A I' age de 18 ans, il avait deja acquis la mai
trise de toutes les sciences de son temps. Fuyant devant la man
tee des Ghaznevides qui s' etendaient au detriment de la domi
nation samanide, les tribulations de la vie le menerent de 
Boukhara aux cites de l'Iran central, oil regnaient des petits 
souverains de la mouvance bouyide attaches aux traditions ira
niennes (Gurgan, au bord de la mer Caspienne, puis Rayy, et 
enfin Hamadan et Isfahan). TantOt emprisonne, tantOt apprecie 
pour ses conseils en politique et son savoir medical, il deviendra 
meme vizir d'un emir bouyide. A.M. Goinchon dressa ainsi son 
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portrait: Ibn Sina n'etait pas un chercheur enfenne dans ses 
livres, ii vivait dans le concret; le jour, il travaillait aux affaires 
de I'Etat et prodiguait des soins medicaux, et la nuit, sou vent en 
fuite, iJ ecrivait ses ouvrages ii cheval, ou au coin d'un bivouac, 
ou encore en prison. L'reuvre d'Ibn Sina qui nous est parvenue 
est considerable. Connu surtout comme medecin et philosophe, 
il traita egalement les sciences naturelles, la physique, I'astro
nomie, les mathematiques, la musique, la morale et la religion. 
Il ~oucha meme a J'economie et a la politique en tant qu'homme 
d'Etat. Poete, il mit en vers des ouvrages de logique et de mede
cine, plus faciles a memoriser sous cette forme. 

Son Canon de la medecine representait !'ensemble du savoir 
medical de I'epoque, enrichi de ses propres observations. Tra
duit en Iatin, cet ouvrage fut enseigue durant des siecles dans 
Ies universites occidentales. De meme, son aide-memoire de 
theorie et de pratique medicale, l'Urjuza fi al-Tibb, fut traduit 
plusieurs fois sous le nom de Cantica Avicennae, du XIII' au xvn• 
siecle. Quanta l'reuvre philosophique d'Avicenne, elle nous est 
parvenue mutilee. Influence par trois grands maitres, Aristote, 
Farabi et Plotin, il pla<;a au-dessus de tout la science de I'etre, la 
metaphysique et la logique. Son influence fut considerable en 
Orient comme en Occident et se retrouve chez Albert le Grand, 
Saint-Thomas, Duns Scot et Roger Bacon. 

Sous Jes Ghaznevides, vers la fin du x' siecle, vecut l'un des 
grands esprits de l'Islam medieval, Biruni (973-1048). Origi
naire du Khwarezm, aux confins de l'Asie centrale, il fut le 
contemporain et le compatriote d'Ibn Sin a. Mais alors qu' A
vicenne devint le maitre a penser de l'Occident, Biruni fut tota
lement iguore, bien qu'il fiit, comme le souliguent D. Jacquart 
et F. Micheau, un esprit critique, aventureux, proche de !'ideal 
scientifique moderne. 

Biruni acheva aux alentours de !'an 1000 son premier grand 
ouvrage consacre a !'etude de la chronologie des nations 
anciennes. En 1017, le puissant sultan ghaznevide Mabmud 
conquit le Khwarezm, et emmena nombre de prisonniers, dont 
Biruni, qui se fixa a la cour de Ghazna. Il profita des expedi
tions guerrieres du sultan dans la vallee de !'Indus pour 
apprendre le Sanskrit, se familiariser avec les sciences des 
Indiens, multiplier les observations et Jes reflexions. Dans sa 
celebre etude sur l'Inde qu'il acheva en 1030, il developpa une 
curiosite insatiable, qui le poussa a n'accepter que ce qu'il avait 
pu verifier lui-meme. II mourut aux environs de 1048. L'reuvre 
de Biruni toucha avant tout l'astronomie. Des !'age de 17 ans, ii 
avait gradue un cadran circulaire de divisions d'un demi-degre, 
gr~ce auquel il observa les altitudes meridiennes du solei!. 

A la dynastie des Ghaznevides succeda la premiere grande 
vague des invasions de groupes ethniques venus de J'interieur 
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de l'Asie, celle des Seldjoukides turcs, convertis a !'Islam au r 
siecle et originaires de la region du lac d'Aral (!'actuel Kazakh
stan). lls conquirent entre 1037 et 1095 les pays est-islamiques 
(Perse, Mesopotamie, Asie Mineure, Syrie) pour creer !'empire 
des Grands Seldjoukides de Perse (avec ses residences a Isfa
han et it Tabriz), et celui des Seldjoukides de Rum en Asie 
Mineure (aujourd'hui la Turquie, dont la capitale etait Konya, 
!'antique !conium). Leur progression vers la Terre sainte 
declenchera le vaste mouvement des croisades. 

C'est dans les capitales de Merv et de Nichapur qu'Omar 
Kbayyam, savant et poete connu pour ses Quatrains, reforma le 
calendrier et redigea des traites decisifs dans le domaine des 
mathematiques. Ne en 1048 en Iran, il fut invite par le sultan 
seldjoukide Malik Chah (1072-1092) a venir dans la capitale, 
Isfahan, pour y prendre en charge ce que !'on pourrait appeler 
le premier observatoire institutionnel du monde arabo-musul
man. ll avait alors 22 ans. Omar Khayyam passa 18 ans de sa 
vie dans cet observatoire ou il redigea les Tables astronomiques 
de Malik Chah. Dans le domaine des mathematiques, il ecrivit 
un commentaire sur Euclide et sur l'algebre et il aborda egale
ment !'extraction de racines, grace it une methode qui utilisait 
peut-etre le triangle de Pascal. 

Sous les Seldjoukides de Rum, Konya atteignit !'apogee de 
son histoire. Mas'ud r~ (1118-1155) en fit sa capitale. Au XIII" 
siecle, Djalal al-Din Rumi (1207-1273), poete persan, y fonda 
l'ordre des derviches Mawlawiyya ou derviches tourneurs. Les 
premiers hf>pitaux (dar al-Shifa') et madrasas seldjoukides 
furent fondes it Kayseri en 60211206. La construction d'autres 
hf>pitaux suivit it Sivas, Divrigi, Cankiri, Kastamonu, Konya, 
Tokat, Erzurum, Erzindjan, Mardin et Amasya. lls acceptaient 
toutes sortes de malades, et leur personnel se composait de 
chirurgiens, de medecins, de pharmaciens et d'oculistes. 

La periode ayyoubide vit une veritable floraison d'hopitaux 
dans le Proche-Orient arabe. Lorsque Ibn Jubayr, voyageur 
venu d'Espagne, parcourut la Syrie dans les annees 1183-1185, 
il indiqua un ou plusieurs hopitaux dans la plupart des cites 
traversees. Nur al-Din (1146-1174), ce grand prince qui s'im
posa face aux croises (en reunissant Alep et Damas sous sa 
seule autorite) fit de nombreuses fondations dont plusieurs 
madrasas et le celebre hopital al-Nuri, it Damas. Le personnel 
gardait les listes des noms .des malades et les quantites de 
medicaments et de nourriture dont chacun avait besoin. Une 
journee typique d'un medecin principal a l'hopital Nuri compre
nait la tournee des malades, la prescription d'ordonnances, le 
traitement, la visite de la clientele privee, puis le retour a l'ho
pital dans la soiree, pour y dormer des conferences. 

Alep possedait aussi deux hOpitaux prestigieux. Le premier 
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du a Nur al-Din, qui le data de waqfs importants, le second au 
prince mamlouke Arghun. 

Panni les medecins qui exer~aient en Syrie, le chirurgien Ibn 
al-Nafis, qui mourut au Caire en 1288, fut surtout connu pour 
avoir decouvert la petite circulation, en signalant ainsi l'erreur 
commise par Galien. Cette decouverte importante fut realisee 
trois siecles avant que la circulation ne soit decrite en Europe 
par Servet (1553) et Colombo (1559), quelque 30 ans apres que 
les idees d'ai-Nafis eurent atteint l'Occident. 

La floraison d'h6pitaux, (B. N. Sehsuvaroglu) se poursuivit au 
Proche-Orient durant l'epoque mamlouke (1259-1382 et 1382-
1517). Ainsi, en 1285, le sultan ai-Mansur Qalawun fit 
construire au Caire un ensemble architectural prestigieux 
comprenant une madrasa, un mausolee et un h6pital. D'apres la 
description d'al-Maqrizi, ce fut peut-etre le plus perfectionne 
jamais vu jusqu'alors en Islam. La dotation serait montee a 
pres d'un million de dirhams en or en un an (un h6pital normal 
depensait entre 200 et 600 dinars par mois). Hommes et 
femmes y etaient admis. Personne n'etait renvoye et la duree 
du traitement n'etait pas limitee. 

Au debut du XIII' siecle, les Mongols deferlerent sur les pays 
est-islamiques. Sous Genghis Khan (mort en 1227) et ses fils et 
petits-flls se constitua un empire puissant, qui s'etendit sur 
toute l'Asie centrale, orientale et occidentale. En dehors de la 
Mongolie, le pays d'origine, il comprennait trois vastes empires 
limitrophes : celui de la Horde d'Or (sur la Volga) ; la dynastie 
Yuan (foridee en Chine par Kubilai:) et enfin celui des llkhans 
sous Hulagu (en Asie Mineure, et auquel appartiennent le 
Khwarezm, la Perse, et la Mesopotamie ainsi que l'Asie 
Mineure, avec des residences en Perse, a Tabriz et Maragha). 

C'est dans cette deruiere ville qu'au XIII' siecle, des observa
tions furent pratiquees pendant une vingtaine d'annees dans 
l'observatoire, edifie en 1259 par Hulagu, petit-fils de Genghis 
Khan, et finance par une fondation pieuse. L'institution scienti
fique, dans laquelle on enseignait quasiment toutes les disci
plines scientifiques et oil les plus grands savants de l'epoque 
medievale se rassemblerent, comportait une bibliotheque de 
400 000 volumes et on y fabriquait des instruments comme par 
exemple des astrolabes. n etait equipe d'un materiel de pointe : 
un quadrant de 430 cm de rayon, des spheres armillaires, 
d'autres pour les solstices,les equinoxes et des cercles d'azimut. 
Dans cet observatoire, sous la direction de Nasir al-Din-Tusi, 
une vingtaine d'astronomes venus de taus les horizons du 
monde travaillaient: l'un d'eux, Fad-Mun-Ji etait meme origi-
naire de Chine. · 

L'ceuvre de Tusi est immense. Outre le fait qu'il commenta 
les travaux des mathematiciens grecs, il composa ses propres 
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traites de mathematiques et d'astronomie qui remettent en 
cause Ptolemee, participa a ]'elaboration des Tables astrono
miques de Maragha, soutint la pensee d'Avicenne contre les 
attaques et redigea plusieurs traites de theologie ismaelienne. 
Maragha constitua un modele qui fut I' objet de plusieurs imita
tions. Cependant, aucun observatoire de cette taille n'apparait 
avant le xv' siecle, sous le sultan timouride Ulugh Beg . 

Une autre entreprise de redaction ·a grande echelle eut lieu 
sous les Mongols au XIV' siecle a Tabriz, sous la direction du 
vizir Rachid al-Din Fad! Allall. Nous gardons notamment une 
traduction en persan d'un traite de medecine chinoise. 

Tamerlan (1336-1405) fut le second grand conquerant venu 
d'Asie centrale. ll conquit la Transoxiane,la Perse et la Mesopo
tamie et une partie de l'Inde septentrionale. L'Asie Mineure fut 
soumise par sa victoire contre le sultan ottoman Bayazid I". 
Sous son regne, Samarkand devint une somptueuse residence, 
tandis qu'Herat s'affirma comme un foyer de !'art de la minia
ture. L'un de ses arriere-petits-fils, Babur, fondera la dynastie 
inlperiale moghole. 

Dans la premiere moitie du xv' siecle, le sultan Ulug Beg 
(1394-1449), petit-fils de Tamerlan fonda a Samarkand une 
madrasa un institut d'etudes superieures (madrasa) oil l'astro
nomie etait la di.scipline principale. Quatre annees plus tard, il 
devint un grand observatoire de pointe, dont demeurent encore 
aujourd'hui des vestiges. C'etait un biitinlent de trois etages, 
pourvu d'un sextant geant, le plus grand instrument astrono
mique de ce type dans le monde, dont le rayon atteignait 40 
metres. Lui-meme astronome accompli, le prince timouride 
attira les meilleurs mathematiciens de son temps, dont Ghiyath 
al-Din al-Kachani, qui calcula «IT» jusqu'a 16 decinlales. C'est 
probablement lui qui dirigea la redaction des tables astrono
miques extremement precises, les Zij-i-Gurgani. Lorsque Ulug 
Beg fut assassine, Samarkand periclita et au XVI" siecle, l'obser
vatoire fut totalement detruit. 

Les Ottomans, egalement un peuple turc, penetrerent en Asie 
Mineure vers la fin du Xl1l' siecle. Apres l'ecroulement de ]'Em
pire seldjoukide, Mehmet II Fatih, le Conquerant, s'empara de 
Constantinople (1453), qui devint la capitale de !'Empire. ll ras
sembla les manuscrits grecs, Iatins et en d'autres langues, qui 
avaient echappe a la destruction et les pla~a dans la biblio
theque qu'il fonda a l'Eski Saray. Ahmed Ill crea au moins cinq 
bibliotheques a Istanbul et interdit I' exportation de manuscrits 
rares. La plupart des bibliotheques de la capitale, qui avaient 
autrefois ete rattachees aux mosquees, furent transferees a la 
bibliotheque Siileymaniye. 

Le premier binlaristan ottoman en Anatolie fut le dar al
chifa' de Yildirim, a Brousse, fonde en 1399. Cette institution 
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faisait partie d'un centre special comprenant un hopital, des 
bains, une maison de repos pour les voyageurs et ne fut aban
donnee qu'au milieu du XIX' siecle. Des Ieproseries furent egale
ment baties a Edirne, Sivas, Kastamonu et Kayseri. 

L'Afrique du Nord joua un role de. premier plan dans la trans
mission du savoir arabe a ]'Europe medievale, via l'Espagne et 
la Sicile. Fondee en 670, Kairouan devint la capitale de l'Ifri
qiya et connut son apogee au IX' siecle, sous les emirs aghla
bides. La cite, peuplee de plusieurs centaines de milliers d'habi
tants, vivait dans un exceptionnel climat de tolerance, et devint 
l'un des grands centres intellectuels de ]'Islam, en particulier 
pour le droit et la theologie. Les mecimes attirerent un grand 
nombre d'etudiants, d'ecrivains et de savants. l\.insi, a la fin de 
la periode aghlabide, Ziyadat lillah III (903-909) appela a sa 
cour lshaq al-Isra'ili (mort vers 955). Medecin et philosophe, 
representant du neo-platonisme juif, ses ouvrages, inspires de 
Galien, seront repandus tant dans l'Occident chretien que 
musulman. Son Traite des fievres traduit en Iatin, en hebreu et 
en espagnol, est la premiere monographie arabe consacree a ce 
domain e. 

En 909, les Fatimides, dont nous avons deja parle pour 
!'Egypte, eliminerent les Aghlabides. C'est a cette epoque que 
vecut le medecin ibn al-Jazzar dont l'ouvrage le Viatique du 
voyageur, Zad al-musafir, introduit en Andalousie, sera traduit 
en grec, en Iatin et en hebreu. 

Au Maghreb, le premier grand hOpital connu est celui que le 
sultan almohade Ya'qub al-Mansur (1184-1199) crea a Marra
kech environ un siecle avant la fondation du celebre hOpital du 
Caire. Grand biitisseur, ayant attire a sa cour les plus celebres 
medecins hispaniques de l'epoque: Ibn Tufayl, Ibn Rushd, Ibn 
Zuhr al-Hafid et son fils, il fit edifier dans la capitale, pour les 
etrangers malades riches ou pauvres, un magnifique etablisse
ment sanitaire et dans les differentes localites de son royaume 
des hopitaux pour les fous, les lepreux et les aveugles. 

L'Andalousie et la Sicile, tetes de pont vers l'Occident chretien 

Tout au long du Moyen Age, l'Andalousie, qui etait une rete 
de pont vers le monde chretien, connut une vie economique et 
culturelle animee. Elle joua, avec la Sicile des rois normands, 
un role essentiel dans la transmission du savoir de !'Orient vers 
l'Occident. En 756, le dernier representant de la famille 
omeyyade s'empara de Cordoue, et fonda un emirat autonome, 
oil juifs et chretiens pouvaient garder leurs coutumes et leur 
religion. Des le regne de 'Abd-al-Rahman II (822-852), fut entre
prise a Cordoue une nouvelle traduction arabe de la De Materia 
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Medica de Dioscoride, realisee par un moine de Constantinople 
qui lisait le grec, des chretiens connaissant le Iatin, des savants 
arabes et le medecin juif de 'Abd-al-Rahman. L'emir fit venir 
d'Irak des livres, dont un celebre ouvrage d'astronomie de tradi
tion hindoue. Les astrologues, a cote des poetes et des lettres, 
jouaient un grand role ala cour. 'Abd al-Rahman III (912-976), 
qui prendra le titre de calife en 929, s'installa dans sa nouvelle 
capitale, « Madinat-al-Zahra' •, et entretint des relations sui vies 
avec l'empereur byzantin, dont il re~ut des ouvrages de mede
cine grecque. Parallelement, des savants allerent se perfection
ner a Bagdad. Les pelerins, les voyageurs, les marchands, rap
porterent des ouvrages inedits. Ce fut l'eclosion dans taus les 
domaines de la connaissance, comme le soulignent D. Jacquart 
et F. Micheau. Au role d'ai-Ma'mun a Bagdad, repondit celui 
d'ai-Hakam II (961-976) a Cordoue un siecle plus tard. Patron 
des sciences et de la philosophie, il constitua une bibliotheque le 
cedant de peu a celles des Abbassides et envoya des agents pour 
acquerir des ouvrages dans tout le monde arabe. Elle aurait 
contenu 400 000 volumes; malheureusement, elle fut pillee et 
detruite sous le regne de ses successeurs et lors de la Recon
quete. 

Parmi les savants andalous, Abu al-Qasim Khalaf al-Zahrawi 
(x' siecle), notre • Abulcasis •, connaitra une grande renommee 
en Orient comme en Occident. Connu surtout comme cb.irur
gien, son ceuvre est cependant bien plus vaste. Outre la fabrica
tion des medicaments, il travailla aussi sur la description d'ins
truments chirurgicaux, comme ceux utilises pour !'ablation des 
amygdales. 

Au XI' siecle, l'Espagne entre dans les guerres civiles. Le der
nier calife de Cordoue fut depose en 1031. Le pays se morcela en 
petits !hats antagouistes, dont chacun entretint une vie cultu
relle intense: ce fut l'epoque des • Reyes de Tayfas •. Paralle!e
ment, les royaumes chretiens amorcerent un vaste mouvement 
de reconquete et Cordoue et Seville passerent entre les mains 
des chretiens. Desormais, al-Andalous fut reduit au petit 
royaume de Grenade, oil une vie de cour fastueuse se deploya a 
l'ombre de !'Alhambra. La Reconquista aboutit a !'eviction des 
musulmans en 1492. 

A de rares exceptions pres, toutes les grandes figures des 
sciences et de la philosophie dans I'Espagne musulmane se 
situerent au xn" si eel e. L 'Espagne, d'abord soumise par les 
Almoravides venus du Maghreb, retomba ensuite sous le joug 
des Almohades. Ces puissants souverains etendirent leur domi
nation sur la plus grande part de I'Occident musulman et fuent 
de Cordoue leur capitale. Les villes du sud de la peuinsule 
voient alors affiuer une multitude de savants, philosophes et 
medecins: ainsi, a Seville, Abu Marwan 'Abd al-Malik Ibn 
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Zuhr, l'Avenzoar des Iatins dont l'un des ouvrages medicaux, 
dedie a Ibn Rushd, fut traduit en hebreu et en Iatin. 

Ibn Rushd, notre Averroes, est ne a Cordoue en 1126 en 
Espagne, mais vecut la majeure partie de sa vie a Marrakech, 
au Maroc, oii il mourut en 1192. Physicien et logicien, astro
nome, observateur et theoricien, il exercera une influence consi
derable, en particulier sur l'astronomie occidentale. Ami du 
medecin Ibn Zuhr, Averroes publia avec lui une encyclopedie 
generale de medecine. Mais ce fut sur l'ordre du souverain 
almohade Abu-Ya'qub (1163/1184) que le jeune Averroes redi
gea les commentaires sur les ceuvres d'Aristote, qui lui valurent 
plus tard d'etre appe!e par l'Occident Iatin «le Commentateur • 
et qui provoquerent un veritable choc. Dans son commentaire 
sur la Metaphysique d'Aristote, qu'il tient pour la meilleure et 
ultime autorite en matiere de philosophie, Averroes prone un 
nouveau systeme astronomique non pto!emeen, mais aristoteli
cien, bien que lui-meme ne suive pas aveuglement les concep
tions du philosophe grec. On pourrait dire a ce sujet qu'il intro
duisit en Occident le principe du debat philosophique. Produit 
du meme milieu philosophique, le theologien et medecin juif 
forme en Orient, Ibn Maymun (notre Maimonide, Cordoue 
1135- Fustat 1204) s'associa a cette denonciation de l'astrono
mie ptolemeenne. Les conceptions d'Ibn Rushd exercerent une 
profonde influence sur la pensee medievale occidentale et lui 
valurent de son temps une renommee considerable. · 

C'est par l'Italie et l'Espagne que parviendra en Europe une 
bonne partie de !'heritage scientifique. En Sicile, la cour des rois 
normands de Palerme est un veritable creuset culture!. L'ile 
avait ere reconquise par les Normands entre 1061 et 1092, 
apres avoir connu quatre siecles de domination byzantine et 
deux siecles d'occupation musulmane. Elle entra en 1194 dans 
les possessions de l'empereur Frederic II et devint alors un car
refour d'hommes, de produits et d'idees entre les civilisations 
]atine, arabe et grecque. 

L'arrivee de la medecine en Europe se fit avant tout grace a 
!'action d'un traducteur surnomme le « maitre de !'Orient et de 
!'Occident • : Constantin l'Africain. Ne a Carthage, il aurait etu
die les arts liberaux et la medecine au Caire. ll aurait aussi 
peut-i\tre voyage en Inde et en Ethiopie, s'adonnant a !'etude de 
!'hebreu, du syriaque, du chaldeen, du grec, de l'ethiopien et 
meme de l'indien. Devant la pauvrete des textes medicaux en 
langue occidentale, Constantin decida d'etudier durant trois 
ans la medecine en Tunisie, et de collecter les ouvrages de litte
rature medicale. A son retour, il fut accueilli a Salerne par le 
due normand Robert Guiscard, puis entra au Mont-Cassin ou il 
devint moine et mourut sans doute vers 1087. Parmi les traduc
tions de Constantin, on peut citer l'Isagoge qui est une traduc-
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tion des fragments des Masa'il fi-al-Tibb, de Hunayn ibn Ishaq. 
Elle fut transcrite et commentee a maintes reprises du XII' au 
xv" siecle et le Pantegni qui est la traduction presque complete 
de l'ceuvre de 'Ali ibn al-Abbas a!-Majusi. Ces deux ouvrages 
exercerent une influence considerable sur la medecine dans son 
ensemble. Citons egalement les ceuvres de Ishaq al-Isra'ili, 
devenu Isaac, et de Hunayn Ibn Ishaq, devenu Iohanuitius. 
Parmi les ceuvres d'Ibn al-Jazzar que Constantin mit en Iatin, 
le Viaticum, traduction du Zad al-Musafir, tient une place pre
ponderante. L'utilisation des traductions de Constantin a l'ecole 
de medecine de Sal erne au xn' siecle fut a I' origine de la mede
cine arabe en Europe. Salerne garda sa place preponderante en 
Italie meridionale jusqu'au xru' si eel e. Le sac de la ville en 1194 
par les troupes imperiales marqua le point d'arret de sa prospe
rite. Constantin a le merite d'avoir enrichi le haut Moyen Age 
europeen des plus iroportants ouvrages greco-arabes. 

Parmi les savants rattaches a la cour de Sicile, citons Al
Idrissi. Ne a Ceuta an Maroc en 1100, il fit des etudes a Cor
done, en Espagne. Bien qu'il mouritt dans sa ville nata!e en 
1166, toute sa vie active se deroula hors des regions islamiques. 
A !'age de 16 ans, il entreprit des voyages en Asie Mineure, an 
Maroc, en Espagne, sur la cote meridionale de la France et jus
qu'en Angleterre. ll fut ensuite invite par le roi normand de 
Sicile, Roger II, a s'insta!Ier a Palerme, point de rencontre des 
cultures arabe et europeenne. Le souverain lui confia la realisa
tion d'une carte en argent et en relief. Des envoyes furent meme 
depeches pour recueillir les donnees necessaires, et le projet se 
realisa comme prevu. 

Frederic II de Hohenstaufen, empereur du Saint Empire 
romain germanique, parlait neuf !angues dont l'arabe. ll prefi
gura les princes de la Renaissance occidenta!e. En rapport 
constant avec les savants arabes, surtout depuis qu'il avait ete 
excommunie par le pape, il eJgledia des questionnaires, souvent 
d'une extreme difficulte, en Egypte, en Syrie, en Irak, en Asie 
Mineure, an Yemen et an Maroc. L'empereur entretint egale
ment une menagerie, et ecrivit un fameux traite de fauconnerie 
qui a!Iiait !es connaissances theoriqnes et pratiques. Jacob Ana
toll traduisit pour lui Ptolemee et Averroes. Son astrologue, le 
traducteur Michel Scot (mort en 1235), fut un autre • homme
pont •; c'etait un Ecossais qui avait fait ses etudes en Espagne. 
De Tolede, il rapporta pour son maitre la Zoologie d'Aristote, 
ainsi que le De Caelo et M undo, accompagne du commentaire 
d'Averroes. Un homme domina cependant cette intelligentsia 
cosmopolite : Leonardo Fibonacci_ (Leonard de Pise), le plus 
grand mathematicien du Moyen Age. En 1192, il accompagna 
son pere, charge de fonctions consulaires, en Algerie. Leonard y 
apprit l'arithmetique, la langue arabe et les techniques de 
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commerce, puis partit a la recherche de livres en Egypte, en 
Syrie, en Grece et en Sicile. Revenu a Pise en 1202, il redigea 
son Liber Abaci, qui fut la somme du savoir acquis en Orient. I! 
y traita des chiffres indiens, de la multiplication des entiers, 
!'addition, la soustraction, la division, la multiplication des frac
tions et des entiers, des techuiques de commerce, des monnaies, 
etc. 

En 1266, la Sicile fut donnee a Charles d'Anjou, frere de Saint 
Louis. En 1279, Faradj ben Salem, un juif originaire d'Agri
gente, termina la traduction du Kitab al-Hawi, de Razi, dont la 
lm:ueuse transcription en 5 volumes (in-folio) fut remise en 
1282 au souverain. Huit scribes et deux peintres y ont participe. 
Il faut noter que souvent, les traducteurs privilegiaient les 
ouvrages traitant d' experiences pratiques, de cas cliniques, etc. 

Traductions et techniques : introduction de la science islamique 
en Occident 

Aux xn• et xm' siecles, Tolede (voir Jes articles de D. Jacquart) 
devint un grand centre du savoir. C'est la qu'al-Zarqali (Azar
quiel Iatin) perfectionna !'astrolabe et mit au point les Tables 
toledanes (traduites au XIII' siecle a la cour d'Aiphonse X) qui 
seront, jusqu'a Coperuic, !'instrument de base de l'astronomie 
occidentale. Paralle!ement, la presence de nombreux manus
crits, de mozarabes et de juifs parlant J'arabe, sera a la source 
d'une activite sans equivalent de traduction, dont le represen
tant le plus iroportant fut Gerard de Cremone (1114-1187). Ne 
vraisemblablement en Lombardie, il se rendit a Tolede pour y 
apprendre l'arabe, oil il figure comme chanoine de la cathedrale 
en 1157. Il consacra sa vie a la traduction vers le Iatin d'ceuvres 
arabes dans le domaine de la philosophie, des mathematiques, 
des sciences occultes, et de la medecine. Il traduisit !es traites 
des astronomes de Bagdad des vm< et IX' siecles (AI-Farghaui, 
Thabit lbn Qurra), Aristote, Galien, Euclide, Farabi, al-Kindi, 
Khwarizmi. Il fit connaitre en Occident Iatin les ceuvres de 
Razi, et surtout d'lbn Sina, a qui il convient de faire une place 
particuliere. Gerard traduisit le Canon de la medecine, qui 
deviendra l'ouvrage de base de l'enseignement universitaire 
medieval et qui connut un iromense succes. Apres de nom
breuses transcriptions dans les manuscrits medievaux, la pre
miere iropression d'ensemble parut a Milan en 1473. Une dou
zaine d'editions suivirent jusqu'a la fin du xv' siecle, une 
soixantaine entre 1500 et 1674. I! est possible que l'enseigne
ment parisien des Mendiants ait joue un role determinant dans 
la diffusion du Canon d'Avicenne. Au rang des plus illustres 
dominicains figure Albert le Grand (mort en 1280). Proclame 
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patron des savants chretiens, le bienheureux Albert fut un 
geant du XIII" siecle en sciences naturelles, philosophie et theolo
gie. Apres des etudes en Italie, il professa il. Hildesheim, il. 
Strasbourg, puis il. Paris, oil il decouvrit les ouvrages grecs et 
arabes nouvellement traduits en Iatin. ll contribuera plus que 
quiconque il. les faire connaitre, declenchant ainsi l'hostilite des 
theologiens de I'Universite. Son disciple saint Thomas d'Aquin 
n'hesita pas il. integrer il. la theologie catholique certaines de ses 
demonstrations. 

Le traite d'Abulcasis eut egalement un retentissement 
immense et fut il. la base des grands traites de chirurgie il. partir 
du xm' siecle. Au XIV' siecle, une traduction de ses reuvres en 
langue d'oc, assura sa diffusion parmi les non-latinistes. Parmi 
les grands traducteurs, citons egalement Abelard de Bath, futur 
precepteur d'Henri II d'Angleterre, et auteur de traductions 
scientifiques en Iatin, y compris celle d'une version arabe des 
Elements d'Euclide qui, pendant des siecles, fera autorite 
aupres des geometres occidentaux. Les traducteurs du xm' 
siecle s'attacherent plut6t aux auteurs de I'Occident arabe du 
XI1" siecle: Maimonide, Averroes, Avenzoar. 

La frequentation de trois religions amena un autre « ho=e
pont » Raymond Lulle (1231-1315) il. apprendre l'arabe si par
faitement qu'il ecrivit dans cette langue plusieurs ouvrages des
tines il. convertir des musulmans au christianisme. Ce francis
·cain convainquit meme le pape de creer des ecoles de ]angues 
arabe, arameenne, hebraique, il. Rome, Bologne, Paris, Oxford 
et Salamanque. 

Qu'apporta concretement il. I'Occident le travail de traduc
tion ? Un flat de connaissances theoriques et pratiques dans des 
domaines fort varies. J. V ernet en a dresse un panorama dans 
son ouvrage Ce que la culture doit aux Arabes d'Espagne. En ce 
qui concerne la botanique, la zooJogie et la medecine: !'evolu
tion de la botanique au Moyen Age s'appuya sur des reuvres 
d'Aristote et de Theophraste, dont la traduction en arabe par 
Ishaq Ibn Hunayn fut revisee par Thabit Ibn Qurra. Le passage 
au Iatin s'effectua par Alfred de Sareshel, en 1227. La zoologie 
medievale s'appuya aussi sur les traductions arabo-latines des 
reuvres d'Aristote. Le De naturis animalium, traduit par Yahya 
Ibn al-Bitriq, fut traduit en Iatin en 1220 par Michel Scat, qui 
traduisit egalement le resume d'Avicenne. Cette version servit 
de base il. Albert le Grand pour son Livre des An.imaux. 

Dans le domaine medical, la traduction des reuvres d'Aven
zoar nous apprend que la variole i=unise ceux qui !'ant dejil. 
eue. Le Kitab al·Kulliyat d'Averroes est traduit sous le titre 
Colliget. ll etait forme de 7 livres consacres il. l'anatomie, la 
pathologie, la semiotique, la therapeutique, !'hygiene, la medi
cation. On pense que Michel Servet, • inventeur » en Europe de 
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la petite circulation du sang, connaissait les ceuvres du medecin 
damascime Ibn al-Nafis, lequel exposa la meme theorie quelque 
deux cents ans auparavant dans son co=entaire a !'Anatomie 
d'Avicenne. 

Dans le domaine technique, dans un ouvrage intitule History 
of mechanical invention, A. Husher rapporte que !'utilisation de 
!'energie eolienne est probablement d'origine centre-asiatique, 
et avait ete deja decrite au Sistan par Mas'udi et Istakhri. A la 
fin du XJ' siecle, on retrouva ce procede en Espagne, puis en 
1180 en France, et vers 1270 en Angleterre. Des l'epoque de 
Harun al-Rachid, furent fabriquees les horloges a eau que !'on 
retrouvera plus tard en Occident. L'introduction de la poudre en 
Espagne dut avoir lieu au XIII" siecle. Elle fut utilisee par le sul
tan grenadin lsma'il en 1324. A partir de cette date, les men
tions de la poudre se multiplient en Europe : on la retrouve au 
xr.~ siecle en France et en ltalie. 

Dans le domaine des moyens de communication nautiques, 
l'un des plus grands services rendus par les Arabes a la culture, 
fut la transmission vers l'Occident de divers elements de !'ar
chitecture navale (voile latine, gouvernail d'etambot, tech
niques de construction des navires), des techniques astrono
miques (determination de coordonnees, latitude et longitude, 
astrolabes, le quadrant et la boussole) et geographiques (cartes 
nautiques, portu!ans, phares). Ces progres rendront possible les 
grandes decouvertes : les tables qu'utilisera Christophe Colomb 
derivaient de ce!les d'Ibn al-Ka=ad. 

Dans le domaine des technologies app!iquees, les productions 
agricoles des musulmans furent tres repandues en Occident, 
co=e l'oranger qui passa de la Palestine vers l'Espagne par 
l'intermediaire de la SYrie ; ou encore la canne a sucre, que les 
musulmans avaient importee d'Inde, et qui est arrivee en 
Europe via les croisades; citons egalement le coton, qui venait 
aussi du monde islamique. 

Dans le domaine des arts et de la culture, le papier arriva des 
le IX" siecle a Cordoue, puis au XII' siecle a Jativa, d'ou il fut 
exporte en Orient et en Occident. Ainsi, pour sa correspon
dance, Alphonse X utilisa du papier toledan. Des foyers de pro
duction de papier apparurent egalement en Italie, a Fabriano et 
a Ancone, puis en France, a Troyes en 1348 et a Nuremberg en 
1390. 

La soie semble avoir ete un monopole andalou jusqu'en 1146. 
Roger II, a cette date, amena a Palerme des ouvriers grecs qui 
l'introduisirent en_Italie. Venise y eut aussi acces apres la qua
trieme croisade. A partir de cette epoque, sa connaissance 
s'etendit a travers !'Europe. 

Quant aux arts de la terre et du feu, nous rappelle Marthe 
Bernus, c'est sous les Abbassides, autour de Bagdad en parti-
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culier, que se developpa l'une des grandes inventions des 
potiers musulmans: la technique du lustre metallique. L'aspect 
lustre est donne par une mince couche de metal - oxydes de 
cuivre et d'argent- deposee sur la piece deja glacee et cuite, lui 
conferant ainsi un reflet dare. Differents sites du IX" siecle, dont 
Samarra, Suse, Fustat, ant livre un abondant materiel de ce 
type, qui sera importe en Transoxiane, au Sind, en Algerie et en 
Espagne. Le precede fut transmis en Italie, par le biais de I'Es
pagne, et est toujours utilise de nos jours. 

L'Islam a egalement enrichi dans une certaine mesure le voca
bulaire accidental :le mat cordonuier trouve son origine dans le 
nom Qurtuba, maroquinerie dans Maghrib, mousseline dans 
Mossoul, damasquinure dans Damas, tapis dans Atabi. Les 
musulmans etaient en avance sur les Europeens dans les 
domaines d'extraction des minerais et des couleurs, de la fabrica
tion de l'acier trempe pour les armes ou dans les techniques du 
commerce. C' est ainsi que le mat tarif vient de ta'rifa, magazin 
de rrw.ghzin, douane de diwan et caravane de qarawan. 

L'apport de l'Islam a la civilisation occidentale, en matiere de 
litterature, n'a peut-etre pas ete suffisamment mis en valeur. 
Renan, dans son ouvrage sur Averroes, explique que des poetes 
co=e Petrarque connaissaient les poetes arabes, meme s'ils 
ne partageaient pas leurs idees. 

Dans son ouvrage rece=ent publie Penser l'art islamique,le 
grand specialists de !'art musulman Oleg Grabar etudie la for
mation et !'evolution de !'art musulman ne • de la rencontre de 
chaque aire culturelle (byzantine, persane, etc ... ) et de la revela
tion coranique », puis demontre que l'apport le plus conside
rable de !'Islam conceme !'architecture, la calligraphie et la geo
metrie. En conclusion, dit-il, "l'originalite de !'art islamique 
traditionnel a toujours ete son ouverture a taus les gouts et sa 
capacite a satisfaire la demande esthetique de populations 
diverses ». 

L'influence sur les centres du savoir en Europe 

Lorsqu'au xn' siecle !'ensemble du savoir grec enrichi de la 
science arabo-musulmane penetra en Occident ; les uuiversites 
de Paris et d'Oxford, nouvellement creees, furent parmi les pre
mieres touchees. Dominicains et Franciscains y enseignaient, et 
parmi eux, Robert Grosseteste et Roger Bacon, son eleve, 
connaissaient tres bien les travaux traduits de l'arabe en Iatin, 
en particulier Ibn al-Haytham. La lecture des traductions de 
Constantin l'Africain se propagea dans la premiere moitie du 
xn' siecle a Chartres. Les reuvres de Guillaume de Concl>es, ins
pirees ·par le Pantegni et I'Isagoge rencontrerent un inlmense 
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succes au Moyen Age. Une fois connus, les textes arabes furent 
l'objet de commentaires et de controverses. Par sa double qua
lite de philosophe et de medecin, Avicenne· jouera le role de 
mediateur entre Aristote et Galien, dont l'ceuvre fut re9ue avec 
enthousiasme a Bologne, Montpellier et Paris. A la fm du 
Moyen Age, a l'universite de Padoue (qui accueillera Galilee et 
Vesalel,l~t Canon d'Avicenne tient desormais une place prepon
derante. A Bologne, en 1405, la theorie medicale repose sur 
deux auteurs grecs : Hippocrate et surtout Galien et deux 
auteurs arabes ; Avicenne et surtout Averroes. 

Quelle est la veritable identite culturelle de l'Occident ? 

Selon les mots de Roshdi Rashed : " Une reconstitution de 
l'activite rationneJie des savants arabes pour repondre a des 
questions d'ordre scientifique peut done montrer comment !'as
similation de la tradition heJienistique a partir de nouveaux 
interets a permis une reorientation de la connaissance scienti
fique dans de nouveJies perspectives qui seront reprises et 
approfondies a l'heure de la Renaissance en Europe .• 

Le savoir de la Renaissance vient en effet de plusieurs 
grandes sources: d'abord de Rome. «Le respect des Romains a 
l'egard du monde grec etait frappant •, nous rappelle Colin 
Ronan. « Jusqu'aux derniers jours de !'Empire d'Occident, les 
ceuvres de Platon, d'Aristote et d'Homere furent enseignees et 
representerent un modele ideal de pensee claire et d'ecriture de 
qualite ... Ainsi, Rome joua un role capital en maintenant en vie 
les idees grecques, un role que les erudits de la Renaissance 
apprecieront beaucoup un millenaire apres la chute definitive 
de l'Empire romain d'Occident. • 

Puis, de Byzance. Pour Jean Theodorides: « Les savants 
byzantins ont eu le tres grand merite de preserver beaucoup 
d'ouv-rages grecs et orientaux qui etaient systematiquement 
copies, commentes, annotes, traduits, voire illustres. lls ont 
ainsi contribue a la diffusion de la science heJiene, d'une part 
cbez les Syriens, les Persans et les Arabes apres l'exode des 
savants nestoriens et neo-platoniciens, d'autre part en 
Occident, une premiere fois lors des croisades et, de nouveau, 
apres la prise de Constantinople, lorsque les savants byzantins 
gagnerent l'Occident avec leurs livres et leurs manuscrits. L'ar
rivee de plusieurs de ces savants en Italie est d'ailleurs conside
ree, avec raison, comme un facteur non negligeable de l'avene
ment de la Renaissance. » 

Enfin, du monde arabo-musulman, par J'intermediaire de 
l'Espagne et de l'Italie. C'est ainsi qu'un grand historien 
contemporain, Gabriele Crespi, dans son ouvrage L'Europe 
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musulmane, ecrit dans sa conclusion, en parlant de l'apport 
intellectuel de !'Islam : « Dans cette ceuvre de transition et de 
formation d'une culture nouvelle, I'Espagne musulmane joua un 
role de premier plan dans l'histoire intellectuelle du Moyen Age 
europeen, lequel fit connaissance avec le savoir, les sciences et 
la philosophie des anciens non pas a travers les croisades, dont 
il faudrait reconsiderer !'importance et la ramener a de plus 
justes proportions, mais grace a la mediation andalouse. » n 
conclut d'une maniere plus generale : "L'influence qu'exer9a 
!'Islam dans !'edification de la culture occidentale du Moven 
Age fut done decisive. Le monde chretien, quant a lui, sut abor
der des formes de vie, intel!ectuelles et artistiques, tres dif
ferentes des siennes, dispose parfois a dialoguer mais toujours a 
apprendre puisque cette communication du savoir se faisait 
dans une seule direction, de !'Orient vers l'Occident. • 

L'idee que les croisades auraient pu jouer un role majeur 
dans le transfert des idees par les traductions entre !'Orient et 
I'Occident est a rejeter. Si les apports sont essentiellement mili
taires (feu gregeois, fauconnerie), les croises seront surtout 
impressionnes par les structures hospitalieres, les traditions 
sociales, etc. 

Cette m ani ere de ne pas mettre a sa juste place I' apport de 
!'Islam est une des raisons conscientes ou inconscientes de la 
frustration des musulmans vis-a-vis de J'Occident. C'est un peu 
comme si ce transfert des connaissances et des techniques de 
!'Orient vers I'Occident avait ete considere depuis l'epoque des 
croisades comme un butin de guerre, que !'on arrache a l'en
nemi d'en face, et non comme une culture digne de dialogue et 
d'echange. Alors qu'Albert le Grand ou Kepler se sont inspires 
avec le plus grand respect de geants de !'esprit tels qu'Avicenne 
et Ibn al-Haytham. Pourquoi ne pas suivre leur exemple? 
"Bayt al-Hikma • n'est pas seulement un episode de l'histoire 
de l'humanite: c'est un etat d'esprit. Parions qu'un jour, des 
hommes de toutes religions, de toutes cultures, se trouveront 
rassemb!es dans de nouvelles « Maisons de la Sagesse • *. 

Ehsan NARAG!fi. 
(Ancien directeur de l'Institut d'etudes 
et de recherches sociales de Telu!ran.) 

* L'auteur n'a pas cite systbnatiquement chaque ouvrage qui l'a ins
pire dans l'article, mais on en retrouvera les auteurs dans la biblio
graphie .. 
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